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summary:

This thesis is devoted to exploring the possibilities of using

linear programming for optimising decisions in the field of mass

urban housing with particular emphasis on those decisions relating

to the choice of production techniques. The study is essentially

considered in the context of a developing country of the planned

type represented by the U.A.R.

The factors that lead to the pursuit of the above objective are

discussed in Part I. However, the basic factors are; First, it

is vital for the developing countries to be able to Identify the

most efficient technologies if they are to reduce the time scale

of the process of economic development. Secondly, current planning

and decision making methods as well as the available theoretical

approaches are, it will be argued, incapable of achieving that

objective. This is mainly due to their failure to accommodate

tie economic and technical interdependencies among the various

decisions in the economy. The conclusion will be reached that

only through an overall approach to the problem of decision making

in the housing sector could optimum decisions be reached. Thirdly,

preliminary studies indicated that linear programming could provide

this overall approach and could overcome the main shortcomings of

the current methods and thus warrants a detailed exploration.

This approach is developed in Part II of the thesis. It comprises

the formulation of the national planning problem in linear

progressing terms and discusses the method® of its solution by



decoapo ition between sectors. The approach la centred, however,

around: (a) the delineation, from the national problem, of 6

technically Independent 'housing production sector* which is also

viable for the purpose of economic planning, and (b) the

formulation of a dynamic linear programming model of that sector

v&iich includes decisions on choice of techniques of production,

house types, housing densities, ... etc.

It is believed that this model is the first attempt to describe,

in precise mathematical terms, the 'mechanics' of the activities

and decisions in the housing field and indeed it is the first

attempt at optimisation in that field.

To demonstrate the use and potentialities of the developed model

the thesis is ended by an application of a part of it, namely

the choice of type of housing development (combination of dwelling

types) and production techniques for an actual housing project.
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INT: LC AUCTION :

There has been an upsurge in the attention given to the problem

of technological change in developing countries since the late

1950*8, as evidence started to accumulate that the major credit

(80-9&} for output growth in many countries could be awarded to

exogenous technical innovation, and not to the rise in inputs of

physical capital stock end the services of labour as have been

previously assumed,1

Thus instead of holding the view that increasing capital supply

to the developing countries is the key to rapid development and

sustained growth, economists have shifted their emphasis. It is

now increasingly accepted that only when the increase in capital

supply is coupled with efficient choice and creative transfer ?nd

adaptation of technology from the advanced countries could the
2

developing countries hope to reduce the time scale of development.

The attention to the problem of technical change v,as further

increased by the realisation that choice of techniques have such

wider implications than the contribution to immediate growth of

output. It greatly affects present and future levels of employ¬

ment, J which, besides constituting the second policy objectives -

1. Mm Abraiaowitz, "Cesource and Output trends in the U.c. since
1370", ^ers,tn$ fraccedin^a of ..the gnerlcf^,,., cqnoiilgAssociation, vol# ho, Say, 1956, pp.312-20, Also . alow,
"Technical change end the Aggregate Production Function",
Review of .conor!cr. vml tatistles. ugust, 1957-

2. Robinson, ..-.a. (ed#), ''Problems in con-.-nlc development,"
Lou on, 1965, p.xviii.

3. Murray Brown, "pR„,the Theory and, hea8ur-ement^^f_qbcln4,cal
Change". Coatbridge, 1966.
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after rate of growth - in stoat developing countries, have further

important effects on the rate of growth (mainly through its effects

on the countries abilities to save). In fact, as will be shown in

the thesis, a statement such sa "different techniques often imply

quite different strategies of economic development with very

different effects on the performance of the economy"1 is not an

over estimation of the importance of the problem.

Thi important problem of choice of techniques of production in

developing countries, and in particular that in the field of moss

urban housing, lies at the focus of our inter, at in this thesis.

Although the problem of transfer and evaluation of technology is

basically the same in all fields of production, the urban housing

field has its own particular Mt of characteristics which give the

problem an individualistic form and a special importance. -"irst,

it supplies products that are required for satisfying one of man's
basic and most cherished needs: the need for a shelter and a home.

Its satisfaction or lack of satisfaction, besides its effect on

welfare, is a detrimental force in social, economic and political
2

conditions.

Secondly, the demand on urban housing is accelerating at double that

for products satisfying other basic needs (food, clothing, ...).
This is due to the phenomena of urbanisation which, in many developing

I. Km en, *Choice of Techniques - An aspect of the Theory of Planned
Economic '..'revelearnest", Oxford, 1962, p.Il7

2« For discussion of the problem of housing in developing countries
see Abraha, C, * dan's .'truggle for he Iter*. M.I.T. Press, 196ht
see also group c of the Bibliography to this thesis.
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countries, has been and still is accelerating at ©ore than double

the rate of population growth, which is already exploding. This

lector, together with the accumulated backlog of housing shortage,

he© pushed the housing problem near the level of a fully fledged

crisis. Thus efforts to increase the productivity of the Halted

resource© available for housing are urgently needed.

Thirdly, housing absorbs a large share of national resources; which

means that increasing the efficiency of the process of its production

is bound t effect other sectors. Also housing production provides

employment for a large portion of the labour force and could, if

required, readily absorb large number© of unskilled and semi-skilled

worker© at very low capital intensity and in any desired region.

The lest group of characteristics that give the problem of transfer

and evaluation of technology its special form in the field of urban

housing is the nature of the technology of this field. First, the

number of technological alternatives available to the sector (i.e.

materials, production techniques, type© of housing, housing areas

layout, ... etc.) are quite large, especially in relation to

production technique© .here there have been many advances in the last

two decades in the industrialized countries feuch as prefabrication,

1system* building, mechanization, ... etc.). These, together with

traditional techniques have made the range of choice extremely wide,

ranging from simple local self-help techniques using local materials

1, For statistical information ©bout the size and importance of the
housing sector in developing countries nee, 0«H« '' eoort of the
-■A ifoysffa 9.f e.xftcffr-
York, 1902, and U.R• Productivity ox and weight given to
investment in housing and urban services", *U.:;, Year Book of
National Accounts Statistics*, New York, 1963.
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and few tools, to highly capital intensive large-panel construction.

This has made the problem tooth real, complex and challenging; and

indeed it was the factor that initially stimulated this research.

The second technological feature characteristic of this sector is

that production of building materials md dwellings takes place at

a large number of locations each of which has its own physical and

apatlitl conditions. Thus there are a very large number of choices

to be made in this sector and not as in the ease of steel, textile,

or electricity production, etc. where there ere only one or two

production units to toe established over a whole country every few

years. This is a factor which will have far reaching effects on

our approach to the problem of choice of techniques in that sector.

The way in which this Important problem of choice of techniques in

the housing sector is being tackled in practice ©ill be discussed

in Chapter 2. It will be argued that the present set up of the

planning procedure is not conducive to proper treatment of the

problem. On the national planning level the epproaches are

aggregative and the emphasis is laid on the development of consistent

sectorial allocations of resources, md making various balances in

the economy. The problem of choice of techniques is left to the

sectors.

On the sectors level, architects, engineers and other specialists

often do not realise the range of choice open to then. They are

also so involved in the development of projects to 'fill* the

sector's plan and rarely do they develop enough alternative projects
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to constitute a pruble, of choice as conceived by academic

economists# In fact aost ©f the crucial decisions ore made during

the development of projects, and. these are made intuitively and

are often based on naive criteria, without full realization of the

wider implications of these decisions, and looking at special

characteristics of techniques very different from those considered

by economists. It will be shorn that the economists* conception

of the problem and that of technologists have almost nothing In

common. Indeed, it Is one of the objectives of this study to

establish a unified approach to the problem which is both realistic

and efficient.

In contrast to the apparent neglect of the problem of choice of

techniques on the practices level, economists on the theoretical

side have devoted large efforts to devise appropriate methods and

criteria for choice of techniques and other investment projects.

In fact a vast amount of the literature on development planning Is

devoted to that problem. However, it will be contended in Chapter

2 that again, for various reasons, none of these could be considered

suitable. The sain reasons for their inadequacy is their failure

to accommodate the interdependencies among the various decisions

both within the housing sector and in the economy at large. • Their

isolation of the problem of choice of techniques and its treatment

as if it were independent can only lead to the 'wrong* decisions as

will be argued In Fart I. Consequently the need for improved

methods of choice and planning becomes apparent.

Our preliminary examine., tlon of various possible approaches (in
Part I) have indicated that linear programming could in principle
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accommodate for- the interdepcndencies of decisions and could

overcome cany of the deficiencies of current approaches, thus

deserving sore detailed examination. This examination, or rather

development of that linear programming approach is the object of

this thesis.

In pursuing that objective tie have tried from that start to avoid

two of the shortcomings of current approaches.

First they do not seem to bring to bear on their approaches the

fact that there is a great hetero eneity among the developing

countries In social values and objectives, not to mention the

physical and economic conditions. This has led them to seek either

generalised prescriptions about the 'best' technologi s for develo -

ing countries or 'universal* criteria of choice. In its turn this

has meant that these criteria embody implicit generalised factual

an- value premises. The first might not be true in all countries

and the second might not be nhared by all decision makere.

It Is believed, and this i® a basic premise in this thesis that

values are subjective and that any analytical method of choice must

separate the factual and value elements of the problem, and must

ultimately derive these value elements from the decision makers

themselves.1 Thus it is not the Intention of this thesis to

prescribe the use of any particular technique of production or any

criteria for choice of techniques for use either in all or in any

one particular developing country. The objective is to develop a

sethod of choice that could be used by the planners in developing
1. 'For' a discussion "of the 'basila of "this view We," "K# 'hiaon,

.A; iniBtratlve Behaviour'. 2nd Ed#, Hew York, 1957.
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countries# A method which enables thee to organise the specific

physical, social and economic facts of their environment and then

to represent the problem in an intelligible form to the decision

makers to make the choice according to their values and objectives.

The other common deficiency in the theoretical approaches is the

inadequate realization that not only the chosen production techniques

and the values depend on the environment of the problem but also

the method of choice and evaluation must itself be a function of

that environment# In other words the best method of choice of

techniques in O-hana is not necessarily the best or even feasible

in the U.A. which is at a different stag* of development

planning, with a different type of economic system, and with many

other differences# Thus we will not attempt to generalize in this

thesiB, but will explore the linear programing approach in only

one ty e of country having the following baaic characteristics:

1# Economic development is considered by the government and by the

population as a central policy objective.

2# The country has a mixed economy with a strong central planning

organisation which develops total imperative national plans.

3# There is a large public sector in industry and construction.

U. Market prices are not in equilibrium and accordingly are not

considered suitable as an allocating device.

5# The country has passed the early stages of development planning.

Implying that it has already established planning organizations,

departments of statistics, and other data collection and
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communication channels. It has a reasonable supply of planners

who have already acquired experience in formulating comprehensive

plans and are now looking for some element of optimisation in

improved methods of planning end decision making.L

6. There are no over-riding extra-economic considerations (religious,

political, which either rule out the possibility of

technical change, or which always favour a special class of
2

techniques irrespective of their economic characteristics.

7. A conventional building industry has been operating for a few

decades and there is available a large and varied number of

conventional and traditional production units and skills.

8. The current share of national resources devoted to housing is

large relative to the total amount available for the economy

(say over 15/S of gross fixed capital formation). The size of

the housing sector is not too small or too large in absolute

terms, (say current annual urban housing production is in the

range of 10-100 thousand dwelling units).

Other, but secondary, characteristics of the type of developing

country in which our problem is assumed to exist will be mentioned

throughout the thesis. The relevance of all these characteristics

1. This is the stage of development planning reached by the U.A.R.
as reported by Prof, F. Ilsnssman after working in the National
Planning Committee, Cairo. See 'Operations Research in National
Planning in Underdeveloped Countries', Operations Research, 9
(1961), pp.230-21+8.

2. For example hatma Ghandi was against all modern techniques of
production on the ground that the factory system kills the joys
of life. Similarly karx advocated advanced techniques mainly
because they are basic to the building of more progressive
societies (although of course he has his economic arguments too).
Also some people are against technical change in developing
countries because of its destructive effects on culture end

/Social
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and their effects on conditioning our approach to the problem will

only be apparent later in the thesis. It ©ay also be mentioned

that these assumptions were framed to cover the case of the .B.

However, they could after minor modifications also fit some other

corntrie® such as India end Pakistan*

To suss up, the objective of this thesis is to explore the use of

linear programming for optimising decision® in the field of housing

in the type of country defined above, with particular emphasis on

the decisions relating to the choice of techniques of production.

The thesis is represented in two parts. Part I aims at defining

the problem of choice of techniques of housing production and

related problems in developing countries and also aims at putting

the case for exploring the linear programing approach for their

solution. We will start in Chapter 1 by Introducing eoue of the

concepts and terminology that will be used throughout the thesis.

This will be followed by examining the interdependcnclee between

the problem of choice of techniques and other decisions. This,

beside giving ua the real dimensions of the problem, will enable

us to define the 'Ideal* theoretical approach to its solution.

This ideal will serve as the standard with which to judge the

current practices and approaches to the problem, which is the

subject of Chapter 2. The main purpose behind that second chapter

is to determine (mainly through examining the deficiencies of the

Contd.
social traditions. Other advocate 'modern* techniques for
prestige reasons. The above assumption means that such over¬
riding considerations do not exist, and that choice of
techniques would be made according to the individual economic
characteristics of the various techniques.
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current approaches and their potentialities) the cost promising

directions of approaching the problem. In fact at the end of

that chapter, which is also the end of part I, we will be able

to re-define the problem and put down the main lines of a tentative

concept for its solution, based on linear programming.

Part II of the thesis will pick up the threads and explore that

tentative solution, develop it in more detail and make elementary

evaluation of its theoretical validity, practicability and

efficiency relative to the current approaches and practices. That

part should be considered as theoretical explorations and a broad

feasibility study of a particular approach* further developments

having: to follow that first step.

The explorations of this second part are carried out by dividing

the tentative concept of solution proposed at the end of Part I

into sub-problems that will be discussed separately in chapters 3,

U and 5« In chapter 6 the proposed solutions to these sub-problems

Yiill be synthesised together Into a cotaplete method of evaluation,

which will then be itself evaluated relative to its alternatives.

As the developed complete method of evaluation is very broad in

scope It was only possible to make a partial application of it.

This application is represented In appendix 1 and covers one of

the main elements of the proposed method.

A final point that ought to be mentioned concerns the representation

of the thesis. As it covers many specialized fields of knowledge,

it would have been voluminous, in size if it were made readable to
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those acquainted with only one of those fields. But as I

consider that the centre of the contribution of this thesis lies

sore in the domain of knowledge of an ©iteration research specialist

with intimate knowledge of the activities in the housing sector, the

thesis is represented to this type of reader. Hence9 the sosewhat

simplified exposition of problems that lies outside their'field

(particularly in Part I),
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Preview:

In this chapter we will look, in some detail, at one special

feature of th© problem environment, that is its structure, or the

inter-relationships between the choice of production techniques

and other decisions* The purpose behind this is two fold. First,

to enable us to predict the consequences of choice of one production

technique rather than the other, which is essential for any rational

evaluation and decision asking. Secondly, to determine the scope

of the problem, i.e. what to take as 'given*v and what to make the

subject of manipulation end choice.

However, for say set of object® or activities it is Impossible to

say that no relationships exist; because, after all, one can

consider the distance between two objects as a relationship. In

fact the number of relations that could be considered in the

context of a given set of objects, activities or decisions is quite
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large, If not infinite. The choice of relations that are to be

discussed in any particular situation is an arbitrary setter

depending on the objectives of the person ©siting the choice. In

this chapter we will be concerned with one type of relation: that

is the interdependence between the choice of technique® of

production and other decisions with respect to the objective of

econoaie efficiency."5"

Before examining these interdopendenelea we will start the chapter

by introducing souse basic concepts and definitions (Sec* 1.1).

In sections 1*2 and 1*3 these Interdependences will be examined

in a static framework. Starting by simple cases of interdepen¬

dence between choice of techniques for operations producing the sane

product, and then to coses of interdependence between choice of

techniques and products, end then to ©ore complex cases. Then in

section l.U these cases will be generalised to cover the whole

national planning problem, first in a static framework and then in

a dynamic system,

Many of the relations* that 'aill be discussed in this chapter are

elementary end many of the conclusions reached are quite well

knam, but they had to be discussed for the reasons given at the

end of the Introduction and to give en overall view of the problem

which is necessary for subsequent arguments.

1. Economic Efficiency should be understood in the broadest sense
covering all costs Incurred and values gained, end not limited
to those that could be measured in monetary terns.
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1.1 THA 1UTU:; Off t-nO 4JOT1QK TACilffl .,ULSi

1.1.1 BASIC CONCEPTS AID TEfflUKOLOOBEB J

In thia section we will start by exploring the tern *technique*

followed by a discussion or the meaning of 'production* end

finally 'production techniques*.

Techniques!

The sods of behaviour or the method that each person employs to

attain a certain end or result is in fact his particular technique.

In this sense each operation or activity entails a certain

technique, even the gathering of food among pre-historic people.

The term technique, however, will be used in this thesis to refer

only to a subset of thee# 'nodes' of action aa explained below.

Very early in history man has realised that by replacing the

natural and spontaneous efforts by a rationall&ed and standardized

complex set, the results could be improved. It is this which

prompts the creation of 'techniques' or technical forms, starting

from simple forms of activity. These technical forms are not

necessarily more complicated than the spontaneous ones, but they

are . <5re efficient and better adopted. Therefore we con define

techniques as "any complex of standardized means for attaining a

predetermined result".1 In this form techniques became externalized

and independent of any one particular person} and thus could be

objectively defined, transferred and, most important of all,

consciously Improved#

1. Interpreted from J. Ellul, 'The Technological oclety'.
London, 1965.



Production;

In the broadest sense it aeons anything that happens to an object

which increases Its value to mankind. This action most often

result® in a change in for®, but it may merely be a change in apace

or time (saving or storing)• In the field of building, production

simply scans the transfer of materiel® into buildings which satisfy

a human need.

The basic physical condition necessary to effect this transfer is

that energy must be passed to the material in some for®. This

passage of energy, and hence transformation, is usually accomplished

in a series of simple transfers or "operations'. For the accomplish¬

ment of each operation there must exist; a source of energy, a

control agent, and a piece of equipment by mean® of which the energy
2

is applied and constrained. Examples are labourers and tools;

electricity, operator and a motor. Man is capable of control and

supplying energy, and so is capital equipment which is also the means

for applying the controlled energy to materials. Thus labour (in

all its forms physical and mental) and capital equipment are the two

"factors* needed to affect production or change in materials. These

we will refer to as the "processing" factors, agents or inputs, being

separate from *materials' input that go into the final product.

Labour Capital

Controlled energy

MATERIALS 0P*:RATI0lf| PRODUCT
1. !e are referring "to mnnufacturi'ngT
2. For similar ideas see H.B. Chenery, "Process and Production

.Functions from engineering ata", from the book "Studies in the
■;,toc,t';rc of .The .'.merleon 'eonomy", W. . Leontief (ed.) Hew York,
1953. see also, P. Pya. "The Mature of Design'. London, 196L.
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Bow we can define production (or manufacturing, Including building)
nore specifically as a 'aeries of operations' where labour end

capital are combined to produce and apply energy to materials, in

order to transform thee into a required product.

The series of operations comprising a production activity could be

broken into groups; in building we can have production of bulk

materials, production of components, production of fittings and

production of the final building. ach group of operations would

be producing some 'intermediate* or final products. How the whole

•tries or 'system' of operations is divided is arbitrary and depends

on many variables to be discussed later in chapter k*

Production Techniques:

To produce a specific product • final or intermediate - from a

specific material there is usually more than one technique of

production. That is, more than one standardized means of achieving

the transfer of materials into that product. These 'neans* vary

in »sny aspects. In my view, however, techniques of production

take their special characteristicsby three groups of variables:

(i) The nature of basic operations - the Process.

(ii) The division and organization of operations,

(iii) The characteristics and proportioning of the processing

agents (©onetimes the term 'technique' Is reserved for

this use).

Regarding the first variable; to produce any product from certain

raw materials there are usually more than one 'series of operations'



or processes. For example brieve could be forced by © process

of extrusion or by a moulding and pressing process. In making

steel wo can use the Bessemer procesr or Open '"earth furnace.

ach process start© with the same material and end© with more or

leas the same product, tout each process has a different series of

operations.

The second group is concerned with dividing the operations of a

process, and organising then to provide for division of labour,

specialisation, continuity of work, etc., (both in production end

management). For example in the case of building, some of the

operations could be done on or off the site. Production could

be organised in batches or in eeriea; it could be continuous or

intermittent.

Determining the process and the type of organisation of production
*

are not enough for the complete specification of production

techniques. The processing factors needed for performing each

operation have to be specified. These are: the amount md type

of equipment used for generating rdd applying energy «« well as

the amount of the various type© of labour required for operation,

organisation, and control. This is the third group of the three

variable® constituting m production technique, end the one which

most often loom© up in the mind® of people when they talk about

techniques of production.

'.'heae three groups of variablea which specify a technique of

production are by no means independent. They interact with each

other and wt cannot fully specify any of them without having the
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other® In perspective • dome of these relation© will be apparent

in discussing the characteristics of techniques.

1.1.2 CHARACTERISTICS CP FI?0D0CTIC2f TECHS! U Si

An important feature of many production techniques, particularly in

building, 1® Vas, ll^itra ^gtbey of.kno-B £F9<^eg for the production

of a specific type of a product. once the product has been

©pacified, automatically the material Inputs ere determined together

with the process. If a concrete building is designed, the material

inputs become known (cement, sand and gravel) and these have to be

mixed, poured into forms, vibrated end cured. These series of

operation® or 'process* is the only one we know of. This is the

©erae in most chemical and aetallergieol industries. Once we decide

that a certain chemical product is required, the process of eynthc-

isising or extracting it from other chemicals is determined subject

to theories of chccicr.l transformations.

The limited possibilities In processes (generally ©peaking) is

contrasted with the large number of ponBlfrllltieB in ghangi-^ th<?

o£,.,frhg

processing factors. For example in the above mentioned esse of

the concrete building with the on© process of production (mixing

materials, casting:, vibrating and curing), the organization and

division of operation® could be done in a variety of ways. The

element® could be produced in a factory or on the site and then

assembled, or they could be cast directly in-r.itu, The components

could be mass produced with high level of specialization, or asde

Individually. Regarding the processing factors, each operation
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could 'be done la a variety of ways; mixing could be ma^e manually

or by mechanical mixers, vibration could also be made manually or

by various mechanical tools; tbc same applies to handling and

curing. The high flexibility in substitution between labour and

capital equipment is not surprising a& frPtfc. age enable of supplying

^ engr^.

The relation between material input®, procese and product on the

other hand i® very rigid and subject to strict natural law®. They

seem to form a unit in themselves, that i® separate from the

organisation of operations and the processing factors. That is

why it is common practice - and not far removed from reality - to

talk about technique® of production an being related to the

processing factors and their organisation, '*nd talk about mechanised

techniques, or mass production techniques.

The second characteristic of techniques to be discussed is

flexibility in relation to product, as wc have distinguished

between two ports of production; *jaaterlal-procf: en-product * on one

hsnd and processing factors and organisation on the other, a new

observation could be made. It would be a very rare case if the

organisation of operations, specialisation, and the type of labour

and equipment used arc fit for producing only one product using

specific materials. Mechanical handling equipment could handle,

within limits, a variety of objects with varying sizes and weight®.

A precast concrete factory could produce, with few adjustments and

little re-tooling, different products. Man himself of course has

a high degree of 'flexibility* in the type of work he can do. But
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when we talk about flexibility in production in relation to product

it is more related to flexibility of equipment than to any other

factor#

The third important characteristic of production techniques that

will be discussed is economies of scale. It Is a characteristic

that could be attached to a technl- ue. to a process or to the

technology of producing a product (the sum of known processes find

techniques). In essence It means that when m Increase the amounts

of the input factors (processing and materials) by a certain amount

we can Increase the output of products by a higher proportion.

This is an observable fact in many fields. This is the result of

changing organisation, more specialization end/or change in the

processing factors, etc.1

Having noted the main characteristics of techniques, we now turn

to another point: that of describing them for the purpose of

Evaluation.

we have seen that production techniques could be fully identified

by specifying! the type of product, the materials, the process,

the organisation, the scale of operation, and the processing

factor® to be used (equipment and labour). Identifying a technique

by all these specifications, although useful and necessary in the

design of projects and in detailed analysis, would be very compli¬

cated in general analysis, and in comparing techniques. When we

want to compare techniques, the process or type of organisation or

1. See for s full discussion, Sec. 6.1.3* 'The logical basis of
economics of scale*.
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equipment used ere not important, per so, but they derive their

importance from the revolts they could produce (i.e. techniques

are considered as black boxes)• Therefore, m we are mainly

interested in results, Identifying techniques by their inputs and

outputs would be adequate in many eases.

e can describe each production technique by a group of fixed co¬

efficients: the proportions in which inputs and outputs are com¬

bined, as well as the range of scale of operations in which they

are valid. A technique will be represented by a vector of co¬

efficients;1 negative for inputs and positive for outputs. The

'unit level* of technique will be that value of the coefficienta

related to a 'unit* of output.

e.g. Technique ^ .gale .vonge Lx to xv ]

labour inputs per unit of output

capital * *

material "

unit output

- a
la

-e
ka

~ *BB

+ 1

apeelfled

qualities

A group of techniques could either be represented as a matrix of

technology - as will be shown in the next section, or as a

continuous production function. In the following sections and for

the rest of the thesis m will use the matrix fom because of its

1. For some techniques these coefficients will not be constant every
time the technique® ©re used. This is because of the human
element involved and because of other external factors (that is
why the range of variation is higher with techniques using higher
labour inputs). In then© cases the coefficients should be the
'certainty equivalents' of the various expected values.



practicability and because it accords with common practices of

planners, engineers, etc., who think in terms of specific and

limited number of techniques and not in terms of a theoretical

continuous production function,1 which does not exist in reality.

Usvin_. introduced the above general concepts about techniques of

production end their method of representation we turn now to the

main task of the chapter; that is, the discussion of inter¬

relations between the problem of choice of techniques and other

decisions.

l.2 irr.--/icii ,rz. r r ::r ciici : . u- .

T CTIKIQIJ.:-: PC: \ V. «TCU • ,.CTIVIT.! m dTRTIC -T

♦VITH FI:: -■ . • LU -c , .v LCTU - CF .-.ML:.)

1.2.1 THE CHOICE OF T CHHI U::S FGR VARIOUS QHOUPS OF OPERATIONS

FOR THE PRODUCTION OF ONE PRODUCT.

To explain this relationship let us assume that w» want to produce

dwellings of Type P from materials c and d and that two activities

are needed; *A* produces materials d; and B produces dwellings.

Material c is abundant and free end thus it will not be included

in the analysis. Both production activities require only two

types of labour; skilled (K) and unskilled (L); and the total

amounts available are 100, and 200 units respectively. Bee

1. Though of course the concept of a production function has its
very important uses in many forms of theoretical analysis.
Bee R.G. Allen, "Mathematical conomics", London, 1959 > for a
discussion of the "merits of both 'forms""of representation.
This way of representation is also essential for establishing
common language and understanding between economists and engineers
which is vital for full exploitation of technological possibilities.
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diagram. (1.2.a). also assume that there are- three feasible

techniques (b^, tog, b,) for carrying out operation B and two (a^,
a2) for operation A as shown in diagram (l.2.b). Our problem is
to make a choice of one technique for activity 3,^ in order to

maximize the number of dwellings produced.

To solve this problem we have two approaches. The first is to

take the decision on the choice of technique for activity A as

given, say By trying various techniques in B, we realise

that if we use technique b^ (with a^) the maximum number of dwellings
that could be produced from the available rcsource■ would be 10.

If we use technique b2, this maximum will fall dawn to 7* and if
we use the number would be 8. So if the choice of technique

a-^ has been given, the most efficient technique for B would be b1,
which we would choose.

If technique a2 was the one that has been chosen independently and
given to us in the beginning, we would have found that the choice

of b^ (combined with a2) produces a maximum of 8 dwellings. A
choice of b2 would have produced a maximum of 6 and of b^ a
maximum of 9 and therefore our choice would have been b^. If toe
decisions of choice of both techniques were taken simultaneously,

2
we would have directly chosen hx&x*

From this simple example, it is apparent that in cases of limited

and common resources, the choice of techniques in one group of

1. The case where we can use a combination of techniques will be
discuss d in Sec. 1.2.h.

2. The technique of analysis to solve this problem is 'integer-
programming' which will be discussed in Sec. 6.2.
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operations is dependant on the choice of techniques for the related

activities. Also the result depends on the combination of

techniques. The optimum result, therefore, would only be reached

if all the choices of techniques in the system are taken

simultaneously.

1.2.2 CEOICS CP LEVELS OF OPERATIC® AS > CHOIC CP TECHNIQUES*

In the above example it is possible that in spite of the choice of

the optimum combination of techniques (in our case and b^) the
choice of the 'levels* of operation could be made in & manner that

reduces the efficiency of the result. For example we can operate

activity A (using &l) on level 22 instead of 20 in the optimum
solution. This will force us to operate activity B (using b^) on
a lo er level (because A has consumed a large amount of the resources).

The amount of dwellings produced will fall to 6 instead of 10.

Also there will be some amount of material d which is produced but

not needed.

This is the result of lack of co-ordination of 'levels' of operation.

This shows an important fact, that choice of techniques la inter¬

dependent with planning the 'levels' of activities.

1.2.3 UlOEPi-»DMfT DJ3CI8ICBS USING PARTIAL CRITERIA*

In the above example we have assumed that at the beginning the

choice of techniques in one activity was given, implying that the

choice has been made independently. How was it made? and is it
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possible to make Independent decisions without knowledge of other

decisions'; If we were making decisions about techniques in A with*

out knowledge of the possibilities open to B, it is very likely that

we will think in the following tenner. 'Skilled labour *K* is the

se&rcest of the two available resources and thus we should choose

technique a-, which makes the lowest demand on this factor. 'Chose

asking the decision in S would also probably think in the same way

and choose b^. Having done this, the level® of activities must be
co-ordinated end the maximum number of dwellings that could be

produced in that case would be 8.

This gives us another important result: to achieve an optima

decision, the choice of techniques, for one activity in a system,

even in this simple and static case, should not be made on the

basis of a criteria: such as 'use the technioue that minimize the

Aream 9M '*hc. reeoqrce'. This conclusion is important
and although we will refer to it again in chapter 2 when discussing

current practices, we will now Illustrate it by another numerical

example to show that even when there is one decision to be made

in the system (a choice of exclusive act of techniques) the

partial criteria la still deficient.

In the previous example the possible combinations of tecluiiques ,

*2 and b^, bg, b^ are six possible techniques, taking one from
each group. These could be represented in the following 'matrix*
of technology.
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Technique ^2^2 &2**p availability

inputs K •10 -13 -9 -12 -15 -11 100

w L -13 •11 -25 -11 - 9 -23 200

Output (dwelling) 1 1 1 1 1 1

10 7 8 8 6 9 maximum out¬
put if the
technique

F/L 0*77 1*18 0*36 1*09 1*66 0»UB
is used.

The technology could be represented by the six vectors in diagram

(1.2.c) which also shows the constant product •curves' and

limitation on resources.

Two partial criteriaa could be used: (i) chose the technique that

has minimum demand on the scarce resource per unit of output;

(ii) chose the technique that has the lowest demand on the scarce

factor relative to the demand on one other unscarce factor (i.e.

K/L). In this example both criteria will lead to the choice of

technique a^b^ which is not the optimum. As the optimum is fi^b^,
this prove© that partial criteria are not satisfactory.

1.2 .k A CC&BIKATICK OF TECKNIOfEii;

This case is beat illustrated, by an extension of the previous

example with a slight modification in the amount of available

Bhllled labour *Kf (viz: we hove only 95 units instead of 100).

The optimum technique In this case would be (see diagram 1.2.c)

alDl» and ^ dwellings would be produced. In reaching that result
we allowed for the choice of one technique only for each activity.
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If we allow the use of a contination of techniquea, in the sense

of producing some dwellings by one technique and sor e by another -

the result could be Improved in many cases. Fror. the diagram we

realize that we can obtain 10 dwellings (instead of 9) if we

produce 5 by technique e^b, and 5 by technique This would
be equivalent to using technique CC, if there was one.

The conclusion is that, in situations of Halted resources it is

possible that by choosing t o techniques and ouer^.timt to.es at the

/ygrogrlotc. levels, better results could be guinea eion by

choosln#'c only one of them. .".hen there are varying returns to

scale, the idea of combining techniques becomes even more

significant•

1.2.5 TEE CHOICE OP PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES FOR A NUMBER OF

PRO DUCTS s

In the last few sections we have examined the interdependence of

choices of techniques for various operations producing the same

product. In this section we will examine the cane of choice of

techniques in a system producing more than one product.

Assume that we still have the two types of primary resources

referred to earlier, with the limiting availability of 500 units for

K and 1000 unite for L. There are two production activities} *A*
producing single-storey houses and *B* producing a certain type of

flats. For each activity we have four feasible production

1. This result could be .reached by 'linear programming * formulation
as discussed in Sec. 5.2.
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t@crjiiq.iiee aa enown in matrices * ana in diagram 1.2.d.

If there is a 'standard' design of a housing area that requires

houses and flats in the proportion 1:2; what techniques should be

used for each activity in order to produce maximum total number of

dwellings?

To examine this problem, we will draw for each activity the set of

constant product curves and the 'vectors' representing available

technologies. Then one of these seta will be rotated 180 degrees

and overlayed on the other to form a box whose sides are equal to

the amounts of the two resources available.1 Now if it is assumed

that choices of techniques for each activity have been determined

independently, using the partial criteria of minimizing demand on

scarce resources, techniques and will be chosen. If those

concerned with the production of flats (using b^) will operate on
level to produce about U5 flats (see diagram 1.2.e), with

simple calculations or en examination of the diagram, the amounts

left of the resources will limit the level of operation of

activity A using technique to level Pft which produces 20 houses.

As the required proportions of houses to flats is 1:2, we will

have to operate B at the lower level of ItO flats. The total

output will be 60 dwellings and a large portion of resource K

will be left unused.

1, This geometric construction - but using continuous production
function - is the well known construction referred to as Jevons-
dgeworth-Bowley-Lemer diagram, after the economists who

suggested it.
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IX- we assume that for activity ' we have chosen technique a^,
and left for those cone rned with activity *5* to chose its

technique end optimum level of production of both activities, point

might be reached with total output of 1*0 + 80 « 120. Forgetting,

for the moment, about the required proportions of demand and

concentrating on total number of dwellings produced, would it be

possible to have a better allocation of resources end choice of

techniques than point

It can be seen from the diagram that moving from Point to the

left along the constant product curve (any point on this curve

could produce 1*0 houses), the production of flats can be increased

without decreasing the production of houses. If we continue to

point E^, the production of houses would still be 1*0 but that of
flats would have risen to 135- If we make the weak ethical

assumption that more production is better than leas, then allocation

is better than F-^J If we move from along B^0 we could also
reach the point 2 whieh is better than F^. If we move, however,
from point or Eg further towards the left along either or

8go» the allocations become less efficient. By similar processes
a "locus of efficient allocations" could be constructed (shown in

thick lines in diagram 1.2.e). The points of efficient allocations

are the points of tangency of opposing constant product curves.1

hen the amounts of the two outputs on the locus of efficient

allocations are plotted against each other, the result (Illustrated

1, The criteria of efficient allocation of more than two inputs and
outputs stated in terms of marginal productivity is central to
production theory and -elfare economic© and is well discussed
in the literature. Therefore It will not be examined here.
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in Oaigram l,2.f) is called either the transformation, substitution,

or opportunity cost carve. Foint * on this diagram is the

optimum allocation when the demand proportions are 1*2. he will

return later to this diagram, hut the outcome of this analysis -

which is common Knowledge in the theory of production - is that:

the choice of a technique for one production activity or one product

is interdependent with that for another product as long as there

is some common resource or activity between the®, given constant

patterns of demand. For total optimum the decision on the choice

of techniques and levels of production for the whole complex must

be made simultaneously.

How we want to demonstrate that if we change the structure of

demand, i.e. the relative proportions of required products, the

combination of optimum techniques of production will change.

This can be easily seen from diagrams (1.2.e) and (1.2.f). If

the required composition of demand for houses and flats is in the

proportion of 1:2, allocation fU* is the optimum. This gives us:

165 dwellings; 55 single storey houses produced using
technique a^

and 110 flats produced using technique

Now if the required proportions of demand is changed to 1:1, we will

find that allocation *$' is the optimum, giving a total of

160 dwellings; 80 houses which will still be produced by

technique and 80 flats. However the techniques of the

production of flats, are now different from those used in the first
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case. In the present ease two techniques will he used: and

V
h2 to produce 10 flats, and b^ to produce 70 flats.

The conclusion is that if there is e change in the proportions of

demand# the resulting change in the optimum solution will not only

u© in the general level of output hut also in the relative uses

(or choices) of techniques.

Because the structure of demand has very important influence on

the choice of technique a it -#111 he considered in nor© detail in

the following section.

1.3 IN'.* -Hp'.PUIJ-JC BLf'uBLN TH:- CKuIC : OB T LQTIf-jltlKB A?-: .. dlTOlC:
U7 ,,,03110?;:

1.3.1 FBO'DUCT SUBSTITUTION;

If an individual has the choice, in the previous example, of what

combination of houses and flats to produce; how would he make

a choice between those efficient combination© illustrated on the

transformation curveV The answer is that this type of choice is

a value question which depends on the individual, and on what he

thinks is host for hi®. eonomiets have suggested that in making

his choice he would be trying to maximize his satisfaction or

utility, and would describe his behaviour by a set of indifference

curves or a utility function (diagram 1.3»!i)» The optimum

decision for an individual could be found by solving the trans¬

foration function with the utility function (point ' on the

diagram).



It has been shorn earlier that the transforms tioa curve

was the combined result or the available resources and techniques

of production. Thus if there is a charge in any of these, the

transformation curve would change, and subsequently the optimum

combination of products. It nay be noted that the choice of

point 15 determines simultaneously the following variables or

decisions: (i) the proportions and amounts of the different

products to be produced? (ii) what techniques to be used in

producing thee; and (ill) the level of operation of the various

production activities. Only by solving simultaneously the two

problems of psroduction techniques and values (demand) can on

optimu decision for the system be reached. That is, optimum

in the sense of maximizing satisfaction or utility.

e can draw some more conclusions from the above analysis;

conclusions which have been observed to be generally true in the

real world. An increase In technical knowledge which makes it

possible to produce one product using lower amounts of resources -

i.e. reducing its cost (or price) relative to other products -

will not only affect the scale of demand on this product but will

al o affect the ,"scale end proportions of ueaand on other products.

Moreover, this will affect the choice* of techniques in other

products (both for changing supply of resources and changing

demand), and thus will entail the solution of the whole system

again for another optimum or equilibrium point.
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1.3.2 TITS RTXATlCIf BET*P'F* HEEDS, RESOURCE, TECHNIQUES AND

TYPE OP PRODUCT: (the ce.se of housing):

in the last section we examined substitution between the quantities

of different products (houses and flats)• The same form of

analysis could be applied to the choice between one of two types

of product} between different kinds of dwellings for example.

We can conceive & dwelling a® a *combination of characteristics',

and this combination could be represented by an ordered set of

coefficients, e.g. dwelling type K would then be identified as

where the Y's are the individual values of the *n* characteristics.

The concept of utility and indifference could thus be extended to

cover this case; the utility of housing (U) being expressed as a

function of those character!sties, in the fore:

0 • f (Yx# Y2 .......... Yn).
There are varying degrees of substitution and complementarity

between these characteristic© entering the utility function. To

illustrate how this function is used in the choice between two

dwellings, assume that the characteristics of a dwelling have been

aggregated into two indices; space (Y^) and equipment (Yg). Thus
tli© value of a dwelling I in a particular individual's view could

be expressed as V » f(Y1}4,, Y2K) • This function is represented
diagrfuamatically in diagram 1.3.a(ii), where every point on the
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curves represents a specific dwelling. If m have; fixed

amounts of resources; two activities for separately producing

space and equipment; and few techniques for each activity

(diagram 1.3«a(i))» we con determine the production function of

each activity, and thus form the transformation curve- between

and Yg. By analysing this curve with the utility function
(fig* (ii)) we can determine the type of dwelling to be produced

(which also means the simultaneous choice of technique of

production)•

This exposes an important idea for this thesis: the type of

product is the result of an Interaction between the system of

wants and the available resources and technology. It Is not the

result of an independently determined set of requi reinents without

reference to technology. If these interdepen&encies are not

taken into consideration there will be a great loss of value as

waa demonstrated earlier in ec. 1.2.5 when the structure of

demand was fixed. However, some people argue that the set of

requirements (a point in the utility function) is chosen

Independently according to the attitudes of the people towards the

wox'ld around them and their psychological end physiological set up

and Is not, and should not be, affected or modified by

technological and resource conditions. However, all history of

nan reveals that its development was a spiral process, new needs

have created new techniques and these, in their turn have

stimulated new products.

In our present world, however, the direct link between the systems



Diagram 1.3«a The form of the product is the result of an interaction
between the system of wants and the available resources
and known technology.
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of wants of Individuals and the technical possibilities has

been broken due to the increased specialisation end division of

the analysis among, various participants# each having access only

to one set of factors. The "designer* has to interpret the

system© of wants of people and determine the available technologies,

nd then solve the problem of interaction and compromise between

the two. Looking at the field of housing# we realise that the

architect's compromise is made without adequate .knowledge of

technological po *«aibilities nor of systems of wants. It is only

after buildings ere designed that a technique of production is

searched for.1 Thin is Justifiable when the designs are made

on traditional lines# using traditional techniques and satisfying

constant system of wants# because in this case the compromise and

equilibrium between wants and techniques have been made over long

periods of time, and has thue become Implicit in the designer's

behaviour.

However, as a design i® established, it takes a reality of its

own and the designers and users take it a® an end to be achieved.

They forget that it was a result of interaction of special

circumstances, end that it was a compromise. Thus when these

circumstances ana technology change the designers cannot change

these design®. The result is that in the field of housing the

vu'obleg of choice of teclmolo.vy is reduce;.; to finding the moat

£££*■&■&* WgJ&

1, This separation of the decision on the choice of the product
from the choice of the techniques, and making the first choice
before the second is common practice in all fields, e.g. a
country decides to produce steel and then searches for a
technique, to cultivate cotton and then searches for an
agricultural technique.
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best a set of requirements) -ncl not to m-xlMee value. This has

redticed the scope of technical change, ®M consequently causes a

loss of value.

In this field of building many examples could be quoted. One of

the first large scale studies was made by British Building

lesearch station in the late fifties.1 The study covered over

hOO dwellings having the same traditional floor plan but using

four alternative methods of construction. The traditional

construction method proves the most efficient. The only explanation

that I can give of why the traditional methods were the most

efficient for the traditional designs is that they were evolved

together. Over a long period of time the {traditional) methods

and (traditional) designs would tend to become an optimum

combination (through many modifications and compromises)• bore-

over this relation between design and production methods was
2

observed in various operations in that study.

1. National Building -studies, Special deport Ho#30. f<a -■t-adv of
. >1 tcmatlve Methods of Souse Jonstruct ion*, H.fe. -.o",EroSm*'

2. "It was found that where factory-made components were intro¬
duced into houses of otherwise traditional construction they
often replaced only a part of the corresponding traditional
operations (us they cannot replace bends end awkward areas of
traditional design which are only possible to be made by hand
on site), so that the number of operations required to complete
the work, end the whole complexity of the process, was
increased" (op.cit. p.53). One special case in this study was
the replacement of bricks by 18 In. x 9 in* x 9 in. clinker
blocks in the external walls which gave little difference in
total cost of a wall when the blocks were rendered externally.
It was observed that if the blocks were slightly improved in
order to have self-face, the cost of blocks could have been
brought down below that of the traditional brick wall (op.clt.
P.5UK
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Other studies leading to the use conclusions about the effect of

the relation between design and production on efficiency were
1 2

made by Dr. C. Weston* Craig etc. We can also refer to the

case of the failure in Britain after the second orld ar to

produce s ccessful production techniques for housing. This

failure was despite the fact that many ingenious production

techniques we is :>ro2.K>r-c;d which possessed tremendous potentialities.-^
The reason for this failure, in naxty peoples* view, was that the

techniques were forced to produce the same traditional dwellings,

'he same is happening again at the present time -with industrialized

building systems. This practice has given the false impression

that the new techniques possess no great economic advantages when

compared to traditional techniques.^ This necessity of

changing products when changing techniques of production, end its

economic consequences, will be demonstrated in a concrete case in

Appendix 1.

However, before moving to our next point we must stress a point

which is usually misunderstood, especially by architects. The

1. * I©search into the Interplay of design and Production*, >.I.B., .

Journal. Feb. I960, pp.121-28.
2. National Building studies, Special Report, 3h. * ulti-storey

flats - tie sign f building methods >r.nd coat;:'. I!.; . . C. London,9&T.
3. bany of these methods are described end evaluated in the

Ministry of arks Post-war Building studies, *Douse Construction*.
reports Moss. 1, 23 and 25, (19U3-19h5 and 19h8, I'.M.ruo.London)

U. dee Prof. D. Turin, 'SJoat Hard Facts on the conomics of
Building Industrialization*, .--.J.. 2hth June, 196h, p.lhlh.
In most other industries, where techniques of production were

changed particularly from craft to industrial production, the
radical changes imposed by technical progress resulted in a
completely different type of product and a different structure
of production costs."
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view we hold on the necessity of integrating design and

production la not based on the belief that techniques Influence

design, but on the fact that the economy in techniques requires

changes in the products.1

Another incidental point worth noting in this context is that

some economists talk about changing or choosing techniques to

produce the same product. This is theoretically acceptable;

however in practice, when we change techniques, products are

always changed to some degree; e.g. a concrete element cast in-

situ end cured in outdoor conditions will have different

characteristics from a similar one in design but produced in a

factory. It is difficult to assume that they are the same

products.

Because of the special relation (technical and economical)

between techniques and products it would seem that in order to

best utilize these technologies in developing countries (where

techniques will be transferred), the change of product, or it®

modification should be sought. In point of fact the acceptability

of certain techniques may hinge on modification of the product®.

Also the inclusion of the possibility of change of products with

1. In this context it is illiiainating to quote Prof. David Pye,
'The mature of .eskn'. London, 196L, p.h-9.
"A© must diatinguieh between 1 limitations * set by our unwilling¬
ness to incur work, energy and trouble on the one hand, and real
limitation set by our inability as workmen on the other. It
Is a common misconception that there is one 'best* way of doing
a certain operation or of designing & certain product to suit
a certain technique. The truth of the case is there is a
cheap way and an expensive way. e might conclude that the
influence on design which is exercised, not by techniques, but
by the cheapness of techniques is enormous, and particularly
so in the field of construction".
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the choice of techniques could immensely broaden the range of

choice. This increases the chance for a developing country to

find, from among technologies used in other countries, something

that suits its own conditions.

So far we hove been talking about the 'choice of product* as if

it were only one decision. This needs a bit of elaboration. A

dwelling (as a product) is defined not only by indices such as;

its size, design, fittings, finishes, structure, services etc.,

but al.-o by indices such as: type of housing, location, density

of the housing area, and quality of environment. As these are

value indices, a change in any of them affects the level of

satisfaction derived from that dwelling. Also a change in any of

these - which constitutes a change of product in the widest sense -
iic

;ill consequently have effects on the demand for resources and on

the choice of Techniques of Production.

To achieve a total optimum level of value from given resources,

these decisions must be taken simultaneously. In practice - as

we will see in Chapter 2 - the decisions that determine the choice

of housing type (product) are made by e large number of people;

some decide on the structure, others on location, type of housing

or design ... This practice results in a loss of value as eeeh

choice limits the scope of choice end optimization of the others.

The- exact pattern of interaction of these and other decisions

that relate to housing will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5,

but for the moment m will have to accept the conclusion that all

these decisions arc interdependent and that in order to achieve



optinur. rental to (relative to our objectives) they mat be

considered simultaneously and in conjunction with the choice of

techniquea.

1.14- HIT". -TICT iTIA ■ B' T 'MT ?F : CfTClC ' OP P .QDUCTI08
.A arivi,'Y . v.: . • .11;: : 1.1, ..

1; . .:c: ; ;>.... ;.;y:

1.4.1 HfTSHAcrma m A STATIC SYHTISI4I

The discussions in sections 1.2 and 1.3 were predominantly revolving

around an individual's choice of ft production technique to

maximise his utility. '&• have examined various cases of inter¬

actions between his system of values, and the techniques, products

and resources available to his. All those discussions are equally

valid in the case of a community. The main difference is in the

system of values; instead of trying to maximize an individual's

utility function we use a 'community's objective function'. Also

the production system is composed of a large number of activities,

which are arbitrarily divided into sectors, each of which produces

a fairly homogenous set of products or 'goods*. Borne of thee®

goods are final and enter the 'objectives function' and others

are intermediate end enter in other production activities.

Sow we can generalize the conclusions reached in sections 1.2 and

1.3 - about interactions of the decision of choice of technique in

one activity and other decisions - to the case of a community's

economic system. This will be made with particular reference to

the housing production activities. These generalizations will

be put in the foria of brief points without any further explanation -



partly "because they ere direct generalizations from conclusions

mentioned earlier and partly "because many of thej are common

knowledge.

(1) In any sector the choice of techniques for, and level of

operation of, any activity is inter-related with decisions of

choice of techniques end levels of operation of other

activities in the ©actor.

(2) '"or any activity the choice of technique and choice of

i>roduet are interdependent.

(3) For any sector the demand on one type of its products

(quantity, type and location) is interdependent with demands

on other products produced by it# because these demands ore

substitutable (I.e. all are elements In a sector's objective

function).

(h) from the three above points; in any sector the choice of

type© of products, the amounts to be produced of each, the

location of their production and the techniques used for

every production activity are interdependent. In the housing

sector this scans that decisions on; housing standards,

housing types, forms of construction, designs, locations,

densities, materials, techniques of production, and level© of

operation (for producing materials, components and dwellings)

are all Interdependent. They have to be considered together

if optimum decisions for the whole sector is to be reached.

(5) The same types of interactions are found between sectors

because; they draw on eomton resources, they have inter¬

mediate commodities flowing among thee, arid because they are
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ultimately tied together fey the communities' objectives'
inunction.

(6) There are interactions between the allocation of resources

to various sectors and the decisions to fee taken in these

sectors (choice of techniques and products). The reason is

that allocations to sectors are made on the feasts of their

expected productivity in the various sectors or. In other

word®, on the fecials of their expected contribution to the

national objective's function. However, this productivity

depends on the decisions taken in the sectors, regarding

choice of techniques and products. These later decisions,

however, depend on the resources available (> ec. 1.2.1).

Thus the general and well known, conclusion could be reached;

that decisions on choice of what product to produce, in what

quantities (levels), where, how, and, for whom to produce

them, are all interdependent. for total optimum achievement

of a nation's objectives they have to be considered together.

1.U.2 PRODUCTIGK TECHSXSgUBS IN A DYNAMIC SYSTHK:

3© far se have considered the problem of choice of production

techniques and its interactions with other decisions in & static

framework. The introduction of the element of time will bring

our analysis nearer to reality and, inevitably, will make it

more complicated.

In the previous sections v,e defined an optimum decision, whether

it is a choice of a technique, a product or a level of activity,
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am one tnut maxiifiisteu the utility ©f uri individual or a

community's objective function (defending on whose problem is

toeing considered) • we have mentioned nothing about either the

fact that these functions were defined over a certain period of

tine nor about the period of production.

normally, communities are interested in maximising the achievement

of their objectives over* tine* If is the level of achievement

ot period t, then the objectives function to be maximised would

be « f (U^, U2> there were no common
resources or relations between periods, a com,, unity could

maximise independently for each period. This would imply

that the decisions on choice of techniques, products ... etc. in

one period could be made Independent of other decisions in other

periods. However, activities in one period are linked with those

in another by many links, the most important of which are capital

assets said equipment.

In any one period t, we must save and forego some of the achieve¬

ment of our objective 0^ for that period, and direct (Invent)
come of the resources available to the production of capital

equipment raid buildings which will enable us to increase the

levels of future achievements (t^ + ... ).

Thus the decisions in one period should be considered with those

in another if the optimum achievement of our objectives over time

is to be attained. This interdependence is not simply between

the decisions on how much to save in each period and then each
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period takes this as given and considers its allocation decisions

independently • The problem is that the amount of saving in each

period is dependent on the allocation decisions in that and other

periods, and particularly on the decision of choice of techniques.

This last relation 18 so crucial to developing countries that

many of the discussions on the subject of choice of technology

in developing countries are centered around it, as will be seen

in chapter 2* Thus it deserves special attention.

l.h.3. TKOFfRI .OSS CF PRODUCTION AND THE HATE OF QRO&TH:

To illustrate this relation we will use a simplified model of an

economy.1 Assume that we are looking at an economy at the point

of time when, it has a surplus of production over consumption in

the last period 'I* (or simply nn amount of foreign exchange),

and the question ie how to invest it. The labour supply we

assume ia perfectly elastic at a subsistence wage, w, due to the

presence of unemployment• In addition we sake the simplifying

assumptions: that capital goods do not depreciate, and there are

only two factors of production: capital and labour; that the

surplus of output is exported and capital equipment is imported

in exchange; and the economy has one activity of production for

which three technique® are known.

The available techniques are shown on diagram l.h.b. The first

technique could use the available amount of capital (I) and an

1. For a full discussion of the subject of this section, refer to;
. r. K. 3en, 'Choice of Techniques*« Oxford 1962; M» Dobb,
! canonic growth andiPlrafrra', Cambridge, I960; J. Hick®,

qyf&p JL tal £ixyuL GrQiytii p ; ondon p 196$ •



Diagram 1.4.b Pour techniques (T, T',T" & T'*) with different
capital intensities and amounts of surplus.
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amount of labour, L , to produce an output H. The second

technique uses the sane amount of capital but more labour, L^,
to produce a larger output P. The third technique uses 3,^
labour and produces 2 output# The problem is to chose which

technique to use.

The techniques differ in two respects; the total output and the

amount of surplus from that output that remains after paying

the labour wage bill (wohc, and for the three
techniques respectively). If it is desired to maximize output

and consumption (the wage bill) in the period under consideration,

technique E should be chosen. It doe6 not follow, however, that

this technique must of necessity give larger output and consumption

in later periods. In fact this technique will not allow a very

large increase in output and consumption in these late? periods.

The reason is that future production possibilities depend on the

amount of surplus provided by the technique chosen and this

(hw2) very small in this case. The technique with the highest
rate of surplus (i.e. technique P) will lead to the maximum rate

of growth of output.

It is clear that provided w© are ready to look long enough in

the future, and provided our model holds that long, the technique

with the higher rate of growth must give us a higher sum of total

consumption, even if it Implies a much smaller output of

consumer goods at the moment (diagram l,h,&), The question to

be asked, however, is: are we indifferent (utility wise) between

a unit of output at the present and a unit at some point in the
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future? we may value present consumption more than future

eoaaaumpuion, because we are close*- to uxe subsistence level at

the moment. The choice depends on our time preference* The

point to be made at this stage is that in choice of techniques

there is a genuine conflict between present and future output®

end consumption.

The extent of conflict could be modified if we can reduce consump¬

tion, or the real wage rates of labour. This is not always

possible end could not be made, in any case, to the extent of

complete elimination of the conflict between present and future

outputs. This brings us to the problem of how to value labour

in calculations of the sort we have been doing.

In private enterprise economies the wages are determined by the

trice mechanism. Fro© the community's point of view the problem

is looked at differently. Bom authors suggest it should be

valued at its wage cost (e.g. Mr. Dobb, Prof. Galenaon and

Libenstein), others suggest that when there is abundance of

labour it should be considered free (e.g. Prof. A«E. ? ahn)•

bfibour hoyoyer ^uld Usably be considered fre. If we were on^y

^ntqrested In Movent output. If, however, we are concerned

with growth it cannot be considered free because additional

employment ia likely to increase the total consumption of the

community - thanka to the increase of the purchasing power to the

extent of the extra wage bill. Thus, unless the increase in

output as a result of the extra employment ia greater than the

increase in consumption resulting from it, the volume of investible
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surplus will i'ixklm This will adversely afreet the rate of

growth ox the economy. bo labour must he valued according to

the increase in consumption created by its employment (i.e. real

wage). Mow we will look to another aspect of the problem,

hat is the relation of employment (being a social objective) to

growth end choice of techniques of production?

l.h.u rmmiqu--i op production ahd this lpvx cp samunrxfliti

This is best explained on diagram (l.U.b)

Starting by technique T# employment is L and output is k. If

we move further to the right we can increase the three important

values, output, surplus and employment; thus it would be sore

efficient to use a technique to the right of Technique T*

Technique T1 gives employment L ^ and the maximum attainable

amount of surplus. Thus it is definitely better than 7 - what¬

ever the value ju&geiaent. Technique 7** gives the highest total

output and a higer employment but a lower surplus. If we are

interested only in the present then this is the best technique,

since it increases both output and employment. The choice of

any technique between T1 and T11, depends on how much we value

present output relative to future outputs end, on how much we

value an increase in omployaient today relative to that of to¬

morrow, From point K to f the techniques will indeed be in¬

efficient in most value Judgements because we will be employing

people to reduce total output - their work Is negative. It is

not likely that somebody would prefer Increasing employment even
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when this means the lowering of everyone's consumption. How¬

ever, even then, the econoisy will have some rate of growth as

there is some surplus left. Techniques "beyond point P are

completely inefficient and definitely no rational individual or

community will go to that extreme, where there is less output,

and contraction rather than accumulation of capital, all just for

the seice of increasing the present level of employment.

It is obvious that, beyond point P - where the rot© of increase

in output as a result of the extra employment starts to decline

relative to the increased consumption (W ) ~ there will be a

conflict between maximising employment find growth (which also

means employment now and in the future), end there are areas where

there will be conflict (S-P) between present employment and output*

To conclude this section we will state the main results; the

choice of techniques affects, in a conflicting manner, present

output and growth, present employment and future employment; and

in choosing a technique in a dynamic economy all these inter¬

related factors must be considered relative to the community's

objectives' function.

l,h,5 INTEH-ll'SATICJrS >?ITH OTHER XJBCISIGHSi

In the lust section we have explained in a very simple model the

effect of choice of technique on employment and growth. &e had

only two activities and one product. We need not elaborate the

fact that if we introduce all the cases of the static model

(l.U.l) with the variety of production activities and products
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the results will be still valid.*

A further relation between ehoiee of techniques today end those

for the future ie through the possibility of technological

progress. We do not choose techniques to lest for ever (ee se

assumed in the simple model of 1*U*3)» heeds change, the atruc-

tore of the economy and availability of resources change* These

factors render techniques which were efficient at (me point of

time not so efficient at another* More important is the progress

of technological knowledge that gives us better possibilities for

techniques and products* How can we treat the problem of

technological progress in the framework of our model?

If it were possible to foresee the exact course of progress of

technological knowledge over timet it would be possible* at

least in theoryf to consider the eeees of all possible time

combinations of techniques* If there are 'a* techniques available

this year. *n* in the next# •©• in the year after and fp# in the

following year, the number of possible combinations over the four

years le (m*n*o.p)* we may cheese the combination which gives

us the time series closest to our values* whether this is

possible or not will be examined later* But I believe that in

this respect, the developing countries are In a better position

than the advanced ones (where It Is difficult to foresee the

directions of technological change) se they will use most often

1* Dr. Km den. op.cit* extends the simple model of Sec* l*h«3«
to the cases of choice of techniques for the capital sector,
for multiplicity of products md techniques and reaches the
same result* Reference could be made to it*
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techniques developed In the auvsnced countries, end & tine lag is

likely to exist in technological applications, Thus developing

countries could form more accurate forecasts than the advanced

ones.

3ie next complication is that capital equipment depreciates. In

many cases we have to choose between equipment (and thua techniques)
that vary not only In input and output coefficients hut also with

different rates of depreciation and maintenance as well as

different lengths of 'useful life*.

All the interaction© discussed in this chapter show the various

consequences of choice of one technique rather than the other

and the necessity of simultaneous optimisation of all the

decisions in the economy (including choice of techniques) if a

total optimum is desired. Is this possible? What are the

alternatives to it? This is the subject of the next chapter*
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Previewi

i© mentioned in the introduction, the aims behind the examination

of current practices and approaches in relation to methods of

evaluating production techniques in developing countries areJ

(i) To make the point that the available methods are unsatis¬

factory and that there is a need for better methodsj (ii) in the

process of search for such improved methods* dark alleys and

unfruitful directions could be avoided, and promising directions

eay oven be identified* and lastly (iii) if it is hoped to

Implement the method tvyfc will be developed, it has to be linked

to, or fitted into, the system of planning and decision-making

currently in use* . This requires us to acquaint ourselves with

these practices*

c will start in ;>ec. 2*1, by stating what is thought to be the

'ideal* approach to the problem. This Is largely based an the

analysis of the last chapter. stating the ideal does not imply

that we share the view that in order to say which of two
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alternatives is better, one has first to define what one means

by the best* but the timi-emeni (of the ideal) wan motivated by

the belief that a clear idea of what is ideal could help a great

oeul in pronouncing about what la better* it will give ua a

atanoard for judgment, a yardstick for censuring the deficiencies

anu merits of the various alternative practices and approaches*

The ideal as will be stated In the first section has not been

attained in practice, and Is not likely to be achieves, in the

foreseeable future, For this reason many economists and planners

have directed their efforts to approximate or substitute it*

These efforts and other proposals for practical procedures will

be examined in sections 2,2, 2*3 and 2*h*

In sections 2*5 and 2*6 a brief examination will be node of what

se to be the methods currently used in practice for evaluating

production techniques and for making other related decision ;•

At the end of this chapter a final atater.cnt. of the problem will

be made and the general cosclusione of part 1 drawn up*

Before starting to discuss these current practices and approaches

we must remind the reader that arc dealing with a planned

economy and that two axioms underly these approaches: (i) the

market price system does not reflect the social opportunity costs

of the factors of production; and (11) private profitability

criteria do not coincide with social profliability.
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2.1 TIES IDI^L Tries ;.pivX).-.cH:

"If we move anywhere, it is because the reality we perceive
dees sect confer® to our ideal* The nature of the Ideal
sore than anything else determines the direction of move-
sent* It la by no neons idle, therefore, to dreaa of the
ideal, especially when there seen to he roads going towerde
the Ideal, fbr it le these roads that we shall try totake."1

The economists* conception of the Ideal method of evaluating

production techniques or for making any other decision In the

economy must have been clear from the laat chapter* «e have

seen that to reach an optimum decision on the choice of technique

for any activity, one has to bring into the analysis the whole

production system.

In short, the ideal approach is to define a social welfare function

covering all community objectives, determine all the alternative

possibilities in the economy (techniques and products and their

relations) i*e* a production function, and then solve these two

systems together to achieve the highest attainable value on the

social welfare function* Few people would dispute the validity

of the form of tills ideal* ihen it cornea to applicability no ana

really believes that it is possible* There are both formal and

practical difficulties*

On the formal side there are such problems as the length of time

in the future to investigate, the terminal state of the system,

the construction of a community's objective function, the meaaure-

iaent end quantification of the various variables and Indices, and

1* Bouldlng, X* *Principles of conoalc Policy*. London, 1956,
P.U18.
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the identification end formulation of the relatione and inter-

dependencies between the variables* On the practical slue there

are the problems o finding a method of computation to solve the

formulated problems* and the high coat and long time needed to

collect the required data, formulate the problem and compute the

solution. These and other factors have Initiated the search

by many economists for finding other means for evaluating production

techniques and making various decisions in a planned economy.

The first group of these approaches is what may be celled
*Partial analysis* •

2.2 PARTIAL o'hMYTIh AK3 ThIT >

There has been considerable effort to devise roles of 'investment

criteria* that could be used in developing countries baaed on

partial analysis.1 Investment criteria are customarily formulated

1* As every choice of technique entails an investment decision,
the efforts directed to finding methods of evaluating techniques
are at the same time methods of evaluating investment projects*
That is why in the following discussion the terms 'investment
criteria* and criteria for choice of techniques are used
synonymously* This is also the reason that the problem had
to be considered as an Integral part of the national problem
of investment.
*. B*0* halter, "Pggduiftivitar and TechRlcfo Chftpgg", Cambridge,I960. rites, p #83, The role of gross investment as the
vehicle of technological change* When there is no technical
change, Investment is required only to make good the depletion
of the existing stock through physical deterioration* But
when technical change is taking place, gross investment has
another extremely important roles that of providing the
necessary specialized capital equipment required for new
techniques, irrespective of whether or not they are more or
less mechanized than their predecessors. Without gross
investment Improving technology that requires new capital equip¬
ment simply represents a potential higher productivity; to
realize this potential requires gross investment. n economy
with a low rate of gross investment is restricted in the rate
at which new techniques can be brought into use; an economy with
a high rate of gross investment can quickly bring new methods
into use, and thus realize the benefits of improving technology•"
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for 'projects* using specific techniques and producing specific

products* The choice of techniques is considered as s choice

among projects producing the name output from different input

combinations*

A great deal of literature has been written on investment

criteria, in fact the major part of the literature in the

development field has been devoted to it, with the result that

there is a large number of them* However, I shall group the

various suggestions into three categories:

(a) capital output criteria*

(b) Capital intensity criteria*

(c) Productivity criteria*

2.2*1 CAPITAL OUTPUT CHITSmiONl

The simplest approach to any allocation problem is to concentrate

on the scarcest resource• Since, in underdeveloped countries,

this is often capital, it scons plausible, at first thought, to

choose the technique that uses the least amount of capital to

produce a given output. The origination of this criteria seems
s

to have its basis in the Harrod-Doaar model of Growth; ® " f"
(G standing for the rate of growth; K for capital output ratio,

and S for saving ratio). The lower the K the higher is the G.

accordingly it was thought that one-could use the ICOH

(Incremental Capital Output Hetio) as the basis for choice of

investment projects. This in fact was the first approximation
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to a criterion for investment.2"

This criterion did not stand up tor long. Initial dis¬

satisfaction with it was based on the same objection made against

the 'Tarrod-Domar i.odel; that it accused a capital theory of

value, i.e. that no other inputs were needed or that they were

free of cost. This we Know is not valid; and as has been

illustrated in -'-ec. 1.2.3 this partial criterion ioe© not lead to

an optimum choice. ■' rtheraore, if we refer back to bee. l.h.3»

we realize that the criterion has another underlying assumption

or implication, vis: pr-esent output is all that natters. This

criterion could also lend, in some cases, to contraction rather

than growth, as shown in diagram 2.2.a (which is based on the

simple model of 1 .h.3). Although point a gives maximum output
2

per unit capital, that output is below the level of the wage bill.

Point T gives maximum output consistent with the condition that

the output covers the wage bill. Another criticism, however,

is that this criterion can only be applied when the same output

is produced by each investment alternative, otherwise we have to

depend on market valuation of outputs. Also we have to depend

on market valuation for Hie measurement of capital.

The use of the capital-output ratio would theoretically require

1. Worsen b. Buchanan, *Internet tonal Investment and Domestic
cIfare* New dork, 191*5, was rr.ong the first who "stated this

criterion (quoted from Jhenery op.cit.)who states that, "If
investment funds are limited, the wise policy in the absence
of special considerations, would be to undertake just those
Investments having a high value of annual product relative to
the investment necessary to bring them into existence", also
J.J. i'olol., nart-rlv Journal of concedes. ?eb. 19b3»

2. This interesting case is quoted from K. .en, op.cit.
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the measurement of the total capital used in producing a given

cos. odity, including the capital used in producing all materials

and services purchased. Alternatively, the indirect use of

capital caxi he allowed for by deducting the cost of purchased

inputs from the value of output and expressing the criteria as

the ratio of capital to value added. This procedure requires

the further assumption that market prices correctly reflect the

use of capital in the rest of the economy. This criterion is

thus a very crude approximation; nevertheless it is not as crude

as the closely rel ted criteria that will he discussed below.

2.2.2 CAPITAL INT531SITY CRITKRlAj

This group utilises the ratio of capital to labour as the basis

for choice of techniques. -conomlata wlio use that ratio are

divided into two opposing camps; some advocate, for the developing

countries, the use of labour intensive techniques and the others

advocate capital intensive modern technology.

The advocation of labour intensive techniques for developing

countries acquired rather wide acceptance, particularly in the

early nineteen fiftieb,1 both in theory find practice. It was

1 • './recess and ■■-roblems of Industrialization in Underdeveloped

Oountrlc^* (U. . 195$» P#i+8| also .. liurfcae, 1 robleoa of
ftag*tal. formation ii>, Uftuerdevqloped Countries, Oxford, 1953,

Jr. :v.\. hin,.er in Vornulatlo/x and nconomlc Appralsa,!.
of development * rejects", U..:., 1951# pp.. l-3h; Norman .

Such;-nan and N.J. Ellis, approaches to conomlc ^velopiaent."
Hew York, 1955 > p.275: aA general common sense presumption
exists for usin& the scarce and expensive factor of capital
sparingly relatively to labour", also pp.276-7; G# . feier
end HA . Balwin. conomic development: theory, history.
policy." Hew York, IM, p.jfe. ' " lV,V In td'r.oor comtry
the social price of labour is likely to be low or even zero

(contd.)



sometimes called the theory of factor proportions. It was

derived from the orthodox theory of production where the choice

of technique should depoon the existing factor endowment,

in the sense of the rel• ive supplies of different factor® in

a country at any particular stage of development. As labour

is abundant and capital so «.ca*eev efficient production thus

calls for labour-intensive techniques.

The deficiencies of thi criterion are very great. first there

is the theoretical deficiency of its form it does not take into

consideration the absolute amount of labour and capital inputs.

Two techniques or projects nay have the same G&pital labour ratio

but one uses ©ore labour and capital per unit of product• For

example, technique or project A requires 100 units of Capital K

end 300 units of labour (L) per unit of outputj another technique

(B) producing the same output requires 50 units of / and 100 units

of L; thus the corresponding capital/labour ratios are 1/3 and

1/2. - ceording to the labour intensive criteria we would choose

technique A although it takes more labour and more capital. This

is obviously nonsense.1

compared with the price of capital, a relatively high ratio of
labour to capital will be favoured'. for acceptability of
this criteria in practice see; 'Government of India Planning
Commission,1 July, 1951* p.19, quoted from k. Aobb, An essay
on__corn,- .i,c n-w,.th ..u . , ,ausbrl^e, lpoG, P.3U. The
Indian first ... -'ive Year n in its draft Outline had taken for
granted that 'In a country in which labour is plentiful
relatively to capital, preference must be given ... to labour-
intensive rather than c pital-intensive techniques"•

1.

(Oontd.)
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Secondly it ignores (as in capital output criteria) other inputs

which could be very decisive. hiwily if applied for various

activities, (as demonstrated in ee. 1.2.3), the result has

nothing to do with our objectives whether there ar© maximizing

present output, rote of gro th or even employment. It could

even lead to low present output end contraction rather than growth

(in diagram 2.2 a technique T1 is more labour intensive than T

and leads to low output and contraction)• In point of fact

thin criterion must he rejected as wholly unsatisfactory.

The opposing view, (egain using the labour capital ratio) is the

advocation of capital intensive techniques. The basis for this

view is not theoretical, hut - in contrast with the basis for the

advocation of labour intensive techniques - is derived from

empirical observations, ae well a© pure speculations.

Some people have observed that labour intensive techniques

prevalent in the rural sector of underdeveloped countries are so

inefficient that output per unit of capital, as well as output per

unit of labour, is lower than with more advanced methods. Also

yields per hectare are lower, even with the labour intensive

methods of fain and -fries, than they are with more mechanized

techniques in advanced countries.1

Accordingly the observers immediately proceed to advocate more

capital intensive techniques for all activities in all developing
2

countries. »• Oalenaon and H. Leibenstein also argue that
1.3. Higgins, ' .Q ..comic cvelopment" Hew York. 1959. p.66b.

2."Investment criteria, Productivity and conomic .development"
-joart. Jouy. con., -ug, 1955, PP#3h3~370.
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capital-intensive techniques should be preferred to labour-

intensive techniques, not because of their immediate productivity,

but because of their contribution to growth. However this view

has not been substantiated by enough empirical evidence.

Leibenstein, offering another argument ibr uslxf; capi tal-lnteassive

techniques, ©ays feat technical progress is likely to be faster

using such advanced techniques. This is another empirical

question that needs verification.

An important element in many arguments in favour of modem

capital-intensive technology in developing countries is that

abundant labour may not be cheap labour. Two reasons may explain

this. Labour may be low in price, but lower in efficiency

(because of malnutrition, incapacity to stand up to factory

discipline, or a high rate of absenteeism). His efficiency

would be too low to compensate for his low wages.

In addition to lot? price but lower efficiency labour, another

claimed obstacle to labour-intensive technology ie high-priced

but inefficient labour. This could happen when collective

bargaining becomes very strong, or when wages are kept to a high

level by government legislation. Under ouch conditions capital-

intensive techniques may appear more desirable.

These two points add up to a situation in which, for the labour-

intensive operations common in underdeveloped countries, the loss

of unit capital requires the addition of more labour to maintain

output constant than in the case in advanced countries. Thus,
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as explained by Higgins,1 "The constant product curves of

advanced and underdeveloped countries will coincide only for the

upper portions of the curves representing capital intensive

techniquesj these tend to be the same everywhere (see ding.

2.2.b). But for more labour-intens!ve techniques the curves

for the underdeveloped countries (shown by dotted lines) will be

upward and to the right of those for the advanced countries

(solid line©). Thus despite the lower ratio of labour costs

to capital costs in an underdeveloped country, it should use at

least as such capital to produce a given output as in advanced

countries. In the above-mentioned figure, the underdeveloped

country uses the same amount of capital and more labour; but

one could construct a similar diagram to show it using the sane

amount of labour end more capital than m advanced country to

produce a given product"• However, it is not established that

the constant product curves have such © form.

The capital intensity criterion in both of it© forms, (labour or

capital intensive) do not tell us directly whether a technology

is actually efficient or not. All that the capital intensity

criterion (whether favouring labour or capital intensive

techniques) try to do, is to correlate that ratio with output or

growth or any other desirable objective. Up till now such a

correlation has never been established. Indeed, It is not likely

to be established in any generalised form, because of the

multiplicity of variables thet determine such a choice in various

1. op.cit.
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sectors and activities.*1 The use of such a criterion is the

crudest possible approximation; end, as they failed to correlate

labour/capital ratio with efficiency or productivity, it seems

that the best approach in developing a criterion is to measure

directly the productivity of different techniques. This is

discussed in the following section.

2.2,3 MAH0IKAL I-7»DUCTILITY CBITEHIAl

These criteria are core cosiprehen&lve than the previous ones as

they try to measure the social marginal product, or the contrib¬

ution to an objectives function, of a given unit of resources in

a given use. The different criteria proposed in this group

vary in the assumptions made about the nature of the objectives'

function and in the extent to which allowance is made for inter¬

actions of decisions, or the indirect effects of a given allocation.

The origin of these criteria lies in the simple fore of private

marginal productivity (or private profit) of capital. Where the

productivity of an investment is calculated (using market prices

of factors) by discounting the stream of future benefits to

<md the .tree, of future coat* of other motors to Cp,
y ^ q

the profit * p vp
K

Only under the following two assumptions can this criteria serve

our purpose; the existence of competition and the absence of

1, There have been some studies In this point, e.g. Motherland
Institute of Technology, Alternative Techniques of Production.
Rotterdam* Jan. 1957, also'"'5ubsi'qles' and 'S^otltution of"
Labour for Capital, Jan. ISW'""
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external economies or diseconomies. The first ensures that the

return to a factor (including interest rate used for discounting)

equals its marginal product. The second assumption ensures that

the private marginal product is equivalent to the social marginal

product. If discrepancies between actual price and competitive

price, or external economies or diseconomies, - as found in

developing countries exist, then the private marginal product

criterion must he modified to another criterion.

(a) The otatlc 'T-. Criterion: This is a criterion rather more

close to orthodox welfare economies. It was put forward by

Professor A.:'. Xahn in terms of the relative 'social marginal

productivity*."1" -ccording to this criterion, one should try to

maximise the social marginal productivity of capital. Thus from

the 'value added' of output as a result of a particular investment,

the social opportunity cost of employing labour to produce that

output is deducted. The object of our policy according to this

criterion, is the maximization of output for the economy as a

whole, and not only in fields in which we are investing. Hence

the loss of alternative output as a result of drawing labour away

from other fields into one particular field has to be subtracted

from the addition in this particular field. But the social

opportunity cost of labour is zero in developing countries due to

the existence of unemployment. Therefore, in developing countries

the u criterion coincides with the capital output criterion,2
1. 'Investment Criteria in development Programmes' usrterly

Journal of vconotalca. eb. 1951*
2. This is why Prof. Kahn thinks that if there is surplus labour,

the Polek-Buchansn criterion is 'particularly desirable*,
(Ibid, p.51).
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criticised previously in See* 2*2*1*

Some modifications of this criterion were made by Chenery1 to allow

for artificial elements in the price spate:;., and other distortions.

The formula is basically of the form:

fpofits - Vp " * Bp

Where is the present value of the stream of distortions (either

positive or negative) between private and social profitability*

One can of course bundle up taxes, subsidies ana distortions from

social value in and reserving pure external economic dis¬

economies for 1^. here this is done, benefit® and costs are
calculated at a 'shadow price', rather than a market price, i.e. a

price which departs from the market price so as to reflect their
2

true social benefit or cost.

This modification by Ghenery, however, does not overcome the basic

difficulty with Kaim's criteria; because both economists use

social opportunity cost of labour. This is bound to be aero in

developing countries, md thus their criteria become some form of

the capital output criteria, which as we have seen earlier (and in

1.U.3) is static, and. has the implicit value judgment that we only

care about the present and not the future. On this basis it was

1. H#B. Ghenery, 'The Application of Investment Criterion*
..uarterly yournsl of ■.conoaic:;* Feb. 1953, PP*76-96.

2* These Shadow prices are approximately estimated, they can only
be exactly calculated by mathematical programming with its
explicit analysis of total factor use in the system (as will be
discussed In Sec* 2*3)*
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1 2
sharply criticised by Bobb and Oalenson and Leibenatein who

proposed the following criterion#

(b) The x. anginal reinvestment criterion:

This criterion has at its basis the value judgment that the country

should care {perhaps too much) about the future# It is not

'right1 to maximize output (value-added) at present, but rather a

country should choose technique© and investment projects that

maximize the rate of creation of investible surplus. The rationale

of this criterion is, as discussed in >ec# l.h#3j that maximization

of surplus will maximize growth, and thus will eventually give a
x

higher total of consumer goods,-' even if it means a lower present

output.

This approach has been criticized because of the Implicit value

judgment that we are indifferent between a unit of output of

consumption goods at present and a unit of output at any point in

the future. A judgment which few people would wholeheartedly

support•

1# M# :.obb, 'aecond Thoughts on Capital Intensity*, -evicw of
coneuic tudlea. Vol. XXIV.

2. Salesmen end Leibenstein. investment Criterion, Productivity
and canonic Development , art. Jour, con.. August, 1955*

3. Oalenson and Leibenatein push their argument one step further
end identify the most profitable project or technique as the one
with the highest capital labour ratio as this will promote
saving and further growth (as mentioned in the last section).
This conclusion involves on implicit assumption about the nature
of the production fimction: that increasing the capital intensity
will necessarily raise the average return to capital in each
sector of production. This is obviously not true in general
and is not necessarily time of existing production techniques.
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1 2
K« Sen and 0• dckstein have independently formulated more

general Investment criteria which reconcile tee conflict between

the K&hn-Chenery CMP approach ©ad the Dobb and Galenson-Lelbenstein

reinvestment approach. This approach, which eketo in calls

"marginal growth contribution" (examined in Sec. l.h.3) calculates

the time stream® of output sea result of production and reinvest¬

ment. and uses some time preference (or social welfare) function to

choose the desirable technique. This approach, in my view, is the

most acceptable among the partial criteria because it has no

implicit value judgments. Thus it brings out the value elements

in the problem of choice, and explicitly requires the decision

makers value judgment. However, it shares with other partial

criteria the deficiency of relying on market prices if we try to

apply it to any real problem. This and other deficiencies of the

partial approaches will be discussed in Sec. 2.2.5* but before that

we will examine briefly partial criteria used in .advanced

socialist countries.

2.2.U PARTIAL CRITERIA IK ADVMCSOD SOCIALIST ECCHQBICSl

The problem of choice of production techniques and investment

projects, which has appeared in developing countries only in recent

years, and initiated all the efforts discussed in the previous

sections of this chapter, has long been apparent in the advanced

socialist countries. In terns® countries the search for such

1. K. en, "Choice of Techniques". London, 1962.
2. 0. tckstein, "Investment criteria for conomic Development and

the Theory of Intertemporal elf©re economics", uarterly
Journal of ,concedes. Feb. 1957, 71, pp.56-85.
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criteria arose from the practical needs of planning: and its
i

special form in these countries. Planning starts by politically

determining targets of what is to be produced end in what quantities.

The task of planning on the national level is to sake a plan that

achieves these targets and that is consistent with the resources

available. For each sector the targets are thus given aa

directives and their task is thus to find the most efficient means

of achieving it, or finding the least cost projects (output

constant)• fflciency calculation© are devised to serve this
2

purpose. In fact if projects are different they cannot be

compared and thus they have to bo in the same breach of pinduction,

.hen outputs differ they have to be reduced to 'identical effects'
if they are to be compared. This greatly restricts the field of

application."' However, the concept of identical effect or equal

use-effect has been extended to allow variation in products

1. V. hcmchinov (ed.) 'The dse of haihcfa^tics,ip., .genomics',
(translated from Russian), London, 19&hjHaJSwaET, M» (ed.)
'

ihiciency of Inyvpt^n.i,,, i^u .ucldd-yi doufitrj- , (translated
from Polish;, fergamoii Press, 196o.

2. .•<•© akowskl (op.cit. p.7) puts it: The calculation of efficiency
does not provide n ansae ^ to the question of which social needs
should be satisfied, nor, enerally speaking to that of the
degree to which they should be satisfied. On the other hand,
it doe© permit an answer to the question of how, mad by what
means, specific needs should be satisfied. In a narrower sense,
in relation to » specific investment, this means that r,e pondob
not whether or not to invest, but how to invest for the' most
rational accomplishment 'of the given 'purpose''. '

3. ftovoehllov, op.cit. writes about "the rule of identity of effects",
"The alternative projects to be compared nnat fulfil identical
overall economic purposes, i.e. must be equivalent in (a) Volume;
(b) composition, (e) location, (d) timing, (e) the needs they
satisfy, and (f) they rmst serve the same aim© of economic
policy in their nature, volume, location and time. He then
gives methods of reducing slightly different projects to
identical effectb.
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(e.g. comparing two foods of equal nutritional content, or two

walling materials of equal thermal insulating capacity, etc.)1

When it coses to calculating the costs of inputs or outlays, we

find that they are divided into several heterogenous elements,

investment outlays, labour, materials, etc., which vary in unite

of measurement. This heterogenity would occasion no difficulty

if all the elements always varied in the same direction with all

alternatives to be compared. In practice, however, higher Invest¬

ment costs will be accompanied by lower running eostaj higher

labour inputs could be accompanied by lower material inputs. Thus

a treatment of the problem forces them to operate with a common

unit of measurements money units or price®. Hence, the results

of efficiency calculations are to a certain extent dependent upon

the system accepted for prices, rates and wages. This system in

a socialist country is imperfect and to a great extent arbitrarily
2

determined. Furthermore as Rakowski admits:

"This system (of prices) even when some imperfection or other
1® ignored, expresses the correlations that exist in the
national economy rether fro® the short tern point of view.
This is an additional complication for the calculation of
efficiency of investment, which refers to longer periods of
a rule. After all, it is precisely by mean© of Investment
that we niter the economic correlations, and hence indirectly
mould the system of price®, rates and wages that expresses
these relations".

Coming now to the basic criterion of choice between alternative

technical variants we find that it is in the form of a minimum

coefTlcient. This is found in two forms (one being simply the

1. takowski, op.eit.
2. op.cit., p#5.
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Inverse of the other) referred to respectively as a coefficient

of effectiveness and a period of recoupment, and customarily

symbolised by letters 9 and C. These, when represented as the

difference between two alternative projects (differing both in

their initial Investment md in their operational cost) are defined

as follows:

c - cu

* - K2 - Y1
K« - K,

0 a — ^
°1 ~ °2

1
inhere and C2 stand for the operational cost, or prime cost, of
a given annual output under the two methods when these are in use,

and and Kg for the initial construction costs of the two capital
projects under comparison. These coefficients can also be used in

the comparison of two investment projects of different durabilities,

or of the investment of an initial sum now and a larger total
/• .

investment with only half of it required now and the other half at

some later date, (This second alternative having the advantage

of postponing pert of the investment to a date when resources are

more plentiful, though with the disadvantage of a higher total

expenditure). If $ is taken as some standard coefficient of

effectiveness, then investments at future dates can be quoted to

present values for purposes of comparison by multiplying them by

1/(1 + (t being time).

1, For some applications in the field of choice of building
technique see Lebestyen, 3., "V.ft# ~n£l Jo^struction", trans¬
lated from Hungarian, London, 1965, Chap.19. hee also the
example described in cakowski of a comparison between large
panel construction and conventional constructions in Poland.
This latter publication devotes a large part of it to detailed
and varied examples.
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In applying these criteria there hare been ©any variations ©bout

what capital and what cost© to Include. Many method© use cost of

operating the specific project alone, but the capital or investment

outlays arc calculated to include the capital investment required

in ©one of the industries supplying that project with materials.

However, in most practical applications only the capital Invest¬

ments and costs directly incurred are taken into consideration.1
Although there have been ©any extensions (Hakowski) to include also

the indirect capital costs by use of input-output tables, it does

not see© to have been used in practice yet.

However, these coefficients (C nd -)>), by reason of their empirical

origin, have been apt to differ in different industries (e.g. an

effectiveness coefficient of 6% is being employed in 0. . A in

hydro-clectrlc station projects, 10? in case of railways and 10,

in the case of buildings and construction©) • Thus only projects

in the same branch could be compared. Although the rational of

the Investment criteria (the efficiency coefficient) has been the

subject of ©any discussions, th y have yielded a negligible harvest

to the planner.'' The partial criteria of socialist economies not

1. E.D. ebystyne, op.cit.
2. M« ixtob, " n isstty on , -catioaiff, growth >;nd London,

1960, F,2b.
3. Kovozhiiov, V./., "Cost-benefit Comparisons in a Socialist Country",

in Hemchinov, Ibid, writes about the large amount of work related
to evaluation of investment projects:

•However, this huge amount of work has not yet led to the
solution of the problem: practical economic accounting is
still far from being perfected, using as it does various
*conventional* and theoretically unfounded methods. More¬
over, there is an essential divergence between practice and
theory as far as the measurement of outlays and their
effectiveness is concerned."



only depend on prices, but alao have no theoretical foundations.

For this reason the partial criteria proposed by western economists

have mora substance; in particular the productivity criteria, which

are theoretically well founded, (that is if we accept the value

element implicit in them). nevertheless all the partial criteria

(in socialist countries and in developing countries) which have been

discussed w far have basic and common deficiencies. .'e will

summarize these in the following section.

2.2.5 D FICIMCriS OF PARTIAL \PPRGACHP,Sj

The following deficiencies ere identified relative to the •ideal'

discussed in the beginning of this chapter. The order in which

the deficiencies are mentioned has no special significance.

(a) These criteria are limited to finding the most efficient way

of satisfying a given need at a given level. But they cannot tell

whether that need should be satisfied or not, or to what extent.

Thus they have to be used within a general planning system which

answers these questions before the criteria could be applied.

(b) The separation of the questions of what to produce, and at what

level, from the question of how to produce it, necessitated by the

use of investment criteria, leads to great loss of value as we

have discussed in Chapter 1, (especially ec» 1.2.5 and 1.3)♦

(c) ost of the criteria can only be used when the projects have

identical effects, or at least produce products in the same

commodity groups. They cannot be applied to compare the profit-
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ability or very different projects#

(d) All criteria depend on the use of prices. he have mentioned

earlier that in developing countries market prices do not reflect

their true social opportunity cost? the extent of disequilibrium

is so great that their use will lead to *wrong* decisions.

Although we have mentioned that it ie possible to correct ©oae of

the errors in the price system by the use of estimated accounting

prices for labour and capital, it is almost impossible to correct

the errors in the price of pur-chased m erials. The difficulties

of partial analysis increase with the number of modifications that

have to be applied to market prices in order to arrive at the true

opportunity cost. '"ven more, the methods for making the estimates

of these prices snd modifications ere rudimentary, und are at best

very rough approximation®.

(e) If the prices used were equilibrium prices, they are neither

constant nor independent of the allocation decisions themselves,

especially when we are thinking in terns of the national economy

tand large scale decisions. To assume that they are constant and

independent is very dubious indeed.1
(f) Any set of prices, even if they are the equilibrium prices, and

even if we accept the assumption that they are constant or independ¬

ent from decisions in the short run, they cannot serve for long

term planning snd investment decisions, because the quantities and

quality of factors of production may change substantially over time,

in part as a result of the production process itself. Also

1. For criticism of this well known point see K. den, "Choice of
Capital Intensity further Considered'', Quarterly Journal of
economics. August, 1959♦
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technology *md needs will change, end to price® in the future will

change. These changes in price® could be very large, particularly

In a developing economy undergoing structural and technological

transform* tlons.x

(g) The other set of deficiencies which are as serious as the price

deficiencies la the neglect of Interdependence and interactions of
2

decisions. As Chenery writes:

"The interdependence among sectors or projects introduces the
most serious errors into any method of making investment
decisions based only on the char., terlatles of single sectors
or projects ... There are two general types of errors arising
out of interconnec tedue as; the omission of external economies

due to investment In other sectors and the inability to
determine how much of a given commodity will be required (the
consistency of levels problem)''.

These two types of errors are discussed below.

(h) Omission of external economies: A project may serve economic

development more by Its indirect contribution to the output of the

economy as a whole than by Its own direct contribution. The

profitability of an investment in one sector usually depends on

'whether investments in other sector? are being made and in what form.

As Hurkwr has shown:

"Investment will be more profitable in related sectors, because
of horizontal and vertical interdependence than in the same
sectors considered separately."

The reason for the Investment in one sector affecting the profitability

1. a. Nurfcse, op Ja^t;q Tor^jjion j,n„Tnfor$ev..:ope.-Countrieu dxford. 1953. '>arkct forces will not necessarily
ISad to optimal investment decision© because present prices do
not reflect the cost and demand conditions that will exist in
the future".

2. chenery, f.3«, 'The Interdependence of Investment eciRions", in
Abnuaowits, et, ,q. (eu.) 'The ^locution o* conomic inourcca ".
Stanford, 19591

3* op.cit.
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of investment In another i© mainly via increased. demand, which

allows economies of scale, or via adoption of new technology which

reduces the cost of inputs to other sectors.1 Partial criteria

cannot cater for these interdependencies• Also partial analysis

does not deal with interdependence over tine, linkage and the

sequence of projects. Since development is a cumulative process

in tine, a more important question than: "will this project add

more to national income during the next few yearsV" is: "will

investment in such a project enable the investment and development

of other projects in the future which could add more to development?"

We h- ve to determine the produc tivlty of a project also from the

point of view of the possible 'sequence* of projects that could
o

follow. To sura up this point we will quote Prof, Hireehman:

"The question of priority must be resolved on the basis of a
comparative appraisal of the strength with which progress in
one of these areas will induce progress in other(s). In
these basic types of development decisions, it is therefore
not sufficient to supplement, qualify# and otherwise refine
the usual investment criteria, We must evolve entirely new
aids of thought and action in this largely uncharted
territory of efficient se< fences -ma optimal development
strategies",

(1) The inability to solve the balance or 'levels' problem: All

the investment criteria discussed assume that there is one principal

restriction on the system: the scarcity of capital. They do not

allow for the fact that, in allocating capital according to any one

of these rules, some other restriction on the system, such as the

1. This type of external economies is called 'dynamic xtemol
Economiee*, and there la another type of external economies due
to amalgamations of industries, diffusion of skills, etc. See
T. scitovaky, Two concepts of xternal Economies, Journal of
Politics1 Economy, Apr., 195h.

2. Albert o. Klrach&an, " tra^y of, ctmo,i.lc Jevelp^ouy' :<ew York,
1953, p.79.
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supply of foreign exchange, of skilled labour, or of a particular4

commodity, may b© exceeded.

In other word®, if we refer beck to section 1.2.3, we realize

that the partial criteria and analysis separate the problem of

'levels' and co-ordination from choice of Investment or technique.

ThiB is a serious drawback, a» explained earlier. This deficiency

could also embrace points (a) and (b) abovej that is, the problem

of determining 'levels* of consumption, exports, imports as well

as 'levels' of production (what to produce in what quantities are

separated from efficiency decision)• These and other deficiencies1
could be greatly overcome by adopting mathematical programming

techniques. These techniques constitute the second direction of

efforts (the first was partial criteria) made by economists to

approximate the 'ideal* approach of resource allocation.

2.3 PROGRAMS IKG .'.PPROACHRA:

Until quite recently, practical programming methods have been more

concerned with co-ordinating level® of activity to find a consistent

(feasible) plan, rather than with the testing of the efficiency with

which resources are used (which was partly left to partial criteria).
2

It is only with the development of linear programming that it was

possible to reconcile the test of consistency with the test of

1. For criticism of partial analysis, see Sen, op.cit., also H.B.
Chenery, "Development policy in underdeveloped countries" - The
Role of Industrialization in Development Programmes. American
Bconomlc Review. Vol. 45, 1955 (Proceedings) pp. 40-57.

2. The assumptions of linear programming and methods of solution
are discussed briefly in chapter 5 «»d further references are
given therein (also In Appendix 1).
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efficiency (productivity) in a systematic way. This link is

provided by a consideration of the price implications of a given

allocution.1 This will be shown in what follows. Assume that a

set of production levels has been worked out so as to be consistent

with the available supplies of labour, capital and natural

resources, given the structure of consumer demand and the country * •

trading possibilities. These production and trade 'levels*
constitute a "feasible programme". ..ny such programme implies a

unique set of commodity *nd factor prices if the economy is in

equilibrium. If production activities ore assumed to operate at

constant costs, linear program.. '.ng provides s method of calculating

"shadow prices" corresponding to the equilibrium conditions, in
2

which the price of each commodity is equal to its cost of production.

These prices could then be used to determine (by a certain

productivity criterion) whether my improvecent in the initial

programme is possible. This procedure is repeated m long as any

further improvement can be made. The programming criterion used

to compare projects or activitle is the social profitability of

each as measured from the 'shadow prices". Any profitable activity

should be Included in the programme» It is the re-caXcul~tion of

prices that distinguishes this procedure from the partial sr>*sroaches

augmented In. -the Inst section (2.2).

Ghenery, in the article quoted above, shows by some example® the

1. H. . Ghenery, "Comparative Advantage and development rolicy"
American console Aeview. march, 1961, pp.18-51.

2. Tinbergen, J. "The Jesjgn of development". Baltimor, 1958,
suggested the accounting prices which have the same meand,ng as
shadow prices but were derived by estimation.
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Improvements In allocation decisions that hove resulted when there

is a change from partial analysis to a programming approach*

This article illustrate® how external economies are catered for

in this method, be* improvement in estimating shadow prices adds

to the efficiency of the solution, end how the requirement of

feasibility is considered in this system of prices.

In apite of the limitations of linear programming - to be discussed

in Chapter 6 - it has groat potentialities. In formal terms it

could be extended to cover ell the production system with all

the interdependences that have been discussed in Chapter 1. In

other words it could in fact serve as the analytical framework of

the 'ideal approach* stated at the beginning of this chapter. How-

eve the theoretical end practical problems involved in formulating

this approach (which have been referred to earlier) need to be

solved first (namely dais problems and cost of computation ... etc.)

and thus this approach has not been uaed in practice.

Realizing these practical difficulties of programming, the

deficiencies of partial approaches, and the similarity between the

partial productivity criteria and programming criteria, some

economists working on planning in practice have developed a method

which is a compromise between the above two approaches, viz: current

practices end the ideal.
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2.k ..I I;I -7 :r

The programming approach to planning, which entails the simultaneous

solution or the complete set of interrelated problems which a plan

must solve, is theoretically the most efficient and sophisticated.

Planning in stages is e practical method in which the overall

problem is solved by successive approxiaation•1 As planning has

proceeded in a number of under-developed countries, it has become
2

clear that this second procedure la better suited to their conditions.

The basic political decisions require a general strategy or

perspective while individual allocation decisions require a much

more detailed and coapartncntaliseel analysis. The phases or stages

are not made once and for all, but it is In the nature of successive

approximations where some phases must be re-done if the assumptions

used ©re disqualified by later findings.

The stages of planning can be divided up in different ways but there

is a general concensus to divide them into three phases:"5
(i) Macro-economic Sstl; ates.

{i i ) octor lan. .ing.

(iii) Project Analysis.

1. Tinbergcn, d, "eimple devices for development Planning", in
Robinsor., . (ed.) Problems of conoiaic Development. London,
1965» pp♦372-390.

2. Chenery, H.3. Approaches to Developncnt Planning, in Robinson
(cd.) Ibid.

3. Tinbergen and Ohenery, Ibid., and U.H., cafe, "development
Programing techniques series Kos. 1, 2. . rogreaaming Tee nlcues

Bangkok, i960. i!orMat;ink
Iruiustrial ms 3, Bangkok, 1961.
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2.U.1 MhCKO*;.JCHO&ic estimates:

After a phase of general qualitative exploration of the economy,

its objectives, to(sources, potentialities etc., this first fomal

step in development programming starts* It aims at determining

the general rate of economic development which a country oeks to

attain. the most common and appropriate measures of economic

o«vel©po»nt are expressed in terms of such aggregate quantities as

national income, consumption, savings, investment, employment,

foreign indebtedness, the siacro-econoiaic phase aims at choosing a

consistent combination of these values which are then taken as

targets for the country, and provide the framework for the subsequent

stages in planning.

However, the possibility of achieving a given set of targets can

only be determined from the more detailed study of individual

sectors. Thus the initial projections of national income, its

components, and other targets, must be regarded as preliminary and

subject to subsequent revision. It would also be more desirable

to choose more than one set of these aggregate values and work

them out in detail as this would approximate, to a better extent,

the general overall theoretical approach.These first target

estimates of the growth in national income ... etc., can be based

on extrapolation of past trends as modified by the general knowledge
2

of respective changes. A simple procedure is to project the rate

1. Chenery, H.B., "Approaches to development planningin Tobinson,
A. • (ecu), - ;^blcee 1K , coiuyic .;cyelppme^t, London, 1965, thin
article is wholly concentrated around the choice of a set of
aggregate values.

2. A simple procedure is outlined in ec. 2.6 of the report of the
first A-.f group, op.cit., see also A. Lewies, "JcveloiMBcnt
Planning". London, 1966.
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of growth on the basis of the marginal capital-output ratio and

the ratio of earnings to national income.

Given mi initial projection of the gross national product over a

planning period, of say five years, the next step is to break it

down toy use into government expenditure, private consumption, gross

investment and export®. 'he total of these four elements must be

citm! to the total resources available in the economy; i.e. to the

gross national product plus imports. In symbols, the identity

between the total supply and total use of resources may be written

ait
V + *»C + 0*I*B

(where V is the gross national product; II is imports; C is private

consumption; Q ia government consumption; I is gross investment;

E is exports]. The projected breakdown of the total supply

among those four uses can bo made in various way®, depending on

government powers, objectives, data available and a host of other

factors, which we need not discuss here,

2.1+.2 QS3CT03 PLmKHIHO:

Given the preliminary aggregate projections outlined in the

preceding section, the next step in constructing & plan is to

estimate the final demand for different commodities at the level

of income and population predicted for the end of the planning

period. The 'final demand * for a commodity is defined as that

part o tot: i ur-e th: i ia not ckvoteu to further production. The

categories of final demand are therefore- the same ae the breakdown
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or the gross national product by use; private consumption,

government consumption, investment and exports* The commouity

composition of each of these is determined on the basis of the

totals estimated previously*

Consumer demand comprises some 60 per cent of domestic final demand

and ia therefore a dominant element in the projection of final

uemand* In making such estimates, use ie made of income projections,

structure of demand, and different elasticities of demand resulting

from increased income per capita* In some eases, International

comparisons or desirable minimum consumption standards per capita,

say in consumption of sugar (in Pakistan) or sugar and clothing

(India Second Five-Year flan) may be used*

At this stage most of the economists who advocate the procedure of

planning in stages, ignore or put little emphasis on social services*

It ia essential at this stage to introduce not only a minimum

desirable standard of nutrition, or clothing, bat also a standard

of social services such as housi g, education, health etc* These

items, together with the goods directly consumed (or purchased) by

the population, form the elements of the household demand* They

give a such more concrete for® to any set of social goals*

Having estimated the demand for final goods and services1 (or set

targets) the next step ia to divide the production system into

sectors (usually around twenty)* Then on the basis of the above

1, ihich ideally should also be In the form of alternative sets
(otherwise choosing one set implies that there is no substit¬
ution between these objectives* Also, as we hove seen in the
last chapter (1*3), that fixing demand proportions constrains
the production system to a large extent]*
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demand op target estimates, calculations are made in order to

estimate the necessary development of production of intermediate

goods end raw materials necessary to achieve those targets. Ouch

estimates are usually made with the aid of input-output analysis,

representing the interactions of the different sectors and

activities.1

_ scctor-wisc production programme Just derived may now he used

to estimate a second approximation to the investment programme (of
the mcro-eeonomic stage), based on sectoral investment programmes.

In order to carry this out, we suat know for each sector (including

the social services sectorn, if they are included in the analysis),
the capital output ratio and the gestation period characteristic

x

for it. The desired increase in production in all sectors can

then be translated into an investment j^eagvaaam, This will not,

©s a general rule, coincide with the one calculated before, and

this may necessitate the re-adjustment of both the targets of the

sectors, and those of the macro-economic stage. These steps would

ideally be repeated till a consistent sector plan is made. Having

ou&de the sector projections and checked their consistency with

each other, with the targets, and with the available resources, we

go to the third planning stage, that of project selection to fill

in the sectors1 plans. Before doing this we have to make estimates

1. In this analysis it is assumed that the purchases of producer
goods by each sector ©re functions of its level of output (I.e.
constant technical coefficients for each sector). This of
course is an approximation and would have to be revised after
the choice of production techniques and projects have been made
in each sector. The technological coefficients (or nomn)
used in the input-output analysis could either be actual or newly
set, if the introduction of new technology is envisaged.
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projects in the various sectors. This is important if the

analysts in different sectors are to make the same assumptions

about the accounting prices of the principle industrial inputs

(foreign exchange, different qualities of labour, and a few main

commodities). These estimates will here to be derived from the

overall analysis end, like the other planning data, have to be

revised at a later stage.

2.U.3 PSCJ /CT ANALYSIS:

The heart of the development programming consists of the appraisal

of individual projects, and the selection of those to be included

in the plan. The relation between sector and project analysis is

similar to that between sector end aggregate planning. The bulk

of the work Involved is of a technological nature. It includes

the identification of investment possibilities, the decision of

what commodities to be produced nd where* what techniques to b©

used, What scales of production to use and what reorganization,

modernisation and expansion of plant® to undertake. In spite of

the importance of the first phase of search and design of projects,

very little effort ia directed towards the methodology of this

phase. To this we will cone later, but economists assume that

such a phase has been undertaken properly and that they have a

sufficient "stock of projects", each described by a set of input

end output coefficient®. The planner® task in the sectors is

confined to evaluation and choice.
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These coefficientr are first valued, using the shadow prices

provided from the earlier stage (sector planning). Then using

any of the partial productivity criteria discussed in section 2.2.3

or any variant of then* the projects are evaluated. The most

profitable projects are chosen (within the limits of investment

resources allocated to the eector). This is the major activity

in the stage of project selection.

Having chosen the projects in each sector, the choices have to be

adjusted for technical interactions in order to ensure that the

materials and other inputs required for each project will be

available* This requires a tedious process of balancing the

•levels* within the sector by a process of trial and error. The

resulting sector plan, after aggregating the projects, will be

different from the original sectoral plan, thus the preceding

planning phase (2) has to be repeated and perhaps stage 1 as well.

Shadow prices would also need to be revised. Then project

selection would have to be revised in the light of these new shadow

prices. These successive ©tags... of approximation, presumably,

have to be repeated until a 'good* plan is reached.

From these discussions we realise that, in principle, planning in

stages approximates the ideal. It allows having alternative «et«

of targets and decentralisation of the tasks; it allows for inter¬

actions, for consistency; finally It allows for re-calculating

shadow prices (thus ensuring that the application of partial criteria

1. For some variants, see the U.1U, sOAPE, scries 2, op.cit.
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is not erroneous)» Thus in principle It is m Improvement over

partial criteria used alone, and avoids the difficulties of

programming• However, after examining these proposals (for

planning in stages) in detail, I have reached the conclusion that

it has many theoretical and practical drawbacks which make the

usefulness of this approach very doubtful. These arc discussed

below:

(1) There ere no rules for adjustment for consistency (levels) with¬

in the sectors, or between them. There are few rules for

estimating shadow prices, end none for adjusting them. -his

means that all adjustments of levels and prices have to be made

by trial and error. There is no assurance that these adjust¬

ments converge towards the optimum. Thi© means that after

adjustments (especially of price©) we may be in a worse

situation than before the adjustment*•

(2) Because of the absence of rules of adjustment, the process will

require a very large amount of work raid time to perform, with¬

out even a guarantee of Improvement in efficiency.

(3) As a consequence of the last deficiency, there is no opportunity

or incentive to perform any phase more than once. This has

been observed by one of the main advocates of the approach,

who wrote:*
"The danger in the step wise approach is that aoiae decisions
will become frozen at sin early* stage and will not be revised
when a more complete analysis is available".

(U) They share with partial and programming approaches, the

deficiency of isolating decisions of what to produce from how

1. Chenery, in Hobinson (ecu) op.cit.
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to produce it*

Those deficiencies reduce planning in stages to a fores which

is very near to current practices from which It has originated,

and fails to substantially improve upon them*

CPRRKST PHACTICH

2*5* NATIONAL PL/^KIHO paOCSDUfiSSl

The planning procedures found in practice differ from one country

to another according to the stage of development, the institutional

framework, and the other factors discussed in the introduction*

information about national planning procedures in different countries

were scattered and scanty until very recently* The situation has

been improved by the appearance of a few notable comparative studies.*
From these studios, it became apparent that, in spite of the

diversity of procedures within the group of countries which have

adopted total planning for some years, a general pattern seemed to

emerge* This general pattern is what we are going to discuss with

particular reference to the U*a.r.

*• t9f
Bangkok, I960, ^orpftatiftg ftmfrFWfr
Bangkok, 1961, which include planning experience in Asia end the
Far East* However, the more important publications ares U*Jf.,
Fliymim; for ^conomlc Developments Vol* 1 report of a group of
expert*, Hew York, 1963* Volume lis stupes of National Planjftftt
Experience. PAST Is TfrtyMf, ^terprjap ,*ijtd ^qaom^ea",Few York, 1965 (includes detailed reports for Braail, Columbia,
France, India, Japan, Netherlands, Pakistan, g*A*3.* and U.S.A.).
PAST II: Centrally Planned Economies. Hew York, 1965, (includes
detailed reports for Czechoslovakia, Hungary, U*3*S*S,, and
Yugoslavia)*
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As discussed earlier# any national overall development programme

nast simultaneously confront two seta of problems: (i) the problem

of co-ordinating the allocation of renounces, or balance of

activity levels, to develop a consistent plan, and (ii) the problem

of 'efficiency* in allocation*

In the short run, progress is hampered by structural disequilibrium

shortages and bottlenecks in the supply of intermediate and final

commodities, a© ©ell an difficulties in the balance of payments.

These result, not only in waste of resources, but also in very

serious inflationary and political effects* These are caused by

poorly co-ordinated plans*"'" Most countries have become aware of

the importance of co-ordination* In fact, most, if not ell, planning

efforts at present are mainly concerned with making co-ordinated

plans, rather than efficient plans#

Regarding the exact procedure, most countries adopt © simplified
2

version of the planning in stages which were discussed earlier,

1* F. Hansamann, ''Operations iesaasph in national Planning of Under¬
developed Countries", Operations basearch* 9> 1961, p#231*

"In ell developing countries, it is common to find newly built
facilitiea idle because of non-availability of raw materials,
skilled labour, technical labour, power, water or services.
At t e same time, there may be idle capacities of old or new
facilities because of insufficient markets or unjustified
modernisation of competing facilities* Conversely, available
capacities, especially for consumer goods, may not be
sufi icient to meet market demands as determined by disposal in¬
come. The result is Inflationary pressure on the currency •••

Inflation with its disastrous moral effects on one hand, and
the 'freezing' of the highly rationed and badly needed capital
resources, especially foreign currency, through idle facilitiee
on the other hand, are but a few consequences of poorly co¬
ordinated plans".

2# This is not unexpected, ss planning In stages hnm originated
from efforts to improve current practices rather than to
introduce totally new procedure.
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bat without its rigour and without successive approximations

The macro-economic planning stage is usually performed first• At

this stage the policy objectives ore {arbitrary) determined and

translated into one set of targets. (Hot usually covering ell

aspects of the economy). These targets ore taken as 'given* for

the following planning stages* and are only allowed to be modified

when found inconsistent, i.e. infcasible. The consistency of the

targets i» now being checked in most c untries by using Input-out**
l

put tables. This analysis will give the allocations to sectors.

However, sometimes allocations to some social sectors ere based

on residual financing without reference to targets or possible
2

levels of achievement.

Having set the allocations to sectors and determined their targets,

the sectors are asked to prepare and preeast projects within this

bread framework. The projects submitted are then chekced for

technical interactions and co-ordinated. Thus a total plan emerges."*
1. As Prof. Hansmann writes, op.clt., p.232. "The underdeveloped

countries have almost exclusively used the 'target-setting
approach to their planning problems and use the mathematical
Leonticf-model of input-output analysis to secure the balance
and consistency of the plan."

2. i^or surveys of current practices in planning the social fields see
U.K. '.CAPE, lievelopment Programming Techniques, Series Ho.iu

,Q,f "QCle,l Devclogaffint flann&ng. Hew York, 196b, (p.U)
Allocations for development in the social sectors, have followed

the time worn pattern of residual financing, the social sectors
being considered only after the claims of the economic sectors
have been reviewed."

3. As c. Isscwi, reports for the case of gypt: "i-«grpt In vevolutlom

t economic survey". London, 1963, p.69» "In Kgypt for examplee plen seems to have been drawn up as follows; the target of
• doubling the national Income in ten years was set/by the highest

authorities; the various departments put forward the different
/contd.
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The choice of technology* and evaluation of projects, has been

very rarely faced up to on the national level, if for no other

reason than the shortage of projects to 'fill* a plan and so only

one variant Is usually submitted for every project. There is no

element of optimisation on th© national level and no search for

'efficient* allocations# The problem of choice of techniques is

thus delegated to the sector®#

2.6. cuR.ygT i-Ljffnxao P-^ICTICT. IN THE HC-USIHO .■:;■} auiLDiso
.,CTt;n>:

As we arc particularly interested in the field of housing m will

consider practices only in this sector# Because of interactions,

we will examine not only practices concerning the choice of tech¬

niques but also those for making related decisions# The Bousing

sector is one of those sectors to which resources ore allocated

either by residual financing methods, or by other ed hoc

procedures, end not to achieve given targets# Thus the problem

in the housing sector ia not one of finding the most efficient
»

means (least cost) of achieving given targets, but one of finding

the optimum uses of the given resources. This means that

decisions in the sector have to be made regarding' what social

needs are to be met and at what levels, what products to produce

to satisfy these need®, and how to produce these products. The

3. (p.77)(Contd.)
projects they had examined and wished to see implemented} and
the planners put these projects together and, on various
assumptions, calculated their Investment needs and anticipated
output and tried to work them Into a consistent whole
compatible with targets.'4
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Method by which these three decisions are made in the U*a*r*

will be discussed briefly in the following three subsections

(2.6.1, 2,6*2 and 2*6*3)•1

2*6*1* DBTSRMKtBNJ PSIQHITISS aND STANIJARDS (Targets)8

The resources available for housing are out of proportion with

housing needs in sll countries* Thus two Main policy problems

arise relating te the targets of the Lousing sectors (1) what

social needs to satisfy (or satisfy first); and (ii) at what

level to satisfy these needs* These are commonly known in the

field of housing as The Problems of Priorities end Standards.
?

Regarding prioritioe* it is generally accepted/in the O.A.R.* and
in other countries* that top priority should be given to housing

workers in expanding induetrlal areas* end other activities

directly linked to the materialisation of the economic targets

set in the national plan* Beyond this there ie little agreement*

and no theory* In the U*a*s.§ for example* short of a well-

founded criteria for establishing priorities between the various
2

groups of population* the following policy was adopted. As the

urban population was divided into three Income groups in the

1* As Information is very limited in this subject* in some parts
we will rely on extrapolations from other countries, which we
believe have the same conditions or practices* Nevertheless
the picture that will emerge will inevitably be hazy but it
will show the main relevant points*

2* 'Princ^lea.of ffpa noasi^** published in Arabic by the U.A.J.Ministry of Bousing* 1965*^ Also information and detailed data
has been kindly supplied by Mr* A* Lei ton Of the U... i.
Ministry of Housing*
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proportions 70:25*5# it was decided to have the target composition

(or product r..ix) of dwellings in these proportions. More

specifically, irons the 188,000 urban dwellings planned and built

for the first five year plan, 113#000 units were allocated for

the lowest income group, 56# 000 for the middle income group end

19,000 for the upper income group. The nnm system was applied

in the second five year plan (1965-/0)» the proportions being

(71, 27 end 2/ ), When we come to the question of how these

dwellings, in the various groups, are to be distributed in apace

(by regions), we have no definite information. But examining the

alloc?tion of dwellings in the first five year plan, I have found

that every region is allocated a number of dwellings proportionate

to the size of its urban population.

itogardlng the allocation of dwellings within each group to specific

families, we find that priorities are given according to varying

criteria from one local authority to another, and in the sane

local authority over tine. But the criteria, as in the ease of

determining other priorities et © to be unfounded.1
1, The Municipality of Cairo has made the following condition® for

allocating dwellings for the middle income group in (12/12/1963)t
The plaee of employment should be Cairo, The distance between
his work place and the desired area of housing does not exceed 5
kilometer®. The work plaee of the wife will also be taken into
consideration. He must have no separate house, or he is paying
a rent bore then 30jfe of his Income* He hse to be married with an
income of less than £E50 per month. In the case of applying for
a 2-room dwelling his income must be between 20 to 30d;ymonthi
between 25-hQ£ for three rooms end 30-504T' for lour rooms, (NO
conditions for number of children). In ell cases the income® of
husband end wife are added end not those of working children,
Vrithin these condition®, priorities will be given to those who ere
evacuated fro© their dwellings end those who are transferred by
their employers to Cairo. This however will not exceed a fixdd
end small proportion of the total, Final choice is made by
drawing lots.
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We come no® to the second problem: the problem of standards,

that is that of determining the levels at which the housing

requirements are to be satisfied. Here we find that there has

been no systematic research to determine 'stinlBUffi* housing standards

for the various income groups either in the U.A.K., or in many

other developing countries. However, in order to make any

housing programme, some 'nonaa* have to be adopted. In the

Uthere are three norms for the three income groups. They

determine space limits, cost limits (which, as construction forms

are limited, define indirectly the functional standards), and

equipment. These 'norma* are shown in table 2.6.a. Examining

them, we can see that they must have been made according to a very-

peculiar rule of thumb. The * above-average' income group has a

family income double that of the 'average* (or middle-income)

group. accordingly, a dwelling for a family in the first group

has en area double that for a dwelling for a family in the second

group. It could ©Is© cost twice as much. The relationship

between dwellings for the middle-income and for the low-income

groups is similar.

It must be apparent by now that all these decisions concerning

targets, priorities, locations, and standards are made in on

arbitrary maimer. Their value implication© are very serious

indeed. ?or example, allowing those who have double the income

of others to have double the space implies: (1) if one's Income

is double another he deserves to have twice as much satisfaction;

(ii) that space requirements vary urooortlonalXv with income.



Table 2 .6.a Housing 'Mores1 used in the U.A.H. since I960.

Index
'economic'
housing

•average*
housing

•above average*
housing

Monthly income
per family

£E 8 to 25 zn 25-50 m 50-100

iaadUros rent
(15-20,. of
family income)

£E 1*2-5 SE 5-10 £E 10-20

Range of allowed
dwelling sizes
(according to family
size and composition)

2-h rooms 3-5 rooms 3-6 rooms

Range of areas 30-80 m2 60-120 a2 70-l80m2
Average area
allowed 55 »2 2

90 a 125 ®2
2

Cost per & £F. 6-8 ZE 8-10 ££ 10-12

Average 7 9 11

Average cost
of dwelling

£& 350 £E 800 £E 1U00

Average rate of
occupancy
(persons/room)

2 1*5 less than one

Average area
per person

10*5 a2 20 a2 30 a2

Source: U.-.H. Ministry of Housing.
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Regarding priorities between groups, the element of arbitrariness

is also obvious? why should dwellings of various grades be

supplied in proportion to the sines of these groups? The needs

of one group may be more intense than another, or satisfying one

group may contribute more to productivity and development.

Another comment about those practices is that the forms of these

decisions are al- ays correlated to 'objective1 data. This make©

the decisions 'look1 as if they were objective, e.g. the composition

of dwelling® that are to be produced is the same m the composition

of the income groups; (although only a fraction of their demand

will be satisfied)? each region, is allocated dwellings in

proportion to its population; if you have double the income you

can have a dwelling having double the area. My own explanation

is that in the absence of any theory,"1* and where the problem clearly

requires value judgment, the administrators (who ere- in fact the

people that moke such decisions) shrink from responsibility. As

they cannot formulate the problem to make the value element clear,

(so that it could be given by political directives) the only way

is to sake decisions in forms similar to those discussed above.

These decisions are not only deficient because they are arbitrary,

1. we must mention that the absence of theories in this field is
also apparent in other countries who resolve to such an
arbitrary method of decision in this field, see for example
R.D. Crsmond, "Allocation of Council flenses". University of
Glasgow Social and ''canonic Studies, Occasional Papers No.l,
Oliver & Boyd, 196b., also 0#S* report by an expert to the
Committee of Housing and Planning, "Methods for ntabliishing
Priorities. Targets and ^taiiuardn for Housing «p^""
/nvlroniaenial Development . aI-'tISa.Dcc. 19557" PP.3UG-
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"but "because they are determined once and for all and * given1 to

the designers to find the products and techniques which satisfy

then# In other words they have separated the question of what

to achieve from the question of how to achieve it. They assume

these targets, and give no chance for substitution between the®.

This, as we have discussed in Cc-c. 1.3, results in a great loss of

value•

2.6.2 DESIGN OF DV; XLINGS AND URBAN HOODING PROJECTS

(CHOIC;; OF PRODUCTS):

The designers usually take, as 'given*, the previously made

decisions on priorities and noma. Their problem is to find the

*best* designs or 'products* that satisfy those housing require¬

ments in the locations specified and within the space end cost

norms defined earlier. e have no specific information about the

way designers in developing countries set about performing this

task. However, there is no reason to believe that they greatly

differ from practices in the advanced countries, nor fro® the

picture we drew in ->cc. 1.3. Without repeating the discussion

of that section, the salient points are:

r

Designers ideas of people*® requirements see® fixed to the

traditional or conventional forms among which they were brought up

and trained. The substitution between the different character¬

istics of the dwelling or of the housing areas are not recognised.

Their ideas of technological possibilities in regard to techniques

and materials are very limited. They also design in terms of the
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current materials and techniques - which implies that they assume

unchanged materials and unchanged techniques. They do not

realise that the sector is growing and that new investments in the

building, and building materials industries, could enable the

change of materials, techniques, and, consequently, products. In

other words designers work within self-imposed or fictious

constraints.1 The result is that no significant departure from

existing designs is made, end great loss of value is incurred.

Also this results in limiting possibilities of change of production

techniques.

-Regarding the evaluation of dwelling designs and those of housing

areas they seem to follow the architectural practices in moat

countries: i.e. it is almost totally a 'covert* process that is

pushed below the level of consciousness. Probably the only

explicit evaluative index used is the cost/dwelling (the areas are

fixed and designs ere made on traditional lines which is the case

in the field of housing). Cost® used in fJ.A.a. are usually

market prices, which as we have seen are not equilibrium prices.

It i® not likely that they consider costs-in-uae (maintenance etc.).

A very important point which we must notice is that in the field of

architectural design, and indeed in most design areas, (including

'design* or development of techniques of production), only one

design is usually made to perform or satisfy a given need (the

brief) and not a few alternatives, or variants, that will be

1. I have borrowed this term from Krlck, ::...ethocis ■-.nglneering".
John Wiley, 1962, when: it was used in a similar context.
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'evaluated'-1 The process usually starts by a set of require¬

ments, and a search is made for ideas to satisfy these require¬

ments. Alien an idea is roughly evolved it 1® evaluated in

relation to these reuuirementa and not relative to other alter¬

natives. Then these requirements or the solution is modified

and another cycle is performed. In other words it is a

sequential process of evaluation .relative to continuously modified

requirements and only one project finally emerges. This has been
2

found in many areas oi problem-solving. He turn now to examine

current practices with respect to the third (end last) group of

decisions that have to be taken in the housing and building

sectors.

2,6.3 CHOICE OF PHOLUCTIGK THCfVXqOE3i

fcany of the criticisms made against current practices In the choice

of targets and products as mentioned in the preceding two sections

have their equivalents in this section, and thus need not be

repeated.

Having established* in the preceding two phases, what type of

product to produce, in whet number© and where, the building industry

is asked to find the most 'efficient* techniques of production.

Thus, the building Industry in choosing among possible techniques

1. S#« for example, Christopher-Jonea, J. (ed.) "Conference on
cutgn methods". London, 1963, also "Design -ethod >yr.po'sIuiaH.

Held in Birmingham College of advanced Technology, 1905. Also
an unpublished study by my colleague A. Rahiae, about his
observations of current architectural designs practices.

2. See March J.O. and Simon, H., "Crfcsnlsatlons'*. John Wiley, 1956.
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starts from a very disadvantageous position with very limited

possibilities. Secondly, as the type of product is fixed, it

implies that materials are fixed. Thus if a reduction in cost is

to be made, it has to be confined to reducing labour inputs or the -

use of capital equipment. But as referred to earlier in ec. 1*3,

the change of techniques alone (labour and capital inputs) without

change of products did not lead in the field of housing In many

countries to my increase in efficiency*3"

There la also the problem of limited technological knowledge. It
2

has been observed by many, that whatever the actual technological

possibilities, (or the actual characteristics of the production

function and degree of technical aubatiistability of factors),

1* Ae has been recently expressed by fr. 0* Slaeteere (Prance) p*19
' has nd 14C - \ eynote st ate,,.rr. in U. ., - rocc--^; of
m ...in-r hLl ...

- .to^n-uv^ .1^ ...i
i~t muat%e emitted that ef£ our efforts tend to be aimed at

industrialising the production of a single product, i.e. the
dwelling, the functional definition of which remains unchanged.
Few other industries follow such a procedure. For instance
the transport industry has not industrialized (changed to
mechanized techniques) the ,reduction of stag*—coaches, but
that of automeblles end aircraft. bur lack of imagination
(Architects) may be due to the fact that cur icie • • of a dwelling
forme part of our inherited background• Should we not there¬
fore try to break away from our heritage of the past end adopt
a bolder approach to the dwelling* To do so would open the
way, not for technical evolution, but for technical revolution*"

2* H*9. ckaus, "The Factors Proportions Problem In Under Developed
Areas", ^.crlcm cono-lc—,71^, **5, 1933, pp«9t&.

"India* businessmen, may believe that the 'American* way of
producing is the best and only way and that this always Involves

■high ratios of capital and labour. Plant engineers accustomed
do emulating 'Western• technology may not be sensitive to the
range of choice actually available in manufacturing processes
and may impost# unnecessary technical constraints on managers
in underdeveloped countries•"
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decision makers end designers believe that they face a production

function with constant coefficients, i.e. one technique. Thus

both the fixing of types of products and the limited technical

knowledge reduce greatly the 1range * of choice. However, in cases

where a problem of choice appeared the methods of ©valuation used

were primitive, This has lead to contradictory views and

conclusions that nix value with fact. For example «U Bietry of

France1 recommends "Industrialisation to the very extent of the

country's investment resources". Cne of his main reason® i® that

investing in training labour for expanding traditional building

will offset the high investment in plant for industrialized product¬

ion. It is true that the cost of training labour is an important

factor and one which is usually overlooked by many of those involved

with the problem of choice of techniques, but the conclusions

reached may only be true in an advanced country where all Investment

is supplied locally. This, moat probably, will not be true in a

developing country where the investment in labour training is

supplied by local currency, and that for equipment by scarce

foreign exchange.

2
similar views were expressed by sir. G. Blachere, director of

G.S.T.C*, France. He argue© that although labour is cheap in

developing countries skilled labour i© rare, and it is impossible

1. 'A Building Programme for A developing Country', paper submitted
to the 3rd CIB Congress. Copenhagen, Aug. 1965-

2. "Possibilite De La Prefabrica tion Dsns Lea Pay® Ou Le Gout Be L*
::Bt Ieve'» paper No. B.lh, P J. Conference ofi

\hc , -uplication of , cier^€ ;echnolp,;-y„ f
the ocas Developed »retts. Geneva, 1962.
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to train enough numbers in a short time to meet the housing demand.

Thus he believes that, although industrialized building ...111 be

more expensive, it is not a question of cost, but it la a choice

between expanding production or not.

To give further examples of the inadequacy of evaluative methods

we will refer to three recent papers submitted to the 3rd GIB

Congress in Copenhagen in august* 1965* The first one'4" w®« based

on the Turkish experience, and generalized to all the developing

countries. The following conclusion was reached "The establish¬

ment of an entirely industrialized method of building is inadequate

to solve the housing problem". The reasons given are: high

initial capital investment, high costs, and high demand on skills

and transport,

2 «

In the second paper, the conclusion was reached that building

industrialization gives the right isolation", end a simple form of

prefedpication ia proposed. It is claimed that this Industrialized

technique "will reduce the cost to c large extent, and reduce the

demand on skilled labour, materials and transport". In the third

papei^ it is concluded that "a® in older countries, those methods

involving concrete or other heavy units will prove suitable for

large projects ... It is also probable that the development of

1, Beken, J, "Analysis of The Application of Industrialized methods
with reference to Turkey as A developing Country", paper Ao»f/3»

2, El~,t.rousy, (U,A..) "Types of Industrialization fit for
Developing Countries", paper So, f/2,

3« Webb, T»L, (South Africa), "Trends Towards Industrialization
of Building in South Africa1*, paper So.f/11.
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industrialized building techniques in developing countries will in

many ways parallel ita development in older countries and that

the factors that determine its succt as or failure, or the extent

to which it is used, are probably more common to both than would

be anticipated."

Any or none of the above conclusions could be true, but this is

beyond the point, because none of them have considered ©11 the

aspects of the problem end none has really thought about its

national implications which we h&ve stressed in the preceding

chapters. Also none have used any reliable tools In hi© analysis,

and depended totally on his own experience, intuition and implicit

subjective values. Another feature is that they tended to

generalize in two respects? first in using the term 'industrialized

methods', but implying that there is only one method of

industrialization, or that the differences are not significant,

•econdly all of them generalize from their experience in one

country, and assume that all developing countries arc similar.

The most important conclusion to be derived from the above efforts

in relation to the subject of this thesis is that the approaches

and method©logics used are inadequate.

Finally coming to the building materials industry, we realize that

very little scope of choice ia left to it. It consolidates the

demands from other sectors for materials which are laontly in

current production• If new production units ©re to be established,

and because capital equipment has to be Imported, foreign tenders
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are Invited, or, most probably, a government of a country

supplying old (or with which certain trade arrangements have

been aa.de} are asked to supply a cement or other building

materials factory of certain capacity. The factories supplied

in many cases are similar to those in the supplying country.

It is not probable that those suppliers make any economic

evaluations. The supplied production unit Is accepted in the

developing country because it is believed to be the 'only*

possible method of producing that material. In fact one is

inclined to believe that (at least in the 0.the problem

of choice and evaluation of techniques in the building materials

industry is not recognised at all.
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COHCLU'JIGH TO PAST It

It is apparent from the studies of the lest two chapters that

current methods of planning are not conducive to the proper

treatment of the problem of technical change, and that the

theoretical proposals have also various deficiencies. Two of

these deficiencies are basic and are so important that they not

only require a new aethod of analysis to overcome then, but also

a complete change in our conception or definition of the problem

of this thesis.

The first inadequacy results from the insufficient recognition

of the fact that, to find the optimum directions of technical

change, we must adopt an overall, long-term, view of the socio¬

economic system with all its interactions. This means that the

problem of choice of techniques cannot be isolated and solved

independently. Thus our problem as originally stated (namely as

one of finding a method of evaluation of production techniques) is

inadequate (©a it implies partial approach), and it has to b® re¬

defined as one of finding a method of optimization for national

planning that is capable of solving all the inter-related problems

of the system, including those of technical change.

The second inadequacy, and one that is common to all the theoretical

approaches discussed earlier, is their underlying conception of the

processes of planning and problem solving. They all assume that at

the start of the planning process there is available a 'stock* of

feasible projects or techniques and that the problem is to evaluate

them and choose the beat.
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To be in a position of possessing a "stock? of re11 described pro¬

jects, large enough to make a real problem of choice, would indeed

be very costly. This is especially true in a developing country,

where the Information about technological alternative© has to be

transferred and modified, and v-here there are severe limits on re¬

sources and on the number of technologists (e.g. architects,

engineers, . • etc.) that could be devoted to the task of defining,

developing and closely describing a large 'stock* of technological

alternatives.

Thus from the large number of alternatives which are objectively open

for a developing country, its technologists will pro-select only a

limited number of these alternatives for further uevelopiaent. In

this pre-selection process they will have to rely on arbitrary and

implicit criteria and assumptions. It is very likely, therefore,

th t the stock of projects which is to be finally evaluated by the

proposed evaluative methods, will not only be very small (which has

been observed in practice) but might also not Include the most

promising ones.

The total result of our problem solving (or planning) activities

depends on the quality of the method of evaluation used, and, to a

larger extent, on the alternatives which are being evaluated. The

latter depend on their turn on the quality and efficiency of the

methods of search for, arid development of, alternatives. All the

methods proposed by economists (in chapter 2) concentrate exclusively

on methods of evaluation. They Implicitly assume that the activities

of evaluation and development (search end description of alternatives)

are independent, and that the efficiency of performing one is not

affected by the method used for performing the other.
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From our investigations? Irt this problem,1 it was realised th?.t the

r.ethocis of search and evaluation are interdependent, end for®

Integral parts of the process of problem solving* It was thus

realised that the efficiency of the whole process of finding

optimum plans and directions of technical change, could only be

greatly improved if the two activities are conceived together#

This is b. factor which has not been considered in any of the

available theoretical approaches to the problem.

This result requires a further modification, or rather m extension,

to the first rc-definition of the problem. Instead of just

looking for a method of optimization (evaluation and choice of

the best) of long-term planning decisions, we should be looking

for a method that enables (within certain limits of time snd

cost) the identification, development, description of alternative

long-term plan© and then choice of the optimum one. This is our

new objective#

How can we set about the task of finding a method that could

achieve that objective? As mentioned in the introduction to

Part 1, the clues for such © method, (or solution to our problem)

are embedded in our definition of the problem. While defining it,

many problems were raised, many solutions were explicitly rejected

and others implicitly accepted. In fact we are able at this stage

to give a tentative concept of solution that is based on the

analysis of part 1 and other * search * activities.

1. bee bibliography, the part on evaluation and problem solving
particularly the writings by H# imon.
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Before --oing on to exocrine this tentative concept for* the

planning nethod, it oast be stressed thnt it does not 'follow*
from the definition of the problem, nor could It be reached by

any logical procedure of induction from that definition,1 All

that we will be able to do in the way of preparing the transition

from the defined problem to the discussion of the tentative concept

is to refer to: (a) some of the point® discussed in defining the

problem (i.e. fro® part l) which ha® served as clues and dir. cted

the search for solution, and (b) some of the particular studies

that have been made during the process of search. These, however,

should not be taken as ^Justifications of the approach nor as

efforts for establishing its validity. Cnly when the approach

is fully developed will we teat and evaluate it (in chapter 6).

in thinking about methods of optimizing long-term national piinning-

decisions which could achieve the first of our objectives (namely

that of taking account of all the in terdepen&encles in the

system), two of the previously discussed methods immediately loo®

in perspective. These arej programming approaches and

planniiig-in-stages•

The programming approach could, in principle, be extended to cover

all the interactions in the system. In fact, it could theoret¬

ically be extended to formulate the planning ideal (of# -ec. 2.1).

But it raises many problems which are difficult to solve (at

1. The logical impossibility of this process of induction is one
of the important philosophical problem® in the theory of
knowledge. ;ee for example b.H. Popper, "The logic of
cientlPic 'Ijicoycry 1959 and 'onjectures and cfal-:olong",

London, 196J. ->ee also bibliography at the end of the thesis
relating to problem solving.
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least this Is what Is usually assumed). These problems Include:

developing tin objectives -function for the whole ays ten, quantifying

all the factors involved, finding the required data, condcn sing

technological knowledge which is widely dispersed between

practitioners and communicating it to the analysts or planners,

finding methods (end equipment) for solving the resulting large

problem, ... etc.

On the other hand, planning~i»»steges, due to its procedure of

decentralisation and successive approximation could in principle

©void, some of the difficulties net in the programming approach

such a® computations, quantifications of factors involved i»d

communication of technological knowledge• But In ret m it loses

the optimizing characteristics of the programming approach* This

is mainly becausej (i) the process of adjustment between sectors

fjnd centre is not organized, and thus it is tedious and t ore will

be little, if any, successive approximations, (ii) there Is no

guarantee of convergence to the optimum if these successive

epproximalions are undertaken, and (lil) the choice of projects

within sectors docs not enable the accommodation of interdependoncies

in © systematic way. The task of adjusting choices or sectors*

plana in also disorganized and tedious, thus precluding successive

approximations and optimization.

Other than these two approaches, nothing appearedcapable of

achieving our first objective. Therefore, it seemed that the only

open roed for improving planning methods lies midway between

those two approaches. Consequently, we carried out a series of
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studies relating to the above two approaches and their problems.

These covered cult© t large field including} value end decision

theory* evalutfetor of social policies and national objectivesj

methods mc problems of decentralization} mathematical programing,

... etc. These studies have convinced me that, vlthin the limits

of our present state of Knowledge rml existing planning facilities

(in a country of the type specified in the introduction}, it is

conee;; tionally ta& analytically feasible to develop cm approach

that approximates the ideal to a closer degree than any of the

available alternatives, and thus achieves our first objective.

In principle, this tentative approach, entail® the formulation of

the national long*tern planning problem into linear programming

terns. Then this formulated problem (or model) could be

decomposed into sectorial problems, each of which is in turn

formulated into a linear programing form of the maximisation type.

Then using well defined rules, a series of successive £pnroxlmatlona

are made between a centre and the sectors that guarantee the

convergence to a total optimum plan. In the sua© time this

approach solves the problem of computations, communication of

technical knowledge, and other problems.

:*his tentative approach, however, if proved feasible when developed

In detail, will only achieve the first of our objectives} that is

achieving an overall optimum plan from among a given aet of

alternative plans - that have been defined in search and

development processes. It does not deal with the second of our

objectives} namely, considering the relation between evaluation
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and BGarch proceusef3,

ccordingly have carried out nn Independent Investigation of

this relation and of problem solving processes in general.1 The

following conclusion was reached. The most efficient method of

performing both the evaluation and search processes ia one in which

the two activities are carried out sequentially. Few alternatives

are firat determined and roughly described, then they are

evaluated and the results of evaluation are feu-bach to the

search activity. This new information directs the search activity

either to the nost promising directions of search for new

alternatives, or to the alternatives that need to be described

more closely to enable further evaluation. The sequence of

search and evaluation is continued till no further improvements

arc possible, or when the cut-off time of the whole process is

reached, whichever of them cones first.

By carrying out further examination of the programming techniques

and their extensions that ©re now possible (some of which will be

reported in chapter 6) it appeared that by utilising the recent

developments in sensitivity analysis and parametric programing,

the tentative programming approach illustrated above could, in

principle, be extended to cover this sequential process too, thus

achieving both of our objectives.

1. Originally, this .investigation together with the investigations
of value theory and evaluation of social politics, referred to
earlier, were written as 3 appendices to this thesis. They
were omitted for lack of space. Thus refer to reference on
these subjects at the end of this thesis.
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Having reached this preliminary conclusion, it we© decided to

explore thin tent tive concept of solution in more detail: this

ie the tmafc of the second part of the thesis.

It aey he noted that the explorations of this part of the thesis

cover only the main aspects of the solution# Only when these are

developed, and the main lines of the approach proved feasible and

efficient, relative to other alternatives, can on® move to the

phase of developing that approach In detail# The letter task will

not be attempted in this thesis# In other words this part could

be truly considered as the first cycle of a sequential process of

exploration of methods and their evaluation#

To cerry out this first phase of exploration, we have divided the

tentative solution into subproblems each of which will be

discussed and solved separately (in chapter© 3#h and 5) though of

course with due attention to their interdependence# Only in

chapter 6 will we put the solutions of these subproblems together

and synthesis® the total solution#

These aubproblens are: (a) the problem of developing an objectives

function for the whole system* (b) the formulation of the national

planning problem into programming terms; (c) the problem of

solvine.: © large problem by decentralized methods and reaching a

total optimum, (d) what ©re the factors that determine the choice

of pattern of decomposition of the national problem? (e) the scope

of the sector that includes housing production activities in &

decomposed national planning problem (f) the quantification cud
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Measurement of the variables In the housing; production sector,

(g> tut formulation 01 a linear progressing (an activity analysis)

model of the housing proauction sector.

These eubprobleac will be discussed, and solutions proposed for

then, in chapters 3, 4 and 5. Chi pter 3; "The national pie. ning

problem and its solution by sectorial decentralisation"; deals

with ubproblems (a), (b) and (c). Chapter ki "The scope of a

housing production sector and the maasareaeai of its inputs and

output deals with aubprobl«as (d), (e) and (f). "inally

Chapter 5 as its title inpliesj "The formulation of on activity

analysis model of the housing production actor", deals with (f)

the Isat of the subprobleiss and one which is at the focus of the

overa 1 problem.

In discussing each of the above ©ubproblems, we will start by

examining the available solutions to it. If none proves suitable

to our purpose ® new solution will be developed. It may also

be mentioned that these studies take more the nature of

explorations than detailed and comprehensive studies. Also some

of these theoretical explorations may seem idealistic or far

removed from reality, but it is felt that without extending thorn

that far it would not be possible to improve greatly over current

practices.

Having examined the eubprobleae and their proposed solutions we

go in Chapter 6, which 1m our last chapter, to evaluate t" en from
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the point of view of theoretical validity and practicability*

home refinements and extensions will then b© ma.de to overcome

so se of the theoretical deficiencies of the solution and to

enhance its practicability* fhen these extensions and the

solutions to the aubprotole&s will be synthesized into a compre¬

hensive method for optimising long-tens planning decisions in the

national economy, and in the housing production sector. home

variations and simplifications of this comprehensive procedure

will also be suggested.

Finally, the proposed method will be evaluated relative to its

alternatives! and its efficiency, potentialities, and drawbacks

pointed out.
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Previews

The first task in developing the tentative planning method

proposed at the end of the last part is the formulation of the

national planning problem, in terms of linear programming. Any

programming problem has two major aabproblems in its formulation;

(a) defining an objectives function, and (b) determining the

structural relations between the variables of the problem. These

two subproblcias will be discussed in section® 3«1 and 3*2 respectively*

We start in section 3#1*1 by examining the alternative possible seta

of value indices in the environment which could serve «« elements

of e national objectives function. Then in Bee. 3.1.2 we will

examine the alternative forma of functions that could combine
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these elements. These two points draw very heavily on value

theory and welfare analysis, a close acquaintance of which are

as mimed in these sections.

Because the formulation of the national problem in programming form

has been made by many economists* we will be brief in representing

the formulated national planning problem in see* 3*2# stressing

only those special aspects of our formulation in which it differs

from others,

%

Having formulated an objectives function and the national planning

problem we go on in section 3.3, to examine the third of the sub-

problens raised by our tentative approach; namely* how to decen¬

tralize the process of solution of the formulated national problem.

We will start by exposing the factors that favour decentralization

and the various methods of co-ordinating or adjusting decentralized

decisions which enable convergence to a total optimum. Special

section (3,3.3) will be devoted to a brief discussion of the "two-

level-planning w method that has recently been developed by

Br, Xornai of Hungary* aa it is the method that will be adopted as

a solution for this third aubproblen.
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3.1 . y.J.■ . y yy yrr ?r:

"Progress rests.... with the clarity of our conception
of our ends, and with the realise of their choice."•*•

3.1.1 CHOICE OP VALU IN'IC:

To solve a programming problem of the optimisation type an objective

or utility function is required. The choice of the elements of

this function in relation to a national economic problem is the

objective of this section. It seems that we have to start by

stating some of the basic premise© of the following discussion.

Ever;/ Individual has a set of ultimate objectives. These stand

behind is expressed preferences {© utility or objectives* function)

end ©re related to then by interconnected chain of ©cans and ends.

Values and objective© are not absolute. They are relative- to a

human beint. <« cannot justify any set of objectives by logical

arguments or by any objective mean© alone. Ultimately they have to
* • "

rely on subjective values. v-e also do not subscribe to ethical

theories which try to find universal values that en individual or

& community ought to follow. Thus the value premises and

objectives function of e community must be subjectively given by

the highest political authorities, whether by s parliament, directly

by the population, by a government, or by one individual.

2
For theoretical and practical reasons we assume that the value

1. • i opper, 'vhe Caen eclf-ty anf Its enemies'. bin ed., ondon,
1962, p.260.

2. The theoretical reasons are our inability to aggregate individual
preference© in a meaningful tanner. In practice moat of these
decisions are actually made directly by governments. dee K. rrow

ana Individual Valuer.". John alley, 2nd .ad., 1963*
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pre®!see or objective** function ore ^supplied by « snail

homogeneous group of decision makers, e«g« government. Thus,

What we are looking for in this section is what may be called a

'state preference function *.1

The elements of this function should, theoretically, include •11

the indices (characteristics, features, etc.) in the country that

ere relevant and important to the ultimate objectives of the

decision makers. These indices should be variables. If tuny of

them do not change as a result of the alternative actions that will

be considered, it is easier to eliminate it from the function and

take it as a parameter. Thus the first factor that determines the

choice of value indices is the nature of the alternative?

contemplated (fro® which a choice will be made using the objectives

function).

2
Ideally, to achieve a total optimum, the government should consider

total actions, where everything that could be manipulated by them

and by people under their authority is considered variable. low-

ever, not ell variables could be conceived of as variables in a

country at all points of time. These include such things as

institutional framework, and individual's rights and duties, etc.

These variables must be assumed constant, if not for any other

reason except to keep the problem in a manageable form and within

the limits of the present state of knowledge• Thus the actions or

1. J. Qrewnoski, "'The economic theory of Socialism: suggestion for
Reconstruction", Journal of Political hconoay, August, 196l,pp.3hl"*
5h.

2. From now on the term 'government' will be used to cover the
high at decision making authority.
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alternatives which we assume the government is concerned with

relate to the allocation of renounces within a .iven institutional

©aid legal framework. In other words the actions contemplated

relate to economic activities of production sn& consumption; what

type of products and service© to produce in what quantities and

where; how to produce them end to whoa they will be given or

distributed.

These actions have various consequences on different individuals,

and on the community as a whole, both at present sand in the future.

Which of these consequences will be of 'interest' to the government

to Include in © national objectives function will depend on their

conception of the ultimate objectives for the community and on

their own ultimate ends.

Without much speculation on ultimate ends we find that in practice

moat governments are concerned with broad groups of inaices, such

as national security, prestige, power, ensuring law and order, and

the material welfare of the population. These indices or

objectives could be divided into two categories*1 (1) non dlatrlb-
\

utive objectives; these relate to those activities which affect

the country as a whole, e.g. services of diplomacy, amy, police,

administration of law, etc# (2) distributive Indices: these

relate to activities that produce and distribute goods and services

to individuals in the coax unity and affect directly their material

welfare. These effects will be different for various groups

(hence the tern distributive).

1. After Undblom, C.B., "-itrateRy of Declaim"# London, 1963-
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The value indices 4ri the two categories will be the elements of

the "state preference function". imilnr to any objective® or

utility function, there ere various degrees of substitutability

end complementer!ty among these indices (within one group end between

the groups). However, we can conceive of the function as a

separable function in two branches.1 This means that the value

of the state preference function 0 will not be written in the for®

D«f (xi,x;2 ... Xgj) where the are the value indices, but
will tek© the form U * Q(U1# U2) where; 0^ • *l.(xl,x2 *** xn^»
U2 * ^(^n+l* *a^ xi» *2 *n ape the indices in
group 1, and; *n+2#** are ti!c ^dices in the distributive
category (Group 2). Thus the total value of the state function

does not depend directly on the level of various indices, but

depends on those intermediate entities and Ug which are them¬
selves functions of the indices.

Because of the difficulties in quantifying non-distributive Indices,

and in subjecting expenditure on them to formal analysis, and, most

important of all, in order to leave the problem within our limit®

of knowledge and analytical capabilities, we will assume that the

inputs required for the achievement of non-distributive objectives

are arlven as parameters# Thus we will be suboptimlssing function U

by concentrating on the maximization of function 0^ at a given
level of U^.

1# ftee for example strotz, R.H#, "The mpirical Implications of
The Utility Tree", conooetrica. Vol# 25, Ho#2, 1957•
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T ' g'vcn level of (or 1 ti in lice 0 could be date i»e by

f- e ton of aggregative -r.-l;- 1b of existing conditions ■ n

£•; e : 1 potentialities of devcl o.ni, end r.op fee fey projec 1. g

possible eotfelnationa of 0^ rati ih. Having done eot the in ice®
in category 1 are taken eat of the state preference function, and

t input ;;.irec for t': Ir oc'-levcaeat use a ns par , or

c -nst • I?-t , to the problem of fcptirJUlng the state

prei' .c function 2 » lg (x^ x^g x^).

Now the roblea is to find out whet should be the indices th t enter

1 ti i ., i.;, v f motion.

It need? no great discussion to shew that in most co>u-trie>= in

norv?l tines, within the above non-di;; tribatire constrr i;ti ,

gov v . ..■ P.erf concerned with the c feats of their action n the

•elf: of the population over ti. .e,1 This statenerf fen- ro.t ed the

st ■ u, point of ;-o ■ oi the rec nt e:tidies in for ml ■ ir■; ional

object! oa and welfare functions• dhere have been, ho - ver, . .any

1. .'Co . lee. ovt-, ""■.'o-'-urd n feeor-,/ of .■ -laming" particularly -.--p•!$&-
tOO In Jane degree (edV)"-.oviet < fumlaK, Hasil dir.-euvxil, xford,
l%iu 'in practice one nuat suppose thet leaderabip in any
hoc!.' list country seeks to ensure that the economy gruv.a as rapidly
as possible, end th?:t word possible auat fee taken to inclu. e a
VU- *ie of o. ■ x-rlul, . ociul am political constraint::. '12-ub it
would appear essential, in normal years, for the standard of
living to increase, whatever the objectives of the olitiesl
leader?-- cf tN count-- (? p • .i• . • t., a ov r»r. .• • t, • i. • torship),
in ;urcuit of l eir various objectives, including : eir own
political well being, the leaders must strive to ensure better
livii standsrdr., ' leo as Llndbloia, op.cit,, writes "In any
community in ahicfe the: individual is held to fee of importance,
It is essential to know the effects of actions on th® welfare
of individuals, in most societies, it is difficult to iaa, ine
policy aakers not sharing concern with such facts, in spite of
differences among them In further ideas about distribution."
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views and proposals on the nature of the elements of nuch function#.

These will he briefly discussed below; • nd then followed by our

own proposals.*

The first set, and probably the earliest, was based on the

consideration that the unitary objective of a state is welfare of

the co. Dimity, and that this la a logical construction of the

welfare of the Individuals constituting that eomsnanlty. Thus the

elements of the function arc individuals1 welfare. This approach

is unfruitful, however, because of the difficulties in Pleasuring

individual welfare, and because of the theoretical problemn involved

in me -ing interpersonal comparisons of welfare. Accordingly

economists have abandoned this monastic conception of state

objectives in favour of 'lower' seta of objectives.

The second group of indices cover all the objectives of society end

include freedom, justice, peace, progress,... etc. rheee are

rcootly non-operative (i.e. do not conform to conditions of good

value indices, 1, 2, i, U, 5 in footnote) and cover a wider field

than our defined problem.
1. To understand the following diocusalon, mention must be tsn e of

wh t I believe to be the general criteria for 'good* value indices:
Immeasurability arid doflnitenets: we must be sMe to measure the

level of achievement on any index (though not necessarily on
ratio scales)

2-Uo value index should be chosen if it only functions as '©cans'
of achieving any other objective (index) in the value function.

3~ e must be able to relate the© to the action® or alternatives
considered.

h-The 'higher* the indices in the hierarchy of ends (i.e. nearer
to our ultimate objectives) the greater the chance that our
preferences will reflect accurately our 'true* objectives.

5-fhe relation between the indices and higher ends must be
easily perceived.

b-Completenesa: the indices must cover all important asp-cte
of the consequences of adopting any alternative.

(Ccntd.)
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The third croup are at a still 'lower* level than those In the

first group. Bo.ildlng1 proposes a set that could cover our

defined problems; via: eoncmlc pro,"re as# Genomic stabill.rtion#
2

Economic freedom, Economic {Justice. Tinbergen proposes the

following set of elements: production per capita; social 3 mtieej

cultural development; freedom; stability; international peace;

end social peace. However# many of these indices are non-opcrotive.

row can we measure freedom# and If we can define it for an individual

how can we aggregate it for the community? They also aasuae

broader alternatives of action then those assumed for our problem;

the latter being limited to those netlone which affect the reduction

processes within a given institutional framework and constrained by

decisions relating to the non-distributive objectives (. eurlty#

peac: , etc.).

The difficulties with these sets have led economists to go further

down in the hierarchy of ends. The now most common indices (or

objectives) proposed find used in developing caimtries are: Income

per capita# employment# and distribution. It is apparent that

these are intermediate to those indices discussed in the third group

above (e.g. employment and distribution affect social justice; all

the three indices over time affect economic stability etc.). There

(Contd. from P.108)
For a full discussion of this subject of choice of value

indices refer to:

Jota* J1 ley* 196U; A.p. Hall, 'AJ^thodolo;;^ >rmgineerlng , Van hostrand, 1962, especially Fart I ff.
1. K. Bouldirg, '.Principles of conorlc roller/'. London, 1956, p.19.
2' J* 'VeonQ^c Policy a *-i^nc\ples and */e»iftn", 1956,

pp.207-6.
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©rc boec difficulties in measuring Income; e.g. valuation© of

social services and accoarodating changing prices, end the inter¬

dependence between measurement of income rand distribution.* 'Tow-

ever, the main difficulty in my view in that encountered in

perceiving the relation between these indices and the higher

objectives or ultimate "welfare" of the community.

Another set of elements, further dovn in the hierarchy of ends,
2

are those proposed by Prof* Drewnoski for Socialist economies.

He proposes © s ate preference function whose elements (indices)
ore quantities of final goods and services existing in the economy

for consumption, investment or export; e.g. food, clothing,

education, etc. This approach could easily be criticised on the

grounds that the Indices are difficult to relate to the ultimate

objectives, (i*e* welfare), end thus one cannot express any

intelligent system of preferences.

In examining these proposal©, I reached the conclusion that none of

these sets could serve our purposes; that of evaluating a long

term plan which is formulated in programming form and in the

detailed manner that accommodate individual choice of techniques

©aid products. Also we require indices and an objectives function

that enables decentralisation of decisions. Thus we had to look

for a new set of indices.

1* I.- .I). Little, Critique of .elfare conomics. Oxford, 1930.
2. J. Drewnowski, "The Economic Theory of socialism: A suggestion

for reconstruction", Jour .aX of olltlcal "conomy. ugust,
1961. PP.3hl-5h.
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Two factors have directed our attention to our new set of indices:

first Is our bellef that the original formulations of welfare or

state preference functions which have taken individuals* levels of

welfare, as value indices, were the nost direct of the proposals

discussed above. They were the 'highest* conceivable indices in

the hierarchy of ends and they could be easily perceived by

decision makers. The second factor Is the weakening of the purists

(logical positivists) views of the impossibility of interpersonal

comparisons of utility (welfare?) which were the main reasons that

rendered the above approach infeasible for quite a long time.

It is now agreed in aany quarters1 that men are more or leas equal

in their ability to enjoy life, and thus interpersonal comparison

of utility is feasible. In fact, in real life such a comparison

la always made. We can, and we do say, when we see two persona,

one with a higher Income or a better dwelling than the other that

the first man le at a higher level of welfare* Although,

admittedly, it Is difficult to say how much higher.

However, in practice we cannot estimate the effects of an action

(or consequences of alternative plans) on every individual. Also,

if we include the levels of welfare of Ml individuals in the

community in our function, it will be unmanageable* It scorns that

1* This has been the view of most socialist economists end now
it is becoming accepted by western economists. See Jhurch&an,
c. .. "On the lntei-comparlam of Utilities"; and J* Rothenberg,
"Value® and Value Theory in eonooics"; and R.B. Brandt,
"The Concept of welfare", all are Essays in "The Structure of
conomlc Science: Essays in Methodology", edited by

Krupp, S•1. (Prentice-Hall) 1966.
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the most practical procedure is to consider as indices the sizes

of subgroups of the cogysaaltr at different levels of material

we ifare.

This approach is not completely new; in fact, in practical

decision making, us© of such indices is tb© common practice# Ae

Lin&blo® writes:

« 1
In real life, policy makers ... lump people together In sub¬

groups, ignoring the different impact a policy may have on
individual persons within the subgroups. They concentrate
on subgroups that especially interest the® for theoretical or
other reasons, and they discus© only the distributive effects
on these subgroups."

He continues to show that the repre ©en ta tion of different groups of

population at different levels of welfare, or according to any

characteristic, e.g. levels of health, housing conditions, etc. is

not recondite. It is implicit, as regards social policy, in

statements* such as "one third of the population is underfed", and

"half the population live in overcrowded house©". He finally

adds "census-like evidence is in fact one of the most common ingred¬

ients of policy debate

Little2 also writes:

"Most people who consider the welfare of society do not, I am
sure, think of it as a logical construction from the welfare
of individuals. They think rather in terns of social or
economic groups, r in terms of average, or representative
men."

1. Llndbla®, op.cit., p.171.
2. I.M.D, Little, di-itique of eliarc . conomlcs". Oxford,

1950, p.b9.
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No wonder, then, that these indices are sometimes used in current

planning practices in some Socialist countries.1

Diagram 3.1.a represents the variations in the size of the

population (in households) at various 'levels* of welfare over time.

Vie will call this the pattern of social states. The diagram shows

variation in number of households st various levels of material

welfare. The use of such indices does not require that the

welfare levels be measured on a ratio scale; it only requires that

we know that the level of welfare in one group is higher or lower

than another. Thus there is nothing especially ethical or high-

minded about this form of indices, although they do lead to counting

one person's welfare no more or less than any others.

We come now to the question of the besis on which the various

population groups are graded. As mentioned earlier, the character¬

istic by which they are graded is their "material welfare". The

material welfare of an individual or a household is assumed to

depend on (i) the amounts of goods and services he enjoys

(including those bought by hiin or supplied free by the community)?

and, (ii) the type and amount of labour he has to give (including
of course whether he la employed or not).

This does not mean that every household within each group (at a

certain level of material welfare) has to consume the sane bundle

1. UJt. 'Planning for conomlc jevelopment', Vol. Us studies of
National Planning Kxperiences, Part 2, Centrally Planned conomiea,
New York, 1965# 'specially the section on, 'Planning; the living
conditions of the population' pp.U9-53 In the Hungarian report.

2. Little, Ibid.
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of goods ana services or to give the same type of work, but they

have to be on m equivalent level of welfare. this could result

fro© individuals having equivalent bundles of commodities. This

is analogous to the case of an individual * a Indifference map, where

on each indifference curve he can have many points (or commodity

bundles) which give him the same level of satisfaction or welfare.

For example bundles 2xi* S21 * ** ~ni ape ,®1u^val®nt' bundles if
they give the same level of material welfare w^.

Mow, who determines whether one bundle gives a higher or lower

level of welfare than another? Basically this should 1m determined

by the decision makers. However, this will have to be based on

the average preferences within groups. This is important if the

government does not ration commodities and goods, but uses a price

system (i.e. has a market for consumers goods end services) to

achieve the desired distribution to individual®.

This mount© up to the imputation of an indifference map for an

'avera e'individual. This need only covers a small range, and

could alao be linearly approximately as illustrated below for the

case of two commodities x-^ and x2*

Where Wgf W- are three levels of welfare and in each there are
four delined possible commodity bundles (any point between two

bundles is also attainable).
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The Introduction of varying commodity bundles 7*^ producing the
some level of material welfare wi is of utmost importance to our
subsequent analysis (mainly because it gives more freedom in the

determination of types of products and techniques in the solution

of the national problem)•

3.1*2 KK FOim OF TRK OBJECTIVES FUNCTION:

Having decided to use the sizesof population groups at various

levels of welfare, at various point® of tie*©, as value Indices in

the national problem, we come now to the problem of combining them

into an objectives function to evaluate (optimize) various plan

variants.

The planners problem is that starting et a certain point of time

tQ, they have a certain state of the economy: so much capital
equipment in the various production activities, a certain amount of

labour with certain skills, so much land and natural resources;

and a certain composition of the population in groups at various

levels of living (a certain social state). On the basis of such

information, together with some knowledge about the expected changes

in population growth, labour and natural resources what would be

the plan of production and distribution now, and in the future,

which will give the most *desirable' pattern of social states

(I.e. variation of the sizes of welfare groups over time)? The

ordering of social state© over time according to 'desirability* is

the purpose of an objective© function.
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The first problem that arises in determining the form of the

function, is how far in the future it should cover, or how far

should we plan for? A detailed production end distribution plan,

of the type we are contemplating, cannot be extended indefinitely.

There are limits on our abilities to predict external changes, and

on our abilities to formulate and solve such a planning problem in

a reasonable time and at a reasonable cost. For long term

planning, 10-15 or 20 years is the usual practice; as beyond this

uncertainty will sake planning of little value. Whatever the

period chosen for the planning horizon, an important problem

immediately arises. If we try to achieve the most desirable

pattern of social states over the planning horizon the result might

be that we leave, at the end of it, very little capital resources;

thus depriving the future generations of the capacity to continue

to improve their levels of welfare at the same rate as during the

present planning horizon. This problem would not arise if we do

not care about whet happens after the planning horizon. But as

we usually cere about it we must end our plan with some terminal

capital, to serve as the Initial capital of the next planning

period. This terminal capital determines the growth or output

potential in the future.

The objective of the planners must therefore be to achieve the most

desirable pattern of social states over the planning horizon, and

to achieve the most desirable size and composition ©f the terminal

capital stock. As it will always be possible* to improve the

pattern of social status over the plan period by raiding ten inal
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c pitnl, the size and composition or terminal stock met be used

en a new value index and included (with the other indices relating

to the sizes of groups;) in a national objectives function.

Prof. J. Hicks1 writes in this context:

"A formal theory on these lines could readily be set down;
but it would not make much sense. The proportion or values
that would have to be fixed (between terminal stock and
'flow1 over the planning horizon) would have no simple
meaning. Stock and flow are different; it is better to
bring them into the optimum problem in different ways."

Indeed, all programing efforts in which this problem has been
3

considered have treated these two indices or objectives separately.

There are two possible treatments. We can either (i) fix our

attention upon the indices relating to sizes of welfare groups at

various points of time, seeking to maximize a function of them -

but remembering to set some constraint upon terminal capital,

which must not be allowed to fall below a prescribed level; or

(ii) we can fix our attention upon the terminal capital stock, and

seek to maximize it. In this case, if we arc to pose the problem

in a sensible manner, we must impose some constraints on the

pattern of social states during the planning horizon.

This second formulation is indeed distasteful, as any excess or

1. John Hicks, "capita! and Grovth". Oxford, 1965, p.206.
2. This is one of the conditions referred to earlier as essential in

choosing the indices to be included in an objectives function,
that is they must have meaning when put together.

3. =>ee for example U tone, 'renaltional Planning", Jhap• VIII in
^JiV'A^U.cs In ■ocj.fol _ -olances and t or spays" London,

1966. Also see karate, A.3. "dtudlee in froceos Analysis"
John hiley, 1963* especially the chapter on the planning mode1 for
the iexican eonoay.
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improvement in social states over the constrained Halt ia consid¬

ered valueless, and the more completely it can be sacrificed to

the final achievement, t e more successful the plan is held to be.

The state of mind that conceives of planning in this manner is not

common} it is a war mentality. Also by giving so many constraints1
to the path fro® the present to terminal state, would make it very

difficult to find a feasible plan or, at best, narrow the scope of

optimization to a small range.

•>o we ore left with the first formulation, that of fixing the minimum

required quantity of each type of the terminal stock and maximising

an objective function whose elements are the indices representing

the sizes of various welfare-groups over the plan horizon. How¬

ever, the last of the objections raised against the second

formulation may be raised here. It might be objected that, if the

composition of the terminal stock, to be reached at a given date

(?)f is prescribed in detail, will not the whole course of the

production plan (between time 0 and ?) be quite narrowly

circumscribed? If both initial and terminal stocks are to be tied

dov>n in this way, there will not be such scope for the choice of

the 'best* sequence of social states during the planning period.

The weight that has to be given to this objection depends, however,

upon the length of the planning period (?). It is in the latest

stages of the plan (as tine T is approached) that the rigid

specification of the terminal stock is most cramping; the effect it

1. One constraint for each population group at every period.
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hss on theee later stages is broadly similar to the effect of the

given composition of initial stock in the opening stages. In

the middle stages » if there is enough of then - there should he a

greater freedom of choice. Thus if we extend the planning period

to say 15 to 20 years, this objection will have little weight.

Having accepted this formulation, we tun now to the question of

the form of the objective function over the planning period. This

will be followed by an examination of the problem of determining

terminal capital stock.

In order to examine the problem of finding the form of the objective

function over the planning horizon, we will assume that we have

T tine periods (1,2,...t...T) and *a* levels of welfare. This

means that we have (a • T) value indices; •u, wn ... iM ...

'ft®t where la the size of population group at the welfare level
i at time t. Also assume that the total number cf households at

every period is exogenously determined (PQ, P-^, ... ... P^,).
(see diagram 3.1.a) In this problem the national objective

function over the plan horizon will be: U » <s2l* * •

This function could have any general form, allowing all kinds of

substitution and complementarity between the elements. There is

no guarantee, however, that it will be convex to the origin. This

la serious, because the objectives' function must be convex to the

origin (and preferably linear) to satisfy the conditions of all

the available methods of solving optimization problems of the

constrained type (these include the linear programming method in
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whose terms it is intended to for&ulate the national problem).

This means that tre will have to find a simplified form for this

function. This will necessitate making certain value judgments

or imputing them to the decision makers. This does not mean that

they have to be accepted, although we believe that most of the

following postulates would most likely be acceptable to many

*reasonable' decision makers. 1 ven if they are not acceptable,

they will indicate to decision makers the type of postulates that

they are required to make.

The first of our postulates ia1 that starting at time 0 from a

given social state («10» W20' *## Wjbq^* one should not allow those
population groups at the higher levels of living to be worse off

over time. The second postulate is that if there is a rise in

levels of living in the country (i.e. development is taking place)

it would be desirable to have a positive increase over time in the

sizes of groups at the higher levels. This would be a form of

incentive - or, as the Soviets call it, would provide 'material
interestedness'. These two postulates will mean that the sizes

of groups in the top K levels are constrained by © minimum, e.g.

(1) WKt * *Kt (t « 1,2 ... T)
(K * 1,2 ... n, n * m-3)

A third postulate is that the size of the lowest welfare group(s)

ku-- t, st least, be reduced by a given Quantity every period. If

this is group '®' then this postulate takes the for®

1. These following postulates are partly based on the discussions
of Struaey, R.O., "Income and .conoKlc eliare". London, 1959.
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(2) ^ b ,t (t « 1,2 ... T)
With these two sets of constraint© ^fiieh will be called 'value'

constraints) we might wish to maximize the size of a certain

Intermediate group (L). (This problem is illustrated in diagram

3.1.a). This means that we want to ©axiala© a function

subject to constraint® (1) send (2) (together, of course, with the

other production constraints of the system). Notice that the

slae of at least one group is left free over- time (i.e. not

Included in the objectives function nor in tiny value constraint)

thus increasing the degrees of freedom.

It is obvious that other formulations could be made on the sane

lines, namely constraining some groups and leaving only a few

indices in the objectives function. The elements of that function

(3) will form a convex set (because it is to be expected that

decision makers would prefer an increase in any of it© elements

when the others are kept constant). Thus, in that form, the

function could be used in convex programming, end with simple

modifications could be used in linear programming.1 Moreover,

this for® function is easy to perceive, and so would enable the

decision makers to for® 'intelligent* value Judgments.

1. ither by approximating the curvilinear function to a linear
one us discussed in Allen, *katheaatlcal cgnomics'.
London, 1959» or by using a dynamic utility 'function of the
additive type and using a constant discount factor, i.e.
function (3) could take the for®

For a discussion of this second possibility see, J. Hick®,
'Capital and Growth". Oxford 1965, f. Friah, 'Dynamic Utility",
"conometricu. l'jjISli. and H. Stone, 'Transitional lunnlng *,
Chapter VIxl in his book, "hat-hematic?? In >oclal clence^. and
Other Essays", London, 1966.

(3) 0^ • t.,u(«jj,..Ij2 ... \t)



Diagram 3.1.a : The pattern of •social states' over time:

i

i
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It ssy be noticed that by constraining some of the sizes of the

groupa and the size of the terminal stock, xm have reduced the

scope of optimization and thus will not have a tot'; 1 ootlauii.

The economy, nevertheless, could be made to remain on the

•efficiency frontier* (or Pareto-optimum), share we cannot increase

the achievement of one objective (any value index) without loss in

others.

How we must say something about specifying the size and composition

of the terminal capital stock, which will form one of the main

constraints on the national objective function. At our present

state of knowledge, we do not know how to tackle this problem except

by trial and error. There are, however, some general guides for

the first trials: the existing capital stock, and the expected

production and consumption patterns during the last periods of the

planning horizon ... etc. These could roughly be estimated from

aggregate economic analysis. It should be mentioned that our

special formulation, using the pattern of change in social states,

will make that job relatively easier, as the expected pattern of

consumption (and thus terminal capital) could be estimated more

closely (we will cone to this point of detersdning terminal

capital In Sec. h#3*h).

After making a first estimate of the required terminal capital, the

national planning problem (programing problem) has to be solved

(i.e. maximization of the objective function (3) subject to the

value constraints, terminal capital constraints, end other

production constraints), If no feasible solution is possible, the
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terminus capital constraint would hare to be modified. If, after

a few trials, a feasible plan still cannot be found, the value

constraints (on minimum or maximum sizes of welfare groups not

entering the objectives function, [e.g. (1) arid (2}j) may have

to be modified. It is a process of learning and adaptation, in

which evaluation of the alternative plans are integrated with the

formulation of objectives.

3.2 ?€'^UL,-?IKQ TIE: &,'riahj, PI. EHIHG PHOBLMC:

Having in the last section chosen the value indices and the

objectives function to be used in the evaluation of alternative

plan variants (or in optimizing decisions in the national economic

system) we come now to the second aspect of the problem; that of

formulating e mathematical model of the national economic system,

with which we can generate all conceivable plans. (This is the

second of the subproblems raised by the tentative approach).

The mathematical form in terms of which the national problem will

be posed is linear programming,1 kany formulations have been made;

they vary in the degree of aggregation, the types of objective
2

functions, and in the special constraints. The formulation that

1. For some introductory remarks on linear programming see Sec. 5.1
of this thesis.

2. See for example Stone, Richard, various articles on Planning
especially II, Models of the National conomy for Planning Purposes;
VII A Demonstration Model of economic Growth; VIII Transitional
Planning; which are published in *V athemstlcs in the .-octal
clences and Other .saays" Chapman & Hall, 190o; Pandee, Jan.

w
- deiaonetration ■ i• noir •: »odei for India". Indian StatisticalserSa No.7; alsoTrlsh, -anger,/i^ann|nfi foy India: fleeted,■xslorations in methodologySo.6 in the above scries (I960).

Also sec the writing by Chencry and Tinbergen referred to in Part
I; of special interest sec the Mathematical Appendices to U.N,
ECAF::, Development Programming Techniques series, No.l, "Programs-
in;: ;cchniquc8 for conomjc .evclopmcnt, Bangkok, I960.
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we are going to represent in this section, however, differs from

their, in a few important aspects. .First, w» have a special

objectives functions a« discussed in the last section. eeondly,

we will have a model in which 'social development* is an integral

part of it. This second feature will be discussed'1 in the

following subsection (3.2.1), and will be followed by other special

but secondary features of our model. Then in Sec. 3*2.2 we will

represent that model.

3,2.1 SOME ap OIAL Fi.'ATOHr.S OF TE K FOKMttUTXCils

Most economic models (end before then all methods of partial

analysis)make a sharp academic distinction between economic end

social development, and between production and consumption activities.

These distinctions have made it very difficult to see the inter¬

actions between 'social* and 'economic' developments. Such inter¬

actions are now realised to be one of the main mechanisms in the

process of growth. e will examine how we will integrate in our

model both social and economic development in two steps,

(a) integration of education end training, (b) integrating the

effect of increasing welfare on productivity.

(a) Integrating education and training:

It is now common knowledge that Increasing the ©mount of resources

devoted to education end training 1© an Important determinant of

1, Other known features of the formulation will be represented in
8ec. 3*2.2. without discussions.
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1
the ability of the economy to develop rand grow. However, the

methods used to determine the share of the resources that have to

be devoted to education and training is rudimentary. Moat of them

adopt the manpower approach, where a projection of manpower require¬

ments is made; and on the basis of this projection education

requirements are estimated. This approach has two deficiencies.

First it does not take into consideration the fact that there are

alternative techniques of production and alternative products, and

that each of these will require alternative types of skills and

different amounts of labour. Secondly, it does not take into

consideration that education is also an end in itself; It contri¬

butes to welfare or 'levels' of living of the population. These

two factor© could be solved only if education and training are

included in a model of the economy in the following manner - as
2

described by a U.N. report:

"A theoretical perfect approach to comparison of co«t and
benefits weald include both education input and educational
output in the "input output matrix" of the economy as a
whole. The value of education as an end in itself, quite
.apart from it© contribution to increasing output of other

1. Kuzneta "Toward a Theory of jscmomie Growth", in &• Le Keehmim

Hew*YoV' 'a^C¥ ?°r |Cga"T^ad",,
"The major capital stock of an industrially advanced country ia
not its physical resources: it ia the body of knowledge amassed
from tested findings and discoveries of emirical science, and
the capacity and training of its population to use this knowledge
efficients^" also as the U.N. "kcport on -oria ocl,;! i Vantion"
(New York, 1961) "While at the beginning of the last decade, the
problem of developing countries was viewed essentially as a
problem of producing wealth, by the end of the decade It became
widely acknowledged that the crucial factor was not to produce but
rather the capacity to produce, which is Inherent in people."

2. U.N. ECAPE. "Development Programming Techniques, series No.U*
Pioblemc. of social Development Planning. New York, 196h» pp.U,6.
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gooa« and Mrvletd (tnu. t,u otti* XuCvars in I «. .tvt. ,,,.

living) would be treated en a. part of the benefits. In
iddiUWi laveata—t in education weald 1m considered to-
-etv-er with inputs of labour, raw materials, ano capital
equip—nit in the production of ether goods and services*
Tn ebeosing both the product-Mix (the amounts of ell goods
and services to oe produceu) end the approprlu ;,© technology
for producing each type of goods and —ice in the product*
mix* euucatioa inputs woulo be considered together -1 ......

inputs of ether factors of /roc action* Textile- for example,
can be produced ..It- more or ieeo 'eu.acatioi.-ii,i. ,.o„ve1
techniques, higher degrees of skills being substituted for
— raw materials* eapltal equip—nt* or unskilled labour*
Just as the technique aey be cor© or less capital Intensive*
i,'41arly| soiie products .".re Inherently more •educatic:.

intensive * (petrochemicals) then others (rice). Consequently,
required educational inputs must be considered simultaneously
with all other costs in determining returns to investment in
various kinds of ed .-.cation, and in comparing returns on
investmeat in education with returns on other forms of
investment. The total sisse of the education budget will then
oe established by expending invest&ont in education u^til
returns on further investment in education falls below the
returns on other forms of investment*

(b) • = :. - A fc effects of trci^;-- we Iferf on productivit.v:

Apart from the training and education necessary to provide the

required skills (which as we have seen is a form of investment and

at the same time is 'consumption*), the productivity of the

popul tion, with a given state of education end training, could be

improved by increasing its welfare. By improving the nutritions

level, health* or housing conditions >f a worker with a given skill*

his productivity is IX ely to increaue. fhus there are po-siblllties

of increasing total welfare indirectly by increasing productivity

through direct increase in welfare* The problei s of determining

how much a direct increase in welfare will lead to further

increase in welfare by indirect means, how many resources should be

devoted to these 'social' means* and how much to direct economic

—ans (if they could be divided in this way) * have not been solved
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Is it possible to induce these effects ((c) end (b) above) in a

model of the economy? regarding the inclusion of varying

techniques of production (v/hich vary in their demand on skills),
there is nothing difficult about it; nor about the inclusion of

the costs of training and. education# Conceptionally, there is

also no difficulty in including the effects of increased welfare

on labour productivity. However, in both the above cases,

empirical data is scanty; thus, if the above relations are to be

included in the model, they have to be estimated on an ad hoc

basis.3" These aspects will be Included in our formulation.

Another minor feature of the model to be represented is that it is

assumed that the system; of rewarding labour is as follows:

(i) there Is a system of minimum rewards (consumption bundle, or

minimum level of living) for each type of skill - i.e. a minimum

ware policy, (ii) the increase in welfare level (or consumption

bundle, or income) of any worker above this minima will be baaed

on (a) increased productivity, i.e. his increased welfisr- will be

proportional to his marginal product, nd (b) on the contribution

of his increased welfare to the total objective function. These

and Other aspects will be clear from the model which will be

represented in the following section. This model will be of the

most general but detailed type; it exploits the limits of what is

conccstlonally possible* Its practicability is a different thing

1. Bom studies have now been initiated to make such estimates on
an aggregate level. The United Nations Research Institute for
Social development has published "Aspects of ...oclal and canonic

^ ycPrinted in :-lytic 7
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and will be discussed later. 3ut only by extending it to the e

limits can we accommodate all the issues involved, and give us a

sound hards for subsequent approximations.

3.2.2 A MODEL OF THE MaTICUAL ECdfOMIC -YSTEiiS

notation:

Time will be represented by subscripts t on the lower right hand

aide of the variable. 11 the x variables represent column

vectors of activities also represent© column vectors.

Capital letters, A, B ... without brackets represent Matrices.

( ) represent row vectors.

Activities: (see diagram 3.2.a)

c A vector of current production activities at tine (t). It
*t

has as its inputs natural resources, capital goods, and

labour. Labour is divided according to skill and income

(the latter indicating productivity). These activities

include production of all intermediate and final product©,

and also includes alternative t chniques for producing each

product. *

R_ A vector of training activities. ach activity could transfer
xt

labour of certain skill to another. (It includes an activity

of 'no training1). This vector has as its inputs labour,

commodities, and capital goods.

D_ A vector of education ectivltl s. Some of the activities
xt

• re Intermediate (they do not directly supply the labour force)
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and some are final. It has as its Inputs the population

divided by age groups, labour (for teaching), commodities,

and capital goods. It includes, 'no-education* activities,

?<nd posnibly alternative techniques or methods of education.

A vector of investment activities for producing capital

equipment, buildings, and, constructions. It has a© its

inputs physical resources, capital goods, commodities, and

(paid) labour by skill nd income.

xport activities. They have commodities and capital goods

s.3 inputs, end foreign exchange as outputs.

Import activities, which have foreign exchange as inputs,

and co. . odlties and capital goods es outputs.

vector of activities termed 'forming consumption bundles'•

They have as their input© both the goods and services

produced by current production activities and those imported

goods which are devoted to consumption by the population.

This, activity forms these goods and service© into bundles (Z)
as discus ed in 3*1 •!) each group of bundle© (say h-5) has

an 'equivalent* value.

These are 'Distribution of income activities'. They have as

Inputs the consumption bundles (produced by the above activity)
and available labour divided according to skill. .-'or each

skill-group corresponds a number of activities, associating

the labour ol that group with certain consumption bundles

(I.e. paying it) one at a time. The output will be labour
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classified at various skills and productivity levels

(according to the income paid). This activity also

classifies labour in welfare groups. (This means that the

distribution of income is a joint production activity, it

contribute n to velfare an J to productivity). Abe activities

associated with each skill-group have a minima consumption

bundle (wage) to be paid to that skill-group.

—L These are 'Unemployment activities*. They have as their
*t

inputs, unemployed labour divided by akill end income. The

function of this fictitious activity la to deduct the number

of the unemployed (at different skills snd income) from the

welfare group to which they were put (by activity JXt) on the
assumption that they will be employed. It the i assigns each

unemployed labour to a lower level of welfare. (This is

based on the assumption that welfare-groups are graded

according to the consumption bundle, skill (education and

training) and whether the individual is employed or not).

INITIAL AVAILABILITIES MB FINAL aSQOIRBlHWTSt

{^t\ is a actor of quantities of labour at various skills

(according to education end training) which is initially

available for use in production activities during period (t)

and which will consume the goods and services produced during

that period.

^GJ This la a vector of government requirements of labour

according to akill and income iThese, a® mentioned in
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section 3*1*1 are the requirements made "by the government

for non-distributive activities, amy, police, administration

of justice ••• etc.]

|C vector of governing at retirements of coiaotUties.

I "'. | vector of government requirements of c pit 1 goons.

ko} i» a vector of uantitles of capital stock that la available
at the begi nning of the planning period.

{jit } Minimum requirements of terminal capital stock (section U.1.2)

{Kt} Initially available quantities of physical resources.

{*t} The composition of the population into age groups at time t.

' t} 'Value* constraints on the ainiauat or maximum sizes of the

various welfare-; roups (section 2.1.2).

F
t The maximum foreign exchange deficit allowed during period t.

The Technical Coefficients are illustrated in table 3*2.a end their

nature could be inferred from it and fro® the following discussion

of the syatf < of constraints* The flow-diagram (3*2.a) illustrates

the general relations between the activities of the economy•

le can no's go on to discuss the system of constraints (illustrated

in the table) for the first planning period t. The first

constraint is:

m { tj ............ (l)



Diagram 3*2.a $ A model of a national economic system.

sizes of population

goodd exchange resources
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Thi a condition state a that the number of workers having the same

skill but at different incone levels must be equal to the number

available of each skill at the beginning of the period.

cBcXt + RBRXt ♦ DBDXt ♦ VBVXt - A1IXt + « {L°ti **4 W
This states that the labour in various skill and income groups

used in all production activities (current production CX^,, training
education and, investment 'X^), plus the unemployed labour
t), lua the amounts required by the government "3^, must

not exceed the amounts of labour available In the various exill

end income groups.

V'q - *,**♦ . o (3)
This states that the consumption bundles produced mueall be

distributed, i.e. demand must equal the supply.

t «fc ^ l ........

This states that the size of each welfare group (l) equals that
T J

amount (A^ X^) determined by activity X^ according to skill and
distribution of income on the assumption that everyone is employed,

tmd ffiodifie by the unemployment activity . This size of

each welfare group should not exceed (or should at least be) the

amounts | which are th*- v* lue constraints.
CCc,t ♦ HC:: t ♦ DCp t + VC7xt ♦ eCeAt + Vxt + V. t x [C:Jt) *^5)
This is the commodity balance equation. It states that the

commodities produced (cCcX^) or those imported ( vX^) into the
economy must be equal to the amounts of commodities used by all

activities including those required by the government {Cq^}»
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cDcxt + + DAt + vJvxt ♦ p r;.:t ^ ^Ko - kQt^ (6)
Thia is the capital goOOs balance equation* It statea that the

capital goods used by all activities must not exceed the capital

stock available at the beginning of the planning period KQ leas
those quantities of capital goods required by the government *0^ «

cEc-;t + *SRxt + %<;xt + v.:vxt < (?)
This condition states that the quantities used of physical

resources must not exceed those available for production at that

period*

*#X♦Wt « {»*} (8)
This condition states that population inputs (of various age groups)

to the educational end training system must not exceed those

available to the nation.

(RP) % - (PP) PXt Ft (9)
This condition states that the revenue from export® less the amount

of foreign exchange paid for imports must not exceed the allowed

foreign exchange deficit in that period*

All equations (1) - (9) with the exception of equation® {!), (6)

and (8)t are the same for all periods* For the second period

equation (1) will be:

a6% + *7% + Ab\ * A9Vxt + A10~\ ~ Al\*l " ° •••• Ul)
It states what equation one has stated; viz, that labour used must

not exceed that available* The difference, however, is that the

labour available is not a simple quantity j bA, as in the first
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period but it is now constituted from the output o; the

education ©yster (Ag^X^) end training activities (A« of the
previous period ;>lur the labour that was employed in the previous

period (A^°t and X^) end those which sere unemployed (A^q**1*^) .

[The matrices A^, Ay, Ag, and A10 reduce the labour force used
in the previous period by a certain percentage due to natural

decline of old labour force (i.e. retirement and death)].

For the second period equation (6) changes to equation (16)

L|Vw Cr CY Rn8-jr DflDY P~Pv (ka Kn\ (t ' \0 - t - 0 XU1 - 0 xt*i" ^h+i D XU1 * 1 °t*i " °j • (10)
It states the same thing as equation (6); n&jaely, that the capital

goois used in any period must not exceed that available at it©

beginning• The difference, however, is that the amount of capital

goous available at the beginning of this second period equals the

amount which was available during the previous period |kq^ (asauaing
that there is no depreciation) plus the amount of new capital that

has been produced by the investment activity of the previous

period *QJ •

Equation (8) changes in the second period to equation (18)

Vxt ♦ Vxt ♦ Vxt+1 ♦ DHBXt+1 < ...*••* (18)
which now states thet the inputs to the education and training

systems in period (t+l) must not exceed those available fro© the

•new generation* jp^+jjplus those in the *pipe line* from the
previous periods Wxt ♦ %:)At .

Table 3»2.a shows these equations, or the model of the economy, for

two periods. Equation (20) states the condition un the terminal
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capital.

{ " Ko) (20)

It states that the capital stock available at the end oi' the period,

This brings us to the end oi' representing the node! of the national

economy. To complete the model, however, we ©uet introduce the

spatial distribution of activities end population. This is

essential because transportation is a very important item in the

coat of production and because choices of techniques of production

depend on location. Also it is essential to include this spatial

element if the problem of urbanization, and the problem of decisions

on where to locate new housing areas and other urban facilities, is

to be treated as m integral part of the national optimisation

problem.

exceptionally, the spatial element could easily be introduced. All

production activities CX, RX, % and VX will be defined by time

period and ^©cation. Transportation activities will be introduced

in CX end the seme commodity at various locations will be treated

®8 different commodities. Also consumption bundles will be defined

by location, and so will consumption activities X . Also labour

will be defined by skill, income and location. Then, to close the

spatial model, we will add the important condition that to employ

labour at a certain location, it has to be supplied with its
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consumption bun ill© at that location. This implies that neither

the distribution of the population nor the distribution of

industry is taken as constant, tout both are variable, and they

will be determine i aimultaneously according to their contribution

to welfare (national objective function)

This method of introducing; the spatial element in the model assumes

that there is no spatial preference, and that the only criteria is

to maximize welfare as determined by consumption, skill, nd whether

the person is employed or not. It is possible, however, to

constraint t a size of population at certain location© for military,

political, or other reasons.

e have not one in detail into this spatial aspect of the model, as

it will have special attention in the lodel© of Chapters 5 and 6 when

dealing with the housing sector.

3.3 i .c:i?Ti;>i.LIlATlci" IN T?h. ruhuflQN CP Tib 11-111.1,.1
i-'ROBJJSki

The formulation of the national planning problem given in the last

1. This feleo means that in the location of industry one takes into
consideration the location of demand and the cost of production
which will now be variable according to the cost of supplying
materials and supplying the labour force with all consumption
cotti; jdltieaTfood, housing, urban facilities, etc.). ^Iso this
will mean that urbanization policies are not only dependent on
demand of industry but on the cost of supporting labour. That
is supplying it not only with housing and urban facilities (which
are usually the main factors considered) but also with other
consumption goods (foods, etc.). The latter may be cheaper
to s -pply in one locality than another.
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section is only one way of giving concrete form to the planning

fideal* discussed in Chapter 2. In the formulation and solution

of th t socel or other variations on it, there are many practical

difficulties: (i) Am mentioned in Chapter 2, our capacities to

solve this huge model in one step ore very limited, Also object¬

ions could be made regarding the time, personnel, aid cost required

to solve such a problem. (ii) The technical information rnd data

required to formulate this model are partly unavailable and art

partly widespread among various specialists. for these spr-cleliata

to communicate this information to the model builders, who are

presumably at a central national organization will be a costly

process. Also it means the separation of the activity of search

for alternatives from that of their evaluation. This separation,

an mentioned at the end of Chapter 2 la detrimental to efficient

problem solving.

One of the main reactions to these difficulties, as we have seen in

Chapter 2, is the complete abandoning of the idea of optimiz tion

and falling back to target setting approaches, partial analysis

and ad hoc micceosive approximations (planning in stages). A

second type of reaction was to stick to the ideal of optimization

and to attempt to decompose the problem and decentralize decisions

in a manner that enable® the achievement of optimum solution for

the total economic system, the reduction in the cost and time

required for the solution, and the allowing of information autonomy

to the subuniifs. This problem of decomposition is also the third

of the il abprobleias raised by our tentative approach.
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3.3.1 -a-nfTr'AT.ir.TicfT though piIC U

dconoiuists have long been familiar with tiie fact that re source

allocation una pricing arc two aspects of the mam problem. It

oas realised early this century that in tin economy with given

taste a v technology and resources (with perfect individualistic

competition, where producers mujtliiiae profit and consumers

nazi».i^e utility), with every optimum allocation of resources

(pains to—optimum) there corresponds a at of equilibrium prices.

Given the efficient allocation, the relative equilibrium prices

could be deduced; given the set of equilibrium prices, the

corresponding efficient allocation could be found (by partial

analysis).

The realisation of this fact - mainly through the achates on

socialist economies in the thirties - has given the blue-print of

the &ocontr&li:sed schemes for olving the general planning problem

of a socialist economy of the type exairdned in the last section.

Virtually all participants in this debate1 agreed that there exists

only one feasible mechanism for solving the "millions of equations

in millions of unknowns" required to find en optimum for the

national problem of resource allocation. This is a decentralised

scheme in which a central agency announces prices to »hlch the

managers of production react by anjusting production decisions so as

to increase 'profits', announcing to the central agency the demands

1. Hayek, X* Von (ed.) ^BjUjg|l|lg| -xoponlg flannin^', London,
1935; ^on Jiises in Hayek, Ibid| hange, r, f0n the :cono®ic
heory of oci lis. , in can^-ic ■ heory^,,.roci

Lippient (ed.), *.inneapolis, 1938, Werner, / he
c-jiiXH-lea o; Jontroi:'. i'iev- Yore, 19hh.
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and 1 v<p;li vMch tvcne adjuster. In ir.ply for* each . redaction

unit) the central agaric;:" then i "just the prices - upward if there

is excess demand, downward If there 1b excess supply - end the

cycle he,. Ins again# By purr; ling an iterative adjustment process

the optimum allocation (und the equilibrium price system) is
reached.

The thin e t Wvantages claimed were those referred to earlier; which

could now be stated more fully as follows,:

(1) There is s saving of personnel because the managers arc ready-

made co. mutational staff» and all of their, are required In any case

to he employed for the taake of managerial supervision. In their

retirdLr-.ir-.g time the7 simultaneously perform all the tasks of computing

each revised set of production decisions, except for the computation

of prices (vshich is performed by the central agency)."'" In the

centralised solution on the other hera, the entire burden of these

computational tasks fall on the central agency, and the age ey oust

hire a staff especially for this purpose. It needs a very large

staff to perform the tasks as quickly as the managers, who will be

computing simultaneously (together with the central o ency) in the

decentralized solution.

(2) Informational autonomy is permitted to the managers# Each

manager is alone responsible for continued familiarity with a

technological *compartment *, which may undergo frequent changes.

1# "The manager® of production 1 solve1 i the million© of equations
envisaged by Kayhe, von Uses and bobbins ] by finding the
combination of factors that minimises average cost and the
scale of output that equalises marginal cost and price of
product. (Lange, 0., op#cit#, p#d7).
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be alone needa to know the production possibilities of which the

compartment i- capable at a ^lvea uoiaeoti -ad he ie not

required to ediamurize this infomotion and communicate it (he i»»

howver, .required to transmit demand and supply infox-nutice. jaeny

successive times, while the generally more complex message of the

centralized solution needs to be sent only once).

(3) The centx*el agency need only be concerned with total excess

demands (negative or positive) for each commodity; it never needs

to Know the demands and supplies of an individual manager. To

adjust the price of a given commodity only its total excess .emand

needs to be known.

There re; tunes are claimed to neurit in allowing the decentralized

scheme to reach the final production decision 'faster* (indeed the

centralized alternative is held to reach them, if at all, after

an absurd length of tine). One mut-t take these conclusions with

reservation, as the iteration procedure of the decentralized

scheme could take a long time, and it might even be infinite if the

adjustment rules do not guarantee convergence to the optimum.

.dLso the cost of communication of information and prices could be

prohibitive. However, as a theoretic©! scheme, it obviously has

high potentialities.

he lues of decentralization through prices has not been applied in

its totality; nevertheless attempts to use It ere numerous. e

hav- referred to some of them In ihrpter 2 where, in the process of

plcnnii g in stages, rou h estimatea of • ccounting prices were made,

which were then used in making allocation decisions -Men resulted
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in recalculating the pric* b. But theac adjustment procedures

wore m..ue on ad hoc bani with, no proper theory or rule.:. Indeed

the absence of theoretically acceptable adjustment rulea has led

to the decline of interest in the idea of decentralisation through

prices.

Only recently has the idea been revived with the development of

linear progranaing. It was realised that the mather tical linear

progr- :.i; g problem that giver, the optinum allocation of resource®

is Intimately related to another problem called its 'dual*. This

statement could be no more then an Interesting mathematical

curiosity if it were not for the fact that it represents the pricing

problem which is always associated with any allocation problem.1

The problem that appeared then* was to find precise adjustment

rules for the 'managers* and central igency that could specify the

amount and direction of each adjustment; the miles being ouch as

to ensure that a decentralised process would converge to the optimum.

3.3.2 ..DJUfTM"2rr JUL S B';T . •K TP: MB »JKCTOH.i*

Many studies have been m do to define rules of adjustment in relation

to ©pacific fores of problems (varying In the form of the maximizing

function and constraints). One of the earliest efforts was made by

1. Samuelson, i . and .,orfmant ' Mneur ■rofiradmin,; end :conoiulc
, 1959* p.59. i-ooprnms, 1,0, (en; 'cMvlty . .nalysls
of .. reduction «-.nd - .IlocationJohn .iley, 1951# '®e the
article; by Koopnan# pp.33-9?•
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1 2
Samuelson and Browa-Vori -teurnan, wrier© the linear progrin&ing

problem was converted to the fan* oi" 1 akeF-syayaetric scro-sum

two person game*. l!ov»Tfr, the adjustment equation for every

activity i vel ami price had a tens Involving a large amount of

information about the rent of the system - a feature which r.ade
5

the solution unsuitable for decentralized .schemes.-'

Other systems, however, have been developed in which convergence

occurs end d centralization is preserved, e.g. T. Kose,^
K.J. -row, and L. Ilurwicz.^ The most notable, however, is that

proponed by Aantsig.^

Deriaig provides one way of maly ing en efficient scheme o. inter-

rel itio-; » between different planning units by studying the inter¬

relations between process analysis (linear programming) models

defined for different sectors and for the economy as a whole.

1. >anue 1 son, v.,.., ,va.rm,e.t -,ec .. nium and ^imizarion", I'.r.)
>rporation, 19^9, quoted from T. i arnkhak, op.cit.

2. Brown, 0. ., and J, Von Keum&nn, "Solutions of games by
differential equation®", in 'Contributions to the Theory of

men". Princeton, 1950* PP-73-79.
3. In the system by Brown the adjustment term involves all excess

demand®, each multiplied by the corresponding price. In the
case of amuelson'e system the equation of each activity level
has a term involving all other activity level® and their
profitability.

h* - one, T., "Solutions of Saddle-value Problem® by Differential
quatIona", conometrlcn, Vol. 2k (Jan. 1956) pp.59-71.

5. - rrow, P.J., L. Hurwicz and H. Uzaneirtk **n.-.n-Bi^ear , Stanford
6. Dantzig, G.B., and P. Aolfe: "The Decomposition Algorithm for

linear programs", -conomctrlc . 29 (1961) pp.767-776.
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problem (In one ease table 3»2«a) hm to consist o:f blocker of co¬

efficients which cor^srpond exactly to independent Individ nl

sectors connected only by a number of basic renounces. n optimal

solution to the ays tea as a whole is derived by the altemn Ion of

two steps: first the derivation of shadow prices for the common

resources in an "interconr.ectlng eubprbblemw, in which only the

total resource requirements of each sector appear as variables;

and second, the derivation of resource requirements in isol?; ted

sectoral subprobleinn in which the shadow prices of the common

resources become valuation parameters inserted in the sectoral

objective xunction®. The interconnecting solution is always

pieced together from weighted averages of the successive sectoral

suboptii a• The process of weighting in the Interconnecting

problem contrives to eliminate conflicts between the independent

sectoral resource requirements by means of allowing each sector to

go only part of the way in the direction of its latest adjustment

to current resource pricea.

However, the postulate that the sectors be independent, except for

a limited number of common resources, excludes inputs of the

products of one sector into another ae intermediate commodities,

and also exclude® secondary products serosa sector classifications.

These requirements mean that, if we went to apply this method to

our problem (as formulated in dec. 3*2.2 above), we can only

decompo e it to sabproblems each representing a modal of one period.

W# cannot decompose it by sectors of different pz'oductive activities.

Moreover, if applied to our prcblex., the size of the interconnecting
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subprobleia or (co-ordinating programme) would still be of such

size as to be unmanageable for computation with usual procedures.

*/Tm J. tornai, of the ''imparl en cademy of science, realising these

limitation, and the need in national economic planning for de¬

centralised methods (to solve problems similar to that proposed in

bee# 3.2.2) has developed a method especially to meet that need."''

3.3.3 I" 0—LEV X. ?L*l«SIftOs

This method envisages that the national planning tasX could be

formulated as a single linear programming: problem of the maximising

type, inllar to the one represented in ec. 3*2.2. This formulated

problem is termed the 'overall-central information problem* (OCI

Problem). This problem could be solved by a decentralised yatem,

a© described by the author, in the following manners

"The OCI problem may be decomposed into subproblems that can
be solved by mutually independent 'sectors', co-ordinated by
the 'centre , which allocates among the sectors the Imitations
prescribed in the OCI problem (the resources, materials, und
labour). The original OCI problem is then transformed into a
two-level problem, in which the central problem is to evolve
an allocation pattern where the, sun of the maximal yields of
the 'sector problems' will be greatest."
"The solution of the two level problem is achieved by setting
up a gone-theoretical model. The players are, on the one
hand, the centre, on the other, the team of the sectors.
The strategies of the centre are the feasible allocation
patterns, those of the sectors the feasible shadow price
systems In the dual© of the sector problems. The pay-off
function is the sum of the dual sector objective functions,
it is shown that if certain regularity conditions are

1. Kani; i, « . and X. bipta'fc, "Two Level—Planning'', cQnometrlca,
Vol. 33, No.l (JanuaryJ lBoj,
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satisfied* than the value of the polyhedral game which hue
thus been defined is the maximal yield of the ©CI problem,
and thf t with the help of its optimal stratej les, the
solution of the CGI problem ctn be obtained.*
"In plr.ee of a direct solution of the polyhedral game, a
fictitious play of the game is undertaken. In the course
of this, each sector separately evaluates the suitably
chosen initial allocations of the centre (by aeons of dual
linear programing), and reports back to the centre. The
centre, applying a certain procedure, correspondingly
modifies its initial allocations and sends down new? directives
to the sectors, which again evaluate these, reports back to
the centre, and so on. The iteration thus obtained permits
the GCI problem to be solved with any required degree of
jccurncy, in the sense that a sufficient number of iterations
will lead to a feasible GCI progrmsuaa whose yields will differ
from the ni tUmfi GCI yield by as small an amount as it is
wished to stipulate. '

Some of the main features of the method are described in the

following brief notes. Let:

i\x ^ h y *A c *
X J. O y O

c'x ► max. y'b —-* min. (l)
be the canonical form of a primal and dual versions of the GCI

problem. he vector x is celled the GCI programme, giving toe

level of ell the activities in the economy. A is the matrix of

technology (the matrix represented in table 3.2.e. for example).

The dual variable (the vector y) is the GCI shadow price system.

This problem could be decomposed in the following manner:

bet A [js. | ..... ^^ ^ X1 c* « lC[ C*]

be the mutually corresponding partitioning of the matrix A, the
1. The symbols used in this Motion are aa follows: Greek letters

denote real numbers$ small Latin letters (except i, n) ne*»n
vector.. **» VACUvi* 1+ c J»Cu i>^> cvwu vc column
vector.
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OCI programme xt and the OCI object!ve«function-vector c'. Then

In place of (1) the following equivalent fore nay be used:

Aixi •'A * b

<
/-7

>s O

y 9A .p i
~\

cixi*
*n

*^nxrTmm* BiQX*

y < y *A > c ** n n

y' » o
X..

y*b
v

.1,..

Jv. - " y

would be called the aatrix of coefficients of sector lj and

xA la the programs® of sector 1 (the vector of levels of activities
in sector i). The problem (2) could further be decomposed, in

the foliov in, manner:

/lxl+
4*i.

xi > °

-r/

VSi
*

(3)

cixi+

Jn

i< axinlzo

This foPK -ems that the constraint system is divided Into two

categoric; the first relates to all sectors, ixi* ••• Anxr ^ ^
and the s- cond (3) comprises sets of special constraints for

Individual ectors, e.g. A^x^ < b® comprises those conditions of
the OCI problem which refer to the 1th sector,

may be called "special srctor co straints".

These conditions

If we now return to formulation (2), and if we assume that the sum

of the vectors ..... (each o* the same oJUc ua cue bounding

vector b) is itself bj i.e. if it satisfies Ua bounding vector

parti tianfif. ccaiultion
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+ un
then the vector*, U »

- ;>°n ■ Si

, composed of them is called a Jcntrul

Thi: progr-mne could be interpreted as the allocation or various

resources to the sectors. The vector of the central progrssoMi 8,

ia the 1th sector component of the central program.c, i.e. the

vector of resources allocated to occtor 1. To sialic the allocations

to sectors 'feasiblethe total sun of the resources allocated to

sectors mist not exceed the amount Initially available. "his is

what condition (h) states.

The ith sector problem under the central programme U (or under the

sector component uA) is understood to mean the following linear
programming problem and its dual:

li*i

cixi

u.

» c

yiAi

sax,

(b) and / n
yiQi

>/ 0

ciin.
y

(6)

The xi ia the ith sector prograuime, while the is the ith sector
shadow price system.

Sow it is apparent that if we use any feasible central programme

U* » [u|, ...... u^J, the sector optima ^ (uj) j which will equal
max. cixi « ®in. y^u| (i = 1, .... n); may be defined. Their sua,
the optimum under 0. would be defined

(U*) * <ij(uj) + f xn(u*).
The .XII problem any now be understood to neon a problem follows!

.1) --t the 'central level' to determine the feasible central
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programme (s) which yieXd(s) the maximum overall optimum

*(u).

(2) At the "sector level* to determine, in each sector, the

optimal sector programmers) belonging to the optimal central

programme component(s), i.e. to solve the sector problem (5)«
(3) Uo compose the OCI programme which can be obtained from

the optimal sector programmes under the optimal central

programme*

To solve the problem, the centre starts by any feasible central

programme, and sends to each sector Its component (i*e* the

allocation of resources to the sector)* The sector then solves

the dual sector problem (6) and determines} the sectors shadow

price system (y|), the sector optima h^(u^), and that portion of
It ^ concerned with the special shadow prices (special sector
constraints) • This information Is 'mixed* with the terms of the

previous phase (if this is the second or more iteration), and the

result went up to the centre* The latter evaluates these shadow

prices coming from the sectors, and calculates the overall optimum.

Then by applying certain procedures the centre could decide if the

solution reached is adequately near the optimum* If not, and if

there is time for finding better solutions, the centre could

formulate (on the basis of the information coming from the sectors

and the earlier central programmes) a new improved central

programme, send it down to the sectors and the cycle is repeated*

The procedure could be carried to any required degree of accuracy,

and guarantees convergence.
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'p0 Reply this method there are two mc in conditiona. The first

la that the nnobler* earn he deeonooeed In a form where the total

objective function 1# the sua of the sectorial objectives

functions. The second (which Is of a practical nature) requires

that the ®1m of the sectors probleas, as well a® the size of the

central programing problem, must be within the limits of the

available computing facilities.

Using this method, It is conceivable that the formulated national

planning problem of dect* 3*2 could be decomposed into sectors

and solved by the above method of decentralization of decisions#
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CHAPTER It

THE SCOPE OF A HOUSING PRODUCTION SKCTOK AHD THE

MEATVjJREfeSNT Off ITS IHPiJTo .•■.RD OUTPUTS

Preview:

In the last chapter we have proposed a formulation of the national

long-ter© planning problem. We have also found a method by which

this problem could be solved, by a centre and sectors in a decentra¬

lized fashion in which each sector contains part of the now

decomposed national problem.

Now we come to the problem of choosing the pattern in which this

national problem may be decomposed (which is subproblea (d) in our

tentative overall approach). We start in section h.l by examining

some of the main factors that should be considered in making such a

decomposition. It will be seen that no general theory has yet

been attempted to cover problems of decomposition in general, nor

In any particularized problem. Thus the choice suet be made

arbitrary by subjectively balancing the various factors involved.

This is what we will do In section b.2 in trying to delineate out

of the national long term problem a sector that includes the activity

of housing production for the purpose of long-term planning.
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Having determined the general scope of such a sector, which Is

labelled "the housing production sector', together with its major

groups of activities and its inputs and outputs we turn in

section k»5 to subproblem (e) in our tentative approach, namely

the quantification and measurement of such inputs end outputs.

This is rather long and complicated, but a section in which a few

important concepts will be introduced. To simplify the task of

reading it, a cursory examination of the model of the housing

sector at the end of chapter 5 may make clear the purpose behind

the present chapter by showing where it leads to.
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iul FACTORS INFLtTCiCING TIT.-'. CI10IC CF PL/-.NNINQ A "£703

(Choice of decomposition pattern)

U.l.l CHOICE OF SECTORS FOR AGGREGATE ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS AND
ANALYSIS:

Economists are mainly interested in the problem of selection of

economic sectors for the purposes of aggregate projections and

inter-industry analysis# Their main criteria of choice (beside

keeping the number of sectors to 20-30) is to find sectors that

would enable aggregation in a meaningful maimer. This is a

relevant criterion to our study because, as we have explained in

the last section, the initial central programme and system of

constraints, with which we start the mathematical process of

programming and solution by iteration, has to be based on such

projections. That is why a choice of sectors that enables good

aggregate projections could have far reaching effects on the

coot and time needed to reach an optimum of the OCI problem.

The first requirement in sectors for purposes of projections and

inter-industry analysis is that Homogeneity must be maintained for

each sector as much as possible. The sector has either to produce

a range of products having similar uses (e.g. buildings, clothing,

motor vehicles) or to process similar materials (e.g. steel making

or petroleum refining). If this type of homogeneity does not

exist "The estimates of the initial effects, characteristic of inter¬

industry analysis may be biased."1 Also, for the same reason,

1. U.K. ECAFE, Development Programming Techniques Series No.2,
•'ornulfitjng Industrial Development rogrammes. Bangkok 1961 -

p.ul,also p.19—20.
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when the cost structure of plants within the industry varies

widely, segregation would particularly be important.

It is also necessary to consider the rate of growth of the sector.

If the different parts were to be growing at varying rates,

projecting the growth rate for the whole sector will be very

difficult, and results will be misleading. Bandee1 sums up this

point by sayings

"The fundamental reason for having several sectors is that they
are different, and will show a different development. To make
the most of sectoral models, the differences between the
sectors should be as large a® possible, the differences within
each sector as small as possible."42

He also pointe out another requirement in sectors:

"No sector should be very small, as this would be wasting time
and effort. 'Small' means using little investment and having
little effects on the balance of trade."

The second type of characteristic that economists have concentrated

upon is the degree of interdependence between the sectors.

The most obvious choice of a decomposition pattern is that in which

the sectors are completely 'separable' or 'independent* of each other.

It is not easy to find such sectors in practice. A possible

example, however, is traditional house building activities in rural

areas in developing countries. These activities use local

materials end labour which are not in demand by other sectors for

other uses. Because it is independent, decisions affecting this

1. Bandee, d«, ..ye,».onstration ^ loaning boacl for Inula.'' Indian
Statistical Series, I960,

2. He further adds. "Vertical integration of industries is always
possible, provided the two industries to be integrated really can
be supposed to grow at the same rate. In the present model, the
small scale food industries have been added to agriculture, and
cement manufacturing and the small scale-building materials
industries have been aggregated with construction."
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sector have almost no repercussions on other sectors. Thus it

could he optimally planned with no reference either to other

planning activities or sectors, or to a central body for co-ordin¬

ation of sectorial plana.

Another obvious pattern of decomposition could be found in developing

economies, particularly those at the early stages of development.

In these countries production is mainly concentrated on consumers'

goods and primary industries for consumption or export. This

usually means the existence of only a limited number of relations

between the sectors, because: (i) these sectors usually use

different types of raw materials; and (ii) any intermediate

commodities that are required as Inputs to them, (including

machinery} are usually imported. Thus sectors are related only

through their demand for labour and foreign exchange and through

the level of total demand. In such an economy, the choice of

sectors is obvious, and consideration has only to be given to the

size of sectors and their homogeneity. In this case, the process

of decentralization and iteration will be very simple, as only very

few resources are common, and the center's problem (according to

terminology of the last chapter) will be quite small.

Beyond this, there have been very few efforts by economists to find

optimum patterns of decomposition.^ There have been, however,

efforts in other disciplines to find optimum patterns of decomposition

of systems. The conclusion, which is usually reached - modified

1, See for example Ohenery, H.B., "Inter-industry JconoBlca". 1959.
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to the terminology of our problem - is that, if we minimize the

number of relations between * sectors*, this will make the process

of adaptation or iteration between sectors and centre more

efficient in time consumption1 (as there will be a smaller number

of common 'constraints% and thus a saving in communications) •

But what they do not take into consideration is that, if we use

the criteria of minimum interactions alone, we can have very large

number of sectors. This will increase costs of communication and

the size of the central problem, thus decreasing the efficiency of

the process of planning. This point will be discussed below.

U.1.2 CHOICE OF SECTORS WITH REGARD TO THE EFFICIENCY OF THE

PLANNING PROCEDURE*

In the above discussion, and in that about centralization versus

decentralization in socialist economies and other economic

organizations (referred to in Gee* 3»3*l)» economists favoured

1. In the field of cybernetics for example, Ashby W.R., "Design
for Brain". 2nd edition, New York, I960, p.192. "No complex
adaptivesystem will succeed in adapting in a reasonable time
unless the adaption can proceed subsystem by subsystem, each
such system relatively independent of the other." This
principle was also applied in the field of design by C. Alexandre,
"Notes on the Synthesis of Form." London, 196U, where he proposed
the mathematical minimization of the network of dependencies
between groups of functions in a design problem, so that local
adaptations to change can be made without the often unacceptable
penalty of having to redesign the whole system. In the field
of System engineering, A.D. Hall, "A Methodology for System
Engineering". 1962 (Sec. Iu6*3 "Principles for Delineating Sub¬
systems" pp.112-113, writes* "Problems of interacting subsystems
generally are reduced when the number and/or number of kinds of
inputs and outputs for a subsystem are minimized. This is true
in the design stages (planning) where different design groups
have to make the various subsystems compatible, as it is during
factory assembly end Installations (implementation)."
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decentralized systems bee use they are 'faster* in reaching optimum

solutions. However they did not fully realize the fact that there

are various patterns and. degrees of decentralization (with
centralized aolutionat one extreme of the range). These vary in

their time and coat of operation. Determining which is 'faster'

or cheaper cannot be determined, a priori, without reference to the

specific problem, and to all the factors involved in it.

This problem of finding the most efficient pattern of decomposition

is very difficult to formulate, and even sore difficult to solve.1
For example, let us consider the following problem. /e have a

giver* planning, communication, and computation system (equipment,

personnel, etc.); we are allowed a cut-off time (Y) for reaching

a total national plans and the criteria of choice between one

patten* of decomposition and another is 'the achievement, within

the time period Y, of the highest value of the plan (I.e. the value

of the objective function t.) The formulation and solution of

this rather simple problem is extremely difficult. The reanon is

that we have no theoretical means for finding out, for a certain

problem, what value of Q will be reached within a certain period of

time (Y) for various decomposition patterns. The only way to

determine it is to observe systems in practice and make statistical

inference.

1. ne of the very few analytical studies of this problem (if not
the only one) is T. farsehak, "centralization and Decentraliz¬
ation In -economic Organisations", conGastric.-. Vol. 27* 3»
July, 1959.
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If we include the cost of operating the system (i.e. the cost of

running communication and computation systems, which are now

assumed variable) the difficulty of the problem will be greatly

increased. nlso if the cut-off time Y is considered aa a

variable the problem will be further complicated because new w

have to balance the increased efficiency of the plan (d) which

result from increasing (Y) against the cost of increasing (Y).

The latter*s coat (i.e. of increasing Y) has to be measured in

terms of the loss of the value of 4„ or the plan in operation which

la constantly decreasing (due to change in environmental factors)
as the time of implementing a new plan is postponed.

With the present ata-e of knowledge, there is yet no method for

choosing the most 'efficient* decomposition pattern ox* planning

system." This is unfortunate, but not very serious, because:

(i) in real life there are many practical constraints which narrow

the range of feasible decomposition patterns from which we con

choosej (ii) in many cases there are dominant factors which sake

the choice 'obvious*. These two points will be discussed in the

following two sections.

b.1.3. PRACTICAL CQ»3TRAIHTSs

One of the main reasons for favouring decentralized systems (as

referred to in >ec. 3«3»1) i» the realization that activities in

1. 8 .A. Johnson, et al. "The Theory of uaruu ement of oysters".
New York, 1963• In fact, most theories of industrial
organization agree that, there is no meaningful definition of
an optimum system nor any method of proving that the designed
system behaviour Is the best achievable.
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sectors are not only evaluative activities, "but also, and to a

large extent, developmental activities, and that the knowledge

necessary to perform these latter activities (e.g. find new

techniques, products, etc.) in each sector are possessed by the

technical specialists of that sector arid are not easily summarised

and communicated. Thus the choice of sectors has to correspond

in practice to the available professional specialization." Another

related point is that sectors do not only prepare plans, but also

implement them, and, in the majority of cases, the planners in the

sectors are port-time planners, end the rest of the time managers

and administrators. This is advantageous, as it makes it possible

to plan on the basis of first hand information, and thus the plan

has more chance of being realistic and feasible. To preserve this

feature (and bearing in mind that the structure of implementation

organisations is highly inflexible in the short run) the choice of

planning sectors has to coincide, as far as possible, with the

pattern of implementing: organisations.

The third practical constraint on the choice of pattern of decom¬

position is that the process of decision and planning on a sector's

level requires personnel possessing, besides knowledge of technology

of the sector, knowledge about planning procedures, snd creative minds

as well ae high organisational abilities. The availability of such

personnel is a critical factor in determining the degree of

decentralization; as H. Jison writes in this context:

1. IT. dimoh, "Administrative Behaviour". 2nd ed. 1957*
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"The optimum organisational structure is a variable,
for it© form upon the staffing of the

He rlso adds:

"The capabilities of the members of an organisation would
be one of the possible degree of decentral-
1sation.

Planners and managers are in very short supply in most developing

countries. This is a factor which ha© been consider! by nany

as deterr.inentnl in the choice of planning systems in these

centrelization, i.e. larger sectors.

Beside© these practical constraints, and the earlier theoretical

factors determining the choice of economic sectors, there are a

group of factors which, I believe, should be dominant in the

practical exercise of choosing planning sectors in developing

Economies.

U.l.U DOMINANT CCSSlDSRATlCfi3 IN TBS CHOIC OP SACTC M Hi AN

ECCROMIC SYSTEM UNDERGOING RAPID STRUCTURAL AND

TECHNOLOGICAL THAN3F0RMATItU;

In discus ring the factor© involved in the choice of sectors in the

last three sections, there have been the Implicit assumptions that

the activities comprising the system (the variables and their ranges)

1. Ibid, p.228.
2. Ibid, p.23U.
3. Kindelbergen, op.clt., and Issawl, op.cit.

countries,^ and one that greatly favours higher degree© of
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ape known, together with their relationships. In other words

we have a model of the eyste and the problem Is that of finding

the * ; p -opri ite' subsystems of octlvitien.

This doe© not correspond to the peal long term planning; problem;

where neither the feasible activities (techniques, products,

designs, locations, etc.), nor their relations, are fully known.

These will b' determined by the * search' processes in sectors

after their scope has been determined. At the stage where the

decomposition problem has to be faced, the exact 'content* of the

system is only vaguely known. This is particularly felt in the

dynamic context of a developing economy undergoing rapid structural

and technological change. Thus the theoretical considerations

cited before (homogeneity, site of sectors, minimum interactions

etc.) cannot be applied with any precision except perhaps in short

term planning (when the system would not greatly change from the

one existing at the start of a planning period); If, however, we

choose the optimum decomposition pattern in relation to the present

structure (assuming this is possible), and uae it for long term

planning, it will not be an efficient choice. This is because the

sectors will change drastically in relative alses, and because new

commodities and relations will be added between, and within, sectors.

The result is that sectors which were homogeneous and partially

independent initially could lose these character!sties.

On what basis then could we choose sectors for long ten® planning,

if we do not know with any precision the future structure of the

economyv xamlnlng this problem • which, to my knowledge, has never
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been posed in this fori- - I encountered a possible principle that

could be applied in this context (beside those already mentioned

in the static case, as far as they could be applied). This

principle is to find those relations or commodities flowing in

the . ;y ate. rich si's likely to be tw Tu.lcull;/ ... toven the plan

period, and use then as the 'links* between the decomposed sectors,

e.g. 'electricity', 'fuel*, 'cement* etc. hatevor the change in

techniques of their production, or in the uses to which they are put,

they ere technically determined in hind. Although the 'level' of

their production may vary over the plan period, they are likely to

remain important. Thus sectors linked with such commodities are

likely to preserve their identity, and their relations with each

other over a planning period.

It is apparent that not ell these commodities must be used as links,

but the links should be ckoaen from them. ' "hen those commodities

ere deter ined they will give us further limits on what decomposition

patterns are feasible. And only then can we apply the theoretical

considerations or homogeneity, size, independence, etc.

The choice of technically stable links will also make the process

of Iteration between sectors and the centre much simpler. This

is because the number md type of commodities flowing between

sectors in different sub-planning periods will be the same, and

only 'levels' of activities, or amounts of flow of these stable

commodities, is considered variable in the central problem.

(Allocation of resources between sector as referred to in T 0,3.3.3)
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By this method, e very difficult problem is avoidedj namely,

that of finding methods of measurement of new and secondary
1

coamotlties that otherwise would be flowing among sectors.

The choice of sectors, using the above criteria of stable

technical relations, will result In what one night call * technical

independence of sectors1: a characteristic which (beside the above

advantages) I consider to be of far reaching effect on the initiation

of technological change in the system. The absence of such a

characteristic could seriously inhibit such < change, as will be

illustrated below. Let there be two groups of activities (it

is assumed that they ere the only variables in en economic system)!

say production of dwellings, and production of materials and

components. Assume that a decomposition pattern is adopted here

each group of these activities forma a sector.

Before formal planning starts (i.e. adjustment of levels by

iteration) each sector has to search for alternative physically

feasible activities. To search for feasible types of materials

or types of dwellings, as well as for feasible techniques and

locations for their production, each sector must form expectations

about the other, sectors' possibilities. The reason ia that, with

the time and cost limitations on the process of search and planning,

each sector can only determine a few of the objectively available

possibilities, raid the domain of those few possibilities v/ill moat

1. For difficult iss involved arid their consequences see Kornai, J.
fver Centralisation in ".coiionic ministration", tr» rialated

from Hungarian, London, 1959.
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probably be delineated according to expectations made about the

Various alternative activities that are thought to be feasible

in the other sectors.

Because the knowledge available in one sector about the feasible

possibilities in other sectors is usually limited (as discussed in

Chapter 1), their expectations about the possibilities open to

other sectors will be limited. uch expectations will, most

probably, lie around existing solutions that are being used in

practice. Accordingly, no great technical change® could be

conceived. Also, in the case of transferred technology in one

sector, when combined with expectation about technologies in other

sectors might look infeaoible or unsuitable} although if the other

sectors real possibilities are known, the borrowed technology may

look quite feasible. Thus we require a great deal of co-ordination

and communication between these two related aectors before formal

planning starts. The ultimate degree of co-ordination Is integrating

the two activities in one sector (or organisation), to make the

sector "technically self-contained". This integration of

technically related sector?? is essential, if the aim is to initiate

technical change in the economy. Indeed this was one of the

factor© that made developing countries adopt central planning in

the first place; to be able to initiate structural end technological

change. If we use a type of decomposition which toes not recognize

these technic..! interdependexicier., and doe ? not allow sector—, to be

at least partially independent tea..nic.JLly, • would have d< led one
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of the main purposes of planning.* This form of integration

of nctivltler. is increasingly accepted, in varying contexts and

levels, in practice for the purpose of technical change (as
discussed in relation to building activities earlier in chapter 1,

and as discussed below in section U,2 )•

This brings us to the end of our discussion of the general factors

in iencing the ehoie.? of - c tor , or the pattern of :,<;eo. osition,

for a long tern planning problem of the type proposed in the last

eh pter. The factors involved are large in number and only

partially understood. This has made the problem quite complex.

There is, as yet, nothing near a general theory that caul readily

be applied, end thus the Choice has to be made arbitrarily. However,

because in practice there •re many practical constraints, and

bee? 're of the existence of some particular cenelciere t iona which

have overwhelming force, the choice stay be easy to sake on an

ad hoc basis•

1. "Hls V e been recognised by &ny odalist economist;-;, that at
the first stages of development it is essential to have a large
measure of centralisation in order to break with traditional
economic patterns, and to make the necessary large structural
shifts r te-hnicel transforation '"his i. *. been
em 'h- slat d repeatedly by the oileh conoolet • lung , ee for
example "dome Problem® Relating to the Polish ?oad t > teelalin"

, 1957# also maurlee uobb referred to it cn n-:uiy cessions
see for e:" . 1c, .?i ras? on conor.le Growth wnu nl.'^r,
London, I960, Chapter VI. Also , iiaon writes about an
analogous problem in "Or,.nnigrtlons" 1957, p.159. "'Thus we
predict that process specialization will be carried further In

bio .nviror.u.'icut. end V■■>.<•% under z»apidly changing cl.cc-instances
T 1*7 tie,: iff b: ; ■" i - ' to '^c..:re t-r ! -cent- In-
sent of separable programmes•"

2. or* discussion of trends of integration in the field o: building
to enable technological change, see R.X*B*A. report >n "the
;• - triclizaUoa of building'*, >:ido..t April. 1S»65. l»o the

• ♦* '?ocr-'Tini;- of ' ■ on Chnnccfi ii. 'he tr etuce of
ffW, Inuutq.y
i.ic.wriv its utput. ?ev- for?, 19«->5.
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In the following section we will try to use the information given

in this section to determine the scope of a planning sector within

which falls the activity of housing production.

$

u.2 j: pg AMD CQHTUTP OP A ♦HOUSIKG PnCEXJCTlQN 3 .CTCfl's

U.2.1. THE GrUESAL SCOPE OP TH S .CTGdx

The best point to start from seems to be by looking at present

practices, Most countries1 include housing production activities

within a Construction sector*. The latter is usually defined

(by international agreement) to include that part of economic

activity which deals with "construction, repair, and demolition of

buildin s, highways, streets and culverts; heavy construction of

such products as sewern and water-mains, railway roadbed, railroads,

etc. peclnl trade contractors in the field of construction,

such as carpenters, plumber , plasterers and electricians, are

also included in this group."

A cursory glance at the statistics available; reveals the sine and

major importance of construction activities in the total economy

at all stages of economic development. ithout going into these

well known statistics^ in detail, we will mention one or two of

1. U»a.<. India, Italy, U.K. and other uropean countries.

2 • * Interna Lionel »tendard Industrial :iossification of all
conofiiic oilwitfes*.""y.. X55S", 'series"I,, HomUt "ev",T.

3* See tables and diagrams attached to U. . -eninar on the
Structure of the Building Industry" tc., op.cit.
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interest. Thi sector produced between 1*5-65/ of total

capital investment (or Q♦ . * .) in most economies, with many

developing countries having the highest percenter;e. This will

be, on average, between 6-17. of gross national product. nether

indication of the size of this sector, relative to that of the

total economy, la the number of war*ore employed. Although the

proportion is high in the advanced uropeen countries - 6»5 to

8»5, of total labour force - it is such lower in the developing;

countries where the larger part of the population is engaged in

agriculture. Howev-.r, if the labour force engaged in construction

is compared to the total of those engaged in manufacturing

industries it would be in the range of 20-30, in the advanced

countries. hut it will be considerably higher in i. ny (but not

all) of the developing countries where manufacturing industries are

small in scale.

Briefly, then, in most countries, developed or developing, the

construction sector in one of the largest single sectors of

economic activity, Size, however, i;•••• neither t! e only, nor the

most important, consideration in the choice of planning sectors.

In what follows we will evaluate the sector in terns of seme of

the considerations discussed in the 1st section.

The first of these is the number and strength of connections of

this sector with other sectors. The most useful information on

this point could be obtained through the study of national input-

output ta lea. Although thess tables are not usually comparable,
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studying the composition of inputs in the construction industry

fro® other sectors in son© countries1 some tentative comments can

be made. The most obvious is that the sector has the

strongest relation with the building materials industry (cement,

glass, bricks, etc.) Their input® form the highest portion of

inputs to the sector (relative to its total inputs). Also the

(Construction industry takes the largest portion of the total output

of these industries. 'Basic metals * and transport are another

important input to the sector; so elao are quarry product®. At

the early stages of development, because the size of the construction

industry is large relative to other manufacturing industries (the

latter usually just being started) we find that a very large

portion of the outputs of sector® such as steel and chemicals goes

to the construction industry. But with the development of the

economy and growth of other industries, the share of their total

output that goes to the construction seetore relatively declines.

Without, however, building too such on these tentative comments, if

we leak at the case of the U.^.u. in 1965 (with reference to which

this thesis is oriented) it could be observed that the strongest

links (quantitatively) are those with the building materials

Industries end basic metals. Other relations are Quantitatively

small as regards both the relative aiae of their inputs to the

1. Western urope, Israel, India, 0..... ... 1959» 1965, sources
are: For '-atom Europe me O.K. QK-ec, 'The r-tructnre of
Surepern conomy' Paris. 1956* For India, uj* C.ve'**, development
programming technique® eerie® 2, Bangrkok 1961; for Israel, sec

• asslle Leoatief, 'The structure of Jevelopment*, in ' technology
and ooronlc hevelopgert'« 1963• For the O. . ., «ee *T.,™.
National liurming "dam;,lit tee, 1 ■-.-cnc-r^l rcu-g oi tne •j-»-©<..r usb ',
Cairo, I960.
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construction sector and the proportions of these inputs In

relation to their total outputs. These 'strong' links with other

sector® imist now "bo checked against tho important consideration of

technical stability, to determine whether the construction sector

is 'technically independent'.

To start with, we will make a short list of the usual materials

that go into the construction industry, and which form its

strongest links with the economy. These are (us derived from

aggregate comtno&lty-balsnce tables for the U.A. .} classified in

five groups;

(1) fuel, electricity, steel,

(2) cement and glass

(3) chemical and engineering industries

(U) bricks, lines, concrete components, gypsum, sand, gravel,

joinery, etc.

(5) transport.

The first two groups of Industries have standardized products which

could reasonably be considered technically stable. The localional

decisions of such Industries are largely constrained by the

availability of raw materiala .• in: breed projections of urUutismtio; ,

end not on particular decisions taken in the construction sector.

The third group of industries, the chemical and engineering

industries, ipply a -mall portion of their outputs to th

construction sector. Ho..ever, one cannot en ily j t" t develop¬

ments in eit: o. sector .-.ould not stimulate d<: vcloxnentr. in o her
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and thus are technically interdependent. However, because in

the developing countries (including the U. .. .), buildings end

their equipments and finishes are of modest standards, and are

likely to remain no, this , •. rtieuler technic 1 inte {"-dependence

would not be of great significance.

'Hie fourth group of industries, supply the greatest portion, if

not all, of their output® to the construction sector (with which

they are highly interdependent, technically speaking). -n mentioned

in Chapter 1 a change in the quality, form or design of any of the

materials produced by these industries offers great technical

potential!tiea to the construction sector, and vice versa. Also,

because the products of these industries are heavy, una thus costly

to transport,'their locations! ti<cisions are intimately related to

location of construction activities, and thus the technical inter¬

dependence between these industries and the construct!or sector in

further increased.

This brings us to the last sector that is in direct contact with the

construction sector: Transport. Because the building material®

used in that sector are heavy and bulky we find that the ucrvlceR

of transport used in the construction sector are quite substantial.

As a percentage of the total value of inputs to the construction

sector, they range from 7h in Israel to 9. in India, thotr-b they are

as low as 1»U, in astern European countries. But when these

transport inputs are considered us percentages of the total outputs

of the 'transport* sector they form e very small proportion. How-
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ever, the nature of a transport service, lor transport inputs a®

we will call then, measured in ton-kilometerj, is technically

determined, and changes in the methods or its production would not

greatly effect the using sectors (technically)• (Although, of

course, the reduction in the cost per ton-kilometer could

substantially effect decisions in the using sectors), IIIbq

because that sector supplies most other sectors in large organic

systems (rails, etc.), it cannot be integrated with any of them,

even if they arc technically related*'

From the above discussion of the technical interdependence between

the construction sector and other sectors the conclusion could be

reached that it would seem desirable, from the point of view of

simplifying planning procedures and enabling technical change to

take place, to have a decomposition pattern of the economic system

in which the construction sector end the building materials

industry (group U above) Tom one integrated sector.

We turn now to evaluate the construction sector from the point of

view of homo -enelty as required in a ' cod* choice of planning

sectors.

1* we can of course include en activity of transportation
production in the housing production sector, whose inputs
are investment, labour, fuel, etc, and whose outputs are
transport service (in say ton-nile unite). But rn ther
will be a transportation ©ector in any national planning model,
it seems better to leave the production of transport service
to it to decide on the most economic techniques together with
demand on transport fror other activities.
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The activities usually included in the construction sector are

diverse end soke the sector quite heterogeneous (civil engineering,

"bulldi » maintenance, for industry, housing etc,). The groups of

activities in it differ from each other, in respect to:

(i) composition of inputs1 and the type of products produced?

(ii) different types of technologies and varying rates of technical

change, end growth In size. This makes the process of aggregation

and projection of the whole construction sector extremely difficult.

Thus from the point of view of homogeneity the co/.ml root ion -uctor

neeui lo be ■ b...lvlued into more homo, eneouo • ui- ^ ■•tor- that would

be more suitable for long term planning. This would also be

required if the building materials Industry is integrated with it

since the size of the new integrated sector would be too large to

be handled as a planning unit.

In what follows we will try to show that a "houain,, production

sector'. that includes house building activities and part of the

building materials Industry, is a * re i >onable * choice as v. sector

?.°r . \?K, .r1*

First, if we assume th? t a part of the building material industry

could be delineated, and defined mm that supplying housing

production activities (we will come to tM •• assumption 1 tor in

Chapter C) and integrated with the latter, the resulting new
<

sector will bt technically Independent,

1, Ss# references of footnote 1 on p.168.
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Secondly the sise of the new sector will he reasonable, in the

sense that it is not too ax:,all or large, since in most countries

housings production forma between 15 and 50, of the total output

of the construction sector. In highly industrialised countries

it typically amounts to about 50 , and in the developing countries

it ranges from 15 to 30, •«J In the U. • 1 ♦ it was 321 in 1959/60.

These outputs of the housing production sector mount to between

2-6, of gross doneotic product. This means that the sector 111

be on the small side. However, if we add to it the related part

of the building material® industry, it would seem adequate, especially

if we were thinking in terms of 30-50 sectors which could
2

conceivsbly be handled by the two-level planning method.

Another characteristic of this proposed planning sector which has

greatly influenced my choice is that, in that part of the

construction industry devoted to housing, there is a very wide

scope for standardisation of predicts. This it? especially possible

in Socialist countries where ueoaad is, planned and organise-,, ana

large number:; of identical products sire usually required. 'his

enables mass production, and opens the accompanying possibilities

of more advanced and efficient technologies. The experience of

the hi hly ' fri, U :o l co-xntrit - of uropc (.'• eastern and oclullet)

shows that Tie housing production rector ha . npv. It::. ,el.- ._.-Cu

1. Sec U.N., * ouort of the ^ Hoc Oroup of Experts on Housing end
Urban development\ hew York. 19C2. p.12.

2. Israel has a housing production sector (without building
materials) in a J+2 sectors interindustry table. ? • -*r ~,

"£ib0ii v •—V*' ;
rroceedlr- r. of rr Interns1.1 on*-} Conference or .tnpnt-^'Ttp'.'t
Techni -,ueu ," "ondon, 1963 .
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production technologies and the rote . .a direct ion of 1 is

tec, 1c . I . -,-y - lo^. ;.-t L - ,1... .v ■ ..f i\xm those found In other

construction activities. Thin strengthens the case of its treat¬

ment as a separate sector.

To conclude this section, m Bust restate that the choice of that

'housing production* sector wa; node on an ad hoc fcu -is iccording

to the general requirements in planning sectors discussed In

section U.l. The choice does not satisfy all these requlreaejata,

but it is believed that it oatisfiea the moat important of then,

naixlyj homogeneity, size, stability of technical relations and

technical independence.

To summarizej the scope of this proposed sector covers: the
activities: production oX building materials and component..t that

go into housing, transportation of these materials, and building

activities. The inputs to that rector that have been referred

to earlier are: power, cement ana glass, products of engineering

and chemical industries and timber. These will be referred to as

intermediate commodities. Other raw material inputs such as

stone, gravel, sand, clay etc. are assumed to be available dree to

the sector at their place of extraction or quarrying. Ac other

main input is labour. The output of the sector is now dwellings.

The rough picture of the housing production sector that emerged

from this section is dlagramaatic&lly illustrated in diagram (4.-.1).
In the following section we will try to focus that picture by

defining some inputs in some detail. e will also introduce some

inputs, outputs and activities which so far hove not been explicitly

stated.
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b.2.2 A CLOSKH VI3* OP THK 'GONT^TTS* OP TH a CTORi

In the last section we hove been mainly concerned with those inputs

revealed by input-output tobies ox commodity transactions between

sectors fox* current production. But the sectors, in order to use

these inputs and produce their outputs, must have productive

capacity. i.e. (i) capital equipment: .machinery and tools, and

(ii) industrial buildings and constructions to shelter the equip¬

ment and to be used in production (kilns, stores, etc.).

At the start of a planning period, every sector has some old

productive capacity, which is not supplied to it by other sectors.

Thus it is an input which is neither allocated by the centre nor

subject to variation in quantity by the process of planning*

To be able to use this productive capacity, it has to be maintained

in working condition. This maintenance activity is usually

perforated by the organizations in the construction sector using

this equipment. Thus that activity will be included in c-hc

'housing production sector' aau termed "faintenance of old productive

capacity . (see diagram h.2.il)

During a planning period, the sectors will not only use the old

productive capacity, but also add to it (new investments). In

principle, these are supplied by other sectors producing equipment

and industrial buildings, and thus could be considered as new

groups of inputs which ould be llocatcd by the centre, n their

quantities subject to the process of planning• ITowtver, our treat-
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Kent will slightly modify that view.

Regarding new productive equipment* for new activities or for re¬

placing parts of old equipment (i.e. spare parts), these are not

usually produced by other sectors in a developing country -

particularly at the early stages of economic development where

heavy and engineering industries are small or non-existent - but

ere imported snd paid for in foreign currency. Thus for the housing

production sector, instead of having an input termed new productive

equipment, we wi .1 have'foreign exchange inputs',"'' end ve . ill also

add importing activity to the contents of the sector (diagram h.2.ii)
Thus in fact export end import activities, eX and u in the national

model of sec. 3.2.2 are decomposed find each sector now has it a own

import end export activities.

Cur treatment also differs in the case of the industrial buildings

necessary to increase the productive capacity of the housing

production sector. Although there are other sectors producing

industrial buildings, we will assume that those required in the

housing sector are ^roduoed in the latter sector (together with

dwellings) using the labour and intermediate oonroditie - . rapplied

1. If there are some productive equipment produced by other sectors
they will be included in the intermediate commodities inputs.
In the foreign exchange inputs one will also include imported
commodities which are used not for investment but also for current
production (For example, in the case of the U.n.R., timber which
is imported and used for current production). Jut, if the
country produces some of that imported good, then the coa; .odlty
should not be included partly us foreign exchange und partly as
commodity supplied by other sectors. It has to be considered as
supplied completely by other sector, and these sector;; ould
decide (within the national planning procedure) how much to
produce locally and how much to import.
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to that sector. This assumption ia made for the sake of

aisplification as it enables the redaction of the number of links

between the two sectors. This assumption will not distort the

results of analysis because the 'level* of these inputs to the

housing production sector is likely to form an Insignificant part

of the output of the sector producing industrial buildings. Though

of course in implementation, these activities will be given to that

part of the construction industry producing industrial buildings.

The old and new productive capacity, that have become available to

the housing production sector during a planning period, are combined

with other inputs (labour, materials, transport, ..etc.) to produce

new dwellings. These other inputs will either be embodied in the

final product or consumed. On the other hand,productive capacity

will neither be consumed nor will it be embodied in the final

product but will atill be available at the end of the planning period

(thotigh of course in e different qualitative state), ready for use

in fut re planning periods. Thus they could be considered as out¬

puts of the activities in the sector (as shown on diagram U.2.ii).

An important activity which i® commonly included in tb construction

sector is the maintenance and repair of the existing stock of

buildings end constructions. The olze of this activity in relation

to the rest of the activities in the construction sector varies from

one country to another depending on factor; such at the duality of

the existing stock, the lemcnd on new constructions .. etc.1
1* O«V«0 "Cost. Repetition and Maintenance - related aspects of

building prices IT~, Geneva, T553T
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A question may be raised about whether to include all these

activities in a separate sub&eetor Ox the construction sector, or

to include each group of maintenance activities with corresponding

production sub-sector, e.g. housing maintenance with new housing

production; maintenance of industrial buildings with production

of new industrial buildings, ...etc.

The second approach will be aaopted and house maintenance activities

will be included in the housing production sector for the very

important reason that they are highly Interrelated, from technical

and economic points of view, to the activities of producing new

dwellings. lrst the ledsions on new forms of llinp.nd

materials determine the various possible patterns of maintenance,

second there are many te hnical solutions (such as partly durable

buildings and components, temporary buildingsf expanding buildings;

bulldin dwellings without some services and then adding them later)

which seem worth investigating in developing countries but c nnot
X

be properly investigated without including them in the housing sector.

The inclusion of these activities to the housing sector could

formally be interpreted as adding to the sector an input c 11 d the

Old tTousinr *ocfc. which is available at the beginning of a planning

period. By the end of a planning »eriod we will hove en an output

of the house-building activity, not only new dwellings, but lao

that old housing stocK. However, thin letter rtoch 'ill be different

1. B#A<i Turin "What do we mean by Building", an Inaugural lecture
delivered at University College, London, , eb. 1^66 (published for
the College by H.K. Lewis t Co. Ltd., London).
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from that which formed the Input, in so far as dwellings have

depreciated, been maintained or been demolished (see diagram

I*.2 .ill). The outjut of the sector at the end of a planning

period will be the sum of these new and old stocks.

Now we come to the last two types of inputs that we will introduce

in the housing production sector; (a) Land, and (b) iublic

utilities and land development. e have seen, so far, that the

production of housing, as in the ctae of other products, calls for

the provision of inputs such >.s material, labour end capita . As

trie buildirii product, howev* r, consists not only of the building

itself, but also of the lund on which it stands, ; since it

cannot function, at least in it? higher forms, unlea it i connected

with certain utility services (road?, sewage, water, etc.), developed

lanu has to be considered a: another factor of production ( s in

agriculture). Alternatively, it could be considered as a Kind

of raw material necessary to produce the building.

The amount of land absorbed by urban housing is not insignificant.

Housing forms the largest single user of urban land in many

1. fee fnlor lor term problems of Government T' usia __nnd
..elateu • robWs, dew Tori., lgo6, Vol1, especially" Chap."7 on
nuand Problems and Chap, IV T ec. 2 on * robleiES of Housing
Production' . As v/ith the case of other inputs in the production
process, there is a degree of substitutabillty between lend end
public utility inputs and other inputs (materials, labour,
capital); fe can use more land and less of some or all of the
other inputs depending on whether we build on higher or lower
density, end on the type of housing u ed. The so tie applies to
public utilities and other developments of building sites.
Also, in some cases, by increasing input of developed 1 a we
can increase the amenity or value of physically identical building
units - by incre sing garden an: • s or „ ublic open _ ace , etc.
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countries."1' Land supply, in the locations required is not un¬

limited and thus like any other scarce resource has to be

allocated to the various sectors. Consequently it will be subject

to the planning procedure between sector and centre to find the

allocation which equalizes the opportunity cost (shadow prices) of

every piece of land (in a specific location) in use by every sector.

However, this cannot be done in a planning exercise. There are

various reasons for this, the most important of which are:

(a) land inputs to the economy as a whole have to be classified by

locations and areas, which will make the size of the model incon¬

ceivable, and (b) the moat important, is that not all lands could

be used in alternative purposes; the uses being determined by

physical and town planning considerations. The problem of land

use planning is best treated (at our present state of knowledge)
2

aa if it is an independent problem.

Thus the land available for housing will be assumed to be determined

by physical planners and allocated to the housing sector once and

for all, and will be assumed not to be subject to further

modification by economic planning. Its position is thus similar

1. In Britain this was found to be about hO?- and In some cases
(new towns) it waa as high as 75/ (included In these figures
are areas of gardens, open space, roads and public parks)•
See P.A. Stone, "The Impact of Urban Development on the Use
of Lund and Other resources", Journal of the Town Planning
Institute. 1961, U7(5) May, pp.l28-13U.

2. This will not produce great loss of value in e country such
as Egypt where most of the land devoted to urban housing is
desert land (9h. of the area of the country is desert) which
has no other alternative ufsea and is physically almost
unlimited.



to the initially available productive capacity of the sector.

However, the opportunity cost of these available pieces of land

(and productive capacity) in alternative uses in the sector would

have to be equalized in an optimum solution of the sector's

problem.

The second input which we will introduce is public utilities.

By this we mean the cost of clearing and levelling the land,

building of roads, supply of sewers, water, electricity, etc.

Although precise data is not available relating to the magnitude

of the cost of supplying these services to housing areas, there is

enough evidence to indicate that they are significant. P.A.Stone,

in various estimates for various cases in Britain, puts their

cost at 13 - 26y of the initial cost of developing a housing area

(state, neighbourhood, or new town.J1 It has been estimated by a

U» report that in African countries for each >51,000 spent on

house building about /250 has to be spent on roads and sanitary

services. In -gypt against 160 million Egyptian pounds spent

on urban house building between 1960-65; 67 million pound© were

spent on public utilities (water and sewage alone).^ Although

this last figure includes the cost of terminal installations in

both urban and rural areas, a great deal of it is related to urban

housing expansion. It is important to notice that the ratio of

1. P.A. btone, "Housing. Tovin development. Lund and -oats'*
London, 1961.""'" ™ """" -

2. A study prepared in the Housing, Building and Flaming Branch
of the Bureau of social Affairs, hew York, 1961.

3. U.A.R., "Frame of 5-year Han", op.cit., Tables 11-16.
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the cost of supplying services to the cost of dwelling

construction is apparently much higher in developing countries

than in advanced ones, because dwellings in the former are much

simpler in construction, equipment, and finish, but at the same

time public utility services are usually of the same standard as

those in the advanced countries.3.

The scale of the activity of supplying public utilities, together

with the particular nature of the activity, qualify it for a

separate sector (which usually happens in implementation

organinations, and ir. major subdivisions of the construction

industry in many planning exercises). If this is so, the relation

between that sector and that of housing production will be in the

form of inputs (to the housing sector) of various areas developed

and connected to public utility systems. This link between the

two sectors will be a very complex one because, there will not be

one input, but for every feasible area there will be at least one

link, (it should be mentioned that, in this case, 'land* inputs

would be inputs to the "public utility end land development

sector," which will now produce 'developed land*]. However, the

decisions mode in the public utility sector (such as; which lands

to develop and connect to public utility systems, and what 'density*
of population is to be expected in these areas) are, to a high

degree, 'technically dependent' on decisions in the housing sector.

If separated in two sector*, therefore, not only will the relations

4. This point has been stressed by Jr. Koengsbergen in a talk
which he gave in 196U in a Conference on 'Tropical Jevelopment'
held in. York in 196k# and attended by the author.
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"be complicated (large number* of connecting conaiodltiea), but

also the most promising solutions may be missed. However, vm

cannot Include them in one sector because they are technically

different and the sector will be unhoiaogeneous; as well as the

fact that the public utilities and land development sectors

supply other sectors (public highways, canals, etc.).

To overcome these difficulties, we propose the following treatment.

The locational decisions, (which areas to develop) and the 'else*
of these connections, as well as the decisions on scale and

location of terminal public utility Installations, will be taken

from the public utility sector and made in the housing production

sector. The choice of techniques of supplying these public

utilities is left to that former sector.

This means that the links, in the planning exercise. between the

two sectors are limited to quantities of such cozumoditiea as:

miles of secondary roads, miles of sewer connections of a certain

capacity etc. The housing sector 'locates1 these inputs. There

Is en important assumption underlying this treatment; that la, the

costs of supplying any of these services, say a mile of sewers of

certain capacity is independent of location and there are no

economies of scale (i.e. the cost per mile of supplying 10 miles

of (say) aewers or roads is equal to the cost per mile of supplying

20 miles of either of these services). These assumptions as we

will see in Chapter 6 are not very restrictive.
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ThiB was the last of the inputs which we wanted to introduce to

the proposed housing production sector# This completes the

general picture of the scope, content, inputs and outputs to that

sector. This final picture is illustrated diagractmatically in

Fig. 4.2.iii. and in diagram 4.2.a. in relation to, or as a

decomposed part of, the national economic moael as developed in

■■cc • 3.2 .2.

4.3. h A -Uii OF IllPIJTO .,14) QUTi-mv>

In the last section we have mentioned input and output groups

such as 'Transport* and 'Public utilities'. These ere very vague

indeed. It is one of the objectives of this section to give

content to such input groups. Furthermore, the above inputs and

outputs, together with the others such as "dwelling units",

"labour" etc., are broad classes. Kach comprises a variety of

types; there are various skills of labour and there ere many

types of dwellings. These classes must be precisely classified,

and the appropriate units or scales of meas recent defined for the

purpose of planning (using mathematical programming or models)

which will be elabox*ated for the housing sector in the next chapter.

Other purpose;- ml. ht require other approaches than those adopted

in this section. In searching for units and methods of measure¬

ment for any of the Inputs or outputs, v»e must not only relate it

to the purpose of classification - which must be defined precisely -

but also choose the system that best achieves the purpose with



Diagram 4.2.a : A Model of the national economic system
with a Housing Production Sector.

sizes of population
groups at various

Initial Foreign Land & natural
capital stock Exchange resources.
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minimum demand on both our planning effort, nd on the task of

identification in real life.1

In the following few sub-sections we will examine each of the

previously stated input© or outputs to the model, in order to

determine the classification systes and units of measurement to be

used. e will start by examining in sections lw3*l and h.3*2 the

output "dwellings". This will be followed in section U.3*3* by

the initial housing stock; in section b.i.h. by terminal housing

stock. Then in h.3»5» by measuring the initial and terminal capital

stock. And finally in section l+«3«6« we will examine the rest

of the inputs to the housing production sector.

U.3.1. THE OUTPUT OF THE HGU3IHG SECTOR Ai> JJAHTXTI' » OF HOUSING
diJiTVIGE FLOWING AT VARIOUS 'USE-VALUE* LEVELS;

The output of dwellings from the housing sector could be very

heterogenous; dwellings could be classified according to aiae,

walling material, finishes, their location in a multi-storey

building, age, location, etc. Indeed every dwelling is in a sense

unique. Describing the output of the housing sector dwelling by

dwelling does not serve our purpose. But what is our purpose in

1. liefore we proceed, it is worth remembering the general principle
referred to earlier which applies to all input® and outputs;
that is whatever the unit or method of measurement used, two
characteristics are attached to each of them, it® location In
space and in time. A dwelling of a specific design end
construction produced in one locality at a certain date is not
the same output as an Identical dwelling produced in another
locality and/or another dote. R,t „U1 the tuMVDt
of inputs or outputs (activity level) of type d at tine ,t In
area R.
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classifying dwellings?

If we went back to section 3.1.2., it would be realized that the

model of the housing sector is intended to fit into an overall

formulation of a national planner's problem. The objectives

function of that overall problem is a function of the sizes of

population groups at various 'levels of living'. These 'levels

of living' were 'produced* by activity (forming consumption

bundle© activities - or consumption activities for short). Each

of these activities, by having as its input specific amounts of

various goods and services, including <1 we 1 lings*. will enable one

person (a household) - by consuming it - to attain a certain level

of living or welfare.

Some of the inputs to thee© activities could be measured in

physical units, e.g. so many pounds of sugar per year, or so many

meters of textiles of certain quality per year. How could we

measure end specify the quantity and quality of dwellings for the

purpose of including them as inputs to these activities? This is

the purpose of this section.

As discussed in Chapter 3» the determination of the coefficients

of these activities tJx, i.e. whet amounts and qualities of goods

and services will produce what levels of living, are made by the

'government* according to their conception of on 'average

individual's (or household) behaviour. [This conception could

indeed (end should) be based on actual observations of population

behaviour in the consumer's goods market]. In other words a

utility function is postulated 0 « f (Y1# Y2 ... Yn) (l)
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Y^ ia the amount of commodity type 1« In formulating this
function, which means evaluating alternative combinations of the

commodities Y^, the Individual does not perceive all the
characteristics of these commodities, but only those character¬

istics which he believes are relevant to his evaluations* Thus,

in point of fact he evaluates a combination of characteristics and

the utility function could then be written1

•here Z^, 2i2**' 2is 0116 tJie characteristics of commodity

is the relative level of satisfaction from commodity Yi or the
character!sties 2-^, Z^ • •• %-4« This moans that the process of
evaluation could be looked at, not as an activity in which varying

amounts of different commodities or characteristics are used as

inputs to produce a certain level of satisfaction (u), but as a

complex of 'branch* evaluative operations* ach group of

characteristics form a 'branch* to produce an intermediate type of

satisfaction These intermediate entities could then

combine and form other branches till they finally form the total

level of satisfaction or utility (U).

1. This is the 'separable utility function*, ee discuesed by
<trotz, R»B., 'The leipirlcal Implications of the Utility

Tree", '.conomc trier. Vol. 25, No.2, 1957.
2* dee 3trots Ibid., and also Hicks, I.R. *A Revision of demand

hcory', Oxford, 195o, especially the part on Tec nology of
Consumption, p.167-8.

and x (2llf S12 ... :l£i) * Y1 (U)
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Housing could be considered as a '"branch' of the utilit;, function

(or an evaluative operation in activities Ux)• This branch

operation [X J would have as its inputs various characteristics of

d-railings ZH2 **• -Hi;) miix a8 output "housing value'', VR.
To achieve a certain level of living 0, with values of other

evaluative (or consumption) branches given (V^, 'Z ••• "Wl***
Vn), the value of the housing branch hee to be at a specific
level V{!. V hat type of dwelling, or what Quantities of the
various characteristics have contributed to the achievement of

is irrelevant to the individual who is not concerned about

means for their own sake, but only in the final results (Vj.) •

We propose to use this value (V«) for measuring the dwelling out¬

puts of the housing sector and thus the dwelling inputs to

activities ux. It may be said that what we are really proposing

is the transfer of part of the evaluative activities per orr.ed in
«« r«

x, namely the branch concerned with housing Lx1], to the

'housing production sector*. The reasons are:

(a) If *H were kept within Lx, the number of links between the

housing production sector and the consumption sector Ux (see

diagram U.2.a) would be very complicated, as it would have to

cover the number of dwellings produced of every type, and each of

which is described by all ita characteristics. To reduce this

inform tion, the only possible single measure of the heterogeneous

and large number of characteristics (zjp» -ff2 a
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dwelling can possess is In terms of value The links will be

much simplified by transferring only information about the number

of dwellings at each value level V{Jr. The number of these
"levels* will be much less than the types of housing available;

as many dwellings will have equivalent values, or form "equivalence
classes*. ach group will be described only by on© index V,

instead of all the characteristics. This will make the "housing

production sector" satisfy the criteria (Sec. U.l.) of having

minimum links with other sectors.

(b) Transferring activity x11 to the housing sector means including

product substitution in that sector. Thus we would be including

one of the most technically related decisions to the sector (as

discussed in Chapter 1, dec.h). Thus we would be making the

sector really "technically* independent and enabling maximum freedom

1. These quantities of housing service, are Int.© r-.-.edlate flows in
the national system, similar to the flows of commodlt1es and
service from other productive activities to activities ux.
very intermediate flow In the system 1including those from

production activities to hxt labour flows, capital flows etc.J
as well as each initially available commodity will have in the
optimized solution of the system, a shadow price, corresponding
to the marginal contribution of that commodity Cor service) to
the state objectives function. In other words it will have a
certain value to the state, which is distinctly different from
its use-value• Thus a commodity which has a high u-e-value
for individual® may have a low state price (or value relative
to the state). These prices depend, not only on the use
value, or other characteristic of the commodities* but also on
the conditions of demand and supply (by the state) in the whole
system. This is somewhat analogous to prices in market
economies, where use-values depend on subjective valuations,
but prices are not proportional to these valuations but are the
result of Interaction between the "aggregated* individual
utilities and supplies in the economy. However, in the present
mouel, state prices are the results of interactions between
supplies in the economy and the state objectives function.
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of choice arid for Initiating technical change.
1

(c) valuation of dwellings is an involved operation because of

the complexity of the product and for other reasons (which will

be discussed in dec. U«3»2); and thus are best left to specialists

in the housing production sector.

How could we * value' dwellings is the second logical question we

have to answer. First we must distinguish between two aspects or

indices to the value of a dwelling - and for that matter the value

of any durable ,pod. ii*st, there is the value of the service

(or satisfaction) derived fros its use during a short period of

time. This use value, or level of satisfaction, depends, for a

dwelling, on such characteristics as its size, equipment, aesthetic

qualities, location etc. The second aspect that determines the

value of a dwelling depends ons (i) its expected durability of

the length of time during which it will continue to render its

service, (ii) whether there will be a deterioration or change in

the "level* of that service over time, and (ill) the costs of

maintaining the "flow" of that service over time. Before we go

on to examine how to measure the use-value of a dwelling (which

we will do in fee. h.3»2.}, we will introduce an important usage

to the concept of "flow of housing service".

1. This is equivalent to the concept of *equel use-effects* used
in socialist countries and whose inclusion with the choice of
techniques is sometimes recommended to achieve technical
change as referred to earlier in section 2.2.U. and by
2?«-». V.e* tm eV 4Hakomski,
country".
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The outputs of the housing production sector will not be

considered as numbers or dwelling units having various character¬

istics, but as .antitles or housing service flu,, in., over line at

different use-value levels. This ia explained a© follows:

At any point of time - say the start of a planning period - the

housing production sector has as its inputs, a certain amount of

labour, intermediate commodities, productive capacity, etc., and

the existing housing stock. At the end of the planning period,

after a period of production, maintenance, demolitions activities

etc., the sector will end up with another housing stock of

different composition and 'value*. If the planning period is

short we can easily assume that during it the original housing

stock was in use. This means that during a planning period there

will be a flow of housing service corresponding to the original

stock at the beginning of the period.

The housing stock produced by the end of the period will serve aa

inputs to the housing production activity for the second planning

period, during which it will be in use and thus a flow of housing

service corresponding to that stock will be rendered during that

period (as illustrated in diagram lu3»a). If we extend the

planning period to infinity, we would not be interested in the

intermediate housing stock at any date, but only in the quantities

of housing service flowing at various levels (use-value) over time.

If there Is a limited planning horizon, we will still be uninterested

in the intermediate stock, but besides beln^ interested in the

flow of housing service we will also be interested in the terminal
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housing stock*

Tv Is trc of t" e problem hi , in my vie*v, the fallowing

attractions: First it has made the housing production sector

finally as technically independent as possible. Secondly, the

efficiency of the sector is judged not by the level of its

activities, e.g. so army dwellings built, or by the level of its

inputs e.g. so much investment etc., but by its llnsl re .It.

that is the levels and quality or services it renders over time.

Thirdly, it achieves complete reparation of the two aspects of

valuing a dwelling (its u-e-value and its durability), which are

in fact different aspects requiring different skills in their
2

evaluation, • id indeed are difficult to handle in one wine function.

1. The housing sector has now all the technically interdependent
decisions within its scope} it decides on what typea of dwellings
to produce, where, and by .hat techniques, what materials to
produce, where and in whet quantities, which dwellings to main¬
tain, demolish or repair, whether to use temporary housing or
expandable houses, what investmen t in new equipment, raid what
assets to undertake, where and on what scales etc,

2. In every consumption activity (wx) the various quantities of
commodities are valued to determine the *level of living* or
satisfaction that would be derived from their use. To be able
to evaluate in a non ambiguous way the quantities of commodities
entering the evaluative function t s»y ...aat be similar in respect
to the period over which they will be used. When some of these
cou. odities are used up in a single act of consumption (such as
food, clothing ...) and when others hove a definite 'life*
period, they become difficult to reconcile in one evaluative
function. They must be separated, (see I.E. Pearce, "A
-ou.triLuL.ioii. to •c,,ancLj.ng1lOxford, 196b, y.28). She other
aspect or this problem is that within a time period, if we want
to assess the * levels of welfare' of the population, during that
period alone (which will enter in the national objectives
function of cc. U.1) we will assess the quantity of consumption
commodities the population will use up daring that period and
the amount and level of housing service they will enjoy during
it apd wjQt the life of the dwelling stock they hold (itsdurability or future maintenance costs). Their present level
of welfare depends, and could only be evaluated, in rel tion to
'the amount of the commodities .and services, Including housing,
which they use during that period.
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./hat is required now is a measure of the "use-value' of a

dwelling without mixing it with its durability or maintenance

costs. To this we will turn now our attention.

U.3.2 THE DETEHMIHATIOH OF THE "USE-VALUE" OF TH SERVICES OF
A DUELLING UKITt

The task of measuring the use-value of dwellings, or amenities in

general, represents a difficult problem which many countries have

to face, especially in the context of valuating stock - and for

which no perfect answer has yet been developed. In principle,

the process of valuation includes the following steps:

(1) Betermination of the value Indices to be used

(2) Choice of scales for measuring each index

(3) Eeasurement (or judgment) of the values of the value

indices associated with each alternative

(h) Development of an evaluative criteria

(5) Application of the criteria

Before we proceed we have to state two axioms. First, the use-

value of a dwelling (or for that matter of anything) is relative

(to other dwellings). In other words, we do not subscribe to a

system of absolute values, e.g. saying that the 'use-value' of this

dwelling is 10 unite of value. =hat we can say, for example, is

that the use-value of one dwelling is higher than another. This

also implies that we subscribe to 'ordinal' measurementa of value.
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The second axiom Is that value or utility are subjective, they

have meaning only relative to a specific human agent with a

specific system of ultimate aims. Thus the use-value of a

dwelling cannot be determined objectively. Unless what objectively

means in this context is observing subjective valuations, and

recording them. However, people talk about "finding objective

means of evaluating the qualities of dwellings*. If this does

not mean observing subjective valuation or carrying out steps 2,

3 ana 5 above, it would be misleading to believe that it means

making objective •scientific* valuations without reference to a

specific individual or a group of people.

Having made this preliminary statement we turn to our main tusk

of measuring the use-value of dwellings. As this use-value is

subjective we must determine whose values we are going to use in

evaluating the various types of housing services produced by the

housing production sector. (Answering this question la crucial

to discussing what indices to chaos#, how to measure them, and the

rest of the above mentioned 5 steps).

Three possibilities are open, we can use either the individual

user's evaluations, or those expressed by high autho2*ity decision

maker in public institutions (government), or a combination of

the two. It is believed that individual user*s valuation, whether

expressed in the market or by direct questioning, could not.serve

as the J5ole criteria of evaluation. This belief is held for the

fallowing reaeons;

(l) Dwellings have the £>articular characteristic that, although
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they ape intended for private use, the^ affect the community

through their external appearance, the destruction of certain

amenities, and their effect on health and safety. Individual

val .tions do not usually take into consideration the; e com .-unity

interests, e.g. an Individual nay prefer a dwelling with a large

©mount of space but with no proper waste disposal system, to another

dwelling with smaller space but with proper sanitary installations,

even though the first provides a hazard to the health of the

community.

(2) The individual cannot usually determine what characteristics

or Indices are most relevant to his judgment, nor their inter¬

action in affecting his objectives.1 This is particularly obvious

in a complicated product such as dwellings. As a result hia
2

preferences will deviate from his welfare.

(3) Individual valuations are normally influenced by his experience

and he will tend to prefer dwellings similar to those he is living

in, although when given tine to adjust to a new dwelling he nay
x

prefer it.

1. i.e. he cannot perceive the "fcterarehy of his intermediate ends*.
2. 7. citovszky, ''Consumer *» overeignty" in his "Pa era on eIfare

v!id Crowth". London, 1966. The divergence betwWn lnuividual
prefer-, nee a and his welfare are basic to the theories of the

elfare State* and Socialism.

3. ntz, "Intensity of development and llvabillty of Multi-storey
housing projects", Jourr©! of. the American ^institute of ^nners,
Nov. 19oh, P.3U1. expressed this view by "aying:I txm a firm
believer that the role of the designer is to shape our housing
environment in respect of the needs of the occupants, but I do
not believe that these sane occupants are qualified to act as
the only, or as the supreme, arbiters of the adequacy of their
quarters, in comparison with housing they have never lived in,
seen, or even conceived of. -lao Noble, J., and Joan Ash,
"Appraisal of User Requirements in Ubbs Housing", The architects
Journal. August, 1966, pp.b75A-86 expressed a similar view:

There will probably be some 'stasisity' effect, people tending
to prefer what they have because they h©.e made a successful
adaptation of it."
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(U) If individual valuations ere tslen ©s evaluative criteria

they will give rise to the yet unsolved, and very difficult,

problem of aggregation of preferences,1

If individual valuations cannot be used, It means that we either

take the valuations of the decision maker (and planners) alone, or

find Borne way of combining with it, or modifying it by, individual

preferences.

This is a basic and difficult question that has to be faced, not

only for this particular problem, but because it constitutes, at

the national level, a basic ideological question. In whatever

details the views differ, most writers on the subject agree (and

this is also E.y view) that individual preferences have to bear on
2

institutional decisions, hare Fried writes in the context of

physical planning in the U.S.A.

"A most critical problem in planned change is the relation¬
ships between population desires and expectations rand the
knowledge and values of the planning expert. ... whatever
the relation, to have a successful planning the values of
the population have to be considered ..."

Urewnowski^ discusses a 'dual preference* system, between state

preferences and individual preferences in a ocialiet economy,

and says about this problem:

"The crucial problem of an economic theory of socialism is
the Interaction of the State and individual preferences."

1. See Arrow, K., * -octal Choice and Individual Values', John
Wily, (2nd) Ed., '1963.

2. In the introduction to Tumnnna, H.A., "Value Concensus among
Urban .residents", Journal of the American Institute of -1 ...ucrs,
Nov. 196b, pp.517-22.

3. J. . rewnoswkl, "The conomic Theory of Socialism: A suggestion
for .©construction", Journal of Political conomy, August,
1961, pp.3bl-5b.
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Srewnoskl proposes strte preference function of the type (but
or different fort, n 't of different element^) proposed in section

3.1,2. The activities resulting from decisions according to it

(the state preference Inunction) constitute 'restraints*, or 'become
a port of the environment restraining* individual preferences.1

¥»e will now combine this notion of state preferences restraining

individual preferences with a recent formal development called the

Lexlographlc utility function. This will indicate a possible

approach to determining the use-value of a dwelling, taking account

of both state and individual preferences. although we .ill use

this approach, and build on it some of the subsequent analysis, it

no doubt requires further explorations than the brief exposition
2

given below.

A lexiographic utility function^ recognises that some of the

elements, or value indices, of the usual utility function re over¬

whelmingly important or unimportant. It enables the introd ction

of some dimensions in the utility function whose effect on the

1. . e have implicitly used this notion in ec. 3.1,2. a, the state
does not actually ration the consumption bundles of l/x, but
having determined the optimum solution for the economy, using
the state preference function, there will be a *market (under
individual preferences) to distribute these commodities.

2. However, one need not prescribe to the following approach and
hence have to take the stand that state preferences take individual
preferences Indirectly (as Drewonski pointed out in somewhat
similar context). Thus individual user*© values do not enter
the formal analysis and the problem is a simple one of direct
evaluation by decision makers. It must also be stated that all
state valuation is influenced Indirectly by individual
preferences (by political channels),

3. ee Chijwuan, J."The Foundations of tilit.v". conometrica.
2d (1960), pp,193-22h.
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overall evaluation cannot bo compensated for by any appropriate

values of the other unimportant dimensions,1 -"hen applied to the

characteristics of dwellings the important indices may be: apace,

connection to public utility services, calling material, etc.

Secondary indices may be: sound insulation and details of design

(acces , circulation, texture and colour of finishing materials

etc,). These seem to be valid for the state and for moat

individuals, and it seems highly probable that we can find full

consensus about dividing these characteristics into 'main* -uid

'secondary* groups,

e propose that the main indices (which should include those

effecting the community) should be the indices which the state

(the planner* and decision makers) uses in grading the dwelling

services according to their use-value. The secondary Indices will

be left to individual valuations as they are not important to the

state. We will come to this point later on in this section as it

seems better at this stage to make the choice of the main value

indices.

In section 3*1,1 we mentioned that the value indices used in any

evaluative problem do not cover all the objective characteristics

of the object of evaluation. fa then stated some factors to be

considered in their choice, such as iseasirabillty, possibility to

relate to the alternatives and ultimate aims etc. With little

reflection, we realise that these factors are not only functions of

1, In the ordinary utility function it is assumed that all elements
or value Indices are substitutable and that there is always some
quantity of one index to compensate for a loss in some quantity
of another index.
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the objects to be evaluated, but also, and to a greater extent,

functions of the person who is evaluating them. He chooses the

indices the most relevant to hi., ultimate alas, he chooses those

that he could measure, those he could perceive and roleto both to

the actions (objects) and to his aims.

Thus the first thing we would expect is that the choice of primary

indices (to be used in determining the use-values of dwellings),

in a developing country, will be different fro® that in a country

enjoying a higher level of living. Also the choice will depend

on physical and climatic conditions, as well as tradition and

culture. At the early stages of development, when housing

conditions ere poor, stress will most probably be given to indices

relating to functional and physical aspects, ouch aa health and

hygiene (connection to services), fire hazards, space, etc., and

leas on aesthetic qualities, design details, privacy etc. This

is evident both from historical studies and current practices.1

Secondly, regarding measurability, it would be expected that the

measurement and assessment (step 3 above) of the values of services

of dwellings be made by qualified personnel for new dwellings*

The refined measurement of many indices, ouch as daylight factors,

fire resistance, thermal capacity, or qualities of design, etc.,

requires tine, experience, equipment, etc. which are not very

likely to be available in a developing country on a large scale.

This has to be taken into consideration.

1. ee for ext.....pie ... Mole, "^ousln, t^naarcu ..-.j Moclnl Jrends".
re .resented to jrd di. don, re as* Copenhagen", T9o57"
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A closely related point is that at the end of a planning

period, the output of services of the housing production sector,

(whose use-values are to be determined) includes not only the

services of new dwellings, but also, and predominantly, those

of the old stock. This reens that one set of Indices has to

be used for evaluating both old and new dwellings. The old

housing stock in a country at any point of time is usually large,

and thus information j.bout it (i.e. about the value of the

various value indices associated with each dwelling) will have

to be obtained by a general census. This cannot possibly be

carried out by highly qualified personnel, even in © developed

country where their supply is more elastic. This means that

the indices must be simple, and measurable by non-highly

qualified personnel. Also it would certainly be tMV-uittx eous

if we choose the indices about which information ia already

available, or is usually collected for other purposes.

(This will reduce the cost of collecting information).

Bearing in mind all the above factors that have to be considered

in the choic of primary value indices, a possible list that

nay be used in a developing country (such as the O.A.t.) is

illustrated in the following page.
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«) Type of area (realdeistial, industrial,
mixed, small torn,)®

b) enoity (dwelling unit per acre)

c) Coverage (# lend occupied by structure)

d) Type end else of building (Ho* of
storeys, ground coverage)*

©) Size of dwelling (useful floor space)

f if Ho* of rooms

g) Separate kitchen and bath*

hf Supplied with running water4

if Connected to sewage system*

5)' supplied with electricity*

k) Material of walling

1) Quality of walling

m) Structure*

external
livnbility

Internal
livability

Health

•kmctional
performance
(thermal, sound,
moisture;

safety (stability
and fire)

* These are nominal scales*

( f information about these points ore usually supplied in
general census, as in the case of most countries including
gypt, see for example U.M• 'statistical Year Book* New

York, 1962.
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Having chosen that set of primary indices1, we hav< now to face

the problems associated with the rest of the steps that have to

be carried out in determining the use-value of the services of

dwellings. These are steps k end 5 mentioned on *193; namely

to develop a criteria of evaluating dwellings having various

combination© of the primary indices.

Very few people in the field of building have faced up to this
2

problem,'"" as the common practice in this field is to evaluated

dv. Hi. .j.;s according to a set or standards or requirements ,etersined

1. it may be mentioned that in developing that list wc, h v< relied
on an examination of a large ©mount of the literature as the
subject - for example
* onP the view© taken in consideration are those e xprensed.

in the following literature.
."Appraisal of users requirements in Mas© Hourlr. y', .J..

August I960, op*clt.
. Kate, 1. "Intensity of development and livabilit;- o uulti

family housing projects" -j . . ^.a . agust 196b, op.e t.
. Laser me, I .A, "Value concensus Among Urban ?csidents"

J.A.I.P., How. 196h, op.cit.
. ;he aftert de ou«e, -alile et .'"sbltatlon". u'ie, 1959.
. The following paper© represented to 3rd Ji: Oor^.roaa

Copenhagen, 1965 •

k l • ftrfceland* "The Use of ysteamtic functional analysis
in ieve loping Improved Constructions"

« 0. Blachere, ''The List of functional Requirement a as a
tool for Creative 'uilding esign"

. The .valuation of Housing t&ndards by mean© of synthetic
index* A note prepared by the Institute of Housing, Warsaw,
published as annex 11 in the U.K. Report 'Techniques
urveylng a Country ? HouM ••• it ^tlon Geneva, l'9o2.

2. or exnr pie Jruckmayer, " valuation of Prefabricated dwellings
.■,1.1 re^vru to . .ui /rJ. IcTT paper j-.o.H .56 "wpre - ".ted" to
the 3rd GIB Con. res©. 1965.
A« aalvtynskl, '* "he Problem of • ihooein,. •; a Building olutlon',
in CIB Oongreen, op.cit. " . l.so . Keys ' yalust 1 oh cf ' "i 1ding

: •-:iuct - una Rervicea '. also in CIB Congress, op.cit.~~
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on the variour indices). Dwell ingr either satisfy these retire¬

ments or not, but those which do satisfy It cannot be graded by

ther.e methods. To grade or evrlurtc dwellings according to their

use-value we oust directly compare the various combinations of

indices of the dwellings recording to subjective pre erences.

There are no 'objective* methods for doing this, as some people

wording in the field of housing rosetinea suggest. To simplify

the task, however, we will note a few possibilities.

As conceptionally there ore unlimited value levels (Vy), in order

to make the process of communication between the *housire¬

production' and *plenning-the-con«umption* sectors (Ux) nana*©able,
we hove to determine a small number of value levels.

The determination of this smeller set of 'levels* (of use-value)
could be done (on the seme line by which the groups of welfare

levels were determined in Sec. 3.1.2) from existing conditions.

We will choose those types of dwellings which seem representative

of large groups of dwellings in the country. Then we will

classify them in groups, each forming a 'range' of levels, with

large gape (in value) between the groups as illustrated in

diagram h.3.c. By large gaps we mean that, when comparing a

dwelling In one value range with one in another value range, the

dwelling that has a higher value would be obvious, and many

people could agree on it. e have to put in the same range

dwellings which are 'near' in use-value to each other. By this

we can avoid basic errors In evaluation.



Diagram 4«3»c ; Primary and secondry indices.

planning
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Another method of t; imp 1ifieat ion it to determine within each value

pang© a reference dwelling unit (a reference level of service),
which has definite values of its various indices. This would

probably be the most common dwelling type within the range. As

dwellings within one range will moot likely differ incrementally

from one another and only in a few indices, the process of comparing

and evaluating dwellings is reduced to comparing or evaluating

incremental differences.1

So much for measuring the use-value of the services of dwellings

forming the output of the housing production sector.

We will now turn in the following few sections to the measurement

of other inputs and outputs to the housing production sector.

U.3.3. TH , k":AJ>UaHIEKT C? INITIAL HOUSING STOCKi

In trying to measure the initial housing atockf our purpose is to

know enough about the quantity and quality of the stock available

at the beginning of our planning horizon (used as inputs to the

housing production sector) to enable the planners in that sector

to determine the alternative uses that could be made of that stock.

In other words, to enable them to determine what alternative flow

patterns of services it could yield over the planning period and

at what costs.

1. Llndblom, "Strategy for Decision", op.cit. It may be mentioned
that the valuations of the secondary indices la left to the
specific project analysis where it will be dealt with by
designers. The secondary characteristics or indices need not
(and could not be) the same for all the value ranges, they will
vary according to social class, ways of living etc. They could

/Contd.
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If dwellings were simple homogeneous products that yield a

specific pattern of service flow for a specific period of time*

end then disintegrate, if during their lifetime they require no

maintenance, and if they cannot "be repaired or altered (as
illustrated in U.3»d), there '>111 be no altcrru. live technic::!

possibilities for the stock. In practice, however, there are,

for most types of dwellings, more than one technical possibility.1
Diagram l*.3.e illustrates three possibilities: (a) if no

maintenance or repair were undertaken, the level or use value of

the flow of services from the dwelling may decrease over time,

(b) shows the alternative, where a specific type of 'normal*
maintenance is undertaken (represented by maintenance labour lay¬

out over time on the south axis), the result may be a constant

level of service flow (use-value) over time, (c) a third possibility

is to leave the building without maintenance for some time - thus

use-value decreases - and then undertake a major alteration which
2

increases the use-value of the dwelling.

The determination of these technical possibilities is our purpose

behind the measurement of the initial housing stock. If dwellings

were of the type assumed earlier, i.e. homogeneous products with

'fixed* lives and require no maintenance, all we would need to know

(Contd. from P.20U)
&1 o vary from one region to another (as illustrated in diagram
5.3.c). They will not influence the basic valuations from the
national view point.

1. See for example Gown, Peter, " -tudies in the Growth, Change and
Ageing of Buildings ', Jhc eft-.? ,-,artlet i_, ocl£&,
1962-1963 London, pp.55-6h.

2. The choice of the alternative to adopt is not an 'obvious* one
to be determined a priori, but depends on the specific technical
possibilities and on economic analysis.
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about the housing stock is the quantities of dwelling in various

groups classified according to:

(i) level of use-value (assumed constant over lifetime)

Vx (diagram i+.3.d).
(ii) the 'fixed* life of the dwelling (p + d)
(iii) the age of the dwelling (a)

For b reel dwelling, however, in order to determine its technical

possibilities, we require a different type of information (by
which the housing stock may be classified) namely:

(1) its ure-value at a specific date (at present or in the

past os this is not constant over time)

(2) Its age and history of maintenance jor its present state

of repair.

(3) Its type of construction (materials, etc.)

In the last section we hove examined how to get information about

use-value of dwellings st any specific date by determining the

values of a sis, lified list of incices. Getting information about

the age composition of the stock is not © very difficult task

(this fact ha® been demonstrated by < any uropean countries). It

is likely to be even easier in developing countries, where the

si&e of the (conventional) urban housing stock is ©null, and mostly

of recent origin.1

Regarding types of construction, there are also no serious

1. The tael could be even further simplified if the country has
been operating a system of building licences for some time as
in the case of the U. .3., where it has been operating for the
last hO years during which moat of the present urban stock was
built.
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Diagram 4«3.d ihe 'Lif&5 of a dwelling
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difficulties. The reason is th-»t» in tiny particular country,

the 'types' of urban constructions are fairly United. This is

even more common in developing countries with limited technological

possibilities,1

In re pect to history of maintenance# this is very difficult

infor; tion to obtain in any country# It has been recommended in
A

some uropcan quarters' to use on index of the 'state of repair of

nulln'f which would give an indication of past iaaintenfir.ee net

depreel tlon, and would be used in determining future technical

possibilities.

This index may be of less value in advanced countries, where

dwelling® are complex collections of various elements and pieces

of equipment, which have varying durabilities and maintenance

requirements. Thus in advanced countries we would hove to have

information about the state of repair of all these elements in

order to determine the technical potentialities of the dwellings.

On the other hand the use of the state of repair of walls as an

index in developing countries may be quite sufficient, because of

the simplicity of dwelling© and the dominance of walls in deter¬

mining both use-value and maintenance cost®. Thus# in fact, ,«

can .irst classify the type of construction of dwellings according

to walling material - which we also required in determining use-

value - mid then use the index of the state of ite repair both ea
1• h'u'ecd in country sucK on '^jyotT'one'"tvoe of'"urbon conventional

structure- has been in use for the last few decades - namely;
concrete structures and foundations and brick external walls.
This type of information could also be extracted in gypt, directly
fr m the archives of the ministry of Housing, where ever- building
that has been granted a licence is documented.

2. ::vtctj.lnies,pf urveyjU&. burP ryr ^tiptlqa^^jucluding
Geneva, 1962.
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one of the indices in the measurement of use-value and in

the measurement of the housing stock.

Thus if we measure the housing stock in number of dwellings in

groups classified according to (1) present use-value,

(ii) type of walling material and its state of repairj and

if we have some empirical knowledge about the behaviour of the

walling material© under various maintenance condition©, this

information will be sufficient for our purpose (of measuring

the stock).

h.3.h. THE MEASUREMENT OF THE TERMINAL HOUSING STOCK:

The purpose of such measurement is that, in solving our

optimization problem of the notional economy, we require (es

discussed in section 3«1*2) not only an objective function of

the output flows over the planning period, but also a constraint

on t5ie minimum terminal capital, to ensure that after the planning

horizon, the economy will be left with enough capital to enable

it to continue its growth. The housing stock at the end of the

planning period is one of the main elements of the national

capital siock that needs to be constrained to ensure future

gro.th and welfare: of the coming generation.

What is involved in the problem of measuring the housing stock

is the very well known and extremely difficult problem of the
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measurement of capital.* Broadly speaking, there are three

waye of measuring it:

(i) in physical terms, by enumerating it (as we have meamired

the Inputs of housing stock)

(ii) in 'real value* (in terms of its cost)

(iii) in terms of physical productivity (expected output).

The first approach implies that vvc specify the terminal housing

stock in terms of the minimum number of dwellings in groups,

specified either by type of structure, state of repair, and other

physical characteristics or by higher indices (functions of the

physical characteristics) such as by use-value, expected durability

and future maintenance costs.

This methou of measurement raises boo© difficulties. lien the

prescribed minimum terminal capital proves infeasibie, i.e. no

plan could be produced that satisfies that constraint - it would

not be easy to determine which o the components o. this terminal

stock should be modified. The second difficulty is that mentioned

in section 3»1»2, namely: if the v?hole composition of the terminal

stock (to be reached at a given date) is prescribed in the above

manner, the production plan over the planning horizon would surely

1. Before examining these alternative methods of measurement, we
must remember (from section 3*1•£), that whatever method of
measures ant is used, specifying the exact amount of minimum
terminiL stock has to be determined arbitrarllv according to
the values of the state relating to the balance between the
populations' welfare during the present planning period find
that after it. Cur problem in this section Is .at to find non-
arbitrary ways of determining the minimum amount of terminal
stock- which is -n irrational demand cm it in i value

„ cation -
but to find & 'good' value index ('good' according to eriterias
discussed in 3.1.1) to enable decision makers to determine
'intelligently* the terminal housl.^, stock constraints.
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be narrowly circumscribed, leaving little scope for choice and

optimization. This objection would certainly be very restrictive

if we have specified the stock in physical terms, but would be less

so if specified in terms of use-value (as the latter leaves scope

for product substitution). However, as mentioned in Chapter 3#

if the planning horison is long enough, less weight should be

given to this objection.

If we really want to Increase the freedom of choice during the

planning horison (second objection), and to simplify the process

of adjusting the terminal stock (first objection), we have to think

in terms of one aggregate quantity which could be adjusted up and

down as necessary and which could allow all kinds of possible

substitutions during the planning horizon. This is what the other

new methods of measurements may provide*

The second approach is the 'real value' measurement. In its most

pure form, 'real value' of a productive stock, or the 'real capital'
as sometimes called,1 is its cost in terms of labour time embodied

into it* First of all, it is almost impossible to determine the

labour embodied in an object, since production always uses other

inputs than labour, and to try arid trace what amounts of labour

went into these inputs (as well as finding ways of adding labour
o

used at different times) is inconceivable. Tven if we assume that

1* John Robinson, 'The Accumulation of Capita^'. London, 1956*
2* This has been widely recognised in socialist countries in

recent years, see V* Kemchinov (ed*) "The Use of mathematics
in ; conoalcs translated from Russian, London, I'^oU,' especially
the chapters by hovozhilov, /.V.
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costs of capital could be determined, Is there any justification

of equating cost with value? Would this not imply that the more

costly an item (even if it is not required or if it is not

efficiently produced) the more value it would have?

Thi criticism has been answered long ago by feerx. lie thought

that the coat of a commodity is the *average socially necessary

labour-time contained in it',1 provided that the commodity is

dem nued. we know now, (without subacidbing to a labour theory

of value), that equating costs with value la possible as stated In

uarx'a view. Put in more modern terms, it is only possible when

there is 'continuous stationary equilibrium' i.e. in an optimum

solution of the economic system, where every commodity arc uced

is demanded and where the most efficient techniques are uned

Thi - is a very restrictive assumption, and if we Include the real

characteristics of a growing economy, such as population increase,

changen in resources end technologies, as well as poobleas nuch

as capital depreciation, the theoretical problems involved would

be immense. resides, even in the simple unrealistic case of

continuous stationary equilibrium, we have to solve the model (or

find the optimum plan) in order to determine the cost or value of

1. " ocially necessary labour time is the time required for
production under nor ,al conditions, with average degree of
skill and intensity, using modern machinery". Capital,

Vol. 1, 3:1.
2. J". licks, " lt-1 and Jrov.'th". Lon on, 1966, especially

Chapter XXIV.
3# In our linear programming formulation (or any linear programing

problem) the criteria of optlmality is that the costs of
producing any commodity (calculated using shadow price-} equals
the value of that commodity.
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In order to nolvo It. Than we hove a vicious circle. wcr all

tvc e re«"onr, the Whole approach of aslnp real terns "or measuring

t^e *value* of capital cannot be used for our purpose.

However, a version of this approach has been used in the measure-

sent and valuation of the building stock in Poland and Hungary,

The 'real value' of a dwelling was obtained as follows. As

Initial value (coat), as shown in the records, proved impossible

to compare, the real value has been calculated by (i) determining

a replacement value (which was equivalent to the average cost of

building a dwelling with identical or similar characteristics),

(ii) calculating & depreciation value by multiplying the replace¬

ment value by the rate of depreciation (or deterioration) of the

dwelling; the latter rate being calculated by directly relating

it to the age of the dwelling. (iii) finally the 'real value'

being obtained by subtracting the depreciation value from the

replacement value.

In my view, the deficiencies of this approach are the same as those

men ioned above, namely: the prices used to determine cost are not

equilibrium prices (relative to state objectives).

1. U... ., "dost, .cue lit .on and bain tenancy". Geneva, 1963,P > •126-129 •

2. The degree of depreciation of buildings was established by the
linear method in accordance with the following formula.

„ d

\ s TT-p6 » rate of depreeit tion
d = expired portion of useful life
p a future portion of useful life.
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"Yen if they nre present equilibrium prices, they will produce

re ' alt" which I helleve h ve no simple meaning in relation to

the future. 'Yen if n building, which is very contly to construct

today, is not in demand in a few years time, it would still weigh

very heavily in this method of measurement. Also, besides

postulating various limited lifes for various buildings (which
we will see later is unconvincing), this method of valuating

dwellings neglects maintenance costs# Obviously buildings of

equal initial cost (or value) may vary in future oointcnance costs;

however by this method of valuation they would be counted an equal#

Also it is not always true that the higher the cost (value), the

lower will be the maintenance costs# Although this method of

measurement cay be suitable for measuring initial stocks and for

other purposes, it is not suitable for measuring terminal capital#

he want a method that indicates the value of the terminal stock in

the future, and not the cost to us of creating it# This leads u®

to the third approach which, in theory, could give us the Indication

we want.

The third method of measuring capital - in terms of its physical

productivity - means measuring it in terms of its value to future

production or welfare; that is, in terns of its future contribution

to the state objective function. This is what we are really

interested in: having an idea about what is going to happen after

the end of the planning horizon on a result of leaving various

amountr of capital stock. Once we Joiaw this we can 'intelligently*

constrain its quantity.
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How this measurement can be made may be illustrated by the model

of the national economy of section 3*2. If we assume that we will

optimize the objective function over a planning horizon with no

constraints on terminal capital, we will find that with the optimum

solution there will be associated a set of shadow prices, one for

each type of Initial capital stock available at the be&lnnlnK of

the planning horizon. This price represents the productivity of

this type of capital stock to the economy. It takes into

consideration all factors, demands on it, its maintenance (or

running costs) etc. Similarly to measure the value (the price)

of terminal capital in terms of productivity, we have to determine

the optimum pattern of allocation of resources and the accompanying

price system after the end of the planning horizon. This is

impossible, Indeed, if it were possible, we would have included

that part of the future (for which we can determine audi on

optimum resource allocation) in the planning horizon.

Having examined the three approaches for measuring terminal stock,

we realize that all the approaches are either impractical or rely

on very restrictive assumptions.1 However, on further examination

of this problem, a few additional facts have emerged, which, if

combined with some assumptions, could greatly simplify the problem

of terminal housing stock.

The first fact is that dwellings could keep on yielding use-value

1. For a very illuminating discussion of some of the difficulties
involved see, J.P.k. Bwitzer, "The Life of Buildings in an

— • » chartered surveyor. Vol. 96, No.2.
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fop very long periods of tine. The second is that we do not know

yet how to build undurable short lived buildings. The third is

that if we project the 'possible* demands on housing services at

various levels over time, as in diagram b.3»T» it is not likedly

(in a developing economy) that some housing will be redundant

(i.e. having zero social (state) value)* except in the lowest levels.

These factors imply that trying to maximize an objective function

over the planning horizon will result (in the field of housing) in

maximizing the number of dwellings at various value levels at the

terminal date. This is because* if we want more housing service

of a specific type during the planning period* we will have to add

a dwelling unit which will last for long periods (as we do not know

how to build undurafcle buildings giving the required use-value)* and

which will be demanded by future generations (except in the lowest

group). Thus one can reach the conclusion that in the housing

sector, maximizing a function of the flow of housing services at

various levels over the planning horizon does not result in a

sacrifice of future generations, and thus we need not constrain the

terminal housing stock in various use-value groups. The future

generation could derive as much service of the stock as achieved

in the last periods of the planning; horizon. However, what we

must worry about is the cost they have to pay to maintain the flow

of that service at those use-value levels. A similar argument to

that above, however* could be used here; namely that we do not

have great ranges of choice of low or high maintenance costs against

low or high initial costs in dwellings of the simple kind that are

likely to be built in developing countries (although in other
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buildings end at higher standards the range of choice may he high).

Thus, in this case too, no constraints are required.

In the following section which diecussee the measurement of initial

and terminal stock of productive capacity, we will examine other

means of approaching the problem of measuring terminal stocks.

u.3.5 THE MEASUREMENT 0? INITIAL AND TERMINAL CAPITAL STOCK:

(a) The measurement of the initial stock:

As in the case of measuring any other input to productive activities,

and similar to the case of the measurement of initial housing stock,

measurements are required to serve the purpose of defining the

technical possibilities of the inputs. In the case of productive

capital inputs, we want to know how much per unit time of what types

of products are capable of being produced from that available

productive capacity. We want to know also for how long we can

obtain that output, and at what costs.1

To achieve this objective, the stock (as in the case of dwellings)

must be enumerated and described by certain physical or other

aggregate characteristics. The use to which we will put the know¬

ledge about existing productive equipment (to build a long-term

planning model of the housing sector) does not, however, require

1. These capacity and cost indices are analogous to output
of use-value and maintenance costs in the case of measuring
initial housing stock.
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us to go as far as the detailed enumeration and description of

each single machine or piece of equipment. It would be sufficient

to find information about "the technical units of production*»

which are defined as1 "physically connected sets of processes

producing e single kind of commodity group."

To measure productive equipment we have to know two indices:

(i) the capacity of the productive unit, (ii) its alternative

running costs. Capacity is usually measured in terms of

productivity or output per unit of time, e.g. a brick factory has

a capacity to produce 10 million red bricks (conforming to a certain

set of standard specifications) per annum. There are two

theoretical difficulties In the use of such a measurement.

First there la the 'theoretical* or 'rated capacity' which is also

sometimes referred to as continuous hourly production (or 100,

capacity) assuming the equipment is not stopped for changeovers,

breakages, maintenance or my other reason. It is purely a

technological concept, and as such is not influenced by labour

deployment, process organisation etc., and thus is not suitable

for use either for the evaluation of projects, or for our present
\

purpose. What is usually used is the 'normal capacity', which is

broadly defined as output expected under normal operative

conditions (with limited number of shifts and times for maintenance,

breakage, etc.). It is also assumed, in this measurement, that

raw materials and labour can be supplied without Interruption for

1« U.N. ECAFE, Development Programming Techniques Series No.2,
fForsr,ulat3Lng Industrial Development I rogr-. irter", Bangkok,

1961, p.62»
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operating the equipment. It is obvious that there is some

subjective element in the estimation or this •normal capacity *,
but it could be reduced by basing the estimation on both

theoretical capacities and current practices.1

The second difficulty in using the measurement of capacity is that

there are many cases where the productive technical unit is capable

of producing a variety of commodities or varying qualities of the

same commodity, e.g. a brick factory could produce 10 million

ordinary bricks per year or 15 million hollow bricks or 30 million

tiles. How then can we measure the capacity of the productive

unit?2

The answer, as given by a U.Ii. report,^ is to use an •equivalent

product1, "i.e. a particular item selected to measure the

production or the capacity of a process, plant or industry, even

though in actual practice the production may vary in terms of

quality, size or weight per unit." For example, in the above case

of the brick factory, we will measure capacity as if the factory

were producing ordinary bricks only (i.e. ordinary brick is the

equivalent product), and we can say that the capacity of this

technical unit is 10 million ordinary bricks per annum. This means

that to produce one ordinary brick per year we require the use, or

services, of one unit of 'ordinary brick productive capacity1, and

1. U.H. KCAFE, Ibid., p.69 nnd p.77. Also Appendix II
"Measurement of Capacity and Output".

2. This is in contrast with the inputs of dwelling where each has
one type of output or use-value.

3. Ibid., pp.76-77.
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to produce 1 hollow trick per year we require 2/3 (1Q/15) units of

'ordinary brick productive capacity* tit is apparent that this is

analogous to the concept of the services of labour censured in can-

hour®] . This concept of amount of services of equivalent

productive capacity is important and will be elaborated in sore

detail in the formulation of the model of the housing production

sector in the next chapter.

Thus we will measure existing productive capacity in terms of

♦normal output of equivalent products per unit of tieie." Regarding

the second aspect of measuring existing production stock, namely

its running costs, there are again two aspects to consider. The

first is the alternative amounts of current operative inputs,

labour, material, etc. required to produce various products by

various techniques (if ©ny) by the use of the existing equipment

stock. The data are of an empirical nature, and have to be

obtained from practice or from engineering estimates. The methods

of measurement of these Inputs will be as those examined in

section U*3*6. The second aspect within the category of running

costs is the cost of maintaining the equipment in working condition.

This has also to be obtained from observation. Also the age of the

equipment, past history and present conditions are relevant for

determining these maintenance and replacement requirements of the

initial stock of productive capital.

(b) Terminal stock of productive equipment:

As with the terminal housing stock, the purpose of measuring terminal
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stock of productive equipment is to be able to constrain the

optimizing model of the economy (or of the sector) in order to

ensure that maximizing the state objectives function (output flow)
over the planning period is not made at the expense of future

generations. The same three alternative ways of measurement

discussed in connection with terminal dwelling stock (in physical,

real value, and physical productivity terms) could be discussed

here and the same conclusions would be reached. These are that

we have to measure it in terms of groups classified by physical

indices. However, in the case of dwellings, the concept of use-

value as one of the characteristic indices of measuring the stock,

enabled product substitution on a broad scale and thus would not

greatly limit the path of technological change. In the present

case, however, the terminal productive equipment has to be

specified in physical terms, and this is likely to represent a great

constraint on the path of technological transformation. In fact

if we knew what technical forms the terminal productive stock

should take, this would mean that we knew the path of technological

change, and there would be no need for such an overall approach as

the one represented in this thesis; thus a partial analysis of the

type discussed in Chapter 2 may well have served the purpose of

evaluation and planning.

One way of getting around the difficulty of measuring and

constraining terminal stock, as well aa avoiding its limiting

effects on directions of technical change, is proposed separately
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1 2
by Sondee end Manne. The rational of their approach is simple;

our objective is to ensure that during the planning period we make

enough investments - especially near the end of the planning

period' - to guarantee that productive capacity left at the end of

the horizon is 'reasonable*. This was achieved by constraining

the amount of investment in the last year of their 10 year planning

model to be at least 13% of the total investment during the 10 years

of the plan. Although this figure is arbitrary (as will any

direct limit on the terminal stock) it is thought to be sufficient

for achieving the required objective.

In my view, another way of avoiding the problem of measuring and

constraining terminal stock could be found if we have a long term

plan (say 15 - 20 years) which is considered 'rolling' or 'sliding'.
That is, we plan say in year tQ for a period of 20 years, up to year

t2Q. We then start implementing only the first five year programme,
then in we prepare another 20 year plan covering the period from

t,j to tgjj. We then implement that portion of it covering from
1. Sandee, Ian. "A jemopatrntlon fanning ..odd for India/' Indian

Statistical Series, No.7, 1961.
2. Marine, Alan 8., "Plaining the Development of the Key Sectors of

the Mexican Economy*, Chapter 16 in the book edited by the same
author, " tudies in Process Analysis", John iley, 1963.

3. To maximize output during the planning horizon will entail
investments in the early and middle parts of the planning
horizon. These investments are likely to be there at the end
of the planning period because we do not know how to make short
lived buildings or machines (although for the latter this is now
more possible but there are no much differences in cost to make
equipment more durable and it might always pay to make it durable).
Only at the later stages investments will not yield any increase
in the value of the objectives function, (as their affects will
appear later).
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year to and so on. If such a procedure is adopted and

every long tern planning problem is not constrained by a minimum

terminal capitalt the resulting plan would make no investments

near the end of the plan and would tend during these last periods

to use labour intensive techniques, and would not maintain the

existing stock.

This, however, will be unimportant, because only the first five

year portion of the plan will be implemented. This first portion

would only be slightly affected by whether the terminal capital

stock is constrained or not. In my view, this approach is

justified on the grounds that the loos of optimal!ty, or the value

difference between the path of the implemented segments of the

non-constrained rolling plan, and that of the optimum plan of the

economy reached by optimizing a very long term plan with constrained

terminal capital would not be great. This is especially true when

we consider the difficulties of measuring terminal stock and the

likely errors in that process as well as the danger of constraining

directions of technical change.1 For this reason we will assume

'rolling planning', and the above rational, to leave the model of
2

the national economy without constraint on terminal capital. The

analysis of this and the last section have shown that the problem

of Gesturing the terminal stock (housing or equipment) have been

1. It is interesting to note that the iusaian conomint Pug&cher,
&s quoted by dauberiaan, a., "On the Objective function for the
Sovlety iSco&OttV*, conomlca. Vol. 32, 1963, adopt® the ears* idea
of 'procedural* solution using the idea of rolling planning to
solve a theoretical problem (determining the discount rate of
future consumption pattern).

2. Although in the pltaming models of Chapter 5 we will use
constraints on terminal capital for the sake of theoretical
comprehension but in the final models they will be omitted.
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unduly exaggerated end in fact they do not form the ©ain obstacle

in applying the programming approach to planning problems.

h.3.6 THE MHASORKMJSHT OP OTH INPUTS:

In the last few sections we have examined the ways of measuring the

output flow of the housing service* initial and terminal housing

stocks and initial and terminal productive capacity. .» glance at

diagram Lj.»2.11i, representing the inputs and outputs to the housing

production sector will show that we still have to find ways of

measuring the remaining inputs, namely:

(a) Material Inputs (intermediate commodities) and Foreign

Xchange•

(b) Labour inputs.

(c) Transport inputs.

(d) Public utility and land development inputs.

The measurement of these inputs, has been the subject of many studies

and does not represent greet theoretical problems of the type we

have encountered with the previously discussed inputs and outputs.

For this reason we will deal with them as briefly as possible,

(a) Materiel inputs (intermediate commodities) end Foreign xchange:

As far as foreign exchange is concerned, It could be measured In any

international currency. In estimating the cost of any item that

will be paid for in foreign exchange the costs would be included

up to the importing port. Transport costs and installation would

be included in the model.
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In measuring intermediate homogenous or standard commodities such
as cement, glass, steel reinforcement etc, the customary unite

such as tons, kilogrammes, square meters, etc. would be used.

. 'over would be measured in kilowatt-hours, fuels would be measured

in kilocalorles (or B.T.U.),1 There are some inputs that ore best

measured in 'equivalent units' ae referred to earlier.

(b) manpower inputs:

For the purpose of inclusion in a national model of the type

illustrated in section 3.2, manpower or labour inputs should, be

classified by skill and level of living (or income). The latter

is taken to represent their productivity, particularly at the low

levels of living where improved living condition® (nutrition,

health, housing etc.) are thought to increase productivity.

The classification according to skill may be made according to years

of training and/or yearn of experience (age may be used to indicate

the latter). There are many difficulties involved in classification

of manpower on both the basis of skill and level of living

(potential productivity). Efforts however are progressing to

tackle the first problem and it seems that the classification to:

professional manpower, skilled labour, t eml-skllled labour and un-
2

skilled is gaining some general acceptance. The further

1. These measure® together with those in the measurement of labour
are discussed in detail in U»H. "dtatietical Papers'* -eriee tl.
ho.17, hev. 1. "Interaatlonul „ ,eco,^enc^ tions ip sic

■ nd aatrial Statistics' .

2. although some inte national agreement 1© needed on the classifi¬
cation of skills, the above division is now being used by the ti,N,
Division of Industrial Development and F.CLA in assembling data for
international use on this basis. Also the International Co¬
operation administration of the U. . Govern, exit (Industrial Fact
heets - Industry Profile, published in I960).
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clasaiiic&tion of those groups in terms or productivity ia

particularly important, in the transfer of technological data from

one country to another, since not only do we require data about

skill hut also about labour productivity which differs between

countries (even when the sane technology is used: see Chapter 2

and later in Chapter 6).

We realize that much of the data about labour requirements for

various technological operations are usually available in terns of

non-classified nan-hours* However data with further classifications

are becoming increasingly available. Regarding productivity levels

as correlated with levels of living, there Is no data on these

points, anu it seems that, if such classifications are to be used

to modify labour requirements, they have to be estimated on an ad

hoc Wsia.

(c) Transport inputs:

There are no specific problems in the measurement of this input.

According to Isard,1
MWe can define transport input as the movement of a unit
weight over a unit distance, e.g. we may apeaV of pound-
mile s, ton-kilometres etc.M

eight mi.rht not be a good index for the measurement of transport

inputs of some goods where volume may be critical. With building

materials and products, however, weight may be enough indication of

transport requirements, as most material® have high densities (sand

gravel, concrete blocks or components, steel, bricks), and it aeena

1. . Isard. "Location and Rpace conony". John Wiley, Hew York,
1956, p.79.
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that weight (not volume) Is the most critical in determining the

loading of trucks. Of course if we need ©ore precis!cm, a

standard *truck load mile* (which could have a certain capacity in

volume and weight) could be used. But it seems adequate in the

field of building to stick to the conventional for© of ton-

kilometers.

(d) Public utilities nd land developing inputs:

These are the last of the inputs the neasureaent* of which we will

discuss. For the purpose of the model to be formulated in the next

chapter, we have classified these inputs Into three groups:

(a) Public utility systems within housing estates (or areas)

(i) Estate ^os&ej per meter square and *grade'

(ii) state services (sewers, water, electricity) per meter

run of various 'types*•

(b) iUbllc utility systems connecting housing areas to present ends

of utility systems or terminal installations:

(iii) Highways; per unit length per inhabitant of housing area

(iv) Sewage and water main connections; per unit length per

inhabitant of housing area.

(c) Terminal Installations:

(v) water purification and sewage treatment plants in unit

capacity per inhabitant.

These are the five main inputs to the housing production sector

from the 'public-utilities-production sector' [electricity has

been excluded from groups b and c above because it is usually

supplied by regional or national systems, the decision on which
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are completely independent from decisions in the housing

production sector].

The exact nature, use, and the underlying assumptions, in these

methods of classifications and measurement will be left to the

next chapter as they are best understood in concrete terms end

in relation to the model of the housing production sector as will

be formulated in that chapter.
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CHApyihi 5
■ — nii.dr.1

FGHMULATIMG AS ACTIVITY ASJ&Y8I3 MODEL OF THE HQB3INO

PHODUCTlCa? SECTOG

Preview:

In Chapter1 3 proposals were made for a general formulation of the

national long-term planning problem, and for a method of its

solution by 'sectors' co-ordinated by a 'centre*. In the last

chapter we have delineated a part of that national problem and

labelled it 'the housing production Sector*• This was followed

by discussions of; the broad scope of that sector, the major

groups of activities it comprises, and the measurement of its

inputs and outputs, flow we come to the tasks of examining in

detail the internal structure of this sector and formulating its

problem in precise mathematical terms suitable for optimising its

decisions# This is the last, and indeed the central part of the

subprobleas raised by the tentative approach suggested at the end

of the first part of the thesis#

The fore., in terms of which the problem will be formulated, is that

of linear programing, the principles of which are widely available
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in the literature (see Bibliography). However, a brief note on

its basic notations and axioms is represented in section 5*1* It

is intended to simplify the task for readers not acquainted with

the technique, and thus could be ©kipped by those mho are.

From there we will not move directly to a discussion of the total

formulation of the housing sector*s problem, ae it ir too

complicated to be understood if represented in one step. Instead,

we mill start by simple partial models covering limited aspects of

the sector's problem. These will then be synthesised, step by

step, into more general models, which in their turn will be

synthesis©*! into a general model that covers all the activities

in the sector."

e will start in section 5*2 by a series of partial s teatic models,

where activities are assumed to be taking place at one point of

time. The first of these models is represented in section 5*2.1.

It is a model of simple production activities. This is followed

in section 5*2.2 by a more complicated model in which transport

activities are introduced and thus far we do not claim any original¬

ities as these are the common types of problems using linear

programming. The subsequent models introduce further activities

and concepts some of which are believed to be original. By the

1. The reason (other than for simplicity and ease of understanding)
for adopting this method of representation, ia that as will be
discussed in chapter 6, the total model of the sector may be
decomposed into sub-partk that could be solved by decentralization
and the partial models described could be used as useful patterns
of decomposition. Also in implementing this approach (section
6.lw2.) it may be desirable to ©tart by developing partial models
belore formulating and applying the more comprehensive ones as the
application in Appendix 1 shows.
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end of this section we will be able to represent a generalized

static model of the activities of *new housing production* in a

given country«

In section 5.3 a series of partial dynamic models will be represented.

These deal mainly with the activities of maintaining the housing

stoc and the existing capital equipment. This section ends (in
section 5*3*3) by representing the moat generalized nodal of the

whole housing production sector. This section will also conclude

this chapter.

In formulating the models represented in this chapter, it may be

noticed that there is an Inevitable element of subjectivity in

deciding on the relative importance of various features in the

real -orId; i.e. which we will represent in the model and which

we will neglect. We have emphasized the aspects which arc thought

to be important in developing countries, ©uch as public utilities

and transport.

Also, in formulating the partial models, many assumptions will be

made for the sake of simplicity, but «ill be released in the total

generalized models. However, many other assumptions will be mode

about the activities in the real world and about their conformity

with the axioms of linear programming.

The validity of these latter assumptions will not be questioned in

this chapter and they must be considered as 'given*. xanining
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their" validity arid implications will be left to chapter 6,

together with the question of practicability of those models*

In the present chapter we will mainly be concerned with the

structural relations, activities and decisions of this sector

and ways of representing them in linear programming, terms.

To simplify the reading of this chapter, Appendix 1 nay be read

before it#
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5.1 iter: on iist-ar F3cctR.m;i?«G aed activity akaayuisi

5.1.1 BASIC CONCEPTS AKD FORM OF LIEEAR PROGRAMMING je ROBLEMS

In activity analysis we have three basic concepts or notations:

(i) A CoEtiT.odity: It is an article which could be quantified, such

as, cedent, labour, bricks, dwelling unite, housing service, etc.

All inputs and outputs to the housing sector discussed in the

last chapter fall under the definition of a commodity. 'ach

commodity is assumed to be homogenous qualitatively, and
continuously divisible quantitatively.

(11} An Activity: It consists of the combination of certain

qualitatively defined cosKoditiee in fixed 'ratios' as

'inputs* to produce as 'outputs* certain other commodities

in fixed quantitative ratios to the inputs.

(lii) cchnica1 Coeff1clents: These are the 'ratios' of the

inputs and outputs of an activity which they define. These

ratios are related to a 'unit level* of the activity (which
is usually related to a unit of the major output). In other

words the coefficients are the amounts of the various Inputs

required to produce one unit of the major output.

An activity (X ) is represented diagrammatically by
x

V
1

< nth
activity

aKn

an

X11

K
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arid mathematically by e vector of coefficients

-a
fiu

•fa
'Kn

which Beans that to produce «gn units of commodity K by activity
v

n it is necessary to have as inputs (having -ive sign) the amount

a,, of commodity L end the amount a^, of commodity m. It
equals 1 then the activity is operating at unit level (a value of

aero for a coefficient, soy a..., » 0 indicates that commodity us is

not used in the nth activity#

In order to characterize the variables (mainly activities) in the

following models, four types of indices will be used:

Time: will be indicated by the usual subscripts on the lower

right hand side of the variable? X^
electors: by a left lower script; ^X (however, it will be omitted

for simplicity for activities end variables within the

housing sector and used only for those relating the sector

to other sectors)•

Regions: by a left upper script;

Sites: within regions, by a second script to the right of the

region script; "ioX
Type of commodity or activity: will be represented by a code

number on the right upper side of the variable;

Thus the general for® of a variable will be

RSylOO**]
Art

indicating the level of an activity of type [00#*j, (say
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building, transporting etc.), in the housing sector IT, the

activity takes place In region R on site S at time t.

i<tow, to illustrate the basic form of a linear programing problem,

coiisiuer a hypothetical case where, in a specific locality, we
1 2

have the amount L man-years of unskilled labour; L man-yearn of
1 2

skilled labour; M tons of steel and M tons of cement (other

materials are assumed to be free on the site).

10 want to build a specific type of dwelling and we know of two

possible activities or techniques for producing it. To produce

one duelling using the first activity we require inputs of

Ijj^w man-years unskilled labour; lj>bl Bi&n~ye&1'8 of ski lieu,
labour,- <Xlbl bona of a tool and *2bl bona of ooncrebe.

Similarly we require l^g* 12b2* °S.b2 and ^*2b2 to Produce
one dwelling using activity 2.

These requirements per dwelling or per unit of activity

could be represented in the following technology matrix*:

Required units of Commodities: activities
X

Xlbl -1lb2
*2bl ~X2b2
Vol "Ab2
*2bl ~^b2

Unskilled labour

Skilled labour

Steel

Concrete
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The problem is to find the most efficient combination of

levels of activities, i.e. the values of end X2** which

maximize the number of dwellings produced from the available

resources. In other words the objectives function is to;

Maximize * X1* ♦ X2b (0)

However we have limitations on 1«.e available resources. The

first constraint is that the amount of unskilled labour used

by activity 1 plus that used by activity 2 must not exceed the

amount available.
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Put Into mathematical form

ljgjj| ♦ *lb2 X ^ L ^
oimilarly for the three other coissoaitiea

^bl xbl ♦ X2b2 xb2 L2 (2)

IK

lbl
yblJ* ♦ IK

lb2
xb2 M1 (3)

<X

2bl
xbl * *2b2 Xb2 it2 M

There is also the constraint that no activity could be operated

on a negative level xb^ ^ 0, Xb2 ^ 0 (5)
This formulation (0,1,2,J,d»5) is the basic linear programming

formulation; to maximize a linear function of variables (0)

subject to a set of linear constraints (1-5)•

This problem could be solved simply and effectively by a graphical

technique.1 Xhen we have more than two activities we have to use

numerical techniques. Many numerical algorithms have been

developed to solve such a problem. Because they require a large

amount of coiputationa, even for small problems, electronic

computers have to be used. By their use very large linear

programming problems running to thousands of variables and constraints

can be solved. As long as we can put a problem in the form of

maximizing a linear function subject to a set of linear constraints

it can be solved. However, to formulate any problem into a linear

programming form &e must be aware of the limitations iiapoued by

its three basic axioms.

1. s illustrated in the first section of Appendix 1,
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5.1.2 THE Tim ii BASIC AXIOMS:

(a) ^ntinuous .jjvisibility: x'hlB axiom requires that all

commodities must be continually divisible. r'or example if we

have labour inputs in man-hours, it must be meaningful to have

1.2 L.an-hours or 2*75 man-hours. If we are measuring dwelling

units it implies that we can have results such as 1*5 dwellings,

or any fraction of a dwelling. This indeed is meaningless, but

is one of the implications of this axiom (we will show later in

Chapter 6 how serious are the implications of this axiom in

relation to various activities in the housing sector and how they

could be treated). This axiom relates naturally to both activities

and commodities, implying that any activity could be (if required)

operated at any level (not necessarily an integer level).

(b) The xiori of Proportionality (or constant returns to scale):

This is usually held to be the most restrictive of the axioms.

By 'proportionality* Is meant that if an activity can be ox»ersted

at its base (or unit level) it can also be operated at any non-

negative fraction or multiple of that level, with all inputs and

outputs varying proportionally. For example if we have an

activity which requires 100 units of material a and 100 units of

labour L to produce 1 unit of commodity K and if we operate at

the level k to produce four units of commodity K, v.e would require

h x 100 - U00 units of material U and U00 units of labour L. This

means that there are no economies of scale. If there were, we

could not Include theia in the model, and we would have to resort

to integer programming, or other henrestic methods (which are

ditcuesed in section 6.1).
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However, if there are diseconomies of sciile, i.e. if when we

increase the level (or scale) of operation of an activity, the

inputs required per output unit increase, this could be

accommodated in the linear programming framework ns will be

illustrated in section 5»2.U. how we turn to tht last of the

axioms.

(cj ;.t u-iod of ■■..■..■ultivity: This axiom rules out most case® of

wh t an economist would call 'external economies'. specifically

this axiom implies that if there are two processes utilised to¬

gether to produce say dwellings - the first one operated at

intensity of X^ and the second at an intensity of Xg - the inputs
required and the outputs produced will consist of the sum of the

inputs and outputs corresponding to the operation of the two

Individual activities at levels and ,2 respectively. x*ut
another way, the input and output coefficients of each activity

are independent from those of other activities and they will

remain unchanged whatever activities are combined with it and

whatever the letters levelB of operation.

This axiom will particularly be illustrated in a concrete situation

in section 5*2.3*

In the following sections of this chapter it will be assumed that

these axioms are satisfied in the activities and cos-iaoditie®

considered. The validity, justification and implications of this

assumption will be treated in the first section of the following

chapter (section 6.1).
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In the following ve will be concentrating on the formulation

of the problem of the housing sector in linear programing form

observing only the general implications of the axioms. e go

no to examine the first of the partial models of the housiiig

production factor.

5-2 i'T-'--TIC bOO-XS:

5.2.1 A olfcFLE bGbEL OF PRCEUCTIOi:

Assuse that a production unit hum a limited supply of l abour L*3*
and a United amount of a material h1,. The production unit ha®

the following technology: (a® illustrated in diagram 5.2.1) it

could produce two types of dwelling units bl and b2. bl could be

produced by cither of two techniques Q1 and 02, but there is only

one technique to produce b2.

To produce dwellings type bl using technique 01 we require the

use of labour, material CI and component C2

To produce dwellings type bl using technique Q2 we require the

use of labour, and components C2 and C3

To produce dwellings type b2 we require labour, components 02 and

cospe&eate 03.

To produce material 01 there is one technique using labour and

material m^
To produce components C2 there is one technique using labour and

material a^
To produce components 03 there are two techniques CI and -:.Z both

require the use of labour and but with different

proportions.



Diagram 5*2.1 jA simple Kodeb of production.

output of dwellings

Table 5.2.1

§ A C T I V I TIE S inintial

I
*

components
production Xc building

dwellings xb availabilil

5
COMMODITIES xcl xc2 x0*1 xc3Q2 X*1*1 xblQS xb2

v1

I
labour "hoi -1lc2 I IC3<?2

-1
lbl$i

-1
lbl{Z _1lb2 < b1

Material -*lcl "hc2 -AT
nIC5^2 ^ M1

t
component cl +1 -A

CtblO?)
= 0

1 component c2 -bl -K
Cztlifi "^czibz = 0

1 component c3 +1 *1 ""^C3bi^i ^CJbl^Z "^CZbZ
= o

i
dwelling
type bl

-fl -bl

dwelling
type b2 +1 > B2
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These are Illustrated In the diagram, where m have the seven
£*1 £52

activities; X producing material CI; X producing component

C2; xc^ci component C3 using technique CI; XC^'" 2
producing component C3 using technique Q2; activity

producing dwellings tyi>e hi using technique 01; X activity

producing dwelling type b£ using technique 02 and finally activity
1Sl2

X producing dwellings type b2.

•Regarding the technical coefficients, we assume that to produce

one unit of dwelling type b2 we require; unite of components

03 and units uf labour and ^^b^ units of components C2.

The coefficients for other activities are as shown on the diagram.

The problem is to find the values of the variables XOJ", fPZ etc.

or the combination of activity levels that maximize, say, the

number of dwellings produced i.e. an objectives function

min. —► $ m xtolQ1 + XblQ2 « X1*2 (0)

The structural constraint© of the formulation of the problem would

be N follows: The first set of constraints relates to the

balance of the primary commodities. i?or labour inputs this means

that the amount of labour used by all activities must not exceed

the quantity available (L )• iThe labour used in any activity
cx cx

say X , equals l^^X where I^q* is the labour coefficient
of that activity]. Thus the labour balance equation is

1 yCl «. , XC2 + , -C3Q1 + i XG3C2 . , xbl JL ,X1C1 1G2 ' A1C3Q. 103^2 lblil

1lblQ2xl>1Q2 * 1lb2xb2 * l1 ^
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Similarly, for material m the amount used must not exceed

the supply;

^1C1xC1 * 'W02 * t ^1C3Q2xC3Q2 4 m1
The constraints on primary commedities (equation ; 1 and 2 above)

are similar to those discussed in the simile model of section 5*1*1*

Sfhat ir new in the present ©©del is the constraint • on Intermediate

commodities such as CI, C2 and C3.

Taking material CI it would be very inefficient to produce it (in

activity X®) in quantities more than that demanded by activity

^hl 1 (wj^cjj i& the sole user of that material). There is no
K1 -j

point in producing sore of 01 than could be used in X , because

it means that we ere using our resources to produce commodities

and which would then be literdQy thrown away. Thus for an

efficient system of production, the productions (or supply) of each

intermediate commodity such as CI, C2 end 03 must be equal to the

demand on that commodity* Thus for the three intermediate

commodities in the present moael the three balance equations

will be;

•"ibia^ uw

Y«, £*• v-blQ2 pc. \-b2 Q /1\X
C3blv2 C2b2 * 0 w

TC3a , XC3.2 . ^ JAtt _ oc yblQlA A
C3blQl C3blQ2A

C3b2
= o (5)

Although our objective may bo to maximise the number of dwellings

produced (as expressed in (0)) - subject to the above five
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constraints - we might wish to edf the condition that the number
2

of dwellings produced of type b2 must nt least be B . This

condition could be expressed in the equation r^2 >, B2 (6)
The above 6 equations could be represented in the usual matrix

of technology as illustrated in diagram 5.2.I.1 This problem

(0 - 6) could be solved, by the usual linear programming

algorithms, to determine what materials and dwellings to produce,

end in what quantities, in order to achieve our objectives (the
maximum number of dwellings) within the limits of the resources

and technology available. In the following section, we will

introduce the spatial element in the above formulated problem,

and introduce the new activity of transportation.

5.2.2 THAH8P0HTATICH MODEL:

In the present model we will assume that we have the same activities,

with the same coefficients and relations, as in the last model.

The new assumptions are: first we have initially available quantity

of transport inputs T; secondly, the available quantity of

material, M1, la assumed now to be available at site or location

No,1. Thus wo will add the superscript 1 on the upper left hand

side: *1* to indicate this fact. ve will also assume that the

activity producing components C3 by technique 1 will be performed

on the same site (1), while the alternative technique to produce

1. Hotice that in the table illustrated the columns represent the
activities and their input and output coefficients. The
equations (one for each commodity) form the rows of the table.

aeh equation is formed by multiplying every coefficient in
its row by the variable X on the top of the corresponding column.
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components G3 l,e. 2 will take place on a building site -

site 5. We will also assume that the production of components

C2 and CI will take place on a site No.2. To all these

production activities we will add the appropriate index on the
3 b2

upper left hand side to indicate their location, e.g. means

that the activity to produce dwellings type b2 is taking place

on site 3*

Another new concept that ve will introduce is: a commodity at a

given site iw considered different from the s&ae type of commodity

on mother site or location. For e> raple material Ml on site Mo.l

een.not be used in activity 2 taking place on site o.3» The

material has to be transferred from site 1 to site 3. Thus we will

denote material Ml at aite No.l by 1M1 and at site 3 by 3*1•

Similar notations are used for other commoditiea as illustrated

in diagram 3.2.2.

To transfer one unit of materiel Ikl to material 3kl (i.e. trans¬

ferring material SI from site No.l to site No.3) we require a

'transport activity* 1 Its inputs are one unit of

material l&l and v*l milta of transport inputs. Its output
♦

is on© unit of 3*1 • If the units of measurement of material ill
V . -

are tons, if those for measuring transport inputs are ton-kilometers,

and if the distances between sites No.l and 3 is d^-/, then
1 **"'"*&- '^y a j T

-i? would simply be equal to d^ ^ units of transport inputs.
As xaost materials in the flela of building ere measured in tons,

the transport input coefficients in all transport activities will

be represented by the distances of transportations•
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v/e have the same objectives function (O) ®s in the last model,

i.e. maximizing nurnoer of dwellings produced (but we add locational

scripts to the variables). The formulation of the problem (or

constraints) will be as illustrated in the accompanying table

(table 5,2,2,). Briefly these equations state:

Equation (1) states that the amounts of materials 111 used on

site *Io,l for the production of components C3» plus the amounts

transported from that site to sites Ro,2 and 3 should not exceed

the amounts of that material that ere initially ©vailable on site

Ifo.l.

-iqu- tlons (2) and (3) state that Hie nounte of transportation

inputs (2) and labour (3) used in all activities must not exceed

those amounts available.

Equation (h) states that material ill transported to site :io#3 must

be equal to that demanded by activity on site 3*

equation (5) states the same condition as No, (U) but for site 2.

.quatlon (6) states that the amount of component 01 produced on site

Ho.l must be equal to that transported from that site to site Ro.3.

.lactations (7) and (d) are similar to Ho, (6).

.t-u.i■ j',. (10) mid (11,- state that the components delivered

to the building site (3) must be equal to that required on the site.

euutluy; (12] states the minimum requirements of dwellings of

type b2.



Biaftrar 5.P.2 ; Transportation Kodelt

initially available resources

final output.



TABLE5.2.2 COMODITIES

ACTIVITIES.

INITIAL

AVAILABILITY

transportof rowmaterials
Productionofcomponents

transportof components

Buildingonsite

l-^ml

V1

2xc2

lxc3Ql
37C3Q2
2-3,01
2-3xc2
L-V3
3x"blUl
3xtlQ2

3xb2

PRIMAHY

1.

material1ml

-1

-1

"^c3Ql

M̂1

2.

transport

~dl-2

~dl-3

"d2-3

^2-3

~dl-3

<T

3.

labourtype1

-1lcl

_1lc2

"~1IC5CM-
_Iicsajz

~1\b2

<̂

INTERMEDIATE

4.

material3ol

+1

_0^3»*1C3<<
2

»0

5-

material2ml

+1

-c<

2MIC.I

It2

=o

6.

component2cl

+1

-1

=o

7.

component2c2

+1

-1

=0

8.

componentlc3

+1

-1

=o

9-

component3cl

Hi

■CAM*1

=0

10.

component3c2

+1

-o(
3CI

-A

3<rzi>2

=0

11.

component3c3

+1

+1

-<K

3C3bU}|
—0(.

3abt^z

3C3b2

=0

PINAL

-

dwellingtypebl

+1

41

12.

dwellingtypeb2

Hi
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Solving this linear programming T>robleir will give the optimum

values for oil activities thnt maximise the number of dwellings

produced from the available resources (L1, M3, and T). It will

give us what materials raid components to produce, in whf. t

quantities, using what techniques end where. It will also give

us the mounts of mo torials and components to be transported from

one site to another.

5.2.3 TR\ ACTIVITY OF ,DFVtXOPIHO Em HOUSING AREAS* AND THE
ASSUMPTION OF A.DDITIVITY:

In the last model of production and transportation the final out¬

puts were varying amounts of the two dwelling types bl and b2 at

site 3» These outputs will font the inputs of the present model

i.e. the present model will eventually be linked in sequence to

the previous one.

In the previous model we have dealt with the production of dwellings

on a certain site, but we have not referred to their land require¬

ments, cost of roads, landscaping, connection to services, etc.

We can visualize the building activities 3^bl 2 fjn(i 3yb2^
in the previous model as activities of production and delivery to

the site (No.3) of dwelling units of the respective types.

These dwelling unite are not yet ready for use, they are so to

speak intermediate commodities; they have to be provided with a

certain amount of land on which they will be built. Also some

apace must be left between the dwellings to previde for daylight,
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sunshine, reduction of noise, privacy etc. Roads and footpaths

have to be constructed, to provide access to the dwellings,

rublic utility services such as sewers, water, electricity have

to be distributed to the dwellings. The total housing area, or

estate (site), must itself be connected to the main public utility

system if it is not already connected. The space around buildings

has to be landscaped and fitted. When these activities have been

performed the •delivered* dwellings of type bl, b2, etc. will be

proper 'housing units*. Hence we will introduce a new activity

that will be called "Uniformly Developing House Areas", and
Q J

denoted by °X (S is the now familiar index of location)•

To explain the meaning of this activity we will give a simple

illustration. Let be the net residential area1 of site No*3,

which we want to develop uniformly with type b2 dwellings (say h-

storey *. Lnonette blocks of specific design and construction).

T,hen developed at a specific environmental standard, d2, the
2

resulting housing unit will be of type b2d2. To produce this

1« This ares includes: (according to MOHLG, "The density of
Residential .reas". 1952.
(I) The sites or the dwellings and other residential buildings

and their curtilages.
(II) any small public or private open spaces included in the

layout•
(ill) half the width of any street on which land mentioned in

(1) and (ii) above abuts.
It does not include land for other communal uses such as shops,
schools etc. nor ma^or open spaces and parks.

2. It is assumed that the use-value of a dwelling is composed of
two 'branches' (in section h»3»2 diagram , we assumed it
has four branches); the first, which we have called earlier,
index of 'internal livability* depends on the type of dwelling
(say b2) its design, fittings, construction etc; the second,
which was called index of external liability and now called
'environmental standard* depends on the areas between blocks,
landscaping, ease of access etc.
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q
type of housing unit by activity X we assume that it

re^ ire-si the following inputs: (see diagram 5.2.3b and c)
o one unit of dwelling type bl

«■ units of land1 calculated or found empirically to allow

for access, day-lighting, privacy ... etc. (aa will be shown

in Appendix 1).
< ^ 12 units of roads type 1 (this is a function of r^Y"
0

22 of inputs of water and sewage services of type 2
(it is a function of b2 and r2)

«. y2 °f landscaping and site-fitting inputs of grade 3
(this is proportional to g2)

Th se input coefficients define a specific development activity

with a specific housing unit output, b2d2, of a specific level

of use-value.^

Saving introduced the new concept of the activity of "uniformly

developing housing areas', we will now go on to demonstrate it.

1. s illustrated in diagram 5*2.3bj a2 is the area per block in
a uniforually developed area; a.? is the apace (per block)
around buildings. The latter could be divided into r, area of
wads and flanking pathways, and g2 effective space around
buildings.

2. For area, road and other requirements for various types of
dwellings at various environmental standards see for example;
f.H.i-.. -tevens, ''.■©naltieo in ""puslng ..re&a". DSIR, IT. ,

Tropical Building studies Mo.l, H.m.S.C• I960.
3. If we vary the amounts of any of these inputs we will be defining

another activity with another ty.:© of output. "he usual axiom of
proportionality underlies the conception of this activity. This
implies that if we require h housing units of type b2d2 we will
re-.aire h times the amount of each input required to prouuee one
b2d2 unit (i.e., Ua2» h ^12, U y22 find h ' ' roi" the
vailable empirical information Inis seems to be a good approxi¬

mation, except perhaps in very small and irregular sites where
areas per dwelling may be slightly increased# This has been set
out by kQHLG, in their publication "Flats and Houses. 1958".
H.M.s.o., 1958. — 1—



Diagram: %2.3.a« The almost Additive demand on areas by
different dvellir.g types in one hout Lr.;

utilities area

& services
a,

( dwelling units

V V \

space around
buildings
per block

Total area of lane
per dwelling - a

:□rum

developing
areas

3xb2d2

Y housing unit
type b2d2

Diagram %2.3»c Diagram %2.3»b Uniformaly developed area.
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e *111 start by the problem of choosing the 'best* ways of

developing a housing urea. This means choosing the type of

dwellings* or combination of types (houses* blocks of flats of

different heights* depths* etc.) to be built on a certain site*

This is one of the important decision problems in the field of

housing,1 and so will be considered in some detail (& ease study

is also illustrated in Appendix 1).

Assume a problem where we have a site (code Ko*3)» with a net

residential ares of *A* This site is already connected, as a

whole, to public utility systems* It is required to build on

this site a fixed number of dwellings, H* at a given level of use-

value .

s we have three possible types of dwellings;
bl* in two-storey terrace houses
b2* in h-storey maisonette blocks
b3» in 10-storey flatted blocks

Our problem is to find the number of dwellings to be built of each

type that could achieve our objective at minimum cost*

Let the data of the problem be ft« follows: (see diagram 5*2*3c)

x we hove three activities of unlforsually developing housing

areas (on site 3),
hP to develop bl into housing units type bldl
X AO
~X to develop b2 into housing units type b2d2

V* to develop b3 into housing units type b$d3

1* "A low overall average cost per dwelling depends on the proper
choice of blocks of different types and heights* and as a
broad generalisation it is true that at the densities dealt with
in this book there is usually more money to be saved by
attention to this than by economies in the dwellings and the
blocks th anselvea"• MCHLG. op.eit* p*6*
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* we asmae that the three housing types produced (bldl,
b2&2 end t>3&3) have equivalent use-values.

i fii
k '..ctivity -T" requires as inputs: a^ units of land,

units of roads, of services and units of

landscaping inputs, as defined earlier (1 * 1, 2, 3).
a h|_ i the cost of constructing a unit of bi (i * 1, 2, 3}

h is the cost of constructing a unit of roads inputs

and similarly h ^ arui 'n fo are costs per unit of services
and landscaping*

* is the total cost of producing a housing -unit of type

bid! (i * 1, 2, 3) and is equal to » + h ^ Qy. +

*2 *21 n *3i
The problem may now be formulated as follows: It is required

to find the number of dwellings to be produced of each type,

i.e. the values of the variables M1. 3^ and 3Xd3, which

minimise total cost.

minimize § m V^X41 + V^X62 ♦ V 3Xd* (0)
fab.icct to the constraints:

"irst, the number of housing units produced must be equal to H:

3 dl
v 3xd2 + 3>:d3 m h (1)

Secondly, the area used by the development activities (i.e.

required by each block type) must not exceed the area of the site:

eLy*X&1 + Og^x42 + a33xd2 ^ 3A (2)
we might also wish to have a minimum number of dwellings i.say 0*15H]
in the for© of two-rstorey houses. This could simply be expressed

in a new constraint 3Xbl ^0*151! (3)
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The isolation of this simple problem (0-5) would give the

number of dwellings to be constructed of each type which gives

the minimum total cost. The results given, ho ever, do not

automatically produce a design. Usually there will be © variety

of design and planning solutions, within the figures reached by

the above calculations, relating to the composition of the housing

are©.1 However, the design solutions may be restricted in

exceptional case© where the standards of space around buildings
2

arc low, onti/or when the sites are small or irregular in shape."

Be ore we go on to more complicated models using the activity of

'uniformly developing housing areas', we will stop to investigate

the implications of the axiom of a&ditivity for the type of the

problem just formulated.

The axiom of additivity implies that the Input coefficients to

the three development activities will not very whatever the

proportions of the levels of operation of these activities. Put

1. In the MQHL0 report "Flats and Houses" op.cit. p.5S. "The
possibility of producing good housing layout designs is not
incompatible with the use of combinations of block© ©elected
for economy in overall cost. The limitations in practice
come much more from the characteristics of the site and the
requirements of daylighting, end while on a particular site
the re may for these reasons be only & few workable alternatives,
in principle and on a large site there is ample freedom, with a
given selection of blocks, to achieve any one of e very wide
range of arrangement of blocks".

2. It iauat be noted that alternative design© using the same
selection of blocks, and the same standards of areas around
dwellings, roads, landscaping etc., will in fact affect the use-
value of the dwelling. But as w« have mentioned in section h.3.2
the indices effecting the use-value of dwellings to be used in
our model are the jain indices (state indices) and these relate
to external apace/dwelling, and not how it is designed (which
affects the secondary indices, and would be considered at the
detailed design stage and not at our broad policy level).
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in more concrete terms it Implies that If we develop part of the

site in cay two-storey houses end the rest of it in Vstorey

maisonettes; the land, roads and oervices requiresenta per

dwvllixia of each of the two types will remain unchanged. Also

it implies that the total area of fanx required by the two types

is the simple sum oI their separate requirements, whatever their

proportions nay be.

It has been shown in the previously quoted HOHLG publication that

less space would be required per house (two-storey houses) If

these were in a mixed development than if they were in a uniform

housing development. The reason given ie the existence of more

space around and between high blocks. However, the variations

reported1 are small (see diagram 5.2.3a). «"urtherr.ore, it seems

that a large part of these variations could be due to the lowering

of the effective open space standards pier dwelling. Thus one can

fairly reach the conclusion that the axiom of additivity, in

relation to demand on land, has not been significantly violated

by our formulation.

Regarding the demand on roads and services, there is no specific
2

information available. However, it has been reported that it

does not vary greatly with different forms of development at a

given density. Ven with varying densities and types of

1. Houses and .flats, op.cit. p.38* P«56, and Table 5, p.5S.
2. This has been demonstrated in relation to British Conditions

by P.A. tone, "Housing. Town development. Lend and Costs".
London, 1962, especlailyllppl.hl-i|.3t table 19, p.53 and
pp.116-118.
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development (excluding very low densities), the variations per

duelling do not seen to be significant, Thus the axiom of

edditivity is not very restrictive In this case either.

5.2.b *CCKN .CTING* HOUSING AR"AG AKD 1 T>LPAKD1KG1 TKftKlHAL
PUBLIC UTILITY INSTALLATIONS:

In the last model It was assumed that eite No.3 was connected ae

a whole to public utility systems, and so we were concerned only

with the problem of alternative coats of constructing dwellings

of various types, of distributing services and of constructing

roads within the housing area. In the present section it is

ashamed that another site (bo.4) is not connected to the public

utility systems. In order to produce 'housing units* on that

site, it must first be connected to stein roads to enable access

to and frost the housing area to work places, shopping areas, etc.

It must also be connected to the public utilities networks (water,

sewers, etc.) jgj* these are to be provided within the area. Only

by making these connections, does the housing area become

habitable, and could truly produce use-values.

Thus we will introduce a 'site connecting activity* and denote it

by k>'C for site No.4. This activity will have as its inputs

public utility inputs. Let these be of two type® 010 and Ull,

representing say roads and water main inputs. The amount

required of each of these inputs would depend on; (i) the distance,

**D, between the site to be developed and the nearest suitable end
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of the existing public utility netmsrk, and (ii) the number of

inhabitants, to be boused on the area, ss this will deft main©

the volume of traffic, water, severs that goes in and out of the

area an... hence the "width* or "size* of connections,1

The output of this activity is a new type of (fictitious)

coj..; odity, "connected capacity*, which is in fact, ^0, or the

number of people that could be housed on an area. For example

(ace diagram 5*2*h) the activity of developing housing areas

will require, in order to produce one housing unit of type bldl,

besides the usual area and public utility inputs wit in the

area (or Sl» a^, #1JL, 921)4 ^31 eR discussed earlier),
also units of connected capacity. These units being nensured

in number of inhabitants, the will depend on the type of dwelling
2

bl and the expected number of persons that will be using it. If

1, Here m will explicitly make the assumption of proportionality
between the amount (or cost) of public utilities required to
connect that area and (,TD) • For example if the width of a
road required to connect an area of 10 thousand inhabitants (*C)
is say 9 meters ( }f1Q) and that the area ia situated 15 kilometers
from the nearest possible highway (i,e, %) * 15) the amount of
road-inputs required will be 15 x. 1 x 0*009 * 0*135 kilometers
square (i.e. **D. Y •>f). If T is tripled to 30*000 people
then tlie road-inputs required will be 15 x j x 0*009 * 0*hp5
kilometer square, which is three time© that requires when was
10,000 inhabitants (it is also implicit that the width of the
road depends only on the sis© of the population to be served
and not on the distunes].
The same proportionality assumption applies to other public
utilities# The Justification of these assumptions, ho ever, will
be discussed in Chapter 6#

2. This number of users is best related to the totel area of the
dwelling type (and not to the number of .rooms) as this Is best
suited for the conditions in developing countries, see
i-.h. Stevens, "Tensities in '-ouelnj? Areas*, op.cit.
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the number of persons per dwelling of type bl is 10, then

01 = 10.

If there are three possible activities of developing housing

areas on site k (as illuetrsted in diagram 5»2a) which are

similar to those that were available for site !lo»3 of the last

section, then the total 'connected capacity inputs* required

will be

c1^xdl + + c A:4*5
these inputs, however, are the outputs of the site connecting

h
activity . As the demand for these inputs, however, aust

not exceed the supply, the C^X^*" * * 0-^%^ « ^XC (h)
It i« quite possible however that there will be an upper bound

to this connecting activity (V). there may be s limit on the

existing capacity of public utility networks and terminal

installations (water and sewage treatment plants) such that they

connot supply the site fix?) beyond a certain number of

inhabitants. There may also be restrictions on the number to

be housed in a certain area for town planning reasons, [e.g.

inability to supply the area with basic shopping facilities,

schools, ... because of possible traffic congestions, etc.j. In

both cases a maximum limit on the number of population to be

housed in one area may be used in the for® ^ (5)
This constraint will be termed capacity restriction.

If this restriction is the result of the limited capacity of

public utilities terminal installations or networks, it is
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usually possible to expand them or build, mm ones to enable the

ftOcoaaodatlflB of mora people en housing areas* One we can

Include an activity of "expansion of terminal Installations" end

denote it (for the anient) toy **xc (illustrated in relation to

Site tiomk in diagran 5*2*5) •

This activity enables activity \c to operate at higher levels

when the first temlnal capacity constraint xe reached* Thus

we can assume that this *x0 produces and supplies "terminal

capacity" (fictitious commodity) to activity V without which

it cannot operate to 'connect* sites* To produce this co mmodity

it will require 20 and X 2i (inputs typo 020 and U21) of putollc
utility inputs (say water and sewage disposal plants) measured in

capacities per inhabitant*

If hC is the maximum site capacity available on site k, without

expanding teminal installations (and there are no town planning

restrictins on capacity), and if it Is possible to expand

teminal capacity, the new balance equations will be: (h) as before*

and with the following equation replacing that of Mo* (5)*

kCC < **£ * ^ (6)

These concepts will become more clear In the next section where we

will discuss a concrete problem* Before w© leave tfcia section I

would like to point out that there may toe lore than one limit or

•threshold* for expanding capacity, i.e. there light be a further

upper bound can **XC aay ^ and this nay still toe relaxed by another
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activity V. and so on.* There might also be a lifferent

activity for each type of utility service and each also may

have a different pattern of thresholds. These could be

accommodated in the formulation on the lines discussed above.

They could be accommodated because the maxim of efficiency inherent

in linear programming solutions will not allow the operation of

the expanding activity (in equation 6) unless ^0 has been
2

exhausted.

Having introduced the concept® of activities of 'developing

housing areas', 'connecting areas' and 'expanding terminal

installations', wc will put these together in the following

section, and examine one of the central problems in the housing

production sector.

5.2.5 A MODEL FOR THE SIMULTANEOUS CHOICE OF LtC TICK, DENSITY
AND TYPE OF DEVELOPMENT OF HOUSING AREAS:

Let our problem he (as that of section 5*2.3)s

a It is required to house a given number of people in H dwelling

units (or in a certain net area of accommodation) of specific

standard or level of use-value.

1. Such 'thresholds* in the costs of public utilities are common in
practice and are thought to be deterclnental in the decision
problems of choice of areas for town expansion (as will be dis¬
cussed in section 6.2.5)* This has been also outlined in a talk
by Mr. J. Kozlowski, of the Planning Research Unit, Edinburgh
Univ. on "Urban Threshold Theory and Analysis". 1966 (to be
published in Journal of the Town Planning Institute). He did
not, of course, use the linear programming formulation we are
proposing.

2. This is a case of diseconomies of scale which as a rule could be
accommodated in linear programming formulation® in contrast with
economies of scale which cannot be accommodated.
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There sire three possible housing types having the

required level of use-value, namely bldl, to202 and b3d3.

It is required that at least 15% of H be of the type bldl

(two-storey housee)

[We add now the following to problem 5.2.3* (see also diagram

5.2.5)].
Two sites are available (h'o.3 and Ho.h). Site ho.3 has the

limited area of and is already connected, as a whole, to
X

public utility systems. There is an upper bound C on the

capacity of this site (number of people to be housed on it),

because of some town planning reason. It is also assumed

that falls within the capacity of public utility terminal

installations supplying that area.

Site No.h has a limited area It is not connected to

public utility systems. It lies at a distance ^0 from the

nearest suitable end of existing utility networks. The

existing central installations are capable of supplying the

site (when connected to it) up to the capacity limit ^0 of

new inhabitants on the site. Beyond that limit, it will be

necessary to expand the capacity of terminal installations,

'urthermore, for town planning reasons there is an upper

bound **5 on the total number of inhabitants that can be

housed on that site (**G ^ **C).
The input and cost coefficients are similar to those assumed

in section 5*2.3.
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It Is required to find out the number of dwellings to be built on

each site, and the form of development (composition of dwelling

types), on each of these sites that will minimise total cost
f

subject to the conditions of the problem.

Put in mathematical terms

minimise * V1 (3Xdl + V11) + (^x62 + lh62) + V3 (3Xd3 + ^:<di+)
♦ t|XC(hulQi|D ^10 ♦ X») ♦ ''X^Chygo ^20 *

*Hj21 ^21^ ----------- (0)
where k is the cost of producing one unit of dwelling type

bldi (including costs of dwelling construction and

supply of roads, services and landscaping within the

housing area)

* the constant term of hyO is the cost of connecting the

site per inhabitant.

< The constant tera of is the cost of expanding

terminal water and sewage treatment plants per

Inhabitant.

•iubJect to the 8 constraints illustrated in table 5.2.5. (and the

usual non-negativity constraint).

Constraint (l) states that the sum of the areas required for each

uniform development activity on site (3) does not exceed the

area of that site. Equation (3) states the nam© for site (4)»

Constraint (2) states that the number of inhabitants in each type of

development on site (3) shall not exceed the total allowed

maximum for that site.

Constraint (4) states that the connected capacity must not exceed
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the limits of existing public utilities plus that supplied

by the new expansions.

onstraint (5) states that expanding terminal capacities uxc oust

not exceed the total capacity allowed for the site less the

capacity of exist in,, installations. (There is of course

no need to state the condition that no new expansion of

terminal facilities is to be made unless the existing

capacity is fully used. This is implicit in the maxim

of efficiency of linear programmes.).

Constraints (6) states that m only connect the site for the

capacity that is demanded by the dwelling units to be

built on it.

Constraint (7) states that the total number of dwellings

produced must be equal to that required.

Constraint (8) states that the number of dwellings type bldl

must at least be 15h of H.

This problem (0 - 8) could be solved to find out the optimum

number of dwellings to be built on each site and the form (or

composition) of their development.
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Commodities ACTIVITIES

§
■rt t*
** a

if0* 53
« B

Developing Connecting Developing
activities site U activities
at site 3 et site U

3xdl 3xd2 3^d3 i^G bxC i^dl Uyd2 1^03

(8) Dwellings
type bl

H CO
+i +»
** cS

33
3SJ3
•rt r4 %4 <rt
+»«rt 3

H(S «rf o»£S £

(1) Area of
site 3 "al ~a2 ~a3 $ h

(2) Capacity
of site 3 -C1 -C2 "C3 <5 %

(3) Area of
site Ij- ~ai -a2 ~a3 *»A

(U) First
capacity
limit

-1 41 **5

(5) Second
capacity
limit

-1 < Ug-Uc

(6) Connected
capacity

41 ~C2 -C3 S3 0

(7) Total
housing
output

+1 ♦1 +1 41 +1 4l SS H

41 +1 ^ 0«15 H

5.2.6. A GENERALIZED STATIC UOUKL OF HEW HOOSBfG PRODUCTION SECTOR:

How we are in a position to fit together all the partial models

discussed so far in one generalized model.

The problem (as illustrated in diagram 5.2.6) is that, at a

particular point of time, the housing production sector is assumed
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to have the following supply of commodities (say, allocated to

It by the centre).

(l/) : a vector or quantities or labour of varying skills (1,2,3, i)
{K"7 } : a vector of quantities of services of varying type of

capital equipment (1,2 j )

F an amount of foreign exchange

{*a} : a number of sites (1,2...&•••) having different arena
1. 2

(A, A...) that could be used for housing development

{ ®C } | a vector of capacity constraints on the areas available

{u^} : a vector of quantities of public utility services of

varying types (1,2 ... i ...)

T a fixed supply of transport inputs

( sfe| : a given supply of materials and intermediate commodities
12 ft

of various types (H,M,...M ...) at locations, (1,

2 ... s ...) i.e. sle * the quantities of material e

available at site e.

The technology of the housing production is that represented

in the G-colunns matrix of technology illustrated in table and

diagram p.2 .6. '-'he first column of that matrix is headed by

which is the vector of activity levels (variables) of

the production of materials and components of various types fel,

M2, ... Me .♦.} using alternative techniques of productions ( 1,

02 ... Oh ...) at alternative locations (l, 2 ... s ...). These

1. | j denotes a column vector; { jN a column vector written
horizontally. ( ) a row vector, and [ ] a matrix.
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activities are defined by the following input-output matrices of

coefficients. [ ^iJUK&J *s matrix of labour inputs to these
production activities in which every non-zero element represents

the amount of labour type (i) required to produce one unit of

material (Me) by technique (h) • Similarly, L-^juef ^ J represents
the matrix of inputs of services of capital equipment? (f^^^) the
vector of foreign exchange inputs and finally L °(iMeChi represents
the matrix of inputs and outputs of materials and components to and

from these sets of production activities#

The other sets of activities could be easily understood in the light

of the above explanation, and of the discussions of the last few

sections#

Now the housing production sector may have the problem of finding

the best use of the available resources, within the limits of its

technology. The 'best* may be defined a® the levels of operation

of the various activities that, say, maximizes a function of its

housing units output

maam f • * <a*ap> u. gl...) (r - 1,2 ...) <°>
subject to the 12 sets of constraints illustrated in the table.

The first set of constraints is the Labour constraints

<W {*"*} *W ■ (•****} « I1-1}
This means that the labour used in activities of production of

materials and components plus the amounts of labour used in

building activities on site for various types of buildings must
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not exceed the quantities available. Constraint (2) states that

the amounts used of the various types of services of capital

equipment in activities of production of materials and buildings

must not exceed that available. Constraint (3) gives the

balance condition for foreign exchange. Constraint (h) states

that the areas used for housing development activities must not

exceed the available areas allocated to thee. Constraint (5)

states that no connections to public utilities or extension of

terminal installations should be made for sites except within the

allowed capacity constraints. Constraint (6) states that the demand

on public utility services (expansion of installations, connecting

housing areas, and distribution within the housing estates) must

not exceeu the available quantities |u*j.
Conatraint (7)

• {* *A—} ^ T (7)
states that the demand on transport inputs must not exceed the

supply.1" Constraint (8) states that the inputs of initially

available materials to the transport activity (to transport then

to other production activities) must not exceed those available.

Constraint (9) states that ell materials transported to various

production units or to building sites must be demanded by those

activities. (Ho material is produced and transported that is not

used). Constraint (10) states that the connected areas to public

1* Some of the elements of the vector will be equal to zero
if the material will be used on the same site when it is
available, i.e. all s—>e' .* D where s • s will be m zero.
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utilities must not exceed those required, i.e. no area is

connected unless it is developed. Constraint (11) soys that all

dwellings produced must he located and built on sites which are

developed and connected, i.e. no dwelling is produced unless there

is a developed and connected area for it.

Constraint (12) puts alnlimg requirements on the number of housing

units produced in certain areas or at certain levels of use-value.

By solving this linear programing problem (0 - II) we could deter¬

mine the optimum levels of all activities that maximise the

achievement of our objectives. It will determine: what materials

to produce, in whnt quantities, using what techniques and where;

what dwelling types to produce in what quantities, using what

techniques and where; shich areas or building sites to develop

end in what form; and the amount of necessary expansions in the

various public utility networks end terminal installation. The

decisions on all these activities are made simultaneously, taking

into account their interdependencies. Thus (as discussed in

part 1) we can get the maximum value out of the available physical

resources and technological knowledge.

5.3. iflCNAlIC

So far we have been discussing the interdependence of activities of

production of new- housing at a given period of time. In this

section we will introduce the element of time, and examine s new
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group of activities whose intcrdependence over time arc of

crucial importance to any rational decision-making in the sector,

Two groups of activities will be examined:

(i) the activities of maintaining and building new productive

capacity, and mobilisation of the ;;e.,-vices of productive equipment.

(il) the activities of maintaining, improving and demolishing the

old housing stock. As will be seen from the following analysis

these two sets of activities have a great deal of similarity

between them.

vie will start in section 5*3*1 by examining a simple model of

maintaining and building new productive capacity. This model is

then generalized. In section 5*3.2 we will discuss a simple model

of maintaining the old housing stock. This is again generalized.

In section 5*3.3* these two generalized models will be linked to¬

gether and to the general static one-period production model of the

last section (5*2.6). The result will be the total generalized

dynamic model of activities in the housing production sector.

5*3*1 MODELS OF BUILDING, MAINTAINING AND USING CAPITAL I UIPI4ENT:

In the generalized static model of last section (5*2.6) there was an

initial input KJ termed "services of capital equipment".3 It was

treated in the same manner a© the services of labour or as the

materiel inputs. These * services" however, are not initially

1, Sometimes referred to as productive equipment. It is the same
as what we called in the last chapter "productive or capital
stock" but we use the term "equipment' in this section for ease
of perception.
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available to the housing sector, but, as we will sec be low, are

themselves the output© or othsr sets of activities.

Assume that on a certain site (s)st a period of time (t) there are

two alternative production techniques for producing dwellings of

type bl. These are 8X^1 ^ and Sv.^"J-'"2 (see diagram 5.3.1a). Three
scarce inputs ore required by these activities: (i) labour,

(ii) foreign exchange, and (ill) the use of a certain piece of

equipment of type J, say © concrete mixer. To produce one dwelling

type (bl) by the first activity it requires: f^ ^ units of foreign
exchange (measured, say, in 0.B„#); units of labour services

(measured in man-hours) of type i? and -P units of the

services of capit .1 equipment type J (measure ; in volume capacity?

e.g. we require the services of mixers to mix 20 of concrete).
These services of equipment have to be obtained from the productive

equipment which is initially available K^1 [this amount is measured
in normal capacity per year of type J equipment]"1 .

To have, or 'mobilize', the service© of equipment, the equipment

has to be maintained and serviced. Thus a new activity of

"maintaining productive equipment" will be introduced. In the present

1. ThiB measurement has been explained in section h*3»5j however we
will illustrate this particular case. We assume we have 5
concrete mixers, each of which, if 'normally* worked, could mix
10 M"* a day (on the assumption of say 8 hours daily and a certain
gang" size with a normal pace of operation on site). We assume
that the equipment is Normally operated 275 days a year - allowing
for holidays, time for maintenance and transfer from one site to
another (say k sites a year). The initially available capacity
per year (for all the five sixers) i.e. Kt , will be 5 x 10 x
275 • 13750 meter cube/year of mixing capacity, and not 5 mixers.
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exBmple, assume that there ere two alternative maintenance

activities J 1 and 2. Both will render the

equipment ready for productive service during the period (t). In

other words each activity could have nn input one unit of equipment

and will have, as output, one unit of productive service

They differ, however, in two respects. qirst. each of them requires

varying amounts of labour and foreign exchange. ctivity s %
requires, say, per unit of inputs (or outputs) of productive equip¬

ment, j. i units of labour and * i foreign
exchange. Activity SX^J1 * 2 has different coefficients
*1KJ1 ^ 2 fm<i f, ji > 2• Secondly, (although both produce the
safciC amount of equipment service) each activity leaves the equipment

|EJ1 *1
after use at a different state. /ctivity . ^ , leaves the
equipment at the end of period t at the same state es its state at

the beginning of the period (hence the index 1 > 1). Activity

•xf1 " 2 leaves the equipment at state 2 at the end of the period;
state 2 being lower in grace (or inferior) to state 1. we mean

Inferior in the sense of requiring more labour and foreign exchange

in the future period® if it was to produce service (i.e. to be used

in production).1
1. Inferior could originally be taken in any or all of the following

three senses; (a) It will require more maintenance labour and/or
foreign exchange in the future to obtain the same level of
productive service, e.g. a part will be worn out faster and thus
need replacement sooner, whereas if it had been maintained, it
may have lasted longer; (b) the equipment will have a shorter
life; (c) the capacity will decrease, in the seise that a unit
of productive equipment at the beginning of a period, cannot,
by any maintenance technique yield a whole unit of productive
service. Cases (b) and (c) are hypothetical, because, as discussed
in the last chapter, there will always be a technique of
maintenance (and replacement of parts including the whole piece of
equipment) that could keep the machine at its normal capacity but
at increasing cost, which reduce® both cases (b) and (c) to case
(a) above, i.e. 'Inferior1 in the sense of increasing future
maintenance costs.
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The reductive ©qui.sent not used in any period, (i.e. is not

used as inputs to maintena:. i© activities and hence no flow of

■ervices:: correspond to it), is essuBed to depreciate. In other

words it will serve as inputs to © "depreciation activity"

xfl 2. It requires no other inputs beyond eepltal equipment
.In the present ease we will assume that a piece of equipment

if not used will deteriorate from grade I to grade 2. At this
jfjrn

stage we ill easo adu a new activity , which builds (or acquires)
new productive equipment of type K*"1 and requires units of

labour and t ^ units of foreign exchange to produce a unit of
equipment which will be ready for use only in the following

period (i.e. the gestation period Is assumed to be one period).

Having introduced the activities of maintaining and mobilizing the

services of capital equipment as well a© building new ones, it is

now time to formulate © concrete problem•

At the start of a period of time (t) there are fixed amounts;

of capital equipment (of type J at state 1), of labour type 1

and Fj. of foreign exchange. It is also known that at point (t+1)
the start of the second planning period, there will be available a

new supply of labour L^+1 and foreign exchange F^+1. In both
periods the same technology is available. Buildings of type bl

can be produced using either of the two techniques of

as illustrated in diagram 5«3*la. In the first period, in order

to use the services of the capital equipment (in the building

activities) it has to be maintained either by activity (technique)
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kji ■" ■ > l
or 11 * 2# if the equipment is not required in

* *
N

this period, it trill be left to deteriorate in activity ^T1 * 2.
There is also activity of building new capital equipment.

At the beginning of period (t^l), depending on the decisions of

period 1, there will be available a different composition of capital

equipment, i.e. varying mounts of and The first type

of equipment (JX) could be treated or used ©a an input to the three

activities * 2 and 2, which are identical

to thorn which were available in period (t). For productive

equipment (J2) it is assumed that three alternatives exist. If it

lr to be used in this period it has either to be maintained by
KmX2 * I

technique which leaves the equipme: at the end of the

period in a better condition [i.e, bacfc to grade 1 by say complete

replacement of those parts which should have been maintained in
YT2 - -fti O

earlier periods] or it could be maintained by technique Xt+1
which leaves the equipment, after use, in the same condition es in

the beginning of the seme period. The third alternative is to

leave the equipment of grade 2 unused and umaaintained (in activity
V ?

*U1 )• « aaauBe in this particular example that equipment of
grade 2 if left unused (under normal storage conditions at a

negligible cost) will not deteriorate any further (hence the script

2 -—•* 2s .

In this problem, it will be assumed, that the objective is to maximize

the number of dwellings (of type bl) produced in both periods;

maximize • x|1Q1 * X^1-2 + xJJJ1 + X*^Y2 (0)
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aubjeet to the constraints 11lustre-ted in table 5*3.1a.

Constraints (\), (2), (13) end (11+) state that labour and foreign

exchange used in every period must not exceed that available in it.

Constraint (3) states that during period (t) the demand on

productive equipment by maintenance and depreciation activities

must not exceed the amount that is Initially available. Constraint

(It.) tmcl (15) state that the demand on the nervlces of p roductive

capacity by building activities in every period must not exceed

those mobilised by the maintenance activities of that period.

Constraint (11) states that in period (t+1) the demand on

productive equipment type J grade 1 by the maintenance and

mobilisation activities must not exceed the ount received from

the previous period. This latter mount Includes the newly built

plus the old maintained equipment. Constraint (12) states the same

condition in relation to productive equipment grade 2. quations

101 raid 102 are the constraint on terminal capital.

By solving this linear programming problem, the various levels of

maintenance csctlvities could be determined; how much of the

equipment is to be maintained and which techniques are to be used;

how to distribute the available resources between building new

productive capacity and maintaining the old. This formulation

also shows the interdependence between the problem of choice of

technique of housing production (Q1 or C.2), and the decision© to

build new equipment or to maintain the old.



Diagram 5.3.1.a; A simple model of production with
capital equipment inputs.

Terminal capita} equipment.
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Those parts in the above mo^el dealing with bailuin*. end maintaining

capital equipment and mobilising its services have been generalised

in model 5o.lb. This generalized model is illustrated in the

following diagram and table. These require no further description,

except that m added on the upper left hand side of the variables

the subscript a, to denote that the availability of capital

@<j Ipsjent, and the related activities, take place in specific

locations• It is also ensured that the gestation period for new

equipment is the length of one period, and that services of capital

equipment mobilized in any period will he available at its

beginning. .Kow we turn to the second type of activities stherc

in© element of tine plays a crucial role.

5.3.2. MODELS OF UAIMTAIKIKO THE OLD KCO8IRQ STOCK AfD ' PRODUCING'

HOUSIm SKRVICEl

We will start, as in the previous section, by introducing some new

concepts. <e will then examine a simple model, and then finally

a generalized model.

Assume that at « point of time (t) at a certain site (s) there are

available units of housing (or better still ssq. meter of

net accommodation) of type I;1 units of housing type 3?

1. Housing unit type 1 is the index of a complete code number
representing all the primai«j indices of a housing unit as
described in the last chapter. For example type 1 could stand
for [hQ; 1; &3; lj 1| 1, 3j 5] meaning a dwelling unit of hOM2
at first floor, in a type of development d3» connected to water,
sewers and electricity, built of thick brick walls and at a
state of repair 5.
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®L* units of labour; and units of public utility service

type J. The use-value of the housing service of a unit of type

H* is r (^13^)» end; that of a unit of H** is r.

As discussed in U.3*l» it is assumed that these use—values will
retrain constant during period (t) (assuming it is not very long),
and whatever we do to the stock in period (t) will not have any

effect on the flov; of service from the stock in the same period,

and will only affect future periods. To affect a change in the

flow of services from the ex.1 ting housing stock in the future

ie the subject of this section. There are usuall four type a of

alternative possibilities to bring about such a change. These

are di cussed below in relation to housing units type 1 at period

(t) (see dinigra*. 5«3.2a).

(i) First we can leave part of the stock F~t without maintenance
to deteriorate to the assumed state 2 or to the "inferior* housing

type H2.1 This activity of deterioration will be represented
e *r> o

by Xt . It requires no labour input.
(ii) The second possibility is to maintain the housing stock of

type 1. Let us assume in this particular example that there la

one way of performing this ie&k, 8x|jP , that leaves the dwelling
at the end of the period (at t + 1) in the same original state

1. Inferior, as discussed in connection with capital equipment,
means the dwelling requires increased maintenance costs in the
future to keep the same level of service. In the present case,
however, we add a new sense in which the term "inferior* nay be
understood, that is having lover use-value in the future. It
may also be noted that the following activities have their
analogy in the case of capital equipment discussed in the last
section.
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(i.e. that at time t). It Is also assumed that, to maintain

one dwelling of type 1 by this particular activity, it will only

require l^j, 2 °** labour type i. [it is possible that
there may be more than one technique of maintenance for achieving

the eaiae result (1— 1): techniques varying in their demand on

various type© of labour and other inputs].

(lii) The third alternative activity that could change the existing

housing stock type 1 is ar!1 \ i.e., to improve it to a more

valuable type (3). [lore valuable, that is, either in the sense

of yielding service of higher use-value, or requiring lower future

maintenance costs]. If this particular activity is the addition

of sanitary aystem* and connection to public utility systems, it

may require as its inputs ^jt^2 3 units o. ,»ublic utilities and
1^H2 3 unita of labour.*
(iv) The fourth and final alternative ia to demolish part of the

housing stock type B*. This demolition activity B "t*' 0 will
have as its inputs dwelling units type 1. It is assumed that no

other inputs are required. (Though one can easily introduce

labour Input®). The salvage is assumed to be worthless. There

is, ho^evf-.s n valuable typo of out-rut fro.* this denoll ion activity:

namely, the cleared site. As discussed in the last chapter, land,

especially when it is developed and connected to public utility

systems, Is a valuable resource. So, in fact, the demolition

1# It may be noticed that these activities may have inputs fro© the
activities of connecting housing areas and. expanding terminal
installations discussed in the static models. This is one of
the links, that will be made clear in section 5.3.3^between the
present sets of activities and those of production of new
housing.
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activity creates (or produces) a valuable resource. This

resource could fee demanded for new housing (i.e. fey activities

of dev loping housing ares, discussed in previous sections) or

for other buildings, roads, parks, factories, etc.1 In fact the

demand on the cleared site may be high enough to warrant the

demolition of structurally sound housing. The demolition of one

unit of housing type H1 will yield S"1 units of area and units
2

of area capacity.

These are the four (mutually exclusive) alternative possibilities

for dealing with housing stock type • For type it is

assumed, for simplicity that there ore only two alternative

activities; either to maintain it BKr?jp" 3 or <ieSi0xisai it
° (as illustrated in diagram 5.3.2a).

Depending on the nature of decisions on maintenance, the result at

the end of the first period will be varying amounts of the various

type© of housing ^ and '1?^). These will be used as inputs
to c new fictitious activity that will be called "the activity of

production of housing service", X •

1. This provides another link between the present maintenance
activities and previously discussed activities, which will also
be mode clear in section 5«3*3* exposing the generalised model
of the housing sector.

2. It may be interesting to note that this demolition activity is
the reciprocal of the activity of developing new housing areas"
X- discussed in section 5»2.3- In that activity to produce a
dwelling of,type °H at site s we required Ba1 units of ores of
site s and of capacity (and other inputs). Sow if m demolish
it (and assume that the salvage i« worthless) it must yield back
the amounts sa^ and 8Cn (because land es a resource for building
cannot be consumed).
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Thl » Activity simply snys what 'level* of service (or are-value)
will flew from a dwelling of the type used as its inputa; «♦£.

activity ®"*:2 say® that a elling (or ft unit accommodation area)
of type F2 ill yield a service having a use-value (r), at site a,

at tl&e t*I (!•©• one unit of This activity also

transfers the output of the housing stock available at end of

period t to inputs for period t«l (ea illustrated in the diagram).1

Going now to the activities of the second period (t«1), there will
\

he during it a flow of housing service of and jj* , ae
1*

determined by the activities of Xl of the first period, (see

diagram 3*3«2b). There will also be available a different

composition of the housing stock, i«e. vary- z eoaounta of

■*1,1 ««

&©gardiiig *a intensive© and demolition activities for the new housing

stock types 1 end 3» it is aeauaed that the same technical

eltc"a• lives that were available in period (t) art:- still available*

For the new housing stock of type (2) (which was not available In
rf

period (t)j three new activities are introduced? X^+1 saintelna
rrt> 1

the housing stock of type 2 in the b«us© statej Improves

dwellings of type 2 [which have previously deteriorated from state 1

to 2 in period (t)j back to type 1. • tfi ° demolishes dwellings
type 2*

1. This activity provides a further link with the nodela of 'now
housing production* discussed, in the generalised static modal*
The outputs of that model will be used as inputs to these new
activity of housing service production together with the
maintained old housing atoea e© will be seen in section 5*3*3*
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.ccordin^ to the assumption made eiirllert the flow of housing

service duping a period is determined by the housing stock

available the- bc,ir,nl,q; ef that period [which means that it is

assumed th t maintenance, demolition activities etc. take place in

a very short span of time at the end of a planning -eriodj • The

choice of which dwellings to maintain, to demolish or to improve

in the various periods will affect both the pattern of demand on

labour • -nd other inputs, m.. the pattern of flow of output of

housing service at various use—value levels over time (illustrated
in diagram 2b).

These, or any other, decisions, relating to the levels of the

various activities in the model, cannot be r ie s priori; they

depend on our own objectives and ideas of vhat constitutes a good

pattern of flow of housing service.1 ®e will assume for the

problem illustrated in diagram 5.3.2s, that our objective is to

maximise the amount of flow of housing service of uBe-value r

during periods (t+1) and (t+2),

i.e. maximize j> m ♦ *£Ja + x^1 + x£2 ... (0)
subject to the 21 constraints illustrated in table 5.3.2a.

Constraints (20) and (21) state that the amounts of housing service

of use-value r'must not be allowed to fall beyond a certain limit
\

id1* in either period.

Constraint (1) states that during period (t) the amount of the

1. This means that we cannot argue, objectively (with no value
element) (as some people believe), in favour of maintaining the
housing stock and using such phrases as "the first objective
must be to arrest the housing stock from deterioration". It
may be a good policy, however, (when the total sector is
considered), to leave the housing stock without maintenance for
long periods.
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housing stock type 1, that is maintained, demolished, improved

or left to deteriorate tmi. he cmifit to the amount available at

the beginning of the period. Constraint (2) states the sane

condition for housing stock type ( 3} • Constraints (3) and (1*)

are the usual balance equations of labour and public utilities

for period (t). Constraint (5) states that the maintained

housing stock type 1, tin activity *], Bust be etpxal to that

demanded by activity X^P", i.e. it must be demanded for use in the
second period* Condition (6) and (7) say the same for the other

two types of dwellings.

These were the constraints on activities in period (t). nations

(11), (12) and (13) link that first period to the activities in

the second period (t+1). Equation (11) states that the terminal

housing stock of type 1 of period (t) oust be equal to the housing

stock used as Inputs to the activities of period (t+1). 'Equations

(12) and (l3) are similar to (ll) but relate to ths other types

of dwellings. The rest of the constraints in period t+1 are

similar to the corresponding ones in period (t). It may be noticed

that the absences of constraints on terminal housing stock, land

(areas and capacities) meens that they are considered of no

specific value to the decision maker in this problem. By solving

tbis linear programming problem (0-21), the optimum pattern of

maintenance, demolition and improve isent of the existing housing

stock could be determined.

This model is generalized in table and diagram 5»3.2c.
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5.3.3 AJT OVIHALL DYHAKIC MODEL OF THE TTCUSIKO PTODUC7ICX :CTOR*

...Oii it time to put together oil the partial models olseussed

ao for in this chapter and j* annulate an overall dynamic model of

the housing production sector as >.-u fined in the last chapter.

This overall model could be formulated, by simply linking together

the three generalised models discussed in this chapter, namely:

{i) The static housing production model of section 5.2.6.

(ii) 'he dynamic capital equipment model of section 5.3.1** and

(iii) e housiijg maintenance moaei of section 5.3.2.

The resulting model is illustrated in diagram end table 5.3.3. in

which the three generalized models are distinguished. The main

points which link these models to for® the overall one arc:

(1) one of the initial resources available to the sector (labour,

materials end intermediate commodities* find foreign exchange) link

the three models.

(2) The services of capital equix>went link model© (ii) and (i)

(3) 'Connected* sites link models (i) and (iii)

(h) Models (i) and (iii) are also linked through the housing

service production activity which receives 'housing units* inputs

from both models (new dwellings and old dwellings)•

(5) Also models (i) and (iii) are linked together as the former

could use cleared sites that are produced by the latter. To link

the two, however, we had to Introduce a new activity, s>^a, v.hich

we termed area transfer. This activity is the only new one in

the present model and thus will be discussed below.

Thl activity is best understood by examining the three constraints
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in which it appear® (No. 2, 3 and 102 in table 5»3«3)• Constraint

(2) states that the areas available Tor the housing, sector in the

he, , • A: a period (t}» | <] » : either to be 1.. that period
[fra]'^?^or* the unused areas {^t} mat be transferred to the

next eriod. Constraint (3) states the sane condition vith

respect to the capacities of these areas. quation (102) in the

second period (t+l)t that is:

(1) (2) (3) (U)

[]•( ) C11 } - L-JNTx] - MM
(5) (6)

1 " f 'bl) ' (
states that the areas of cleared sites in period t (tern 1) plus

the areas transferred from that period (term 2) plus the newly

available areas to the sector (ter.; 5) are the anoint available

to the housing sector in the second period (t+1). This astount

su t be equal to the amount used for developing new housing areas

in period (t+l) (term 3) plus the amount required for other uses

outside the sector (term 6) plus the amount unused in this period

and hence transferred to the third period t+2 (term U)•

Looking now at this overall sector's problem we could conceive of

it as follows: At every planning period the sector will have

available to it as allocated by a central authority various amounts

of different resources; these are indicated in the model by the

sub cript !' on the lover left hand of the variables i foreign

liKcb: e . If. hour {-L+}> materials 'ru- interred late
commodities A®k®> j transport j,T^ ; and public utility services
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{■"*] !•
These are the resource h whose shadow prices have to be reported

beck to the centre (after solving the sector's optimization problem).
The sector will also have available to it m>m resources from

previous periods (which the centre does not allocate). These are

special soctor resources (whose balance equations will form part

or the <: cirl rector' b cons train t« as discussed in section 3*3 *3).

The housing sector can use these resources in a very large number

cf ways. It has the choice of which materials to produce, where

and in what quantities and what techniques to use; what types of

dwellings to produce, in what quantities, using what production

techniques and where. It has tie choice of what areas to develop

and in what forma, and a multiplicity of other choicea about

maintaining the housing and capital equipment etc. As a result

of the interactions of all the decisions, the housing sector could

have varying outputs of terminal stock and of flow of housing

service at various value level© during the planning horizon.

We have discussed in section U.3, that, if we have a long total

planning period, the terminal stock need not be constrained, and

thus equations 1003 - 1006 can be omitted fro® the formulation.

The flow of the housing service however is the valuable output of

the sector. The housing service output will be measured in

number of services of dwelling units characterized by (i) use-value
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level, (ii) location in tine and (ill) location in space.

low if the planning; model of this sector is to be part of the

national planning model, the centra will have to specify output

quotas for the sector leaving only eo»e outputs (or inputs) to

the sector to maximize; these quotas have to be chosen to enter

in the national objectives function (3«3*3)« They will depend

on the pattern of decomposition of the national planning model*

These quotas, for the housing sector, are likely to be the amounts

of housing services at the use-value level required by the

population welfare group whose sime the state wishes to maximize

(section 3*1*2). In other words, some of the amounts of the

housing services produced by the housing sc^ tor will be

constrained, and the objective function of the sector would be

the maximization of the amount of housing service at only one

use-value level.

This also nay have to be done if a model of the housing production

sector is considered independently, i.e. when resources are

allocated to It once end for ell and where it h»« to have its own

objectives function (as will be illustrated in section 6.h*2).

Solving this sectors problem (i.e. maximizing a function of the

output flow of housing service at various use-value levels over

time, subject to the constraint of table 5#3«3)» optimum decisions

(including choice of production techniques) could be reached.

That is, optiBum in the sense of contributing most to the national

objectives.
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By formulating this sectors* model we have now completed the

solution of all the subprobleas raised by the approach defined

at the end of part I# Thin model shows clearly the exact

nature and magnitude of interdependence between the various

decisions in the sector, without whose consideration a total

optimum cannot possibly be achieved*
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CHAPTER 6

^SYNTHESIS AHS EVALUATION OF TEH TOTAL APPROACH

Preview:

In the lost chapter we have represented ® series of partial models

of the housing production sector* These cruliinated into the

generalised overall modelof section 3.3.3. How it is time to

attempt to answer three groups of basic questions:

(1) Is that formulation theoretically valid? Are the assumptions

that underly it acceptable? In other words, does that model

actually represent the 'real' activities in the sector? If not,

could the deficiences be overcome and, if so, by what methods?

(2) If the approach is valid, is it feasible in principle? i.e.

could it be applied in the real world in a country of the type

specified in the introduction. If not, could its practicability

be improved and, if so, by what methods?

(3) If it is valid and feasible, la it 'better* than its

alternatives for making long-tews planning decisions in the housing

production sector, and particularly those related to the transfer

and evaluation of production techniques?
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We will start in section 6,1 by examining the question of the

theoretical validity of the model. This, as will be seen, turns

out to be an examination of the degree of approximation between

the axioms of linear programming and the 'real* activities in the

sector. The conclusion will be reached that only some of the

activities in the sector do not conform to the axioms, and so

could possibly distort the results of analysis. How to treat

these activities is the subject of section 6,2 which is mainly

concerned with integer-programming.

Section 6.3 examines the second group of basic questions, those of

feasibility* The conclusion will be reached that it is feasible

in principle itf we extend the programing approach to its full

potentiality. This could be achieved by applying a process of

'multi-stage handling of information*. Which, incidentally,

enables the achievement of the second objective of the total

approach that has been defined in the conclusion to part I; that

i© integrating the process of evaluation and search into one

sequential process of problem solving.

Having established the theoretical validity and practicability of

the model, we start Section 6*h by aynthesising all the solutions

to the subprobleos (of the tentative approach) represented in

chapters 3» U» 3 and the present one, into a total comprehensive

planning procedure. Variations on it will also be represented.

Finally, in section 6,h»3 we come to answering the third and last

group of basic questions raised above; that is of evaluating the
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total abroach illative to it» alternatives.

It must be mentioned that the examination of the valid!ty of these

models is dealt with in a rather wholesome manner and could be

considered naive compared to what is possible in terns of proper

statistical and empirical validation. But this would have been

beyond the scope of this thesis. vdiat we want to do is to show

that the approach is basically valid and practicable to warrant

further development and indeed more precise validation.
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6.1 THEORETICAL VALIDITY OP THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODEL OP

ti-tr noosing production sixtcr;

Am activity analysis nou&l can be viewed as a complex hypothesis

which, like hypotheses in the physical sciences, has implications

concerning observable phenomena. The natural hope is that the

model (when fitted with data) can be tested by methods analogous

to those of the physical sciences. The experimental methods of

physics and chemistry, however, cannot possibly be appliedj not

only because we cannot make experimental decisions covering the

whole economy, but also because the results that we went to observe

are long term results. The checking of theory against fact as in

astronomy or heterology nay be appropriate for checking the

validity of some models; that is we could cheek the model against

recent history.2" However, this is more appropriate with

simulation models rather than with an optimisation model such as

ours (although there are difficulties in the former because the

model is most probably constructed from the data by which it is

checked). To compare the results of an optimisation modal (using

post data) with observed past performance implicitly assumes that

the decisions of the past were optimum; this is difficult to

accept In most activity analysis models.

The inability to test activity analysis models has not deterred its

use in many problems. The results of analysis could, of course,

1. M&nne, Alan. 3., "Studies in Process Analysis". John 'lley,
1963, p.2b.
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be checked by cross-examination with those obtained from rough

projections or aggregate codeIs.* This will certainly enable

the detection of major errors.

However, the main method for establishing a sufficient level of

confidence in the linear programming model (for this ia all that

we can do) Is by cheding (1) Its logical construction, and

(ii) the correspondence of its basic premises (the three axioms

of linear programming mentioned in 5»1 «2) with reality. Regarding

the first point this could only be ascertained by careful checking

of the arguments of the last chapter.

Regarding the correspondence with reality we do not imply its

exact representation in a model, with all the factors Involved,

since no model could possibly achieve that; even if it did It

would be ea complicated as reality itself, and hence difficult to
2

manipulate and use. In fact, the advantage of constructing a

model Is to abstract, from the complexity of the real world, a

form which we can perceive and manipulate. Thus all models are

approximations, and the problem of questioning the validity of a

model tarns out to be a question of how good the approximations of

the model are. But then two additional factors enter into

determining this 'goodnessrt (a) the cost of collecting data and

operating the model, and whether increased costs to achieve

'better* approximations will yield enough returns to Justify them,

(b) the goodness of the model depends on the objectives of its

1. As suggested by ?• Victorias, in wkanne, A.S.*, op.cit.
2. Stone, E# "Mathematical Methods in Social Sciences and other

ssays . London, 196$.
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users. A model designed to answer specific questions »ay not

be efficient (or a good approximation) in solving another problem.

The objective behind the use of an overall dynamic model of the

housing production sector (of the form of 5«3*3.) is to develop

a long term sectorial plan; to find the general directions of

technological change, major trends in economic activities and their

main 'proportions*. From this, the parameters and objectives of

short term planning could be derived. It is only in the formulation

of short-term plena that fine details will be considered and

decisions for implementatIons reached.

Thus the question of establishing the validity of the model boils

down to establishing that the three axioms of linear programming

do in fact correspond to, or are 'good' approximations of, the

real activities in the housing production sector. (Good in

relation to facts, objectives and cost).

This is the subject of the following few sections. e will start

with the axiom of continuous divisibility, continue with the axiom

of edditivity, end finally look at the axiom of proportionality.

6.1.1 THE AXIOfc OF COSTINUGOS DIVISIBILITY J

This axiom states that any activity in the model could be

physically operated at any positive level that is not necessarily

integral. Consequently all commodities have to be continuously

divisible.
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There seem to be no problems regarding thia axiom, in respect of

the following commodities? foreign exchange, labour, transport

inputs, materials (such as cement, glass, etc.) intermediate

materials and components; areas of sites and their capacities,

and the services of capital equipment; because re can always have

a meaningful fraction of any of them (e.g. $ man hour, 0*3 tone,

or half an hour service of a piece of equipment)•

The axiom would, however, be violated with the cammedity 'dwelling'
or 'housing unit*. This is because dwelling 'flow* has to be

integral, since it is not meaningful to build half or any fraction

of a dwelling. For this reason it would be bettor to use aream

of accommodation at various use-value level; . This requires no

modification whatsoever in our formulation as illustrated in

X
Appendix 1 •

The most frequently quoted case of a non-divisible commodity, Is

that of productive equipment. It is claimed that: (i) there is

usually a minimum limit on possible size of equipment (measured
in capacity) and (li) that there are only 'standard* sizes of

equipment; this results in making activities of building (or

acquiring) capital equipment (xK^) discrete rather than continuous

variable. For example it is said that we cannot build a brick

factory to produce only 5»000 bricks a year. This may be true;

however, in principle there are no physical reasons for not being
2

able to build equipment in any desired capacity above a certain

1. In fact this would simplify too the treatment of dwellings of
various sizes, as there will be only one index for every level
of use-value, (instead of classifying the output of the sector
in terms of dwelling sizes and use-value).

2. This is not only true in principle, but has also been found to be

(Contd. P.290)
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physical minimum - though of course there are economic reasons*

These will affect the axiom of proportionality and so sill be

discussed when discussing that axiom in section 6.1.3.

Proa this brief discussion, it seems that the activities in the

sectoral model (5*3*3*5 accord well with the axiom of continuous

divisibility, except in the case of equipment (where there is

usually a physical minimum level).

6.1*2 THE AXIOM OF ADDITIVITY:

This axiom states that the total net production (or consumption) of

s commodity is the sum of production© (or c nsussptions) of each

producing (or consuming) activity of this co.unodity. This implies

that the coefficients of any activity remain constant irrespective

of changes in levels of other activities. For example, we have

seen in section 5*2.3 that to develop an area uniformally in two-

storey houses required units of are® per dwelling, and to

develop it uniformally in flats it required units of area per

dwelling. If we are to have s nixed development of houses

and Xo flats and if these activities are to obey the axiom of

additivity, the total area required by this mixed development

should be ^ aixi + ®2X2* 3ut» as we have discussed in that
section, the area required by houses in this mixed development will

be less than This ©ems that the activities are not

perfectly additive. However, it was mentioned that the difference

(Contd. from page 289)
true in practice; as P.P. Moore writes, 'The ability to increase
the size of capital inputs by small amounta exists for a fairly
wide selection of industrial equipment *, in his 'Economics of
-cole| Borne Statistical Evidence, Quarterly Journal of
conoaics* Vol* 73# 1959# p.233*
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in totsi net area required is small, and thus the axiom of

ndditivlty reasonably approximates reality In this activity.

How we will examine the validity of this axiom in relation to

other activities of the overall model of section 5*3*3 namely:

(l) ares transfer; (2) housing service production; (3) connecting

housing areas; (U) transport; (5) building on site; (6) production

of materials and components; (7) building new productive capacity;

(8) maintenance activities.

The first activity, together with the transfer of housing stock

and capital equipment, is not a real activity, but is introduced

for analytical reasons, and by definition accords with all three

axioms.

Regarding the activity of housing service production, which

'evaluates' so to speak the services of dwelling and determines

their use-value, it may be said that the use-value of a dwelling

'produced* by activity ®X^1, depends not only on that dwelling,
but also on the type of dwellings on the same site (i.e. environment).

Thus the use-value of a dwelling of a specific type will vary

depending on whether the dwellings on the same site are flats or

maisonettes and will vary depending on their state of repair and

use-value. Hiis is no doubt true, but as we argued in both

section h.3.2 and section 5*2.3» the indices which determine the

use-value of a dwelling in the present models ere the primary

indices. In a developing economy these ere indices of: area;

functional performance of a dwelling; the space around building j\/

dwelling; and the immediate surroundings of dwellings. These do
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not include other dwellings, whose effects on the use-value of

a dwelling ore considered as secondary indices and es such will

only be considered in detailed planning.

In the third activity, that of 'connecting* housing areas; there

does not see® to be any logical reason for the existence of

external effects, except, perhaps, when the two site® to be

connected are on the sane 'line'; because, in this case, connecting

one site will reduce the 'length' of connections required for the

second. This nay be serious, if there are ©any sites in the model

which have this type of non-additive relation. One possible way

of treatment, however, is to consider one 'connecting' activity

for the non-additive sites. The inputs to this new activity

would be those required to connect the more distant site and its

output would be a 'connected' capacity, that could be used on

either site.1 The results will be perfectly acceptable if, in

the final solution, it turns out to be that the two sites or the

distant site ©re utilized, and will only mean a biased increased

cost if only the near site is used.

Regarding transport activities, it is a straightforward case of

perfect addltivity.2
1. This is somewhat analogous to the cases of building dams on

a river, building one may affect the efficiency of another
end thus any non-additive projects must be formula ted as one
project, as discussed by 8. KoXean, " ffieicncy in Government
through system ..autlysls". John Mley, 195$. ' Although
realize ' that t!he treatment in linear programing terms is
much more difficult.

2. There will, however, be a case of non-additivity, in the ease
of transporting two materials from the same source to one
destination (or on the same transport line}, or one material

(contd. P.293*)
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In regard to the activities of building on site, •xf , there
are no logical reasons to believe that the Inputs or outputs of

building activities on different sites, nor materials and direct

labour inputs for various building activities on the same site,

are not additive.

However, there may be a reduction in the inputs of the services of

capital equipment and of managerial and supervisory manpower

(i.e. overheads) per dwelling output of specific type if there are

other building activities on the sane site at the nane tine. The

reasons are the ease as those affecting economies of scale in one

activity (as will be discussed in 6.1.3). However, if the levels

of individual activities on the site are not very email, they

are likely to accord with the axiom of a&ditivlty. Because, as

will be discussed in the following section, there are usually no

economies of scale for individual building activities above a

certain (rather small) level of operation.

The same ©ay be said in relation to the rest of the activities in

the sector; they do not violate the axiom of additivlty if

individually they have no economics of scale o£ if they are

o;erated above the levels at which there are significant economies

of scale. This leads us to the conclusion that the axiom of

additivity does in fact represent a good approximation to the

activities in the housing sector, except in relation to activities

(Gontd. from p.292.)
to two destination® in the same transport line (or direction)
only if the amounts of each material transported is less than
a truckload. This is very rare indeed in the field of building
where materials or components to be transported from one
destination to another are very large even for the smallest
building activity.
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on the same site which have economies of scale [these include

building or maintenance of various types of dwellings on the saae

site, production of various 'nodeIs* (or types) of materials and

components in the saaae factoryj. This males the validity of the

axiom of sdditivity dependent on the validity of the axiom of

proportionality (constant returns to scale) which is the subject

of the following section#

6.1.3 THE AXICR OP PROPORTIONALITY:

This axiom states that the inputs and outputs of any activity

are proportional to its level of operation. This implies the

absence of economies or diseconomies of scale. diseconomies of

scale are not coiaaon in the real world, and if there are any they

could easily be accommodated in the linear programming framework as

illustrated in section 5«2.b. Economies of scale, however, ere

commonplace in many activities, end frequently, they are

substantial. Because of this fact, the axiom of proportionality

is appax*entl.y the most restrictive among the three axioms, end

indeed it is the one on the basis of which linear programming

application© in many problems are immediately rejected.1 It is

thus essential to investigate it in some detail. However, before

going on to examine the extent of economies of scale in the various

activities of the housing production sector, the logic of such

1. Boise of those who have rejected the approach (and to lay mind
rather hastily) are -.A. Lewiae, "-cvelopment ■lermlni"London,
1966. Hone cautidusly, but on the sane grounds, it was
rejected by K. -en, "Choice of technique". London, 1961,
Appendix on "i:'rogr«ismlng Techniques".
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economics will be briefly examined.1 This will give us some

insight into the nature of these operations, ana Gu-.„»lesent the

United empirical knowledge available in this field,

(a) The logical basis of economies of scale:

An important distinction has to be mad© between two origins of

economies of scale. The first is the economies of scale of a

technique of production; i.e. economies that result from increasing

the scale of production of an activity producing a given commodity

using the same process, the same technique nd the same methods

of organisation. The second is the economies in producing a

commodity. which result from both the economies of scale of

techniques and from the svtltchliu: of techniques which has become

possible by increasing the scale of producing that commodity.

This is Illustrated in diagram 6,la, the vertical axis representing

total inputs of a certain commodity (or cost), and the horizontal

axis representing the scale of production of another commodity

using that input. There arc three techniques, Qg % foI>
producing that commodity; each has its own economies of scale

(the first type of scale economies). The dotted line shows the

economies of scale in producing that commodity (the second type of

scale economies).

It Is obvious from this diagram that the economies of scale of the

second type will exceed the economics of scale of the first type

1, This subject has been extensively developed since the 1930*8,
see for example, Florence, P,S, "The IokIc of Industrial
Organization", London, 1933.



Technique

Diagram 6.1.a Economics of scale of 'techniques' and of 1 switching*of technique

c^l'5 no-economics or diseconomies of scale
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In all case© iexcept when one technique Is always the iaost

efficient (or dominant) at all scales of production (e.g. Q. )t a

case which la not commonly net in real life.]

Looking back at all the models of the last chapter, it will b©

noticed that all activities were defined, not only in relation to
v"i ni

specific types of output, but also by technique (e.g. X v"

prolucing dwellings of type bl by technique Ql). By this treatment,

we have achieved an inpox»tant sul11 that is we have no activity

which could have the, possibly very large, economies of scale

resulting fron economies of techniques and free their switching.

Keonosies of scale in all activities in the models of the last

chapter are limited to only the scale economies of techniques.

To my knowledge, the possibility of formulating linear programing

problems in the above for®, and its effect on reducing the

distorting impact of economies of scale, has not been realised

by any of the critics of activity analysis models [who have pre¬

dominantly based their criticisms on the inability of linear

programmes to accommodate scale economies].

However, this does no eliminate economies of scale of techniques.

Wm must now turn to its logical basis.

The economicb of scale of each technique is a function of the

economies of scale in various inputs (the sua of the reduction in

the quantity of each input multiplied by its unit jirice) • The
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origins of scale economies differ for each type of input, and

therefore will be discussed separately.* e will discuss them

in the following sequence: (1) material inputs, (ii) capital

equipment inputs, and (Hi) the services of labour and capital

equipment•

(i) Material inputs: It has been observed that the amount of

materials required per unit of product is always constant what¬

ever the scale of production ia. The reason is that the

materials required are functions of the product, and ore

independent of scale, and even of techniques (e.g. if a dwelling

type requires say, a, tons of concrete, this will remain the same

whether we built one or a hundred dwellings).

(ii) Capital inputs: [investment inputs or foreign exchange inputs

{for buying equipment) «nd buildings Inputs in activities ].
The price of a concrete mixer of a certain capacity, c, is leas

than double that of a similar mixer having half that capacity

(4c). The foreign exchange required to build a factory of

concrete prefabricates of a capacity of 100,000 Mper year will
x

be much less than five times that required for a 20,000 W factory

(in one particular case the cost of the former was only double

that of the latter). These, and similar, economies ere due to

'economies of Increased dimensions' and/or due to 'economies of

balanced equipment*.

1. This will also be done because, in a linear programming model,
activities or techniques are not defined by aggregate cost, but
by separate input coefficients, end in discussing: the effects
of economics of scale (if any) on the results of analysis, we
need to talk about specific commodities (as will be seen later on).

2. A case reported in the U. .u, see 0.8. "Coat, epetitlon and
maintenance*. Geneva, 1963# p.32.
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Economies in the corst of equipment, as a result ol increased

dimensions, is due to the fact that the cost of an equipment item,

such s tanks, mixers, furnaces, compressors, etc., is frequently

related to its surface area, while its capacity increases in

accordance ><?ith its volume. This has formed the basis of the

*0.6 rule', which says that the increase in capital costn of a

piece of equipment is given by the increase in capacity raised to

the 0.6 power.* Symbolically Og * where 0^ and Cg
are the costs of two pieces of equipment and X^ and :<2 are their
respective capacities (see diagram u.l.b)• This rule, however,

is valid only within a Halted range, since one cannot increase

dimension® indefinitely (mainly because the stresses in the

enclosing surface8 increase beyond the liaits of the materials

used, and thus necessitate the use of beams and stronger structures

which increase cost).

The economies of increased dimensions are also observed in

relation to buildings (which are the second type of capital inputs

required to shelter productive equipment) for the same reason of

the decreasing cost of enclosing fabric. Rules, similar to the

1. For a description of the 0.6 mile see R. Williams. "Sixth-
tenths Factor", Aids in approximating Costs", Chemical
'ngineerlnjc. 1952. The rule has been deduced from considerations
such as the following! For a container, cost Is a function of
surface area; while capacity is directly related to the. volume.
Consider a spherical container. The area varies ea the volume
to the 2/3 power, or in other language, cost varies as capacity
to the 2/3 power. If the container is cylindrical, then by the
same analogy, cost varies as capacity to the 0.5 power, if the
volume is changed by increase in diameter, and if the ratio of
height to diameter is kept constant, cost verie® as capacity to
the 2/3 power (i.e. 0.6).
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0*6 rule, have "been proposed,.1
There are many industries, however, in which this source of

economica of scale does not operate because expansion of capacity

takes place by a duplication of units (equipment and buildings),
2

rather than by m increase in their else* In such cases ©concedes

of scale are rather limited.

Also in the cases of complicated industrial equipment, the relation

between area (cost) and volume (capacity) 1® not always exhibited.

Also, the 0*6 rule is not usually applied to complete plants,

since some expenditure is relatively fixed for large ranges of

capacities. This factor is the source of the other type of

economies of scale of capital Input; that is, scale-economies due

to balanced production.

Most large industrial plants are composed of a large number of

standard units of equipment, which usually have different capacities.

The maximum capacity of the plant is determined by the smallest

capacity machine(s) in the plant. These will create 'bottlenecfc-

areas*, leaving other machines not being utilised to their full

capacities. It is conceivable that the elimination of such bottle-

nee J- '-res® in a plant will increase the capacity by a large amount

1. This has been proposed by many writers, see for example
C.D. Browning, "Building "conoaica and coat pj> nning*. London,
1961. "The cost of perimeter cladding per foot «cu'<re of
floor area, varies in increased proportions to the square root
of the floor area", p.2#, However, as the case of equipment,
increasing the size of the building (and its height) beyond a
certain limit would require stronger structures, but even then
there will still be scale economies.

2. e.g. aluminium reduction, textiles, cigarette making, pressing
bricks, etc. U.K. BCAsk, ".ormulatiwr Industrial Development
I'rogr&maea*. 1961, p.UG.
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at a small increase in coat, because it would utilize already

unused capacity, thus giving rise to economies of scale in

capital inputs.

Them unbalances In production tend to decrease (and consequently

economies of scale) as the scale of production increases up to

the point where the equipment is balanced, or fully utilized, and

fro® then on, no significant economies of scale will be gained.

It is apparent that the smaller the balanced unit of production

(in which all the equipment is utilised) the smaller will be the

scale of production over which no significant economies of scale

exists. Beyond that limit, expansion is made by duplicating the

equipment.*

These were the logical bases of economies of scale in capital inputs.

We now turn to examine such bases in relation to the last of our

inputs.

(ill) Scale-economic n in the inputs of services of labour and

Capital Equipment. The scale-economies in labour inputs could

generally be attributed to three origins; two of which are

analogous to those which gave rise to economic© of scale in capital

inputs. /irst, we have economies in labour due to increased

dimensions of equipment. Large machines, in spite of their

increased capacity, can generally be operated by a team that is no

1. As .T. fcoore puts it ( ,'conomlcg; of cole. op.clt.) "There is a
lo.vrf-t con denominator for total equipment in the plant, and
that the equipment is simply duplicated in any expansion, so
that economies of scale cease once the lowest corrmon denominator
has been reached."
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largw than that required for operating each smaller machines of

the same type.

The second source of labour economies could be achieved, as in

the case of capital equipment, by balancing the labour capacities

in the production process to achieve full utilization of labour.

This applies to both manual vorkers, and to supervisory and

management manpower. It is even more important in the latter

since they are more specialized, and thus of *high* capacities

that can only be fully utilised in large scale operations.

The third source of economies in labour due to increased scale,

and the one which ha® no parallel in the cost of capital inputs,

is the increase in labour productivity due to the repetition which

is only made possible by large scale operation. Repetition

contributes to improved productivity, because it enables the

worker to know more about the operation and find better ways of

organizing and co-ordinating his activities.

The pattern of improvement (the speed and degree of improvement) in

productivity due to repetition depends on the nature of the

operations performed, and the conditions under which they are

performed.1 But it has been observed that, in most cases, after

a certain number of repetitions, an almost stable operational tine

is ultimately achieved. The for® of the improvement curves have

been studied in many industries (including building). right (in

1. Improvements take place only if the capacity of the operative (a)
is not predetermined or seriously affected by the output of
machinery or equipment involved in the execution of the operation
(i.e. they are not machine-paced operations).
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1936) developed a formula (which la similar to the 0*6 rule

found in relation to capital Inputs) which states that the

accumulated mean value1 % (time per unit) after X repetitions

1b equal to the time per unit at the start (t^) multiplied by the
number of repetitions raised to the power - 0*322. Symbolically

*"X a t,X-0#322 (the for© of the curve will be similar to that

represented in the lower part of diagram 6.1.b). If continuity

is interrupted, by change of work place or slight change of

products — apart fro© the time lost in the Interruption and re-setting

the work place - there will be a fall in the rate of improvement

(or time/unit), but the stable high rate will be regained much

quicker than it did in the first place (depending of course on the

nature of the operation, period of interruption and the length of

the period of repetitive work before the interruption).

The increase in labour productivity due to repetition, allows
2

reductions in the following inputs of production activities.

(i) First of all, direct labour inputs will be reduced. This will

have direct economies in the wage bill if labour is paid on an

hourly basis. If It is paid by piece rate increased productivity

will have no effect on the direct labour wage bill.

(ii) econdly, increased productivity will reduce the operation time,

which, in its turn, affects reduction in the following inputs:

(a) savings in overheads depending on wages

(b) savings in overheads depending on time (management, etc.)

1. If the times per unit are denoted T^, T2» ... Ty then the
accumulated mean value t,, for the first X units will be

*X m T1 * T2 + ••• * TX
"

J
2. These are partly derived from 0.11., ?:CH, "Effects of Repetition

on Building Operations and Processes on Bite". Hew fork. 19C>5.
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(c) savings in the coat of use of production equipment, i.e. in

the inputs of services of copital equipment.

The amount® of these economies of scale wil' depend on the amount

of improvement in labour productivity and on the techniques of

production and organisation used. Logically, and empirically

verified,A in high mechanised (capital intensive techniques), the

reduction in time will mean m important reduction in (c) • seductions

in (a) are not usually very high, especially in a developing

country where they do not constitute a significant input.

Having briefly examined the main logical basis of the economies

of scale relative to the different kinds of inputs, we turn now

to see the extent to which they apply in relation to the activities

of the housing production sector. Also we will see how good

the axiom of proportionality (no scale economies) approximates

these activities.

(b) conomiea of scale in the various activities of the Housing

Product ion Sector:

Prom the general model of the housing production sector (of

section 3.3.3) the main activities in the sector are (from

table 5.3.3):

1 e F or pi 6 > 000 U • * f ' !' » Populating industrial Develop¬
ment rroflrammes. op.cit., p.U8-U9.
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s,dr
At

•xf
s^KJ

Developing ne*. housin*. areas

Housing" service production
(a)

Building new productive capacity (fc building
materials production - aidl for build a. ig on site)

xpending terminal public utility installations
< lb)

s4e
.XM

S«C
At

Manufacture of materials and components

Building on site

Connecting sites

w

*<? ^Maintenance of productive equipment

s^Hj «j Housing ^ainteiiance activities

(O

(e)

Activities in group (a) have only moterlal Inputs (dwelling areas,

land, roads .••etc.) end thus cannot have economies of scale.

Regarding the first part of activity SX^, that of building new
productive capacity (equipment and buildings) for the production

of building materials and components,1 little empirical evidence
2

is available in respect of scale economies. Thus no objective

1, The e includes
(i) xtruction of aggregates and stone quarrying (stones,

slates, ©and ••}
(il) Production of cementing materials (cement, lime, gypsum,etc.)

(ill) Bricks and clay products
(iv) Building elements and components (concrete element >, tiles,

windows, doors, etc.)
2, ith the exception of the cement industry on which a large amount

of Information is available, but this is not included in the
housing production sector.
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analysis of the subject is possible, ami we will have to rely

on the following tentative observations:

(1) Generally speaking# the building material® industries in most

countries, with very different conditions, tend to be composed

mainly of small or medium sisse production units,1 The main
2

explanation that is usually given is based on the fact that

building materials are heavy and bulky, and the demand on them is

scattered geographically. Accordingly, transport costs sire high

and total economy [in production and transport] calls for

scattering the production in small units near the points of demand.

It there were large economies of scale in those industries above

medium sise (with enough magnitude to offset increesed transport

costs), we would have seen e tendency for large scale production

units,"*

(2) The second point (which together with that above seems to form

a vicious circle), is that, because large scale production -units

are not common, the manufacturers of machinery and industrial

equipment for the building materials industry produce them in

1. See U.S. 'Vyoceedlcfis of, the tenter on Ghan^ee in the true tore
ofjbte Building Industry neccFj^ra to .improve J.tsjstTisiency, rM
io increase its output, ten fork. 1965,
-or the case of the suited Kingdom, see "The Report on the
'>.-e-n.---un of f'roduction for lg58", H.b.s.o, 1961, parts:
3 tone and Slate uarrying and Mining
U " Chalk, clay, sand and gravel extraction
lOh - Brick, fireclay and refractory goods
109 - Miscellaneous building materials,

2. U.NIbid.,
3. There ere of course other factors which seem to favour small

production units, such as the fluctuation of demand, scarcity of
capital, .«• and others, but they seem less significant.
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relatively suanil sizes (in order to cover c larger market) •

[If larger sizes arc required# they will either have to "be purpose

made, or if available - because they are produced for a small

market - they arc not likely to represent large economiesj. Thus

if larger production units are conceived they have to use duplicate
%

small units which make for little economies of scale, once the

*common denominator* of equipment has been reached, i.e. above

very small scales of operation.1 However, there is no logical

basis for not having economies of scale when increasing the scale

of production from s vox-:/ ,.^ull scale up to the scale .here the

con,.on denominator of equipment is reached.

(3) his last remark about the existence of economies of scale in

the low-medium range of scales of production will no doubt result

in distorting the results of activity analysis for which

proportionality is assumed. However, there is a very important

factor which will meat probably reduce the possibilities of such

distortions in an activity analysis model of the type we are

considering for a developing; economy or the type postulated in

the introduction. This factor la based on the fact that the

economy is already operating, and there is at the start of a planning

1, These points were referred to, in the context of brick production
by A«B« dearie, "Modern Brick feakinr". hth ed., T^mdon, 1956, who
ale© mentions the fact' that "men''parts of the production units are
built to purpose, such as kilns and driers, which could theoret¬
ically be built In any size, they are usually built not In very
large sizes (and duplicates are made), because little practical
experience la available for building and operating large units.
Also when demand is fluctuating, it will be more economical to
'close * some duplicate kilns instead of operating large ones
half full. The re is also the advantage of stopping part of the
duplieste equipment for maintenance &te.» instead of stopping the
whole production if we had one large kiln.
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period a large number of .. .eduction* unite ir existence. Many

c .;.e'. invests*: ts (cnpit 1 inputs) ' Xloc&ted to the sector

mill not be uaed to build totally n«v plants but to rtryn-j those
1 2

exi ting ones, because this la almost alway more economical.

Thus if we use, for activities «xf, the input coefficients of
medium "c it;-a of prod .,ct ic • , ich is the same an for expanding

t'jeae ctlvities (i.o. not averi,.-;* input coefficit iti per .ait

but marginal coefficients of these meaims scale®), the results will

not be far relieved from reality. Also as there ere no greater

economies in very large scale operations# thee coefficient will

still be good approximations for high levels of pro< ictic... ;
1. In the cm -?e of the u*&* for example, an exar.L ition of the

196b report on investment plana since 1550 of the utyptian
■er; T "Tr o • Lb ;h:.' .. 1.^11;^, ..-uu.rlul jnu. • . IT "7" Tvenls

that almost all investments in. »e iuildirg raalerl ~l~fn";.ustry
in that period were used for oxpandiig existing rc action units*

2. ©cause when equipment is duplicated# there are till economise
in overhead facilities and more important In highly skilled
operators and managers. Because the latter are in very short
supply in ©11 developing countries# expansion of existing
plants la almost always favoured* See U*l?* SCAFS, series 2#
©.: *eit», pp*h9» 51.

3* The rational of the above analysis has been realized by -one
economist®, though in a slightly different form* They have
propo cd that, to apply linear programming in the presence of
economies of scale, one should first start by allocating by
'traditional* methods the larger part of the available resources,
them allocate only the last few Increments by linear programming
using the expansion (or marginal) coefficients for the activities*
For example . rthur Let.is, .;glopner.t -1 ;i l; r London, 1966,
pp.195*196 writes, "we can escape this dllWeulty of economies of
scale of production, export ©nd import activities - "by
programming not the use of all the country resources, but only
the use of the last 1 per cent or so. One thus assumes that an
increase or reduction in the output of any commodity by 1 per
cent will not affect its foreign trad© price or its do^e tic
cost. The prices and coats used for the calculations will not
be average coats or prices, but the marginal coata ana prices
expected when the level of output of the final year has been
attained*"
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However, it is obvious that there will be cases of investment

for producing new types of sateriels and products, or for producing

old material® that have to be produced in new locations* If we

use the above type of coefficient®, and these new production units

are started in very small siaes, they are bound to distort the

result, although at later periods, if these units are expanded,

there will be no distortions. There are also cases where very

large scale plants are feasible end give economies of scale; for

example in the production of materials and components which are

light in weight (thus transport costs are low), and which have high

labour inputs (thus making for large scale economies that could

of- et increased transport costs) e.g. windows ana doors. There
2

art- t lea exceptions for heavy materials. However, as a whole the

1. in a case reported in U.t f'Got-t. repetition, and maintenancet
re luted aspects of bulldlax prices". ■■ienevr. 19o3» Pr. 139»
three alternative scales of production of door® in
Caseekos lovehia:

Investment 30,000 90,000 150,000 ~~ {In
or capital units units units ECS)

j.
___ ____ . _

"tTTl s 610.000 1.200.000 T7U2Q Tcoo
-ulpment l^OPD WoQQ 7"

jtt£er.lnvectoents lgyO&O.-•Qtr.l , 973 2,OgO,t5or 2,6gfiq20 .

Total/unit l$+& 23*0 17*9

2. Tb ct.se of production of precast concrete components in
U.S.o.R. imported in 0.N, Ibid, p.32.

Annual capacity in tP
20,000 1*0,000 60,000 100,000

Indices of cost of
baaic equipment 100 1U7 l8h 20U

Indices of coat of
basic equipment/unit
capacity 100 733 67*3 hi
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economies of scale in X"T activities will distort results only

in these Tew exceptional cases (of starting new plants in suaall

scales*). Possible ways of treating these cases will be

di cussed in section 6.2.

In the above discussion it was implicitly assumed that the costs

of a specific plant size or piece of equipment ere constant. We

did not mention possible scale economies in erecting sore plants

of the same size. The reason is that most equipment will he

is orted (as there are no heavy engineering industries yet in the

postulated country of our analysis). The size of these imports

will usually be too snail, in relation to the size of the inter-
2

national market, to influence the prices. Thif- Is also true for

importing equipment for building on site, such as nixers, cranes,

etc. (the second part of activity x^).

c
Activity Xt, expanding terminal public utility installations, are
similar to activities discussed above. Their expansions are

mode by duplication of units (sedimentation tanks etc.), and thus

economies of scale are limited. ulst* because, in some eases,

expansion rather than building of new plants will take place, the

danger of having very small expensive plants is greatly reduced.

1. This sam conclusion seem® to have been reached in some socialist
countries, (U.G.x.8. and Hungary) as they use eonstcait capital
input coefficient® (but labour and other input coefficients are
taken to vary with scale) in their economic calculation in the
building sector, Gee ©be styen, G., *hnrge Panel Building©,
translated from Hungarian, London, 1965t Chapter 20.

2. A. Lewis®, op.cit., p,195» "Whether the prices ruling in
foreign, trad© will change with the volume of purchasea or sale®
will depend on the country*© size; (the size of its imports);
a small country may be able to treat all foreign trade prices
as given."
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Thus, using coefficients of the medium range scale (as in

activities above) would seem to be appropriate.

s Me
Now we will move to examine activities XT ; the production of

building material s and components. These are the activities

whose capital inputs (produced by X*"*) have Just been discussed.

We hove reached the conclusion that the level© of these

sctivlties ore not likely to be very large, due to increasing

transport coats. So the question is, are there economies of

scale below the medium scale? £e have slightly more information

about this point than about the case of capital inputs.1

The inputs to thene activities are materials, fuel and power,

services of capital equipment and labour. As mentioned earlier,

material inputs do not vary with scale# Regarding the •crvices
2

of capital equipment per unit of product, by definition, they do

not vary with scale of production. Regarding the other inputs,

most of the available information doe© not always distinguish

between the variations in these inputs with the scale of the plant

and their variation with the scale of output from the same plant

(i.e. with utilisation level). However, in both cases, there

are economies of scale in fuel and labour inputs. Fuel and power

1# Ahese are mainly collected in the U. ., Cobt. repe1111or.. .. op.cit.
2. Every unit product requires unit service of equipment (measured

in capacity). However, the grice or charge for these services
will vary according to coat of equipment to the economy and
degree of utilization, wiieh will appear in the model as shadow
prices. This is indeed one of the important features of the
model, "capital charges" are not consciously calculated, but are
implicit in the structure of the linear programming formulations.
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per unit of product have some economies of scale, but not very

large ones. There seems to be greater economies with, large

scale pleats, using larger kiln. , etc., because of reduced surface

area and consequently less heat loss.1

Labour inputs per unit of product vary with the scale of production

(both by increased scale of plants and higher rates of utilization).
Fro© the little data available, as reported in a U. • report, there

are econojsiea of scale In ©11 types of labour inputs, but

ec nozaiea of scale in direct labour inputs are not txr great as those
2

in overhead labour.

But the rate of decrease in both inputs tends to decline with

increasing scale. The reasons for these economies are those

discussed earlier in the theoretical analysis (i.e. the indivisi¬

bilities of labour and "balance* of operations, which meana that

fixed labour inputs have to be incurred whatever the scale of

production). The economies in these inputs are large, end some

way has to be found for their treatment in linear programming

models if they ere not to distort the results of analysis.

We turn no# to activities X3 ; that is, building on Site. These
activities have inputs of materials and components*, labour and the

services of mechanical equipment and static plant. As with other

activities, material inputs art; independent of the scale of

1. ee eerie, op.cit., p.h63» p.212 and g.213, ior fuel and power
economies of scale in relation to various processes in brick-
making. i>\M» some other building material© industry see U.N•
Ibid., especially tables 2U and 25 In annex II.

2. .If. Ibid., see tables 2U» 23. 23, 33 in annex II.
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production. Regarding direct labour inputs there are economies

of scale due to increased labour productivity through repetition.

These economies, ao data collected frost various Kuropean countries

revealed,1 follow the pattern (of a logarithmic regression function

of the form y » o( "A discussed in our theoretical analysis (and
as represented in diagram 6.1.b).

However, the most important observation is that the steady rate of

production is achieved est very mall scales of operations, and

further increases in scales of operation achieve very little ox* no

economic s.

If we reflect on the formulation of the model of the housing sector

(section 5.3.3), and on the assumptions made in the introduction

about the sector being large in absolute size, and on the number

of sites that are likely to be available for the sector, it will
bl

be realized that the larger portion of activities X that have

positive value will most probably operate at levels where no
2

economies of scale exists. Thus, if we use the input coefficients

1. U»N •, "Rffect of repetition on Building Operations and
Processes slte'r. New York. 1965.

2. One of the reasons for this is intrinsic in the theory of linear
programming: The number of variables that will have positive
values in the optimum plan (i.e. the optimum basis) will not
exceed the number of constraints. As the number of constraints
will usually be much moi*e smaller than the number of the variables,
there will be a small number of variable© having positive value;
and as the housing sector is assumed to be large (i.e. the right
hand side of the constraints is large) the values of the majority
of the variable© having positive value will be large. This
could be observed in the problem illustrated in Appendix 1, where
there are 28 design variables representing lengths of feasible
types of blocks on a housing area. It may be said that the
optimum solution could indicate the building of very small lengths
of all or of large numbers of these types of blocks. But as we
had only 8 design constraints it is theoretically impossible that

(Contd, P.313)
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of the 'no-economies* of scale 1*021,30, the general results are

not likely to "be distorted.

:,e cm treat similarly the activities of 'connecting' housing areas

Because increased labour productivity will most likely reach

its maximum over a distance that is leas than most of the distances

between sites and existing ends of utility systems.

Office and other general overheads for both the activities of

building on site and connecting sites, do riot generally depend on

ac lee- of individual operations on one site but on the scale of

operation of the firm or building organisation. The avera, e size

of these orgiaiizations could be found, and from it these inputs

could be estimated and taken as proportional to scale.

Activities of maintenance of productive equipment 4J , have

as their inputs spare parts (foreign exchange inputs) and labour.

Regarding the first input, the assumption of constant import

prices used in also applies here. Regarding labour inputs,

they depend on the size of organisations, rather than on the

scales of individual maintenance operations. In moat countries

where the tools of production ore publicly owned, organisations

tend to be of large sizes, so they most probably work in the scale

*wage where no great further economies are achievable.

(Contd. from p«3l2.)
the optimum solution will include more then 8 block types. This
fact together with the fact that the problem (the required amount
of accommodation) is large mean that there is a very slim chance
that a large number of these 8 variables will have very small
positive values.
This practical observation has rarely been noticed by the
critics of linear programming.
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The last set of activities to be discussed in this section are

those of maintaining the housing stock ®r-i# These, by their

very nature are small scale activities, with no continuity or

possibility of repetition, thus direct labour Inputs have no scope

for economies of scale. Overhead labour, however, depends em

total scale of operation (of organizations) ©ad not on scales of

individual operations, and thus is similar to the above case. In

any case, overheads do not seem to be large In maintenance

activities where material and direct labour inputs are the major

inputs, and these, as mentioned above, are almost independent of

scale «

6.1 .h SUMMING UP:

Tc sum up all the previous discussions regarding the implications

oi the axioms of linear programming on the validity of the proposed

model of the housing production sector, the following points emerge:

(1) Most activities and commodities in the sector accord with the

axiom of continuous divisibility.

(2) The axiom of edditivity in most cases is not likely to be

seriously violated.

(3) The allegations ©bout the great restrictions of the axiom of

pro£)ortion&lity and their effects on the validity of linear

programmes are erroneously exaggerated. This is particularly so

in relation to models of the housing sector for the following

reasons;
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(h) If the activities are formulated (as in the proposed ao;;el)

in relation to techniques and not only products, there will be no

switching of techniques in any activity end this by itself could

greatly reduce the economies of scale in all activities of the

model•

(3) Many activities in the sector have no, or insignificant,

economies of scale such as: X®, X4, •**•, x"J X®* J
(housing service production, development of housing areas, trans¬

porting, maintenance of the housing stock, and, productive capacity) •

For the activities having economies of scale the following factors

reduce their possible distorting impact.

(6) Investment activities X^, and X°, have their main economies

of scale at lower levels of production (range 'a*, diagram 6.1.b).

But, since many of the new investments are expansion® of existing

facilities, most activity levels in this group will fall in the

medium range ((h) in diagram 6«l.b), and hence it will be

appropriate to use expansion input coefficients. Although these

coefficient® night not be appropriate at very high scale® of

production, we need not worry about that, since the increasing

transport costs will most likely limit scales of operations to the

medluir range.

(7) Bui ldir«g~on-site activities, X , have the characteristic a of

achieving their maximum level of economy at relatively small

scales of operation (i.e. range 'a* In diagram 6.1.1 is very small),

and remain stable over it. These levels will moat probebly be

surpassed by the majority of the building activities in the final
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solution* Thus using coefficients of this naxiaum stable range

seems reasonable.

(8) There are cases, however, share tconoai a of scale cannot be

©voided. These are mainly XT'", production of materials and

component©, where economics of scale extend, in a significant

©mount, for all scales of operation. There are also the cases of

activities of building new pleats in new locations. Row significant

are these in their distorting effect, relative to the objectives

of analysis, will be discussed at the end of section 6.2. But we

will t.irn now to examine the possible ways of accommodating, in the

programming for®, such few cases of economies of scale.

6.2 ITTftQKB PROO&dXI .Q fCI&lH .TlCMdt

In recent years there have been rapid developments in the field

of 'integer programming' which have opened up prospects for

solving many problems, which, until now, have been either

approximated to the linear for®, or have been excluded from the

field of application of ordinary linear programming, end for which

no other method of solution is known* Such problems that could

now be accommodated in programming formulations are those

containing such features as economies of scale, indivislbilities

and non-additivity.

Into, e£• programming problems are simply, linear programmes in vhich
all or some of the variables are constrained to be integers

(including the important case where the variable could only take

the values 0 or 1). The standard form of a mixed integer problem
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is:

11 Vx

■*•' ^ ui3 "3 :
<o

♦ A ? bn (for all i)
X#

Yl Integer's (or 0,1) (for >11 L)
o (for all 4)

This problem cannot be handled by the usual algorithms for

solving linear programming problems. Special algorithms are

of course, go into methods of calculations, as they ©re available

in the literature. In this section, we will only demonstrate the

potentialities of integer programming in reformulating some of the

problems of the last chapter, which have been approximated to con¬

form to the axioms of linear progressing.

6.2.1 DlfCRETB VA^IABLBS} THE IKCOBFOiiATlCK C2 V1XED FL^'iT SliiSS:

Take the following problems There are available fixed amounts
12 12

L and L of labour, and M and M of two types of materials.

There are two alternative techniques and Xs2 for building a

specific type of new plant for the production of a specific type
2

of concrete prefabricates. ach activity has different input

1. For a comprehensive and precise treatment of integer programing
see ; inonnard, U• "Linccr ::rofircs$lngH, Prentico-Hall, 1966.
For an up to date developments see, Glover, F. aulti-phftno-
Duul Algorithm for the aero-one Integer programming problems ,

Operations ;csearch. Vol. 13, 1965» pp.679-919, also;
L: wler, S.L., ''Bronck—and-Bound Method*: A survey' , i aerations
csearch. Vol. lb, 1966, pp.699-719.

2. The variables representing these activities shoulif be written
(according to conventions of the last chapter) as X " and Xtl
which means producing equipment type K1 by techniques 1 and 02,
but the above notations are used for simplicity.
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coefficients. If the objective is to maximize the total

eq ilpment capacity produced, and if we can operate these activities

at any level and, if there are no scale-economies, the problem

could simply be put in the usual linear programming form:

maximize q m XK1 + (0)
subject, .fe

11K1 x*11 + h*2^ L1 (1)

12K1 XK1 * 12K2 xil2 L2 (2)

*
1/1

X*1 1K2 A M1 (3)

t*;
ma >;K1

**a,

VK2
2id2 A

>0

s< II2 (U)

(5)

However, we nay only be able to operate activity X*1 on either

of three levels (or scales): 20, UO or 60 output units (e.g. in

thousands of tons of concrete-prefabricates equipment capacity

per year). This may be for reasons such as the availability

of equipment only in these sizes, or other technical reasons. To

include this condition in the above formulated problem {assuming
ts before that Xs2 is a continuous variable) three new variables;

21* Z2 arui 23 "•'ill be introduced which can only take the values of
zero or 1. The following sets of constraints will also be added

to the above k [constraint (5) is omitted].

X*1 = 20ZX ♦ U0Z2 + 6oz^ (6)
h * z2 * z3 * 1 <7>

::K2 ^ 0 (8)

Z2, S«j aero or one (9)
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Conditions (?) and (9) ensure that only one of tee three %

variables will have tee value of one end the others will have to

be zero. This together with (6) ensure that activity a' X
either take the value of zero, 20, h0 or 60. Applying any of

the available nixed integer grogreiMBtng algorithms (k.I.P)# the

optimum levels of XK* and >}'2 can be found.

6.2.2 XHCOBPOHATIO) HC0HGMBS OF SGAUBt*

Let activities X]:l and X*2 be the mwm mm in tee above example.

But instead of having only discrete levels of 20, bO and 60 to

activity X^'L, it will slap be assumed that this activity has

economies of scale in labour input®j At the level of 20 it will

require gO^lKl md 20*211 xmits labour type 1 and labour type 2
respectively for every unit of output. isllnrly it will require

boH&l' liehx2 *** GO1**!* G0XZK2 fov *+0 respectively.
Material inputs arm assumed constant. If wet have tee suae

objective© end initial availabilities as before?, tee problem

could be formulated as follows:

auxlaiae <f> - F1 . X*2 (0)

subject to A ' *
1K1

* V^V"2 < J (3)

XK12K1 ♦"W" « *8 w

jMl - 202^ - UOAg - 6G£3
1. For the Incorporation economies of scale nee Harry U. Markowitz

and Alan s. Msnne, %m the delation of discrete Programming
ProblCEs" conornetrice. Vol. 25, 1957# pp.dh*116. Also on B.
Alva Schooner, "The incorporation of step functions end ramp
functions into a linear programming model**, CoeratlonB ■;«search.
Vol. 12, 1964, pp.773*777* and ... . Manias, "Chemical jVoeesses,
Plant Location -and i-ccenoMlee of cale", Chapter 6 in ',.;tudlea in

races® .o> slyale" John -Viley, 1963*
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lp}r?xK2 * ^201,23C1^1 * i+0M>i2K1^2 * k°60*2X1^5 ^ 1,2

Constraints (3) and (h) are the materials balance equations, and

are similar to those in the previous examples so are constraints

(6, 7, 8, 9)• Equations (10) md (11) are the labour balance

equations which ensure that, shatcver levels ore chosen Tor both

activities, the demand on labour will not exceed that available*

Solving this problem will give us the optimal scale of operation

for each activity, taking into account economies of scale of

activity X^*

6.2.3 EITKOER PROGRAMMING FGRMULATICN OP THE PROBLEM OF
SIKULTAjnXKJB CHOICE OF LOCATION, DTH3ITY MO TYPO OF
DJ^fLOPMENT OF HOUSING AREAS:

In the formulations of the problems of the housing sector in the

last chapter it was assumed that: (i) 'dwellings* are a

continuously divisible commodity, (il) inputs required to connect

a site (activities XC) vary proportionally with the number of

people to be housed on a site, and the levels of these activities

could take any value, and (ill) in expanding the capacities of
**»

c*
terminal public-utility installations (X ) any level could be

achieved, and costs are proportional to the number of people being

served.

(8)

(9)
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Ve hsve seen that these approximating asmiraptlons were mule to

fit the problem Into the linear programming form. It is known

that dwellings could only be measured in integers. It Is also

known that in connecting sites and expanding terminal installations

there are minimum feasible sizes of connections and that above

thene minimum sizes we cannot have any required size [there being

only standard sizes (1#©# XC end XC are discrete variables}]# To

demonstrate how these facts could be incorporated in none precise

formulations of the activities of the housing production sector*

the problem discussed in section 5*2.5 will be reconsidered with

the following modifications:1
*

a Expansion of terminal installations (X ) could only be made

in discrete quantities; by addition of units the capacity

of which is 5000 (i.e. could serve that number of people)•

This means that XC could bg equal to 5000 or 10*000 or

15*000 etc# Each of these units costs h#

x Regarding site connecting activity i|Xc* it will be assumed

that it could only take one of three valuer, a, b end c#

Each represents a 'standard* size of connecting pipes that

could support © population of the size of a* b or c

1* That problem briefly ran as follows: there are two sites of
areas and %.respectively# Maximum allowed capacity on each
site is "*C and C. Site 3 1® connected to public utility

Cystoma but site k is not# The latter is situated at a distanceD kilometers from the nearest feasible end of public utility
networks. The available capacity of terminal public utilities
Installations for site 3 is larger than *C but for site k it is
limited to k). There are three uniform development activities
on each site (X )j each produces a specific type of dwelling
end costs C* m 1t2»3) (including costs of construction end
supply of services within the housing area}# It is required to
build FI dwellings of which at least %$% are of type dl. The
objective Is to find the least cost solution; what types to
produce on each site and in what quantities#
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reflectively. They rill cost *h, *h# ®h respectively

per unit length (kilometer).
This activity will he replaced by three nero-one variables

% ♦

The problem will be:

minimise total cost () m V1(3XcLL * ^X61) ♦ V2(3Xd2 * **•*) +

V3(3xa5 * l*xd3> + + SgHfta ♦
q3®!&> ♦ <0}

subject to the eleven constraints illustrated in table 6.2.b•

Constraints (1) and (2) are the are© and capacity balances of

site 3, and constraint ,3) i« the balance of area of site U.

Constraints (7) said (8> state the terminal requirements. quetion

(5) states the condition that total capacity on site is not to

exceed the maximum allowed. All these conditions are exactly

the same as those of section 5*2.5*

Conditions (9) end (10) state that only one size of connection can

be used to connect site U (they are rust additive). Condition (U)
states that the demand on terminal installations will not exceed

the existing capacity plus the newly expanded capacity. Condition (6)
states that the demand on connected capacity must not exceed the

supply (vdilch will be by one of the connecting activities q^, qg
or q^}. Condition (ll) states that expanding terioinal
installations activity, S:c, must be integral (1, 2, 3 etc.). But

as Its unit level was de lined as for 5000 people (a® its coefficients

in the table show), this means that it could only take the values



table6.?.i COMMODITIES

ACTIVITIES

initial availabilit &final requiremenl

developingsite3
connectingsite4

developingsite4

V1

3xd2

V3

*1

q2

q3

4 xc

4xd1

4xd2

4xd!

1.

Areaofsite3

-al

-v

"a3

<3a

2.

Capacityofsite3
-C1

"C2

-C3

<3U

3.

Areaofsite4

~al

"a2

"a3

<4a

4.

Terminalcapacity limits

-a

-b

-c

+5000

<

5-

Totalcapacity limits

-5000

<4e-4!

6.

Connectedcapacity ofsiteno.4

+a

+c

"C1

-°2

-c3

>o

7.

Totalhousing requirements

41

•*1

*1

+1

+1

+1

=H

B.

constraintonamount ofhousingtype"bl
-1

-1

>0.15

9.

halanceofconnecting activities.

fl

+i

+1

=1

10. 11.

=.0or1

3_dl3Yd23yd34yc ,A,A,A,
4„dl4vd24vd3

inte^J
ers
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5000; 10,000} 15,000 etc# This equation also states that all
site development activities producing housing unite mat be

integers} thus conforming to the indivisible nature of dwelling

units#

This problem could then be solved using any integer programming

algorithm to find the number of duellings of esch type that has

to be built cm each site if we want to achieve the housing require¬

ments at minimus cost#

6.2.U LIMITATIONS OF X8TSGER PRCXJUAMKISfO AND THE CASE FOR

LINEAR PROOa/iMlOHOi

In the last feu sections, some of the potentialities of integer

programming here been demonstrated# The framework is flexible

enough to accommodate esses of economies of seals, indivisibilities,

non-additivity, and, indeed, many other forms of constraints of

logical content#1 As compared to linear programming, integer

programming has theoretical superiority, as it enables more

accurate representation of the activities in the housing sector#

Nevertheless, we have adopted linear programming in formulating

the problem of that sector for the following reasons:

(a) The also of problems start growing very rapidly with the

additional variables# This would not have mattered greatly in

aolvtng linear programmes, where the total time required for

reaching a solution depends on the number of constraints, and not

1* Soe Simonnard, M«, *Linear ProgwaMdng"« Prentice-Hall, 156b#
hoc• 9.7# "Prospects opened by Integer Programming#
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on the number of variables. "lth integer programming it is the

opposite (os empirical expedience has sheen).*
(b) The * efficiency* of the available algorithms for solving

integer programmes is not known. In the simplex method of solving

ordinary linear programming problems. it is known that the number

of iterations necessary to solve a problem are of the same order

as the number of constraints; thus one can predict, with reasonable

accuracy, the time and cost of solving any arbitrary problem on a

given electronic computer.

In integer programming we know how to solve a problem in a finite

number of operations, but as yet we cannot predict a priori the

tire and cost of solution. In this sense the integer programming

problem is only partially solved.

(c) martially as a result of the last mentioned reason, the

available algorithms require large capacity computers to solve even
2

moderate size problems.

These three factors have limited the size of problems that have to

far been formulated in terms of Integer programming. Because of

these factors, if a problem of the size of that of the housing

sector is formulated in integer programming form, it Is not

conceivable how It could be solved in a reasonable time and at a

reasonable cost. However, by the development of new and more

1. There is yet no theory to relate time of solution to any
specific feature of integer programing, Ibid., p.192 (as will
be discussed in the 'second* reason above).

2. Although sone of the new algorithms seem to be more efficient,
e.g. bales, E., "An additive algorithm for solving linear
programmes with zero-one variables", Operations -cc search. Vol.
13, 1965. PP.517. 5h6.
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efficient algorithms, this position is likely to change in a

Terr yeans time.

(d) There are some 1 important operations that could be performed

with linear but not with integer progr darning formulations. First,

the problem cannot yet be decomposed send solved by decentralized

processes. Secondly, the operation of 'parametric* or 'sensitivity'

analysis, has bo far been investigated only in relation to linear

programming. These two type® of operation enable a multi-stage

handling of information. v© will refer to this process in the

next section. This is a process which could be decisive in

considering the practicability of our whole approach to the planning

problem in developing countries.

All these factors make a strong case for linear programming. This,

however, brings us beck to the approximations that have to be made

If linear programming is to be used, particularly those of

indivisibilities and economies of scale. *$111 they completely

distort the analysis and render its results useless?

P -oa the conclusions reached in section 6.1.U I believe that there

ere only few activities in the housing sector, as formulated in

Chapter 3* which are likely to bias the results of the model if

they are approximated to accord with the axioms of linear

programming. Secondly, these approximations, and the consequent

distortions, will moot probably be reflected on specific decisions.

But relative to the objectives behind the use of the linear

programming models in the housing sector (namely to determine the
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directions of technological change and the lngportsnt ~roportions

of main groups .of activities), the bias in the- , due to the above

approximations, is likely to be insignificant• To ensure,

however, that the results, relative to our objectives, ere not

greatly biased by these approximations, the following heuristic

procedure is proposed:

(1) First we will sake an assumption about ©11 activities that are

likely to have large scale economies, (some X , X*"e); namely, if

they ere to be operated, the level of operation must be above a

certain minimum level (dj.j) • This is the level below which
inputu/unit of output atari increasing ahurply [level (a) in

diagram o.l.bj.

Symbolically XKJ » 0 or >y &j,,j

[This assumption implies that lower scales of activities are not

allowed, even though it may be possible that these lower scales,

with their higher inputs/output ratio, may be economically

justifiable}.

(2) These minimum scales ere determined for the various activities,

end the input coefficients of these activities are predicted upon

these 'reference* scales. The latter are noted in the planners

work sheets.

(3) The linear programming problem of section 5o«5 is solved.

The resulting levels of activities are checked against the

cor re; ending 'reference* scales. For the activities having level®

Of production greatly below their reference scales, the "value" of

.. this Input is calculated (using shadow prices from the dual linear
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programme)• If the total sum of the value of Inputs to those

activities Is below a certain arbitrary determined proportion of

the "value" of the objective function (say 5f-) then the optima

programs achieved may be . ocepted as a •good* approximation

relative to our objectives and the process terminated. otherwise

the following steps may be carried out*

(k) At this fourth stage some of the heuristic aethode for solving

integer programmes may be used.1 For example we nay start by

•closing* some of the building sites* factories* or investment

activities* which are operated at very low levels* especially if

their products are being produced by other techniques or by other

activities in the eaae or nearby areas* Then we use these new

constraints to bound the linear programme which is then solved

sgaln and step 3 is repeated* There is* of course, no guarantee

of convergence and the resulting solution will only be *good*, and

not a total optimum one.

Thus it may be concluded that* relative to our purpose* the linear

programming formulation of the housing production sector (of

section 3*3*3) la theoretically valid*

1* Ace for example, M*A, frogiaaon and T*L* Ray, "A branch and
bound algorithm for Plant location", Operations iesearch.
Vol* 14# 3, 1906* pp*301-368. Also A*A* Kuhn and A.J* Hamburger,
*A heuristic programme a or locating warehouses *. "bant^enent
cience". 10, 1963, pp*643-66. Also -».*.-•• lianne, 'Alint location

under economies of scale - Decentralisation and Computation",
'4a-,augment adence'l 11, 1964, pp.213-235*
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6*3 THE gEASlBTLITy OF THE PRQQRAIQHSQ APPROACH:

In the last two sections, we have discussed the theoretical

validity of formulating the housing sector*a problem In terse of

a linear programming model» Having established its general

validity, we turn now to the question of its feasibility. This

depends on two factors?

(a; is the required data available? Can it be collected at a

reasonable coat in a reasonable tine?

(b) are there suitable computers and personnel that could carry

out the required computations? Will the cost said time required

for these computations be prohibitive?

6.3.1 TUB PROBLEM OF COMPUTATIONi

The formulated model of section 3.3*3 ia certainly very large.

Its exact size will, of course, depend on the number of time periods

to be included, the number of the alternatives to be considered, the

degree of aggregation, etc. One generous estimate (see footnote

on p. 331) that we have made, put.- the size of two period model

at 2000 constraints and 10,000 variables. Sould such a model be

feasible from the computation point of view? The answer is in the

affirmative, for the following reasons?

(i) The Philco Corporation 3-2000 computer could solve a linear

programming problea of 2,500 equations and unlimited number of

variables in a few hours.3- Computer capacities are increasing at

1. After, i.Gctfl®, " 1 lacar l-'rogrtu nlng", 196h» which also gives the
capacities of all types of avallable computers in solving
linear and integer programmes, together with their code numbers
and the method of computation used.
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such on accelerating rate1 that none predict® that "within the

I960*s It should he possible to handle systems involving upwards

of 10,OCX) distinct equations.*

(ii) There have been develc.,. ments in c usputatien technique®, which

make it possible for snail capacity computers to solve large

linear progresses, e.g. the decomposition algorithms discussed In

section 3«3# In foot we can decompose the housing sector's

problem itself in various ways# If we use the decomposition

algorithm of lantzig and Wolf {or any of its extensions), %« can

decompose it into subproblems, one for each time period. If we

use the *two-level-plimning* algorithm, we can subdivide the

problem in various ways, possibly into its three major parts (the
three generalized models of Chapter 5)« By these methods the

size of the problem that could be handled on small end medium

size computers become very large indeed, and the solution of

moderate problems could be made much faster, and at greatly

reduced costs.

So in principle, the programming approach is feasible from the

computation point of view. But does a developing country such

as the O.-i.R. posses® suitable computers? Could they be devoted

to the solution of a planning problem such as ours? For the ease

1. In 1953 the IBM card programmed calculator required eight hours
to solve systems involving 27 equations. Inside the range of
just four years «• in 1957 - the I Bis 70b succeeded in solving a
195 equations system within a few hours. In 1966 the K:)F 9
(available at .dinburgh University) arid used by the author to
solve the problem in Appendix 1, solved a problem of 216
constraints and 21b variables in 18 mlns. (see English Alectrie
K ,.9 linear Programming Manual), It could solve systems up
to 1000 variables and 800 constraints#

2. A.a. Manne, "Studies in Process Analysis. 1963, op.cit. p0|21.



or -j. ..... the answer Is positive.

6.3.2 THE moaum €F DATA:

Programming approaches make a heavy. demand on data. The unavail¬

ability of such data, or the high cost involved in their collection

upc usually taken as two of the nain grounds for attacking the

feasibility of programming approaches, particularly if they are
2

proposed for a developing country. It is our intention in this

section to investigate the extent of truth in these allegations

rel tlvc to our particular problem.

Th no in t roups of data required are; (i) data about the -1 sting

productive equipment, housing stock, building sites, etc.

(li; t chnical coefficients of ox>erating (existing) activities,

(iii) technical coefficients of new activities. The first group

will form the right hand constants of the system of constraints.

The last two form the matrix of technology of the sector.

refers discussing the availability of, and cost of collecting, data

for these three categories, an important point nay be noticed.

The daw-v required for the matrix of technology are not, as frequently

assumed, proportional to the aiae of the formulated problem. Because

if there is, for example, a technique of building a certain type of

1. ceording to information kindly supplied by the U. . .. ..apartment
of "Census and statistics", a special branch of that department
has been established In I960 for computer analysis, iy 1965 it
had responsibility for six computers of fairly large capacities,
1 the country (including one for Cairo and one for lexandria
Universities).

2. rlsh, IJorman (ed«), cgent kcUnqe to, The .ne^,Vv,
a .'ountrleB . Cxford, 1965, leap. Chapter on 'Problems of )ata)
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dwelling, 8".^1 1, defined by a set of four input coefficients, and
if there are 20 cites on which this activity could take place and

if there are two time periods, there will be l|0 activities (variables)
in the model, but all use the same four coefficients. Thus for a

two period model of the housing sector, of the order of 10,000

variables and 2,000 equations,1 we can have lees than 200 technically

distinct variables for which we need data. In fact extending the

model to cover any number of sites or time periods will riot Increase

the demand on data. So one should not necessarily think that increas¬

ing the &iz& of the formulated problem will increase the size of

the data required.

flow we will examine the availability of data for the three above-

mentioned groups, with particular reference to the U, >,'i.

1, e can have a one-period model of the housing production sector
(similar to that of section 5.5*3) of the following size:
.ve can have:
w ' Vuiicolly different activities for building new

prt active capacity, each eoulcL.be built on an
average of 5 sites: total ®X * 150

30 technically different activities for maintaining.
productive capacity each on 20 sites: total X » 600

30 technically different materials each produced by j.
either of 2 techniques each on 5 sites: total X " * 300

20 technically different building types each could be
produced on about UP sites: total SX * 800

hO technically different housing areas development
activities (2 for each .housing type) on about
UP sites: total ®X a 1600

15 technically different housing maintenance
activities on about SO sites: ®. * 1200

1 technically different activity,,for connecting
sites, on about 100 sites s" « 100

2s, technically different activity for expanding -
central installations on or about 30 acres sx" » 30

300 technically different transport activities (these
differ only in distances, which are easy to determine) ~ 300

U67 Total (with transport) of Total No. of
technically distinct activities X* variables 5080

167 Total without transport.
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(i) Data required for the first group above include:

information about the existing housing stock; areas of available

housing sites and their capacities as well as those of terminal

public utility installation..; and indorsation about the existing

capital equipment*

Hegarding the availability of information about the housing stocky

it was mentioned in section b»3 that information about the total

eSUe of the stock* its distribution* size composition and the

mount of it which ia connected to public utility services, is
1

already available for many countries, including the U. .

itejarding states of repair, etc., sample surveys could yield the
2

required information.

Information about available housing sites* their areas and

capacities, could mainly be derived fro® the master plans of major

urban areas* if these are available* as is the case in the O.a.R.

To determine the capacities of the few terminal public utility

installations in any country ia not a difficult task.

Information concerning the existing amounts and conditions of the

various types of capital equipment, together with their operating

requirements (group (ii) above), is already available in tin tf.A.a.

The reason is that as the economy of that country is centrally

1. ce for example U•?<•, Statistical Year Books, New York.
2* surveys such as those mode in Poland by semi-qualified personnel

nay be used (as quoted in section b.3)« Also, as referred to
in that section, in a country such as the U.A.d. which ham been
operating a system of building licences for some years,
information available in the departments issuing the ;e licences
may be of great use in providing information about the stock.
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planned, and public ownership covers the larger portion of the

means of production, the data in question are pre-r©quisites for

planning purposes. Although at the early stages there were

difficulties in obtaining such data in a reliable form, they are

now collected regularly, and in quite good forms,1 and are already

available in the planning agencies.

(ii) data about the technical coefficients of operating activities

are available, as mentioned above. One observation to be made,

however, is that, for a country such as the U.A.R., which has

undertaken a vast planned investment programme in the last few

years, the available information about the technical forms of these

investments, and their input requirements, constitute an important

source of information that could be used in planning new activities

or expanding existing lines of production.

It is apparent that a country at the very early stages of develop¬

ment planning, with little investment projects in the recent past,

and who have only started collecting industrial data and establish-

ing communication systems and statistical services (i.e. not

conforming to the assumptions - mentioned in the introduction -

about the conditions of the country in which our problem eiists)
will be denied all the above benefits, and the data problem will

indeed be extremely difficult.

1. U.1U, "Planning for- -conoBlc Development". "/ol. II; studies on
national Planning Experience, pebt i» Planning for conoaic
development in the B.A.R., Hew York, 1965» pp«lh3-l6h, which
gives some of the forma used in collecting data about building
new project® and the operation of existing concerns. Data
are collected in physical and value forms.
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(Hi) The sources of data for establishing new production

activities and techniques (X5 J, XKe, Xbr) will be the advanced

countries (as referred to in the introduction), from which the

technologies will be transferred end modified. The problem is,

what are the exact sources of this type of date, and to what

extent are they suitable for transfer?

The data required about inputs and outputs of industrial activities

has, generally speaking, to be derived from technical (engineering)
sources. This Information is now becoming publicly known in many

countries. However, It is widely spread (in technical journals

and other similar publications) and frequently is in non-comparable,

non-transferable, forms (value terms) using different units and

techniques of measurement, and based on different assumptions.

Some international organisations, however, have started assembling

and disseminating such data in staMard £>hyeieal unite that can be

tranaferred from one country to another.1

Another important source, which has only recently become open, is

the advanced Socialist countries. Technical information and co¬

efficients used in planning is now flowing from them in large
2

amounts and in the very useful form of physical units.

1. As referred to in Chapter b, the Division of Industrial
Development of the United Nations and the conomic Coaiaiaision
for Latin America have already begun assembling such data.
Also the International Co-operation Administration of the U.S.
Government has done considerable work in disseminating such
industrial Information, e.g. Industry Fact .'beets - Industry
Profiles. I960.

2. In the field of building, see for example Gyula Cebestyen,,
Darae Panel Building, op.cit. Also the large number of
examples Tlncluding building activities) reported In S«kewa&i,M.

iTiclericy of Investment in a ociull;t Country", translated
from i-oliah, Pargainon frean, i960.
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However, technological relationships are neither ageless nor

universal. Data derived from one country, even when measured in

physical units, are not always readily transferable to another.

Data must be modified to reflect the average age of equipment, or

the average skill and experience of labour and managerial and

organizational methods. There is nevertheless a substantial

degree of transferability of technological data in time and place;

e.g. material Inputs, fuel, power, steel, cement, etc. per unit of

a specific product.

Labour inputs and process times (the latter affecting input require¬

ments of the services of equipment) are the ones that might require

adaptation. This, however, will moat easily be accomplished in

the cases of machine-paced processes(although adjustments may have

to be made to reflect differences in equipment age and efficiency).
For labour-paced processes, further adjustments may have to be made

to account for differences in work habits, experience and skill, as

well as methods of organization.

What are the likely costs of compiling the required data and of

constructing a model similar to that represented in section 5.3.3?

It is not easy to make any such estimates because of the well known

difficulties involved in costing any * search* activities. However,

from the above discussion on data availability and from the

experience of people who have tackled problems of such magnitudes as

ours, the approach seems to be feasible within reasonable cost and

time limits.1 However, we will propose a procedure for data
1.' Valine# "Studies' in rrocess /amiysTB. 1963, PP»26-27• "fEe

sector studies do not make excessive demands on time and
resources. The building of a one sector model should lie well

(Ccaatd. P.336)
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collection, which could, among other things, reduce greatly the

cost and effort expanded on data collection.

6.2.3 A MULTI-STAGE PROCESS FOR INFORMATION MDLBIG:

The traditional view of the process of evaluation divides it into

two distinct phases; (i) identification of all alternative

possibilities, or data collection, and (ii) evaluating the alter¬

natives to determine the 'best* among them (in our case to solve

the mathematical model).

To be in a position where one has detailed information about all

the possible alternative activities (i.e. in our esse, to collect

all the conceivably relevant data about the housing stock,

alternative techniques, etc. in sufficient detail, which means in

many cases complete design of projects] may not only be expensive,

but in fact inconceivable as the number of alternative possibilities

are almost unlimited, and there is always a time and cost limit

on the analysis. Also a large amount of resources could be wasted

in collecting data and refining them, or designing projects in

detail, which would be rejected in the evaluative stage. It is no

wonder that people who have conceived of the process of evaluation

in terms of these two distinctive stages have hastily rejected the

programming approaches as infeasible because of the alleged high

coat of collecting data.

(Contd. from 1.335)
within the resources of any agency with responsibility of
analysing the capabilities of the sector" ... "neither the
computations! problems nor the difficulties in accumulating data
constitute unsurmountable technical obstacles. Given time and
effort, reasonably reliable results could be achieved."
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This conception of the evaluative process, is not the only, nor

the most appropriate, one. The aost efficient process of

evaluation, or problem solving in general, is a learning process.

A process in which the two activities of search (date collection)
and evaluation are sequential: one starts with a few alternatives

(designs, techniques) that are only roughly defined. These are

then evaluated, and the most precising alternatives are developed

in detail; or the cost promising class of alternatives defined,

and search la directed towards core precise infomation about then.

The new alternatives ere then evaluated and so on.

This method has two advantages. i?*irst, the cost of data collection

is minimized since no effort will be spent on getting refined data

about alternatives which will be later rejected. Secondly, and

indeed very important, is that the process of evaluation becomes

a learning process, in which not only is the search process directed

in the Boat fruitful directions (thus cutting dova costs), but also

the search effort is cumulative, and directed towards alternatives

which otherwise would not have been discovered.

These ideas have directed our attention to the possibility of

integrating the process ©f collecting data for the model with

the process of its solution, in the above sequential manner, to

gain those benefit®. In fact, the ability to materialise this

possibility, in the procedure to be described below, was crucial

to my decision (as mentioned when proposing the tentative

solution in the introduction to this part) to investigate the
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programming approach for the solution of the housiug-proauction-

sec tor's problem in a developing country - because it helps

to overcome the potentially most difficult task in applying

programming approaches; that of date collection.

Two stages ere proposed for sequential handling of information:

(«) beareh and preliminary evaluation,

(b) sensitivity analysis to define directions of search,

(a) earch ana Preliminary valuation:

In the first round, this process basically depends on already

available information in, or outside, the sector. In fact,

the initially available broad ideas about new products or

techniques nay be substantial, e.g. new materials, designs, etc.

So the first task may be the preliminary screening of these

broad possibilities. This may best be started on a commodity

(product) basis. In other words we decide on possible materials,

components, type of housing etc., that could be produced, before

going to examine the alternative techniques for their production.

In doing this, we have to start both from the end of 'available

resources' and from the end of 'demand*.

From the resources end, a typical initial step would involve a

reconnalsance of primary resources: raw materials, clays, metals,

industrial or agricultural waste, skills available, etc. To

determine the technologically feasible commodities (or products),
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flow*sheets of the intermediate ©nd final products, that could

stem from the primary resources, say be used2, to eliminate products

whose raw materials are not available In the country (although the

possibility of import must not be eliminated, except perhaps in the

field of housing, since raw materials ©re heavy). For example

1. e.g. a flow-sheet of building materials may be of the following
form:

steel
aluminium
other metals
earth bricks
burnt clay bricks
hollow clay bricka —

other clay products
expanded clay aggreg
ordinary Portland cement -

Oter types of P. cements
lime stone for building
lime stone as aggregate
limes - -

glass
sand lime bricks
gypsum
asbestos cement
expanded verr.iculite
expanded perilte
other stones
sands as aggregates
gravel as aggregate
pla at lea.

Metal1c

lime
atoneI

—-

v other L

on-metal ie-—Mineral

alluvial
materials

bituminous materials
chemicals (sdhesives A Paints)
fibre board -—+■—-

wool-wood A straw board
reeds and other agrlc.
timbers
slag aggregates
blast furnace ceaentL—
pulverized fuel ash

fuel

other industrial waste

Plant
origin

industrial
waste

The idea end use of flow-sheets is illustrated in Isard, W#,
chooler, a.-., and Vietorisz, T. "Industrial Complex -nnlyoio

snu e&ional ,evelopmcntn. John iley, 195y, (especially pp.*: 7-29).
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steel or aluminium may be omitted as materials for housing

construction if they are not produced in the country on a sufficient

scale. Having done this, the basic characteristics of the

products need to be .spelled out, and this will involve some

search activities. then the feasibility of such materials or

products may be examined from the point of view of suitability for

climate and the type of demand envisaged for them. This leads to

the end of demand and technology mentioned above.

A useful list for preliminary screening of commodities and

technologies was suggested by a O.H. group of experts.1 Other

than the factors mentioned in that list, we may eliminate, a

priori, those technologies which use machines that require high

levels of maintenance and repair, or require skills that need very

long times to acquire, or those machines which are not tough or
2

reliable enough to suit the climate and conditions of work. Also

processes which do not suit the materials have to be eliminated^
1. U.K • MCAF , Development programming techniques, series 2.

'

ormulullttfe ^nuuntriul /evolop^nt Bangkok 1961.
PP«35-3o. This possible list Includes: Tl) Volume of present
market, (2) rate of growth of market, (3) rough difference between
the ©rices of the produce and of the raw materials that goes into
it, \k) multiplicity of shapes, sises, formulas or types, (5) is
raw material locally available, or can it be created easily by
planting, raising;, extracting or manufacturing, (6) complexity of
manufacture, (?) importance of the product as an input for present
or future national industry or agriculture, (8) in broad terms,
does the product require plants with large capacity, or mass
production? (9) i» highly skilled labour required? (10) is complex
and expensive equipment required? (11) can by-products or surplus
of agriculture or national industry be used as rew materials?
(12) is the product a strategic item from the point of view of
security or other purposes of national interest?

2. .C. Blanc, 'The adaption of machinery for making building materials
to the needs of developing countries . paper represented to "the tJ.lt ,

"Conference on the Application of '--.ciencc and Technology for the
Benefit of the less developed areas Geneva. 1962.

3. This is very important for an industry such as the brick industry
where processes end techniques are very sensitive to type of raw
materials. Jee A.B. Je&rle r,l-:odera Brick Taking". London, 1956*
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(this may require preliminary geological or chemical investigations).

For the commodities and techniques which have passed this preliminary

screening process, we start collecting rough information about their

input requirement© (technical coefficients), and making estimates

for those about which information is not readily obtainable. If

data are transferred from other countries, they need not be modified

at this stage, except when the nature of the modification is

obvious. For some products, we may also determine some secondary

indices, which will not be used in the model, such as the weight

of the building, number and average size of components, etc., which

give some iuea about the transport requirements, speed of building,

foundations, etc.

Using the estimated input coefficients and the secondary indices,

the alternative technique* or products of similar purposes (or of

the same class), may be compared to eliminate the inefficient

ones. e mean inefficient in the sense of requiring more of ever?/

input to achieve the same result. The margin of difference must

be reasonably high, otherwise more detailed information has to be

fsought to give us a sufficient level of confidence that a certain

product or technique is inefficient (or dominated by others). This

will reduce further the number of feasible alternatives. The rough

information about the technical coefficients of those surviving

alternatives are used as inputs for the second stage.

(b) ensitlvit?/ b-nalysis to define directions of >earch:

In a linear programming problem the optimum programme, and the
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value of the objectives function, depend on the accuracy end

reliability of the numerical values of the coefficients. fence

it becomes important to study the behaviour of solutions of a

linear programming problem when the coefficients of that problem

[of the matrix of technology, of the right hand aide of the

constraint, or of the objectives function] are allowed to vary.

This type of investigation is the function of what is called

sensitivity, or parametric, analysis. This kind of analysis has

been progressing in the last few year© (though unfortunately at a

rather slow rate).

Basically, there are two broad categories of operations in this

field: (i) the first cover® those operations in which a 1 discrete'

modification of some of the given data is made and its effect on

the solution determined. For example, (if we assume the form of

linear programming problem as max. * CX, subject to AX ^ d, X 0),
we may wont to find the effect on the solution of varying a single

column of A, or vector d, by say h- or 15/ . (ii) the second

category covers the case when the coefficients are allowed to very

in a continuous manner. Here, two questions could be answered by

this fore of analysis: for a certain coefficient, say an element

of the matrix of technology of value 5, is there a value a

(a a a + 9} beyond which the optimum programme reached using a,

ceases to be an optimal one? In other words, the finding of the

range of a given coefficient(Q) for which the problem, as originally

stated, remains optimum. Also, sensitivity analysis could answer

the question: what must be done if a passes the critical value,
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in order to re-optimize the problem (or to show that e programme

no longer exists)?

Without going into a detailed description of nethous of performing

these operations, some general comments will be made."1" Sensitivity

analysis does not usually require the solution of the whole linear

programming problem again once it has been once performed.

Determining the effect of variations in the vector d (or initially

available resources such as the present housing stock, capital

equipment, areas and capacities of sites) on the optimum programme

is extremely simple, and so is the ease of determining the effect of

varying elements in the objectives function or the matrix of

technology (if the latter is not included in the optimum programme).

The only relatively difficult cose is the case of varying an element

of the matrix of technology that is a component of the optimum

programme•

How going back to the end of the search and preliminary evaluation

phase, it will be found that we reached the stage where there In

available a set of feasible alternatives that are described to a

given (not too close) degree of approximation. These data will

then be included in the activity analysis model of the sector.

An optimal solution is then derived and its sensitivity to the

technical coefficients investigated. Those activities, to the

coefficients of which the optimal solution is most sensitive

1. For full discussion see • dlmannard, op.eit., Chapter /• ee
also . nrcel Jourtlllot, "On varying all the parameters in a
linear programming problem and sequential solution of e linear
programming problem", Operations Research. Vol. 10, 6, 1962,
pp.67W5.
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(i.e. those who have & small or no range 9, lor which the optimum

programme regains optimal} are reported, to the search teas (phase l)
who starts gathering: more Information about the activity, and

describes it in core detail, and then feeds back the information

to another round of sensitivity analysis. Furthermore, the

shadow prices, found by the solution of the dual of the linear

programming problem1 and the slack of the non-effective constraints

would be extremely useful in the second phase of search. In fact

if there is a large slack in any of the constraints relating to any

initially available resource, it indicates the range of accuracy

that could be tolerated in calculating the amount of this available

resource and in calculating its coefficients in the various

activities.

Also the shadow price® could be used to determine the extent of

modifications in the coefficients of any activity not included in

the optimum programme which would enable that activity to enter

the optimum programme. Only these activities (techniques .,*.

which require relatively a snail amount of such modifications in

their coefficients nay be selected for further examination. The

use of shadow prices as aids in the stage of data collection will

be Illustrated in the application of Appendix 1,

It may also be suitable at this stage to disaggregate or subdivide

activities into smaller groups of operations which could thus

1. In fact if we have the fisl simplex tableau of the linear
programming problem, the shadow prices could be directly taken
out of it without my further calculations. In solving linear
programmes by computer® it would require little time to have
these shadow prices printed out. Also the slack of the non¬
effective constraints is readily calculated, as will be shorn
in appendix 1,
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increase the number or alternatives ex a; incd. This may particularly

be advantageous with borrowed technology. e may start the first

rouna by using coefficients of an aggregate activity (or a class of

activities^ for example an activity of large panel construction of a

specific type of multi-storey flats). If in the first round of

solutions this activity is included in the optimum progr. .r.e, we

may break it into few operations; substructure, handling, easting

elements (if in site), etc., and we start looking for acre refined

date ©bout each operation, and possibly include alternative

techniques for carrying out stone operations to suit local conditions.

This means that adapting and modifying technologies is made only

when these techniques are held economically feasible in principle.

The sequence of search end sensitivity analysis is continued until

we are satisfied that the range of sensitivity of the most doubtful

variables is reasonable enough, or until we are satisfied that the

data to which the solution is most sensitive are reasonably

reliable, or of course, until the cut-off tine of analysis is

reached.

It is believed that, by this sequential process, the benefits

discussed earlier could be gained; namely, the reduction of the

1. It must be stressed that sensitivity analysis is applied not only
to the matrix of technology but also to the data about initially
available resources, particularly the description of the existing
housing stock and existing productive capacity. This means that
we can start by making pilot or sample surveys of the housing
stock on the basis of which we moke estimates about all the housing
stock. By sensitivity analysis (or indeed by examining the shadow
prices) we can determine whether the sample surveys were sufficient
for the purpose, or need refinement, end decide whether the cost
of improving our knowledge about, the existing situation would be
justified. Thus no effort is expended on collecting date about
the situation, except to the degree required.
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cost of collecting data by directing scorch process to the aoat

fruitful directions, and thus enabling the exploitation of a

larger spectrum of alternatives. Thus it enhances both the

usefulness and practicability of the programing approach.

6.h ;'H^h ,-YNTr -I . CF Ti- : , -r.T -;c-cr:

In the last few sections of this chapter we have discussed the

theoretical validity and pr&c ticability of the programing approach.

From the theoretical view point, we have reached the conclusion

that, with few exceptions, the approach is valid relative to the

purpose for which it is intended. For the few exceptions, m

have proposed some methods of treatment. Regarding its practicab¬

ility, the conclusion could be reached - contrary to many generalised

views- that the approach is x"essible, particularly if combined with

the proposed Eiulti-stage process of information handling. The

workability of the approach will be demonstrated In a partial

application in appendix 1. JSow we cose to the last task in this

thesis, that of evaluating that approach, its potentialities and

drawback® relative to other available alternative approaches.

However, before we start performing that task, we will represent

a concise synthesis of the whole approach•

In section 6.h.l we will represent the most comprehensive version

of our approach; the general methodology for long term planning

in the economy as divided into centre and sectors. This part draws

on all the chapters of this thesis and linx® the sector*a model to
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other planning activities. Although each m approach is

operational in principle, it is not likely to be implemented in

one step. Thus in section 64*.2 m will introduce simplified

versions of the approach• It is only in the final section 6 4* .3

th it we will make final evaluations of the approach in all its

versions.

6.U.1 A COMPRHH?»SIVI HPOTXUG faOCKDOSB*

The procedure is illustrated dlagramaatically in diagram 64*.a.

The section notation® on the extreme left of the diagram refer to

the parts in the thesis in which the corresponding operations on

the diagram have been, discussed.

The planning procedure is divided between a centre and sectors.

The process starts on both level© by reeoimaisamee of resources

and general potentialities. This follow© the pattern reco^ended

in "Planning in stages", proposed fey many planners (section 24*).

It involves evaluations of experience gained with past plans,

population projections, present condition©, and major resource

potentials, etc.

This is then followed, on the central level, by determining the

planning period, and translating political values and directives

into concrete terms. Then alternative seta of objectives or

targets are considered, together with the non-distributive require¬

ments {section 3.1). This is then followed (as in section 2.h.l)

by a stag® of (traditional) macro-economic analysis, and possibly
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m aggregate input-output analysis, for the terminal year of

the planning period, to check the general consistency of the

bro id national objectives, which i.ay be modified at this stage.

At this stage we will in fact have a 'plan* and the following

stages ill start from it to develop more efficient and consistent

plans.

Having; this general plan, the choice of sectors nay be revised

according to the factors discussed in section h.l. Then the

national objectives and plans are sent doAn to the defined sectors.

On receipt of this information, the sector ehould have completed

its reconnalaance phase [evaluation of past plan, determining present

housing conditions, present and future needs, main bottlenecks,

©ejor potential technological changes, etc.]. Combining these two

types of information, the sector could sake aggregate sectoral

projections, and estimate aggregate input and output coefficients

(alternative sets) for the whole sector. These are then sent up

to the centre, who, on the basis of this new Information will

formulate an aggregate multi-period linear programming model. The

objective function of that model would have to be developed on the

lines of section 3.1.2 in terms of sizes of welfare groups and

value constraints (on both non-distributive requirements and group-

sizes) •

The results of the aggregate model will have two uses: first it is

kept for checking up the finer results reached at later stages,

(because being simple it could be compared with co&moneense results),

but the detailed final results will inevitably be complicated, and
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major mistakes In then cannot be detected, except by comparing

then 'to the simple segregate results (section 6.1)* The second

use to which the results of the aggregate- nodel will be used, Is

to devise a first central programme for the CGI problem (section

3.3.3).

However, before that step can be taken, more information is

required from the sectors; who, during that time, should have

performed the following operations: they must have established

units of ncccurewmt of the various inputs and outputs,1 end

determined categories of use-values of the services of dwellings

(chapter h). They jauet have also collected the required data

(section 6.3.2), finished the first round of the process of search

ana preliminary evaluation of alternatives (6.3.3)# and constructed

on activity analysis aouel of the sector (chapter 5). Having

finished this, they pass to the centre the c;tcr.QJ'les of the various

types of inputs required (not quantities), and outputs produced.

Only on receipt of this information, raid on the results of the

national aggregate linear programme, can the centre formulate the

first central programme (section 3.3.3). The centre will then

send down to each sector its part of this programme, i.e. the

resource quantities allocated to it (input quotas) as well as the

required outputs (delivery quotas) ileaving out the eleiaents that

go into the sectorial objective function).

1. This must be co-ordinated betreon sectors "nd units of
measurement established once and for all.
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■:%\en these central directives are received, the sector uses thea

as constraints (the right hand side) in its activity analysis

model (together with the special sectors constraints), and solve

the model to maximise an objective function, which is an element

of the national function (section 3*3.3)•

Having solved the model for the first round and having overcome its

teething troubles, some of the special sector constraints nay

respire modifications. This will be followed by the 'multi-stage

process of handling of information1 discussed in section 6.3.3#
i.e. sequential sensitivity analysis, and search activities. This

process is continued until the sodel is reasonably representative

of the activities of the sector (though not necessarily very

accurate at this stage). This could be followed by checking the

activities subject to economies of seal© with their 'references-

scales*, and possibly using some integer programming formulation

of some of the activities (section 6.2), or us© the heuristic method

proposed in section u.2.b» or some other variants. When this is

finished, the dual of the sector's linear programming problem is

solved. The resulting shadow prices, and the value of the dual

objectives function, are then sent up to the centre.

The centre's next Job Is to 'evaluate' the various shadow prices

coming up from the sectors (3.3.3). If these are not optimal

(which is almost inevitable at this first round) it elaborates a

new central programme (3.5.3), and etmds the new quotas to the

sectors for another round. The iteration procedure between the

centre and sectors (within which the cycle of sensitivity analysis
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operate ) may be continued till an option: , or the cut-off tine for

long-term planning, is reached. Then the centre elaborates the

final central programme, and sonde final directives down to the

sectors, v,ho solve their 'primal' linear programing problems,

which give the sectoral long-term plans. hen put together these

sectoral plans will form a consistent --.aid optimal national long-

tens plan.

The plan which has been finally reached identifies; the major

directions of structural and technological changes, the major

proportions of the economy, major variations in the type and size

of production of various products or service grous a, and the major

changes to be expected in the levels of living of various population

groups.

This plan must now be followed by medium and short-term plana which

specify in detail what is to toe done. from the long term plan,

targets for the medium-tern, plans can be derived. The task of the

medium tern planning t en becomee the working out of detailed and

consistent plans to achieve those targets, it nay also toe possible

to treat the problem as one of optimisation, on the same lines as in

the long tern planning procedure examined before. However, in the

medium ten process, the models will cover only shorter perioas, and

use constraints on terminal stock (specified In physical terns) as

specified toy the long-term plan.

Vhether the nedino-tera planning is considered as an optimisation,

or as a target-achievement t proble. , the projects and other objects
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of choice must be developed ir: detail.

Also» in both cases, it will be possible to use various forme of

partial analysis (those of chapter 2} - using the mystea of prices

reached by the general planning procedure - to compare projects

which are incrementally different. Also these prices Kay be used

to evaluate minor variations in projects in the traditional manner*

(i.e. using methods similar to those used in private economies).
This has only become possible because major directions of technolo¬

gic; J change and demand have been roughly determined. Also, at

the stage of project design, the secondary indices will cone into

play (e.g. secondary value indices for dwellings as discussed in

section b«3»2). Also questions of flexibility of techniques will

occur. .--lso ©t this stage, the important problem of implementing

the distribution of products and services to the •required* groups

of population will coat© into the picture; this means studying

consumers behaviour, and current prices in the consumers market, in

order to determine the required price change®, (prices are planned

in the system, as we have postulated in the introduction)• Also

the problem of finance has to be considered at that stage.

The medium term planning is obviously a very complicated process,

but it couli have been much more difficult in the absence of a

long-term plm which at least guarantees the optimality of the major

directions of change in the medium term plans.

The Ion, tern planning procedure exposed in the present section,

although it might seem to be ambitious, ia both operational in

principle» and certainly not far removed fro© present planning
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procedures, us it could be eonuidered us a ref'tneiaent of them,

Nevertheless, it© implementation has to coxae in stage©, starting

perhaps by nor© simple and modified versions of the approach.

These .edifications will be examined in the following section,

6.b.2 VARIATIONS di THE BASIC APPROACH!

One can conceive of a large number of variations in the use of an

activity analysis model of the housing production sector. These

variations, however, seem to fall into two categories:

(i) Variations in the conception of the model in relation to

the national planning procedure (i,e, external variations);

(ii) Variations in the structure and content of the model

(internal variations).

The most obvious variant in the first category i© in conceiving

of the model of the housing sector (of section 5»3»3) a® standing

on its own, and not a© a part of a comprehensive national

optimisation problem. The national planning procedures (and hence

any total optimisation) would end when the centre has developed

the first feasible central programme (point A in diagram 6.h.a).

The resources allocated to the sectors are made, and any subsequent

adjustments (iterative activities) between the centre and sectors

are feed© for the purpose of reaching a feasible plan and not ©n

optimum one. This seems to fit directly into current planning

procedures (as illustrated in chapter 2).

The sector, on receipt of it© quotas, start© it© planning procedure
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of the absence of communication with the centre (save for

feasibility adjustments). However, in this case the sector oust

develop its own objectives function, which it will use in the

process of optimizing the sectoral model. One possible treatment

of such a function is outlined below.

le may start by determining the sizes of population groups at

various 'equivalent1 housing conditions. Then we project in the

future the desired pattern of change of housing conditiona.1
(within, of course, the limits which we think are feasible fro©

the available resources points of view). The housing conditions

of a family or a household may be assumed to depend on two

Indices; (a) the use-value of the dwelling (a function of state

Indices]5 (b) the intensity of occupation expressed in terms of
2

number of person® per unit area.

This projection could be accomplished in three steps. First, we

get toe projections for the urban population during the plan period

classified into various social groups and household sizes. Secondly,

from information about the existing housing stock and present flow

of housing service at various use-value levela, end on the basis of

knowledge of peat trends and possible future resources, we make a

1. These projections arc only used as a starting point. This is
analogous to the projections of levela of living discussed in
chapter 3 to relation to the comprehensive approach.

2. As mentioned in chapter 5 we use persons/unit area, and not per
room, as this is a more appropriate index to developing countries
(as discussed also by Stevens, "Housing densities*. Tropical
Building studies, Ko.l, H.k.J.v., London, 1961.
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Diagram 6.4.c Projecting the pattern of housing 'conditions'.
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projection of the future pattern of housing-service flow (a©
illustrated in diagram 6*U*b). Thirdly, we determine the various

sizes of population groups of various household size which utilize

the various types of the housing stock. In other words, overlay

information derived in step one above, over those received from

the second step {as illustrated in diagram 6*h*c).

The sizes of groups at various housing conditions at various point®

of time are the housing sector*© value indices. Analogous to the

treatment of the national objectives function in section 3*1*2,

some of these indices have to be constrained, and only some will

enter into en objectives function. Some groups will be

constrained at minimum levels; others on maximum levels. These

constraints end objectives function could be translated and

expressed in term© of flows of housing service1 (in areas at various

use-value levels).

1. For example (see diagram 6*b*b) we can have constraint such as

■^'t-t-15 •$ Ht+15 ^t+15 *'t+2 ••• ®i®*# which could be
fitted in the lower part of table 6*3*3 (labelled *flnal
requirements*) of the housing sectors model. The sectors
objective function may take the for®

as#- <h£I + HE*) ♦ HS«>
P* <15 - W!«'15)

where the planning period extends from year (t) to year t * 15;
VK

is the amount of flow of housing service of level K at
time t+i; and 0 is discounting factor. It may also be
noticed that the problem of housing standards and group
priorities are accommodated in this approach in a theoretically
better way than is usually done in present approaches (chapter 2).
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A problem that will appear, if we treat the bousing sector's

proble -a rrrtirlly inference;-1 from the re t r f . ieelrions

1 et -■ ' set i » U the < ra hie ' tioa

of the housing service to be produced. The above proposed

neei -r. 1 oL\jf;c t/v's function ■■ nl:, take# as it: in icee (el mc.-.ts)

V c t * t-.j 1 O'lBliV ocr'vicr . <.\LXieo b.y Ubf.-i. ti. c.

Zb the present version of the approach* the regional distribution

of tie out; -it flow of the housing would have to be constrained#1

The main advantage of the above approach, of treating the housing

sector as a partially in ependent unit, is its etaplicit;-'. n

it if- obvious t'vt a mctioiuJ plan composed of ©1-ti. u c' r*

programmes (determined separately) is not a total optimum, -••ir.ee

the national objectives function is not composed of the mm of the

eee- oral .. actio , n, the . fc .,.riets (m • .1 oil vol of

resources) will not be equal in all sectors# However, each a

1. -his v -!■- be uo.ne in the ; db; i;.v c:cr: ; : i .• ut-; 1-
In oil <. i* •• r cU'i-is, tre iiu.:...stri.OL prui r-.ae over time, in. sti les
ohich cerinot be hifttu, mc they arc extx*uc ti v'e in-. , - .ric
are determined# Also «e determine the industries which have
j. -:,c •:-o,...yt-r-\tiV€ uavtuite: :es ii Iocstec in cert..in «ur, Le.t,.
ex;ori inch, rtries nearer to uort.. of expert, an industry ncur the
centre- of demand. on it# products, (if that is concentrated in one
area), etc#]. :«br these nee Industries# employment requirements
are litter-le-.. - together* it.t 'Jseir supporting population - and
tveir housing re • ui .omenta deter, lixed# These may be used e®
additional constraints on the no ,.el of the housing sector, stating
.i..it.u- i .c. .1 o lie of ;i:;g ucrvico t various levels

desired in an area* (These constraints must fall within the
sixes of the use-value groups projected for the flow of the
housing service). This procedure implies (i) that newly employed
peri-one require new housing, ahlch stew valid in the c .editions
of developing countries# where the unemployed usually live in very
m.• :uiia conditions, (ii) beside these conel.rr.ints it <<oeu ml
matter where the new housing is sullied (within, of course, the
limit • of builcii:>r sites supplied w-.ich do not induce tot' lly
undesirable areas;# This implies the value judgement^that the
welfare of people depends on what housing service they enjoy
but not on v. he re they enjoy it (this simply meana that there is
10 ;. of.t t la i jr. tePOXlCo) •
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simplified approach could prepare the way for Implementing the

comprehensive procedure, and, in any case, is capable of yielding

better results than partial approaches, and other current practices•

The second category of possible variations In the use of the

programming approach, deals with the internal structure end contents

of the housing production sector (of section 5*3*3) (whether the

model la considered as pert of national optimisation procedure or

as partially independent from it)*

Certain variables could be made constant, i*e* determined by

independent partial analysis and the decisions on their values

token once and for all, [e*g» maintenance activities could be taken

as constants, requiring specific amounts of various inputs at

various points of tine* Densities in various housing areas could

be taken as constants etc.]• This, of course, would reduce the

scope of optimization*

It is also possible to aggregate the model, or parts of it, in a

variety of ways. Activities could be aggregated, and thus the

number of variables (columns) reduced* Commodities could be

aggregated into commodity groups, and thus mm row® eliminated*

Although our knowledge about techniques of aggregation is United,1
1* The process of aggregation, in linear programing models is not

fully developed yet (this is not to be confused with aggregation
of input/output tables)* For a discussion of this subject see
T. karshak, 'Aggregation in Linear Programming models*, Appendix
to his contribution, "A spatial model of 0*3. Petroleum Industry",
in "atudles In Process Analysis", kanne, A.8., John Alley, 1963*
karahak has succeeded in aggregating a very large model of mora
than 200 equations into one of only 30 equations* The results
of optimizing this aggregated model were quite close to those
derived fro© the original model*



it seams possible (and may be «orth doing) to aggregate housing

maintenance activities ana commodities produced by the same

productive unit (e,g» ordinary eley bricks, hollow clay bricks).

Also aggregation of vertically related activities is easy to

perform (c,g« materials and components production).

These and other possible variations in the internal structure of

the model could help the analysts to shape a manageable picture of

the technology of the sector, by eliminating or aggregating those

activities which are not important (or whose cost of inclusion -

collection of data and computations - is large relative to the

value to be gained if they are included),

Regarding the implementation of the use' of sectorial models in

planning practices, the following phases nay be suitable:

(1) partial aodels of the type discussed in chapter 5 may be

attempted first, e«g« the choice of sites to be developed or

densities and type of housing development as illustrated in

Appendix 1, (2) the second phase may be to use e sectorial model

in which some activities are aggregated, (3) thirdly a full model

of the housing sector may be used on its own as discussed above;

and finally (b) to use the comprehensive planning procedure

discussed in the last section.

Having in this section represented the whole approach and its

possible variants, and having established earlier In this chapter

its theoretical validity and practicability in serving our long-

term planning purpose, we go now to the final task of this thesis,
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to evaluate the approach relative to the available nltcmatire

approach©©.

6.U.5 FIKAL EVALUATION OF TEE APPROACH AHD CCMCLUOl^C H^SlSl

To start evaluating the approach to the problem ©f optimising long*

tern planning decisions in the Housing production sector, that baa

been developed in this thesis, implies an acceptance of the

conclusions reached in the last four sections; namely, that the

approach is theoretically valid and feasible in principle.

However, an approach could be valid and feasible, yet inefficient

relative to its alternatives. Here we mean inefficient in the

sense of achieving the same result as the alternative approaches

but at more cost, or of giving less value at the same cost, or

both, evaluating the efficiency of the advocated approach is the

main subject of this section. We will start by the 'valuers*

gained by using that approach.

First it reduces the scope of intuition and arbitrary decision¬

making, sad thus increases the chance of achieving 'good* decisions.

The approach, however, does not replace judgment1 and intuition of

practical men - on which we will continue to rely for a long time

in the future. It merely help® to reduce that sphere of

intuition, end reduces the rcale of i^roblems that require judgment,

to within the limits of human capabilities where informed, judgment

1, The term judgment is used to refer to judgments of facts or
estimation but it does riot include value judgments in terms
of good or bed.
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Can be relied upon. In fact the largest problem that would

require judgment, in our approach, is the eat!nation of an input

coefficient, or physical feasibility, of ar activity.

The second merit of the advocated approach ie that it neither

implies nor imposes any @et of values on decision makers. This ie

in contrast with moat partial criteria®, which mix fact toad value,

and pretend to be objective while in fact they are Implying end

imposing serious value judgments.1

Our4 approach brings out all the points that require value judgment

md represents them, In a meaningful manner to the decision makers

v-ho are asked to make their orai value judgments. Also the way in

which the national and housing problems have been conceived,

formulated and represented to decision makers (particularly the

concept of flow over-time of housing service at various use-value

levels) helps them make intelligent value judgments, that more

accurately reflect their hitter objectives.

In current planning practices, the total problem is fragmented into

numerous sub-problems each of which requires a value judgment

(which would in fact be intermediate to higher objectives) e.g. one

value judgment is required for housing priorities, another for

housing standards, and a third for production techniques, etc.

Inconsistencies are bound to exist between these intermediate sets

of values, because they implicitly rely on the conception of their

1. or example labour-intensive and capital output criteriaa hove
the implicit value judgment that all wemre about in the
present (see chapter 2).
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eonne Hons with higher objectives; cumieetioni tfi-t cannot be

intuitively conceived. bur cpprouci avoids these potential

1 ;Con;:isteiicieo by requiring iron the decision mb.ert; the --Apply

of only one ect of high value premises for the thole ryaten

[preferences a .one various patterns of flow of housing service

over time - or patterns of change of population groups at various

levels of living over time]. These simplifications in the

problems of value judgment, and in the conception of the ahole

problem, are in my view* an achievement by thenselves, even with¬

out 'applying' the method in full.

The third of the merits of the proposed approach is that it is

capable of defining- the optimum direction of technological change

in individual sectors, and in the whole economy, of a developing

country. This 1 believe coulci not be achieved by any other known

method of analysis.

Because the approach takea account of the main lnterdependeneie a in

the system (products, materials, techniques, locations .«.)

including existing conditions (present capital equipaexit, housing

stock etc,), and because it enlarges the scope of optimisation,

(manipulating sore variables aimulteneously), It is capable of

achieving higher values (i.e. a Plan with more value or 'output')

than alternative approaches such as planning in stages, partial

criteria or target-setting approaches*

The following set of potentialities inherent in the approach are

due to the use of mathematical optimization techniques, irst it

enables the exploration of a very large number of alternatives.
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without the need to define each one individually# It sets the

constraints that define the area of feasible alternatives, and then

veneratea. and evaluates, all these alternatives automatically. The

human task is limited to the description of the elements, (activities),
their relations and the constraints upon then. Thus the approach

is more than an evaluative process, and should not really be

compared to partial evaluative methods, vtiieh can only choose the

♦best * among a entail number of given alternatives that are specified

in their entirety.

when the Miltl-etage process of handling information is taken into

account, the scope of choice will further he increased. This is

due to the fact that the use of shadow prices, sensitivity, and

parametric analysis, could direct the attention of analysts to the

possibilities of new alternatives, which, otherwise would not have

been detected.

All the features mentioned above, by their contribution to the en*

largement of the scope of choice, will increase the probability of

achieving higher values and better plana. Enlarging the scope of

choice is particularly important in the field of housing production,

where there ia as yet no technical breakthrough, or even major

advances, and thus differences in efficiency between various

alternative products, materials mad techniques ore very small,

particularly when each is considered separately (as discussed in

chapter 1). Thus significant improvements in the efficiency of

the seetor could only be achieved through taking interdependence
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into ...c count, mad by enlarging scope of choice* Thea© will

lead to the accumulation of the effects of amull improvements.

Without the ubc of mathematical techniques, end without the

ability to perform operations such e© sensitivity analysis, the

problems of unreliability of date, and the high cost of it©

collection, in a developing country could not conceivably be solved*

In fact, those who object to the use of mathematical programming

techniques in developing countries on the ground® of their heavy

demand for data, which is often unreliable, have mii&ea the point*

It is only through the use of mathematical programming to its

fullest potential, and by dropping the *traditional* conception of

the process of problem solving, can the data requirements be

reduced, and the bias in results (due to their unreliability) be

greatly overcome*

Mathematical formulation® also enable the adjustment of objectives

an values to facts (i.e* end® to means and not only means to ends)*

The problem could first be solved using a particular set of value

constraints, and an objectives function* The 'shadow prices* of

the value constraints (derived from the first solution) could help

greatly in adjusting the constraints (e.g. on group sizes) and

another set could then be attested (as shown in Appendix 1)*

All the above merits, and potentialities, should not overshadow the

limitations of the approach* 'Ve have seen that there are many

assumptions underlying the formulation (section 6*1), and many

approximations to the real v.orld* However, as we have discussed
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earlier* these assumptions* as allied to the housing sector* «*•

not as restrictive as usually assumed* Besides* the result®

reached under these assumptions ore UUely to he much better then

'those reached under the naive assumptions of partial analysis*

Alas if we do not take the result© literally* but only take the

directions of technical change (end later use partial analysis}*

one doubts if there will be any further theoretical objections*

The second aspect to be considered* ia that to achieve the large

potentialities outlined above* great efforts* imagination* time

and coats must be incurred* However* the question is* will this

expenditure be justified; will it yield good value for money'/

This brings us to the second aspect of evaluating the efficiency

of the approach; namely* costs* In the following* it will be

contended that the approach advocated will be more efficient thai

the alternatives it replaces*

First of all* the advocated approach does not replace partial

analysis* but it replaces & whole planning procedure, and thus its

costs and achievements must be compared to the latter* The

planning procedure it replaces is the usual target-aetting procedure*

which aims at developing a feasible plan which achieves these

targets* The procedure includes the allocation of resources

between sectors* and an iteration procedure to balance the demands

ani supplies an these resources. There is no reason to believe

that, when the iteration procedure is organized according to the
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method of two-level planning* it will cost more* Secondly the

exercise of estimating the inputs and outputs for all activities

and making material and labour balances, mokes a very heavy demand

en data, effort and time* In fact the data used for these

purposes constitutes the larger portion of that required for apply¬

ing the programming approach# Thus, the additional cost of

refining the process and upgrading it to an optimization procedure

(collecting the additional data and constructing the model) rhould

not be too large. In fact it could be much less than current

planning costs if the problem is viewed In the following manner.

First, the initial cost of constructing the model and collecting

data is a once and for all job. The model could be used in the

future for all planning purposes with a small increase in the cost

of computing and of updating technical coefficients, or introducing

new ones. Thus, in © sense, the construction of the model is an

investment project, which will effect great savings in the cost
• A

end time of preparing future plans.

Moreover, for a email increment of cost the model enable® the

performance of som new and valuable operations, which otherwise

would have been unthinkable. For example, if any of the para¬

meter® used In the preparation of the current plan have undergone

major changes due to external factors (e.g. failure of major export

crop in one year •••) the plan will be rendered unoptimsl or even

infeasible with many bottlenecks and shortages. In such a

situation a new plan could very easily and quickly be worked out

if v,e had a mathematical model. This will not be possible with
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current planning techniques, where it takes a long tl&e to

develop a plan and thus adjustments will have to be made on ad hoc

basis* If the changes are large, which so often happens, the

current plan collapses, planning effort is wasted end the economy

la isroiaged from day to day, through a series of shortages and

crises which affects both efficiency and morale*

By the adoption of mathematical programming all this could be avoided,

and the economy could be made adaptable to all significant

environmental changes, and always remains around an optimum path

(this means having a rolling plan)* This factor by itself could

Justify the cost of building mathematical models in developing

countries, where the environment is always subject to rapid end

drastic changes*

Other extensions for the use of mathematical programing could also

be conceived* One can think of using alternative sets of external

parameters of the kind that are likely to change, and find an

optimum strategy in the face of risk**** The data collected for the

use in this model may also be readily used for building operational

models for everyday management of the economy* There is also a

possibility of using the model to evaluate alternative research

and development projects*

1* dee for example, 3*J* Freund, "The Introduction of &sk into a
programming bodel", eonometrice. 2b-, 1956 (gp*253-263).
Although in cases of uncertainty, the problem is not yet solved*
See A. iadsnaky, "Methods of Solution of linear progrannes under
Uncertainty'*, Operations :c search. Vol* 10, U, 1962, pp.h63»71*
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All t esc factors would no doubt help spread the initial coat of

constructing the model* This factor, together with the previously

discussed merits, lend us to the general conclusion that the

approach outlined in this thesis is theoretically valid, feasible

in principle, and Justifiable in terms of cost*

However, an approach could hsve all these characteristics and yet

he rejected as 'too ambitious* for application* Thus before we

complete our evaluation of the advocated approach, it would be best

to say a few words about its general practicability (which ia

distinct from its feasibility in principle that has been discussed

earlier in section 6*3)•

First of all, the proposed general planning procedure with its

sequential adjustment between the centre mid sectors does not

depart greatly from current practices* As mentioned earlier the

advocated procedure simulates current practices, but instead of

leaving the adjustments in the latter to be made by trial and error

without guarantee of convergence to a 'good* plan, it organises

the process and guarantees its convergence to an optimum plan.

Thus, in this respect the proposed approach certainly cannot be

objected to on grounds of being 'too ambitious'*

regarding the construction of sectoral models, it would indeed be

a too ambitious, if not an infcosible, task for a highly advanced

country, especially when it is large* In such a country, the

housing sector, as defined in this thesis, arill be too large to be

formulated in the manner that has been envisaged. Also
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technical possibilities? would be so much «ld«p. Product© and

buildings5 would be more complex and sophisticated, and thus the

value indices proposed for their evaluation would b© unsuitable#

The housing stocfr end existing capital equipment will be large in

size and highly heterogenous* Also activities such as maintenance

are quite important in scale (relative to total activities in the

economy) and are more complex than their counterparts in a

developing country* These last few factors would necessitate the

use of much more elaborate and larger models than those illustrated

in ite thesis* An attempt to formulate those required models would

indeed be too ambitious* It is also doubtful if they could fit

the axioms of linear programming.

In contrast, the scale of the sector would be manageable in a

developing country* Activities, products and structural relations

would be much simpler, und thus easier to abstract from, and

represent, in a mathematical model*

Another crucial factor in determining the practicability of the

advocated progremaing approach in developing countries is that

the greater part of the technological alternatives are transferred

from the advanced countries. 3m to the usual long tine-lag, the

technological alternatives that will be available for a developing

country for some time in the future, can be predicted quite

accurately* This is not possible in advanced countries, v-here WMtttf''

of the alternative techniques that will be available in the future

.are yet to be revealed* In fact dynamic models of the detailed

type that is proposed in this thesis fire not feasible in an
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advanced country.

On the other hand It would certainly he misleading to think that

the approach would toe feasible and not too ambitious for all

developing countries. Such an approach would indeed toe

irrelevant for a developing country where little investments are

made in the housing sector. It weld also toe too ambitious

for a country at the early stages of development planning, where

neither the planning nor data collecting machinery are firstly

established.

Thus one can conclude that the approach would only be relevant#

feasible, valid and efficient in a country of the type apeclelsd

in the introduction.

However, in this thesis we have developed and explored only the

main lines of approach, an., these are the one© that have been

evaluated. further development will be the next step and only

after this has been done# wi11 we be able to pass final judgment.

But at this stage of exploration# the approach seems to hold

greet potentialities for helping' the developing countries to

■exploit technology to full advantage in their struggle to better

the lives of their people.



APPENDIX? 1 PARTIAL APPLICATION

The choice of type of housing development
faad production techniques, for Plaxaan Road
Housing; Project, Lambeth.
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I. HfTRODQCTXC®:

This appendix has three objectives: (i) to increase the under¬

standing of soae of the models discussed In the sain text, and to

decionstrate their workability by applying them to so. e concrete

problems; (ii) to show the large benefits that can ensue, even

froa such partial applications; and (iii) to illustrate two of the

most basic ideas of the thesis; namely, the necessity of

considering the choice of housing types and designs as an integral

part of the problem of choice of techniques, if optimum results ere

to be achieved; find the idea of feedback between evaluation, on one

hand, and development and problem formulation on the other.

The problem with which we will be concerned in thii appendix is

one that is frequently met by developers and designer® of housing

areas in trying to determine the combination of dwelling types

which could satisfy a set of requirements (the brief) at the least

cost. These requirements usually include things such as; the

supx>ly of certain amount of accommodation in various dwelling slaes,

at specific space and performance standards; requirements of access,

car storage requirement®, private open space ... etc.

In iao,.t case© there is commonly n huge number of possible

combinations of housing types, construction forms and production

techniques. At present, this problem is commonly approached in a

way which could, at most, explore only very few of those possible

combinations. In fact in many cases because of the large number

of conflicting requirements the problem is reduced to a process of
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tedious and arbitrary compromising between these requirements

to find Just one feasible solution. Furthermore, the problem is

almost often divided into two parts; first to find the combination

of housing types and general layout and then to find the

construction for® and production technique. The results of these

practices are & waste of a large amount of tine and effort,

without guaranteeing that anything near a total optimum is achieved.

The method that we will use in solving this problem is basically

that demonstrated in Model 5.2.3. However, the formulations made

in this appendix will be sore elaborate because the applications

are oriented towards serving *lower level* decisions (design

decisions) rather than toward© high policy decisions (to which

the model© in the text were oriented) • It may also be mentioned

(refer back to p. 250 ) that the results produced by this method

are not designs of housing areas but only fore the basis of design.

The method provides the basic decisions concerning the combination

of housing types, and production techniques, that could satisfy ell

the requirements ®t minimum cost. Their precise layout on the site

is left to the designers who could then consider the factors which

have not been taken explicitly into account in the formulation (but

of course allowed for)• This does not impare the freedom of the

designers but saves their effort and time, and ensures that they

are working near the optimum.

In Part II of this appendix we will start with © small problem

illustrating the basic framework of the method. This will be
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followed in part III, by en examination of the methods of

calculating the various coefficients required, and the assumption®

underlying theta. Then in Fart IV we go on to our main

application, the choice of type of development and production

technique in Flaxaan Hosd Project, Lambeth, A project which is

being currently undertaken in the Architecture! Research Unit,

Edinburgh University, Finally in Part V we will analyse and

interpret the results and make our final conclusions.
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*1 • A a&ALL PROBLEM TO ILLUUTRr.'i'y TH : fcKTHQ D:

Let it be required to develop an area or 6*3 acres (270000*0 sq.

ft*) at a gross density of 11+5 persona per acre with either, or

with both, of two types of blocks*

The problem is to find the combination of accumulated lengths of

blocks X-£ and Xg which could accommodate the required number of
persona at minimum cost subject to the usual requirements

(constraints) of certain space and performance standards, daylight-

ing, access and privacy.

The following data are assumed to be given (the methods of their

calculation will be discussed in part III):-

. The net area of accomodation in block 1 is 9G> of its

gross area, and that in block 2 is Q2> .

« Using a specific construction technique (traditional), the

cost per ft* run of the length of block 1 is £18?, and that

for block 2 is £252.

It is assumed (only for this problem) that the population to be

housed is homogeneous 3-peraon families, and that each family

requires a dwelling of 610 sq* ft. Thus the total area of

accomodation required is * 6.? 2 x m 1Q30OO.O sq. ft*

It is also assumed that the depths of both blocks ( 1 and ar€

Mi i
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constant, and equal to 27* •

An Important aseaaption and on© that will be retained in all

fomsul&tions 1® that a minimum of daylighting, privacy and access

requirements, can be satisfied by adequate spacing: (r) of parallel

blocks and that these requirements will remain satisfied whatever

the combination of blocks in the project1 ae long as the area

allocated (a function of r} is kept the sane. It is assumed that

for the first type of block r » 70* and for block 2, r » 81*.

If it is assumed that the average block length is 200 ft. and that

blocks are spaced 30 ft. head to head, the area of land required

(Sj) per unit length of block is thus * .i1?. * 3°), ^ (?,li, Using
this formula we find that block type 1 require® 113 «q. ft. of land

2
per foot length and block 2 require® 12b sq. ft.

1. this is the assumption of additivity that has been discussed in
the text in detail.

2. This coefficient of land requirements per foot length of any type
of block in s specific type of development (parallel layout,
staggered ... } could either be obtained by theoretical plans
or froa analysis of existing projects.
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Block type 1 supplies net accomodation area of 3 x ? x 0.9 *

73*3 sq. ft. pen foot nun of block length. For block type 2 this

mounts up to it x »V x 0.82 * 88.5 »q. ft.

How summing up all the above data and assajaptions, we find that

if is the total length of all the blocks typo 1 then:

. the total demend on lend of these blocks is 113 I

. the total acco^Eiodation supplied by thea is 73.3 X^; and

. the total cost of these blocks (type 1) is 187 X^.
Similarly for blocks of type 2:

. the total demand on land by these blocks is 12i± Xg ;
, the total area of accoraitod&tion supplied by them is 88.5 Xgjwttd
. the total cost of these blocks is 252 Xg,

We are now In o position to formulate the problem. It io required

to find the values of block lengths X^ and Xg that have minimum
cost. In other words our objective is to minimize total cost, i.e.

187 Xx + 252 X2 Minimum (0)
subject to the conditions:

(i) The sum of the amount© of lend required by both type0 of

blocks does not exceed the total area of site. Mathematically

this condition is represented by the following inequality:

113 \ ♦ 12U X2 « 270000.0 (l)
(11) The sun of the accommodation area supplied by each block type

at least equal© the required accommodation area. That is

73.3 Xx ♦ AB.5 Xg ^ 183000.0 (2)
Beside these two constraints we will add the logical sign constraint
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that block length® cannot be negative. That Is;

>. 0 nd x 0 - — — (!'-
This foriruletlon (Q-U) is in the standard for® of linear programming

problems. Because there are only two variables, the problem could

be solved graphically (as illustrated in graph 1).

Along the horizontal axis of the graph we measure the value of the

variable , i.e. the length of blocks type 1. Alorq: the vertical

axis that of blocks type 2. The lend constraint (l) i® the line

NU on the graph. At one extreme (given by point H) building

2200 ft. of blocks type 2 could be achieved provided we build no

block® of type 1. At the other extreme (given by point U),

2h00 ft. of block© type 1 could be built provided no blocks of

type 2 are built. Along the line and in between point® H and U

are the various points representing the various combinations of

lengths of the two blocks which ^uet exhaust the available

270000 sq. ft. of land. Below and to the left of line tM are an

infinite number of points, each of which, however, represent!?

combinations which require less than the available land. v-bove and

to the right of that line any point will require more land than is

available, and thus would be Infeaaible.

Similarly the eccosmolation constraint (2) is represented on the

graph by the line &P« Any point on or above to the right of that

line will satisfy the demand for accommodation, and any point below

it will be infeaaible as far as this constraint is concerned.

Considering the two constraints together, it could be observed that

only the are® NMQ contain® the points representing the combination



Graph 1 j A small problem .

I i

The length of 3-storey blocks (maisonnettes over flat) (in ft.)

The optimum combination of blocks iss

- 1268 ft

Xp - 975 ft.
Minium total cost of development is £ 4823/16
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or block lengths which could satisfy both constraints.

How our objective is to chose the point within this feasible

region (i,e. the combination of block lengths) that hove minimus

cost. To find this point, « set of parallel lines representing

the objective function (G) ha© to be drawn. ach line will have a

different total cost. For example line AB represents all

combinations of block lengths having total cost of £317000, and

line CD all those combinations having total cost £682000.0. Since

these lines increase in cost as we stove further and further from

the origin, we must identify the line nearest to the origin on

which any of our feasible points (within HMQ) lies. This is the

line CD, giving total cost of £1*82000.0 with point i as the point

having the niniaum cost. The combination of block length© which

correspond to that point are 1268 ft. of block type 1 and 975 ft.

of block type 2. This is the optimum combination which form© the

solution to our problem.

The solution of this problem shows clearly that the optimum

combination of block lengths depends on all the coefficients of

the problem. If the area of site is increased or decreased

(other things being equal) point w will move downwards or upwards

respectively along the line Mb. This will also happen if the

relative demand on land by both type© of blocks is changed (i.e. the

inclination of line NU). Similarly the solution will vary with

the accomodation constraint or the objectives function.

The variation in total cost a® a result of changes in the values

of the constraints or coefficients and other useful data could be
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calculated If we were solving the problem by numerical analysis

and not graphically (which we would have to do any how if we have

more than two variables)•

First we can derive the 'shadow prices', or 'partial costs', of the

constraints, Which give us an indication of their 'relative

strength* in determining the result. For example in the above

example the shadow price of land was calculated at Z2*5k per foot.

That is an increase or decrease in the area of site by one sq. ft.

will affect an increase or decrease of £2»U5 in the total cost of

the project. The shadow price of accomodation was calculated at

£o.3h. That is an increase or decrease in the amount of required

accommodation by one sq. ft, v.ill effect a change of ^6,3d in the

total cost of development, Thus it is apparent that the accommo¬

dation constraint in this problem is more restrictive than the land

constraint, and thus If we want to reduce total cost it would be

more worthwhile to reduce the area of accommodation required. In

any case it gives a basis for compromise between the two require¬

ments and this could be fed back to developers and designers to

change their requirements if they wish. There are many indications

that this item of information is always sought by designers, but

because it is unattainable by traditional design methods, the

compromises are usually made on an arbitrary basis.

In part V we will refer to other types of information which could be

derived from the solution. Having examined the essentials of the

method we move next to discussing methods of calculating the data

required for the formulation of the problem; data which we have
taken as given in the last example (such as the net area of

accommodation per ft. run of block, ... etc.).
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HI. jjay&ifciHA.-sr data pdocxpdiifot

The data required to formulate any problem of the type discussed

in this appendix fall into three large divisions. First are

those which for© the right hand side (i?KS) of the constraints.

These must be given in the brief of the problem, thus they require

no calculations beside those illustrated in the *amall problem**
The second type of di ;a are the *design coefficients*, which

include the accomodation area per ft. run of block, land per ft.

run of block ... etc. The third group are those which we will

call Building coefficients.
4

(a) Design coefficients:

- The gross floor area of m block per ft. run of its length, is

simply the product of multiplying the gross block depth (w) by

the number of storeys.

- To get the net accommodation area of © block per ft. run, we

have to subtract the areas taken by stores, external walls, stair

cases and access areas, from the gross area as shorn below,

« The thickness of external walls is assumed to be 9", Thus the

new block depth would be W - 2 x ^ « V* - 1.6*
• Stores are assumed to be required at the rate of 20 sq. ft. for

the average dwelling of 600 eq. ft. (If the average area of

dwellings in a problem is different, the area of stores should be

adjusted accordingly)♦ Thus the effective block depth would have

to be reduced further by 20/600 « 3.3, . this works at about 1*

for blocks of the range of 27* - 36' deep.

- In stair-access blocks of flats, the area occupied by stairs and
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other* access areas must he further subtracted. This area will

very according to the design of the blocks. In this appendix it

Is assumed that there is only one basic design of stair access

blocks (as shown in the following diagram)•

The distance between the .talra (L) - 2 * ^ecUve"^:""1"^* flati"j'
For every L* of this block, there will be a reduction of 9 x 13

ft. This means a reduction of

1-5x9 i 2. x .tfoc area of averse .nat•° x y T ffective 8?

For W « 27* and for an average flat area of 600* this reduction

amounts to 2.3'. For blocks 36* deep the reduction is 3»3r*

- From the above calculation it can be shown that the effective

depth of a stair-access blocks of flats of gross depth 27*» equals

22.2* (hence the 82,%> mentioned in the 'small Problem*).

17'

- The third design coefficient that we will examine is the car

storage space per unit length of blocks. If we

assume that car storage requires a width of 10'

per car, than the illustrated type of block

supplies 0.1 car storage space per ft# run of

block length (whatever the depth of the block

©ay be (as it is usually ©ore than 18*) as long

as car access is only froa one side of the block).

/
—

[TD
ed
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In cases where the cross wall construction dictates, especially

In the narrow blocks, that the longitudinal structural grid b©

larger than 10*, say 121, then the block supplies only 1/12 or

0.083 car storage space per toot run of block.

-For every block type there ore ©any Internal character!atics or

design coefficients which may be required in some formulations

(e.g. area of flats at G.L., area of access decks or private

terraces). These could slnply be calculated on the lines discussed

above.

Similarly, we may need to calculate some external design coeffic¬

ients for each type of block. These include the demand on land

per foot run of block length (which we hove shown how to calculate

in the 'small problem')• Other such coefficients are the demand

on roads and access space, or supply of private open space, per ft.

run of block. These could be calculated, as in the case of land

coefficient, by designing a uniform layout of blocks with roads,

private gardens and pedestrian walks ... etc., and then measure

these characteristics per block, and then reduce the® to per foot

run of block length. Alternatively this could be done through

the analysis of existing designs.

- To busk up, the design coefficients of a block type ©ay take the

form i
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. rea or aaiaoneties at G.I. 67*

Area o1 accomodation at all
floors 126 *

Land requirements 13h*

Private open space k' *
Area of roads 23*

Open public space hO'
Car storage space 0

We turn now to examine methods of calculating and preparing

the third end last set of data required to formulate a problem.

(b) Building coefficients;

In the snail problem of part II, it was assumed that the costs per

ft. run of each b.locl: were given. These coats wen calculated

by first determining the quantities (volumes, areas, or numbers) of

each building element per ft. run of block, and then coating them

according to a certain cost structure. These quantities per ft.

run are what is termed here as 'building coefficients', and it is

the subject of this part to show how they arc calculated.

- Foundations; (including all work below O.F.L. and. ground floor

slab) are costcd directly by multiplying gross floor ore© et all
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floors by a specific rs-te • This rate is assumed to vary according

to the number of floors (e.g. cost of foundations of a two-storey

house equals 2W x 0.18 where 0*18 la the assu&ed cost of foundations

per fr. gross in two storey buildings).

- ;oof gnu ?iaor quantities are measured in aq. ft. per'unit length

of block. In the case of roofs this simply is the depth of the

block W» In the ease of floors, their quantity is the product

obtained by multiplying the depth of the block W by the number of

suspended floors.

- ,\',rt.v end cros:: v.alls are measured also in sq. ft. per ft. run

of block. The calculation of this quantity, however, la slightly

i&ore complicated. If the average area of maisonette© is 600*, and

that of flats is 300', there will be a cross wall every 12* or

every 9** depending on whether the depth of blocks is 2?* or 36*

respectively. Thia aeons that there will be 0.08h and 0,11 cross

walls per ft. run of blocks for block© 27* and 36* deep respectively.

If it is assumed that floor to floor height is 8*3* t the are© of

cro-s wells per ft. run in blocks 27* deep would be equal to

27 x 8.3 x 0.08U x n * 19 n (where n is the number of storeys)•

In blocks 36* deep, the area of cross walls per ft. run of block

would be 33n.

- xternal walls are »eassured in sq. ft. per ft. run of block length

The quantity of exterasl wall© is simply calculated by the formula

W x 2 x 8.3 x n, where the 8.3* and the n ©re as above,

- The coat of finishes, services and partitions ... etc. is assumed
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for simplification to be proportional to gross floor area (although

it could be treated in detail if required). It say be mentioned

that finishes of floors, party walls, external walls and ceiling©

are included in the costing of the re elements, i.e. the elements

are treated a© * sandwich*elements.

- Internal stairs are counted in number per ft. run# To mm.fee this

calculation we have to determine first the distance between stairs

dLong the block. In cases of maisonettes of area A, this distance

will be A/2i end thue the number of stairs per ft. run of block

will be 88/A#

- sternal stairs are also counted by number and costed directly.

For example in the case of stair-access blocks of flats, There it

was found that there was a staircase every 30 ft., there rill be a

1/30 stair cases per ft. run of block. If the block is h--storey

high, and If the cost of one staircase U-storey high is SlhOO, then

the costs (building coefficient) of external stairs per ft. run

of the block are (2/50) x 1UOG * £28.

- xtergal rocks of a project are as.umed to cost in proportion to

the area of roads. Thus the area of roads, which is & design

coefficient, is also used as a building coefficient.

Using the above methods of calculation, the building coefficients

of block type 1 of the *snail problem* were calculated, and are

represented in the first column of the following table:
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"building
coefficients

cost of foundations (in £) 17
roof area (in ttq* ft.) 27
timber floor area 27
concrete floor area 27
area of cross walls 57
area of external walls b9.8
gross floor are© (for costing

finishes and services) 81
no. of internal stairs 0.077
cost of external stairs 3.35
Decks U«5

unit cost of elements
costs pes* ft, run

1 17
0.33 9
0.33 9
0.U5 12,2
0,33 19
0.57 3a.5

0,9 72.9
30 2.21

1 3.35
1 U.5

TOTAL *£187
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IV.

Following are the »®in elements of the brief of the problem

rep re Rented to (and partly developed by) the Architectural

lie search Unit of Edinburgh University#

. It is required to develop a site of 8.293 acres at a gross

density of 136 persons per acre.

. The required proportions of dwellings of different sisea are

as follows:

• 0*30 scree of the site are to be left for en old peoples* hone,

, 1,085 acres ere to be left for a motorway et one edge ©. the site.

. At leest 50*,v of the 1-person and 2-peraon dwellings tsust be on

ground level for old people,

, All large family dwellings (5 or 6-person dwellings) wast be on

ground level,

, No flat >r lovifer floor of a Maisonette should be nor® than 3~

floors walk up, i.e, the development must be low rise housing,

, Car storage facilities nuat be provided at the rate of one car

space per dwelling.

. There must be hardstending place for parking visitors cars at the

rate of one place for every 10 dwellings,

. Private open space must be supplied at the rate of at least 100

sq. ft. per dwelling.

1 person
2 person
3 person
h person
5 perron
6 person

20$>
20a

r
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. Children play areas must be provided according to the recommen¬

dation of Parker Morris report,1 i.e. 25 sq. ft. per person on

the housing area, excluding those in 1 and 2 person fl ts.

. The areas of the various types of dwellings must be at least as

high as the standards recommended in Parker Morris report.

(i.e. 320 sq. ft. for one person flat, UBO sq. ft. for 2-person
flat,

610 sq. ft. for 3-person flat, 770 aq. ft. for h-person
dwelling,

900 sq. ft. for 5 or 6-person flats or maisonettes (on
average).

. Stores are to be provided at the rate of 20 sq. ft. per dwelling.

The problem is to find out the combination of block types (their

depth, length, height and type of accommodation inside them) to¬

gether with the construction form and production technique that

could satisfy the above basic requirements [and that does not unduly

limit the freedom of the designers (at later design stages) in

achieving 'good' designs,] at minimum cost.

To solve this problem using the method discussed earlier in part II

of this appendix, we have to make certain assumptions, and get data,

about: the feasible production techniques, their cost structure,

block spacing or layouts that ere feasible for each type of block,

demand on land, roads ... etc. In other words we have to determine

the feasible types of blocks, and then determine their design and

building coefficients, and the cost structure of the available

techniques. Also we have to calculate the would-be RHS (right
1. kCKLO, "Homes for Today ana To-morrow''. H.M.3.C., 1962.
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hand side) values of the constraints. Only then we will be in

a position to formulate and solve the problem.

Regarding block spacing (r) we esauiac the following:

To achieve minimum daylighting requirements in parallel blocks

the following mininuci spacing must be achieved:1

Current practices have shown, however, that 1,2 and >-storey

dwellings need to be spaced at such larger distance, than those

required for day lighting if adequate access and privacy ore to be

achieved. Thus it will be assumed (in this problem) that the

minimum spacing needed for dwelling blocks below 3-storey high

is TO1.

It must be mentioned that any specings could be assumed according

to the anticipated type of layout. In fact for each type of block

(cross section) various uniform layouts could be designed or found

among £>reviou« designs, with parallel, staggered or any other

special layout, and froa these designs we can work out the land

requirements, road requirements, ... etc.. In this case for every

type of cross section we will have more than one variable (one

for each type of layout).

1. Using the daylight indication method recoiuaended by the Ministry
of Bousing to ensure the attainment of daylighting standards In
accordance with the British Standard Code of Practice (CP3 -

Chap.l(^) - see AOHLG, Bouses .nd Plats. 19£>a. Hi. CO, 1953,
Appendix B.

Ho# of storeys pace (r) between
parallel blocks

1
2
3
h
5
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Concerning the types of feasible blocks* we assumed that we have

23 types. These are illustrated in the tope of table A.2. It

say be noticed that many of the sections are assumed to be

feasible in either of two depths, 27' and 36* or any death between

these two extremes. Notice also that all sections have a aaxLatra

of 3-floore walk-ups.

It was also assumed that it is possible to have garages that are

decked over and landscaped, to save land (variables 21 and 22).
Soise blocks are also provided with private terraces at higher

levels. There are also three types of feasible separate garages

(in one, two end three—atorey buildings).

Concerning construction forms and production teehni<urs it is

assumed that there are only three feasible types, (feasible in

the sense of satisfying certain performance requirements and in

having available the materials and labour etc., necessary for

their use). These three techniques are illustrated in the

following diagram and their associated unit costs are represented

in table A»l«

According to the above assumptions, end using the methods explained

in part III, we can now go on and calculate the various design and

building coefficients for all the feasible block types. The

results of these calculations are represented in the first 26 columns

of table /.2. aeh column represents the coefficients of the type

of block (variable) dram at the top of the column. Before we

start to explain the formulation we have to calculate the values of

the v.H.S. of the would-be constraints.
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Calculating the required number of dwellings;

for each 100 dwellings
No. of persons in 1-person dwellings

M 2-person
" 3-person
,f U-person
" 6-person

20 persons
kO
75

100 w
60 M

Total 295

as the total number or persore in the area * 136 x 7.793 *

1060 persons

then the total number of dwellings * » 360 dwellings

The nueber of dwellings of each size would be

area/dwelling
1-pereon dwellings
2-person
3-person
U-person
5 & $ person M

70 dwellings
70 "
87
88
35

t*

ft

320
US0
610
770
900

total area

22UOO
33600
53070
67760
31500

Total area of required accommodation

the area of the average dwelling » 590 sq. ft.

208230 sq.ft.

. rea of flats of old people (at 8.F.L.) m (22UOO + 33600) x 0.5
» 28000 sq. ft.

<»rea of the large dwellings (at G.F.L.) m 31500 sq.ft.

total area of dwellings at G. *L. 59500 eq. ft.

Area of children play = 25 x (3 x 87 + U x 88 + 6 x 35) « 20000 sq.ft.
Required minimum area of private open space » 100 x 360 a 36000 sq.ft.

Space required for harstanding cars » 200 x 36 * 7200 sq.ft.

Having made these calculations we have formulated the problem as

represented in the usual tableau (table A.2). This will be

discussed below:

Constraint 1 states that the area of flats at G.T,. should be at

least equal to the required area of flats for old people (i.e.



CONSTRUCTIONMETHOD1. (traditional)

9"in-situcone roof.
R

"plaster

■ete
-screed,insulatior

.5"R.c. partywills
7"R.C.f1ours render

in-fitu concrete

purposema&e timberinfill̂ walls

OOQQOC 7"precast
OOcT"o~"oQC?9"precastroo: slabs .7"wall

oanel

rsbts

precast stair©>s~L_ pain\ °°

9"concretee walls (doublele
Jf

prefab.servi (Hartunits

CONSTRUCTIONMETHOD2. (concretein-situ)

CONSTRUCTIONMETHODI (largepahel)



Table «.l: The unit costs of building elements of the three
construction methods.

cmsmmim i. thods

i—: § 3
(truliUomal) (concrete (large panel)

in-eitu)

Foundations; (per ft. rose)
in 2"storey buildings

3-storey
U-storey
fr-stoi-ey

0.22
0.23
0.26
0.30

0.22
0.25
0.26
0.30

0.22
0.25
0.26
0.30

Hoof© (per sq. ft. of
actual roof area) 0.6 0.8 0.75

Timber floors (per sq. ft.) 0.2

Insitu concrete floors 0.33 0.35
Large panel floors 0.3
Gross walls 0.35 0.5 0.1*5
.xtemal walls 0.1*5 0.38 0.75

Cost of finishes, services,
(per ft. gross) 0.9 0.5 J.88

Cost of internal stairs
(per no.) 1+5.0 70.0 60.0

ixtemal stairs (per no.)
1-storey
2-storey
3~storey
U—storey
3-storey

U50
800

1150
11+00
1750

1*50
800

1150
11*00
1750

1*00
700

1000
1300
1600

Cost of access decks (per
ft. run) 6.9 6.9 6.9

Cost of garages (per car
©pace) in one storey
buildings
in 2-storey buildings
in 3-storey
in decked over space ooqqrN.^tnfAHKI44

170
330
1*50
1*30

170
330
1*50
1*30

Road® and external works and
drainage (per ft. sq. of
main road area) 3.0 3.0 3.0

• 'ource: Basic date were derived in the first instance from
'building studies*, and 'current market prices and
measured rates', These were later modified by the
uontity urveyor of the Architects .esearch Unit to

conform with the prices used in estimating the costs of
the It? project-
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28000 8$. ft.)

Constraint Z states that the area of flats and maisonettes at

G.F.I,, must be at least 59000 sq. ft., which is the area of flats

for old people plus the area of flats and maisonettes for large

families, who are all required to be at G.F.L.

Constraint 3 states that the net area of accommodation at all blocks

and at all floors must at least be equal to the required total area

of accoaisodation (I.e. 208330 sq. ft.)

Constraint U is the land constraint. It states that the area of

land required by all dwelling blocks (variables 1-23) plus the land

required for separate garages (variables 2U-26), plus the land

required to Increase the area of private gardens, roads and open

public sj.ce (variable 27), must not exceed the total area of site,

292375.0 sq. ft.

Constraint 5 states that the area of private open space (in private

gardens find in upper level provate balconies) supplied by the

dwelling blocks (variables 1-23), plus that specially added to it

from the total land (variable 27), minus the amount deallocated to

roads and public open space (variable 28) must be larger than the

required 36000 sq. ft.

Constraint 6 states that the area of roads required (variables 1-26)

plus the area for harstanding cars (the RH8 of the constraint, i.e.

7200 sq. ft.) equals the total area of roads (variable hi). The

latter will be used for costing external work.

Constraint 7 states that the area of open public ©puce * supplied'

by dwelling blocks plus the extra area allocated to it by activity
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28 mast be larger than the area required for children play

(I.e. 20000 sq. ft.). In this for®, this constraint is not

likely to be effective* It could, however, take the form of

stating that public open space roast attain a certain rate per

person or a certain proportion to area of roads ••• etc.

Constraint 8 states that the sun of the number of car storage

spaces provided; under dwelling blocks (variables 3# 17, 18, 19,

20, 23), and under landscaped decks {variables 21 and 22), and in

separate garages (variables 2U, 25, 26) must be at least equal to

360, which is the number of car storage space required.

The above 8 constraints were the design constraints, the rest of

the constraints, thet is, 9-20, are simply made for calculating the

bill of quantities for the purpose* of costing the alternative types

of development. Constraint 9, for example, states that the sum

of the costs of foundations for various block types (variables 1-23)

must equal the total cost of foundations (variable 29). The total

bill of quantities of a project will be the values of the variables

29-U1 associated with it. In other words in solving this formulated

problem, the resulting values of the variables 1-28 will give the

lengths to be built of the various block types, end of variables

29-hl will give the bill of quantities of these lengths of blocks

that are going to be built.

In costing the bills of quantities of the various alternatives we

have used three objectives* functions (or three cost structures)

correspending to the three available production techniques. The

optimum type of development corresponding to each technique will
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be determiixed first end then the total ©ptimun is Identified,

In solving this problem we have used en English Electrlc-Leo-harconi

KDF9 computer (of the Edinburgh Regional Computing centre). We

have also used the linear programming system supplied by the above

mentioned company. After trying this system on a test problem

and comparing the results to those achieved by manual computations,

we have written the required control programme and put the data of

our problem in the required formatx part of which is shown on

pages 39h,39i>« The results are shown in output-sheets No.1-6.
These will be explained in part V of this appendix.

1* The required data format and the use of the system are described
in, English Electric-Leo-Marconi Computers Ltd,, Publication

. 1020, D?9 Linear Irorrammiiir- Manual". Nov. 1965.
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23iblock type 23;0.0;0.0;0.0
2u;garage type 24;0.0;q.0;0.0
25|oarage type 25;0.c;0.0;0.0
26;garag' type 26;0.0;0.0;0.0
27jphivat! space 27?0.0;0.0;0.0
28;public space 28;0.0;0.0;0.0
29| found.cost 29;2;2;2
30{area op ?00p 30;0.6;0.8;0.75
31;floor area 31;0.2;0.0;0.0
32;floor area 32;0.35;0.0;0.0
33jfloor area 33;0.0;0.35;0.3
3ujp. «all ,-..?ea 34; 0.35;0.5;0.45
35{5x.?/all area 35; 0.45; 0.38; 0.75
361oth'"'r costs 3u;0.9;0.9;0.85
37;no.int.8tair 37; 45;70;60
38;acc . . cost 38;1.0;1.0;0.0
391access cost 39;0.0;0.0;1.0
iiojoarage cost uo;1.5;1.5;l*5
41;external 4ork 41;3;3;3
206.38

20s
1
constraint 1; >; 28000.0
8
4;22.2; 5; 30.2; 8; 33.5; 9; 33.5; 10; 22.2;
11; 30.2; 15; 24.5; 16; 33.5
28315.8

constraint 2;>; 59000.0
16
1; u9;2;67;3;60.6; 4;22.2; 5; 30.2;
6; 44.4; 7; 60.4; 8; 33.5; 9; 33.5; 10; 22.2;
11; 30.2; 12; 1+9 ; 13; 67; 14; 67; 15; 24.5; 16; 33.5
5981+6.2

CONSTRAINT 3} >S 208330 .0
23
I } U9 i 2; 67 ; 3; 60.6; 4; 88.8; 5; 120.8;
6 ; 68.8; 7; 120.8; 8; 100.5; 9; 82.5; 10; 112;
11;151 ;12;98; 13; 134; 14; 126; 15; 122.5;
16;157.5j17; 66.6; 16; 90.6; 19; 49; 20; t7;
21;88; 22; 134; 23; 110.6
210914.6
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(OUTPUT SHEET HO.l)

ENGLISH KLECTRIOLEG KDP9
LINEAR PROGRAMMING

FLAXMAH HGAD HOUSING PROJECT, LAMBETH
COST 1 HHS 1

SOLUTION

MINIMUM TOTAL COST OF CSV XGPM ;fT
ZERO TOLSHAN CSS

806980.6104
0.0000

VARIABLE

HOUSE TYPE 1
HOUSE TYPE 2
HOUSE TYPE 3
BLOCK TYPE 4
BLOCK TYPE 5

VALUE

0.0000
0.0000

1*02.7145
0.0000
0.0000

PARTIAL COST

15.2027
3.35U
0.0000

58.7672
59.231*2

BLOCK TYi <5 6 0.0000 73.4619
BLOCK TYP . 7 0.0000 79.1201
BLOCK TYPE 8 835.8209 0.0000
BLOCK TYPE 9 0.0000 21.3598
BLOCK TYPE 10 0.0000 82.2891

BLOCK TYPE 11 0.0000 80.8328
BLOCK TYPK 12 0.0000 29.5998
BLOCK TYPE 13 0,0000 11.5834
BLOCK TYPE 14 96.4403 0,0000
BLOCK TYPE 15 0.0000 34.6531

BLOCK TYPE 16 0.0000 33.7006
BLOCK TYPE 17 0.0000 154.8071
BLOCK TYPE 18 0.0000 175.5430
BLOCK TYPE 19 0.0000 136.0586
BLOCK TYP E 20 0,0000 126.3294

BLOCK TYPE 21 0.0000 69.4858
BLOCK TYPE 22 653.1494 0.0000
BLOCK TYPE 23 0.0000 101.4709
GARAGE TYPE 24 0.0000 52.0771
GAR. .G TYPE 25 0,0000 31.3083
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(OUTPUT SHEET HO.l)
Contd.

VARIABLE VALUE PARTIAL COST

OARAGE TYPE 26
PRIVATE SPACE 27
PUBLIC SPACE 28
FOUKD.COST 29
AREA OP RGGF 30

0,0000
0.0000

11680.1130
5086L.0515
6713^.1106

76.962L
-0.0000
0.0000
O.OOOO
0.0000

FLOOR ABBA 31 58037,875U 0.0000
FLOOR AREA 32 127686.9182 0.0000
FLOOR AREA 33 1857214-.7936 0.0000
P.KAXL ARM 3U 2021514.5101 0.0000
EX. ALL A SErf'» 35 11158L.6203 0.00 JO

OTHER COSTS 36 252858.90142 0.0000
IfC.IHT.STAIR 37 276.69U2 0.0000
ACCESS CO T 38 7318.1R466 0.0000
ACCESS COAT 39 6221.0211 0.0000
OARAGE COST UO 98-128.621+3 0.0000

EXTERNAL WOK Ll 33057.0838 0.0000
SLACK 1 0.0000 1.15114
SLACK 2 0.0000 0.14632
SLACK 3 0.0000 2.6083
SLACK U 0.0000 0.0000

SLACK 5 1061(35.8621 0.0000
SLACK 6 0.0000 506.7293
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(output sheet ho.2)

variable V/iLUl partial cost

constraint 1
constraint 2
constraint 3
constraint u
constraint 5

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

3760U.5182
0.0000

-1.151U
-0.1*632
-2.6083
0.0000

-0.0000

constraint 6 0.0000 -3.0000
constraint 7 0.0000 0. 0000
constraint 8 0.0000 -306.7293
constraint 9 0.0000 2.0000
constrain? 10 0.0000 0.6000

constraint 11 0.0000 0.2000
constrain* 12 0.0000 0.3500
constraint 13 0.0000 0.0000
constraint 1U 0.0000 0.3500
constraint 15 0.0000 0.U500

constraint 16 0.0000 0.9000
constraint 17 0.0000 U5.0000
constraint 18 0.0000 1.0000
constraint 19 0.0000 0.0000
cchstraint 20 0.0000 1.5000
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(OUTPUT >HK IT NO.3)

ENOUGH ELECTRIC-LEG KD?9

LINEAR PROGRAMMING

PLAXNAN ROAD HOUSING PROJECT, LAMBETH

COST 2 RH8 1

•OLUTICN

MINIMUM TOTAL COST OP DEV.&OPMINT
Zt,RO TOLERANCE

858542.7218
O.OOOO

VARIABLE VALU PARTIAL COST

HOUSE TYPE 1 0.0000 13.1259
HOUSE TYPE 2 0.0000 3.0177
HOUSE TYPE 3 402.7145 0.0000
BLOCK. TYPE 5 0.0000 50.8307
BLOCK TYPE 3 0.0000 54.2587

BLOCK TYPE 6 0.0000 70.4766
BLOCK TYPE I 0.0000 80.6518
BLOCK TYPE 8 835.8209 0.0000
BLOCK TYPE 9 0.0000 16.9272
BLOCK TYPE 10 O.OCGG 78.9514

BLOCK TYPE n 0.0000 83.5566
HLGCK TYPE 12 0.0000 30.1+022
BLOCK TYPE 13 o.oooo 17.8768
SLOCK TYPE 14 98.1+1+03 0.0000
BLOCK TYPE 15 0.0000 35.0376

BLOCK TYPE 16 0.0000 42.2231
BLOCK TYPE 17 C.0000 133.7103
BLOCK TYPE 18 0.0000 173.0480
BLOCK TYPE 19 0.0000 137.5233
BLOCK TYPE 20 0.0000 131.6635

BLOCK TYPE 21 0.0000 66.1421
BLOCK TYPE 22 653.11+94 0.0000
BLOCK TYPE 23 0.00.0 105.1+626
GARAGE TP:! 24 0.0000 50.1463
GARAGE TYPE 25 0.0000 23.5854
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(OUTPUT SHEET No,3)
Contd.

VARIABLE VALUE PARTIAL COST

GARAGE TYPE 26
PRIV'-.T SPACE 2?
PUBLIC -.PACE 28
FOUND. COST 29
AULA OP ROOF 30

0.0000
0.0000

11680.1130
50868.0515
67138.1106

65.3781
-0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

FLOOR AREA 31
FLOOR A 32
FLOOR AR ,A 33
P. .ALL AREA 38
EX.,,ALL AREA 35

58037.87514
127686.5162
18572U.7936
202156-5101
1115814.6203

0.0000
0.000c
o.ocoo
0.0000
O.OOoO

OTHER -.A -T3 36
HO.INT. T I 37
ACCESS CO. 38
ACCESS COST 39
OARAGE CO :,T UO

252856.9082
276.6982

7316.1*866
6221.0211

98128.6288

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
O.QC'JO

JCSERHAL WORK 81
SLACK 1
SLACK 2
SLACK 3
SLACK 8

33057.0638
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
1.3167
0.6785
2.7808
0.0000

SLACK 5
. L CK 6

106105.8621
0.0000

0.0000
526.0365
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(OUTPUT SHHET No.U)

VARIABLE VALUE PARTIAL COST

CONSTRAINT 1 0,0000 -1.3167
CONSTRAINT 2 0,0000 -0.67U5
CONSTRAINT 3 0.0000 -2.7L0L
CONSTRAINT h 3760U.5182 0.0000
CONSTRAINT 5 0.0000 -0.0000

CONSTRAINT 6 0.0000 -3.0000
CC&STRAINT 7 0.0000 0.0000
CONSTRAINT 8 0.0000 -526.0365
CONSTRAINT 9 0.0000 2.0000
CONSTRAINT 10 0.0000 0.8000

CONSTRAINT 11 0.0000 0.0000
CONSTRAINT 12 0,0000 0.0000
CONSTRAINT 13 0.0000 0.35C0
CONSTRAIN- lh 0.0000 0.5000
CONSTRAINT 15 0.0000 0.3800

CONSTRAINT 16 0.0000 0.9000
CONSTRAINT 17 0,0000 70.0000
CONSTRAINT 18 0.0000 1.0000
CONSTRAINT 19 0.0000 0.0000
C ON1 STSAINT 20 o.oooo 1.5000
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(OUTPUT SHEET HO.5)

ENGLISH SLECTIilC-LEG XDP9
LINEAR PSOGHAXXIKQ

FLAXHAN ROAD HOUSING PROJECT, LANBETH
Cost 3 HHS 1

SOLUTION

2INIMUA TOTAL COAT OF D ."V; LOPMENT
ZERO TOLERANCE

859718.7794
0.0000

VARIABLE

HOUSE TYPE 1
HOUSE TYPE 2
HOUSE TYPE 3
BLOCK TYPE 4
BLOCK TYPE 5

VALUE

0.0000
334.6024
141.6112

0.0000
0.0000

PARTIAL COST

14.5596
0.0000
0.0000

54.7459
46.9755

BLOCK TYPE 6 0.0000 75.2444
BLOCK TYP 7 0.0000 76.5760
BLOCK TYPE 8 835.8209 0.0000
BLCCK TYPE 9 0.0000 17.3587
BLOCK TYPE 10 0.0000 89.0703

BLOCK TYPE 11 0.0000 85.6071
BLOCK TYPE 12 0.0000 42.3699
BLOCK TYP 13 0.0000 24.4316
BLOCK TYPK 14 0.0000 8.6577
BLOCK TYPE 15 0.0000 50.1664

BLOCK TYPE 16 0.0000 49.5442
BLOCK TYPE XI 0.0000 163.2644
FLOCK TYPE 18 0.0000 182.1821
BLCCK TYPE 19 0.0000 149.4018
BLOCK TYPE 20 0.0000 141.1690

BLOCK TYPK 21 0.0000 70.6026
BLOCK TYPE 22 696.4925 0.0000
BLOCK TYPE 23 0.0000 121.6111
GARAGE TYPE 24 0.0000 47.1373
GARAGE TYPE 25 0.0000 11.5494
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(output sheet ho.5)
Contd.

VARIABLE VALUE PARTIAL COST

GARAGE TYPE 26
PRIVAT SPACE 2?
PUBLIC ;>PAC 28
POUND.COST 29
area op roc? 30

0.0000
0.0000

9921.2077
50553*6152
71032.L725

L7.32L0
-0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

FLOOR AREA 31
FLOOR AREA 32
FLOOR AREA 33
P. all AREA 3L
IX. ..ELL AREA 35

L9762.2LL2
13Q38L.L776
180166.7218
201+838.8808
106032.0232

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

other coots 36
no .int. ;t i i 37
ACCESS CO T 38
ACCESS COST 39
GAME COST '+0

251199*19U3
258.9251

7187*9030
6073.5075

99180.6716

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

EXT RNAL WORK LI 31895.LL29 0.0000
SLACK 1 0.0000 1.5836
SLACK 2 0.0000 0.868L
SLACK 3 0.0000 2.6033
SLACK L 0.0000 0.0000

SLACK 5 IO836O.3L17 0.0000
SLACK 6 0.0000 556.1266
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V. INTERPRETATION OP RESULTS AKD FIHAL CCNOUJ3IC8fS

Output Sheet Ho.1 giv s the optimum combination of dwelling types

that should he used in Flagman :;oed project if the first

construction method (traditional) is used. (i.e. the optima

associated with the first cost row, hence cost 1 at the top of

the hheet). This combination is optimum in the sens $ of : utiafying

all the requirement® at minimum total cost. This minimum total

cost is C8Q698Q as given in the first line of output. The second,

line gives the tolerance aliowed in checking the solution reached.1

The names of the hi variables of our problem are listed in the left

hand column of output sheet Jfo.l. Corresponding to each one

there is a number in the second column (headed VALUK) • This number

represents the value of that variable in the optimum solution. For

example, th, first variable; HOUs TYPE 1; has the value 0.0.

This means that this house type should not be built in an optimum

project. imilarly H0U3 TYPE 2 has a zero value.

1. The following checks arc made on the solution using the original
data:
(i) The values of the basic variables are non-negative.

(ii) The partial coats of the non-basic variable© are non-negative,
(iii) Th© constraint® of the j>robleia are satisfied.
(iv) The constraints of th© dual problem are satisfied by the

dual solution.
(v) The value of the objective la correct.
In the three problems solved by the computer, there have been
smell errors in checking the constraints mud these were given
in c separate output sheet. For the problem using the first
cost row the result® of cheeking the solution were:
ERROR MESSAGES FLAXMAH ROAD HOOdXHO PROJECT, LAMBETH
CONSTRAINT 2 ERROR +0.000038b
CONSTRAINT 3 ERROR +0.0000386
CONSTRAINT 13 ERROR -0.000012b
CONSTRAINT 18 ERROR -0.0000022
CONSTRAINT 19 ERROR +0.00000b7
OBJECTIVE ERROR +0.000b71
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HOUSE TYPE 3, he6 a positive value of 1*02.7 ft., which is the total

length of this type of block that should, be built in the optimum

project. There fire three other types of blocks that are included

in the optimum project (i.e. have a positive value). These are

blocks type 8, lb and 22. Their corresponding block lengths ore

835 ft., 98 ft., and 653 ft. respectively. These lengths of the

various blocks could be fitted in the site available and could

satisfy all the requiresents that have been stated in our

formulation (i.e. accommodation, private open space, garages, ..etc.).

The variables from 29 to bl give the cost© and the quantities of the

various building elements of the optimum project. That is of the

lengths of the blocks indicated above. For example, variable No.29;

FOOHD.COSTj indicates that the foundation costs of the whole

project is £5086b (that is the foundation cost of building b02 ft.

of House type 3» 835 ft. of block type 8, 98 ft. of block type lb,

and 655 ft. of block type 2). Variable Ho.30 indicates that the

total area of roofs of these blocks is 6713b aq. ft. Similarly the

values associated with the remaining variables up to Ho.bl can be

interpreted.

At the end of the list of those bl variables, there are, on output

sheet 1, the names of 6 SLACK variables." The values associated

with them (in the middle column) represent the amount of surplus

1. In the solution of linear programming problems, lower bounded
inequalities are converted to equations by subtracting e alack
variable from the left hand side of the constraint. These
variables are then explicitly added to the problem.
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or ovcrfulfilaent of the lower bounded requirement© (i.e. those

constraints having; the sign ^ ). As there are six of these
constraints In our formulated problem (see Table A ,2) we find that

we hove six slack variables# Slack variables 1, 2 and 3

correspond, to the first three accommodation constraints. They

have zero values, which ©eon that the lengths of blocks chosen

in the optima project satisfy exactly the three requirements

without any surplus. Ho is slack h» which correspond to

constraint 5 {private open space).

alac variable No #5, corresponding &o constraint 7 (public open

sp:;ce), ha® the positive value of 1061G5 sq» ft. This is the

'surplus* open space available around buildings in the project
I

after sat*. *£ylng the minimum requirements of children private

gardens, reds and parking spaces. ./lack 6, corresponding to

constraint :o,8 (car storage requirements) has a zero value too,

implying that the optimum project gives us exactly the 3f>0 garage

©paces required*

The values of the slack variables could be of great use at the

design stage a© they will show which of the constraints is not

effective and how much surplus (meaning scope of freedom) they

have In meeting any requirement.

So such for explaining the values of the variables or the optimum

solution proper. In what follows we will explain the rest of the

information given on the output sheets. The extreme right hand

column of output sheet flo.l, headed 'PARTIAL COST *, will be

explained after discussing output sheet Ho,2 from which it is derived.
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In output sheet Ho *2 the nam#* of the 20 constraints of our problem

are listed, Tor each constraint there is a 'partial cost* or

a 'shadow price*• As explained earlier, 'the shadow price of a

constraint indicates the amount of increase, or decrease, in the

total cost of the project that could result froa tin increase, or

decrease, of one unit of that constraint,1 For ex« pie, the

partial cott of constraint 1 is -1,1516, This means that if m

re . ice our requirements of the minima net area of flats at ground

floor level (for old people) which is 26000 sq. ft, hp one sq. ft.,

we could affect a reduction of £1.1516 in the total cost of the

project, Similarly constraints 2 and 3 have non-zero partial costs.

Constraint o,6 (stating that land requirement by the various blocks

should not exceed the area of the site) has a zero partial cost,

fhib i;eans that this constraint is not effective, and that a 'mall*

increase o* decrease in the area of the site will not affect

either the total cost or the given optima combination of blocks

specified in output sheet Ho,1, Only when there is a reduction

equal to, or more than, 376014- *$• ft, in the area of the site, will

the land constraint be effective and only then it can. have a shadow

price. similarly, the rest of the partial costs of the remaining
2

constraints could be explained.

1. In the language of economista, this is the marginal price of the
constraint or its marginal productivity in this project.

2. It nay be noticed that the partial costs or shadow prices of the
building constraint® (Has, 9 to 20) are actually the unit prices
used in the objectives function, e.g, constraint 10, relating to
the area of roof, has © shadow price of £0,6, moaning that a
reduction in the area of roof In the project by one sq, ft. will
affect a reduction of £0,6 in total cost. This £0,6 is in fact
the assumed cost of 1 sq. ft. of roofing using traditional
construction (see Table A,2)
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shen considered together# these partial coats of the constraints

give an indication of their relative strength. They give us the

coat implications of varying any of our original requirements. In

the language of the designers or decision makers these are the

terms of trading or compromise between these requirements, and as

such, arc of great value to them.1 This information could be fed

back to the decision makers to enable the® to re-adjust their re¬

quirements and to re-formulate the problem more 'Intelligently* to

reflect their true values without mixing them with implicit factual

Judg ments about their cost implications • This is & case in point

ebout what we have repeatedly said in this thesis of necessity of

integrating evaluation and development•

The uaeft ln.ees of the information about partial costs of constraints

cannot possibly be over-estimated. It is the sort of information

•ssfcich is l y needed by designers said decision makera, an ... could

.(at our pre,gent state^of knowle%ej by any .method

2l. Sis other thm linear programming.

Having explained the usefulness of the partial costs of the constraints,

we can now go back to discuss the partial costs of the original and

slack variables that have appeared on the right hand side column of

output sheet No.l. These have been computed as explained below

for the partial cost of House type 2.

1. In the language of economists, these are the transformation or
substitution 'function' between these requirement (see
chapter 1 of this thesis).
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The partial cost of house typo 2 is S3«35H» This is the

difference between the costs and benefits of including that house

type iii the optima project. In other words, if that house type

is to he included in the optima projects, either its costs suet

first he reduced hy £3,3511 pes* ft. run or ite benefits Increased

by that amount (the other being constant).

The costs are obtained by costing the quantities of the various

building elements that go into one foot run of that house type

(I.e. its building coefficients - shown in Table A.2) by their

shadow prices (in that case the actual prices). The benefits of

using this house type are the amounts of the various outputs

(requirements of the lower bounded types) supplied by this house

type (accommodation of various classes, private open space, ... etc.)

as valued by their shadow prices (partial costs) that appeared in

output she t Ho.2. This simply means that the partial cost of

this house type iu obtained by multiplying the set of coefficients

associated with it (obtained from 'able A.2) by the corner ondtng

shadow prices as illustrated in Table A.3.

The partial costs of the other variables are computed in the same

manner. Because these costs refer to the magnitude of loss that

would be encountered if the correspending house and block type is

used (I.e. costs exceed benefits by those amounts); They could be

use... to order the blocks which are not included in the optimum

project according to efficiency.1 This ordering is illustrated in

1. It say be noticed that the variables (blocks) that have been
included in the optimum project (Ho.3, 8, lit and 22) have zero
partial costs. This is to be expected as the criteria of

(Cocxtd. p.hll)



TAD : -->3; Calculating the Partial Coat ->f IMP PA 2:

CQB3TRAIKT Design and
building co¬
efficients of
HOUGH TYPE 2
(froia Table A ,2)

Partial
coats of
constraints
(from out¬
put sheet
Ko.2)

toats
and
benefits
per ft*
run of
House
type

1. Het area of flats at 0.9 «L. 0.0
2. Hot area of flats and

maisonettes at G •F .X« • 67
3. Net acco;ajaodation area at

all floors 67
4. Total land requirements 122
5. Private open space 35
6* Area of roads ... etc# -15
7» pen public space 36#5
8# car storage space 0#0
9# Founds ions 14
10. Hoof area 36
11. Floor space# T. 36
12. Floor pace, C. 0.0

13. Area of all suspended
floors 36

Ik. Area of party walls 66
15. Area of external walls 33#2
16. Gross area (for costing,

finishes, services ..etc.) 72
17- Ho. of internal stairs 0#1
18. Ho. of external stairs 0#0

19. Costs of external stairs
(L.P.) 0#0

20. Gosta of access decks,
garages ... etc. 0»0

X -1.151U = 0.0

X -0.1+632 a -31

X -2,6083 38 -168

X 0.0 SS 0.0

X 0.0 ss 0.0

X -3 ss

X 0.0 S3 0.0

X -506.7 SS 0.0

X 2.0 35 28

X 0.6 as 21.6
X 0.2 at 7.2
X 0.35 S8 0.0

X 0.0 SS 0.0

X 0.35 S3 22.7
X 0.45 OK 15.0

X 0.9 38 64.8
X 45.0 m 4.5
X 1.0 SS 0.0

X 0.0 33 0.0

X 1*5 St 0.0

Partial cost of House
Type 2 3.3511
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Table A,U. Those with the lower partial coats would be more

efficient than teoee 1th a hiafter partial costs.

This ordering would certainly be of great use at the latar design

stages* The reason is that if it is desired to use block types

•tb.ee than those found by the mathematical analysis* for reasons

that hare not been included in that analysis (e.g. aesthetic or

social factors ...) the cost implications of this change would be

readily available* For example, in our case, as the parti?<1 cost

of house type 2 is only £3*35H» it could be included with, or partly

instead of, the blocks chosen (after few calculations) with no great
lo a of value.

This ends our explanation of output sheets No*l and 2 which gave

the optimum combination of dwelling types, bill of quantities, and

partial com.-a if we were to use the first construction method

(Traditional)* Output sheets Ho*3 and h give the solution of the

problem if the second laethod of construction (Conventional) is used.

(Hence <XCT 2 on the top of output sheet 3)* Cutout sheets So*5

and 6 give the optimum project using the third construction method

(large panel)* These require no further explanation. However,

few important conclusions could be derived when the three solutions

are compared:

(!) The optimum production technique (least cost) to be used in this

project is the first one (that is traditional method).

(Contd. from IMO)
opticality in linear prograsaaimg, or the condition of including
a variable (a block type) in the optimum solution, la that the
costs or producing that block equals its benefits (valued using
the shadow prices;.
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in the optlama project

BLQGK com KG. PASTXAL COS?

HOUSS TYPE 2 3.3511

HLOC- TYPE 13 11.5834

HOUR'S TYP.S 1 15.2027

BLOCK TYPS 9 21.8998
f* « 12 29.5998
t* w 16 33.7006
tt H 15 34.6531
tt tt h 58.7672
W tt 5 59.2342
If n 21 69.4858
tt tt 6 73.4619
f» » 7 79.1201
M » 11 80.8328
« tt 10 82.2391
tt tt 23 101.8709
f* ft 20 126.3294
tt » 15 136.05b..
H » 17 156.8071
tt w 18 175.5430
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(ii) The ame project (choice of blocks) as opt!mm when using

traditional and conventional methods# The partial costs-, however,

do differ between theoe two solutions,

(11 lj The optimum project (combination of blocks) found in the case

of using large panel construction is different from the optima

project found out with the two other methods. (In ...his case

blocks 2,3,3 and 22 were chosen, that is block Ik has been dropped

and bloc.-. : o#2 taken Instead of it> This is perhaps the raost

important result of this appendix relative to the arguments of the

thesis. it shows that there is great interdependence between

the decision of choice of techniques of production and that of

choosing products or design® and that to achieve total optima

the two let be made simultaneously.

The 1 st thing we are going to mention in this appendix is to

answer the question which certainly has been raised in the minds

of readers. That is, how the results of our analysis co,pare

witu those reached by the architect? of the krehiteetux- xl esearch

Unit who have, independently, solved the problem of choice of a

combination of dwelling types, a production technique end have

already developed a full project.

Their project,1 uses two types of blocks, the first la similar to

block llo.lh and the second is a form of a combination of blocks h

and 17 (h-storey flats, with the ground floor area divided between

garages and flats). The block lengths are 670 ft. end 1080 ft.

1. It is fully illustrated and explained in a report available from
The Unit.
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respectively. Total cost is about 51500000, u ing a form of

conventional construction.1

This result cannot really be compared to the results of our

mtheajj-tied prograxaalng. Mainly our results are only intended as

a starting point of design and theirs is a full project ft has

ti en into consideration a considerably larger nur-.be of re jaire-

asents.

However, the cost difference is huge (we used a ceamon cert system)
and it is clear that we can produce a project of the same

'character' by laying out the 1983 ft. run of blocks in our first

solution (traditional) similar to the 1750 ft, of blocks they have

produced. Allowing for the costs of pedestrian walks which is a

main feature of their project, it would seem that our choice of

blocks and technique of production would still be considerably

cheaper.

He..'ever, X do not feel that we can really put much weight on this

conparieon for the above mentioned reason end because our formulation

was a considerably simplified version of the real problem. However,

the important thing, in ay vie®, is that the method advocated

proved capable of defining the optimum choice of type of housing

and production technique. Thus it opened the way for large

reductions in the cost of housing projects. Furthermore, it shows

that drastic reductions in the tiae and effort of both the designers

1* robably this high cost is due to the system of suspended
pedestrian walk that links all blocks at first floor level.
These have not been included in our analysis.
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end quantity surveyors could be achieved.1 It has also shorn

that it is capable or providing the designers and decision makers

by very valuable and badly needed information which could not be

found by tiny other neons#

Finally it gives an indication of the large benefits that could

be expected;first froa extending this specific forrul.ition to take
more factors into consideration (*;hich is rather simple) end,

secondly, from trying to apply step by step the rest of the models

formli:.ted in this thesis.

1. The formulation of the problem of Flaxnen load took sue exactly
ten days fro© the time of thinking to use that problem for our
application to the production of Table A,2 * The computer time
for the three problems was 11 minutes.
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